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NATIONAL COOPERATIVE HIGHWAY RESEARCH
PROGRAM

i

Syst'èmätic, welld6igned research provides the most effective
approach to the solution of many problems facing highway
administrators and e¡gineers. Often, highway problems are of
local interest *d ""T b€st be studied by highway depart_
ments individually or in cooperation with their state universi-
ties and others. However,.the accelerating growth of higfiç,¿y
transportation develops increasingly complex problems oi
wide interest to highway authorities. These probrems are best
studied tbrougb a coordinated program ol cooperative re,
search.

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators of
the American Association of st¿te Highway and rransportation
Ofïicials initiated tui.l962an objective national highway research
program employing rn*.T scientific techniques. This program
is supported on a continuing basis by funds irom participãting
member states of the Association and it receives tt.iuU 

"oåp"rultion and support of theFederat Highway Administration, United
States Department of Transportation.

The Transportation Research Board of the Nationar Research
council was requested by the Association to administer the re-
search program because of the Board's recognized objectivity
and understanding of modern research practiL. The Board isuniquely suited for this purpose as: it maintains an extensive
committee structure from which authorities on any highway
transportation subject may be drawn; it possesses avenues ofcommunications and cooperation with fderal, state and localgovernmental agencies, universities, and industry; its relation_
s!'ip to the National Research Council is an insurance of objectiv_
ity; it maintains a full-time research correlation staff of specialistsin highway transportation_ matrers to bring ,h. i;ìõ;-;;;
search di¡ectly to those who are in a positån to use them.

The program is developed on the basis ofresea¡ch needs identi_
fied by chief administrators of the highway and transportation
departments and by committees of aasfffó. Each year, specific
a¡eas of research needs to be included in the program are pro_
posed to the National Research Council and ihe BoarA by the
American Association of St¿te Highway and Transportation Of_ficials- Research projects to fulñil ìhese ,ree¡s a¡e ¿efined by theBoard, and qualified research agencies are selected from those
that have submitted proposals. Administration and surveilranceof research contracts are the responsibilities of the National
Research Council and the Transportation Resea¡ch Boa¡d.
_ 

The needs for highway research are many, and the National
Cooperative Highway Research program 

"u" _ut" significant
contributions to the solution of highway transportation problems
of mutual concern to many responsible gro,rp.. The program,
however, is intended to complement rathei tt.i to substitute foror duplicate other highway rese¿rch programs.
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FOREWORD
By Staff

Trønsportation Research
Board

This report contains the results of a study that developed recommended load-
factor'design specifications for highway-bridge foundations and retaining structures.
Comprising a series of engineering-design manuals, the report provides detailed load-
factor'design procedures for various foundation types and includes 

"*u-plo .fro*irrg
how the recommended specification can be applied to bridge foundation design. Thã
contents of this report will be of immediate interest and use to bridge desþ and
geotechnical engineers at the federal, state, and local levels, and to specification *riting
bodies.

Prior to the early 1970s, all highway-bridge design in the united states was
performed using the working stress design method. Then, in the mid-1970s, AASHTO
adopted load-factor design into the AASHTO standard specíficøtions for Híghway
Bridges as an approved design method for portions of the bridge structure above the
foundation. over time, a number of states adopted AASHTo's load-factor-design
criteria for bridge-superstructure design. However, many others have not due, in part,
to the desire to avoid inconsistency inherent in designing those portions of the structure
above the foundation by the load factor method while still designing foundations by
working stress.

This inconsistency in design format requires considerable duplication of effort in
compiling design forces for the highway structure and its foundation. The development
of suitable load-factor-design criteria for bridge foundations would eliminate this incon-
sistency, saving time and money. Additionally, it would lead to a more uniform margin
of safety fcr all structural components in a highway structure and result in a more
consistent and effrcient use of materials.

NCHRP Project 24'4 was initiated with the oirjective of developing load-factor-
design provisions which could be considered by AASHTo for inclusion in the Standørd
specifications for Highway Bridges. specification provisions and commentary were
developed for shallow foundations, driven piles, drilled shafts, and abutments and
rigid retaining structures. The specifications employ the same load factors and load
combinations that are presently used for AAsHTo superstructure design. The recom_
menled specifltcations and commentary are expected to be considered for adoption by
AASHTO in 1992.

In addition to the recommended specifications, flrve engineering manuals were
developed during the course of the study. The manuals describe detailed design proce-
dures for various foundation elements based on the recommended load-factor spe;ifica-
tions, and include many examples demonstrating their use. The hve engineering manu-
als cover the design of shallow foundations, driven piles, drilled shafts, retaining walls
and abutments, and the estimation of tolerable bridge movements.

This report contains six major sections: the five engineering manuals and the
recommended specifrcations and commentary. The engineering manuals will aid in the
understanding ofnot only the new provisions but offoundation design in general and
can be the basis for a future training program.





SUMMARY

MANUALS FOR THE DESIGN OF
BRIDGE FOUNDATIONS

Until now, engineers who used AASHTO load factor design procedures for bridge
superstructures have had to develop two sets of loadings, one for design of the super-
structure and another for design of the foundation. This wasteful duplication of effort
was unavoidable because load factor design procedures were not available for founda-
tions. The study described in this report remedies this situation. A recommended
accompanying AASHTO design code and commentary for foundations has been devel-
oped, based on load factor design procedures. The recomrnended code and commentary
are included in Appendixes B and C.* The superstructure and the foundation can now
be designed using the same loads and the same design format.

The recommended AASHTO design code has been made as similar as possible to
the existing code. This was done to minimize the diffrculties involved in working with
the recommended code for engineers who are familiar with the existing code. Changes
were made only where necessary to incorporate the load factor design format, to bring
the code up to the current state-of-practice, or to remedy omissions in the existing
code.

In addition to the draft design code and commentary, f,rve engineering manuals have
been developed during the course of this study. The purpose of these manuals is to
describe in detail design procedures for foundations, and to give examples showing
how the load factor design procedures that form the basis of the recommended code
can be applied to foundation design.

These engineering manuals are:

Engineering Manual for Design of Shallow Foundations (Part 1)

Engineering Manual for Design of Driven Piles (Part 2)

Engineering Manual for Design of Retaining Walls and Abutments (Part 3)
Engineering Manual for Design of Drilled Shafts (Part 4)
Engineering Manual for Estirnating Tolerable Movements of Bridges (Part 5)

The load factor design procedures described in the recommended AASHTO code
and commentary employ the same load factors and load combinations that are used
for superstructure design under AASHTO. Developing the load factor design proce-
dures for foundations required extensive studies of margins of safety and reliability
of foundations. Through these studies appropriate values were established for the
performance (or resistance) factors that are used to modify the nominal capacities of
foundations and thereby establish reduced levels ofcapacity that will result in reliable
foundation performance. The details of these studies are presented in Appendix A of
this report. A Synopsis, giving a brief acc<.,ont of the conduct of the research, f,rndings,

applications, conclusions and recommendations, immediately follows this Summary.

+Appendix B (Specifications) and Appendix C (Commentary) of the agency final report have been published
in Part 6, as "Recommended Load Factor Design Specifications and Commentary." Note that theìe appen-
dixes have been reproduced herein as submitted by the research agency; thus, none of the cross referènces
to them within the published text have been altered in the editorial process so that accuracv of cross
references can be retained.

I /
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SYNOPSIS OF THE RESEABCH

Problem Statement and Research Obiectives

L¡ntil now, engineers who used AASHTO load factor design procedures for bridge

superstructures have had to work with two sets of loadings, one for design of the

superstructure and one for design of the foundation. This wasteful duplication of effort

wás be¡ause there were no load factor design procedures for foundations Under the

AASHTO code, foundations could only be designed using the working stress design

approach.- 
The objective of the research study described in this report was to develop recommen-

dations for an AASHTO code for load factor design of foundations, in a form consistent

with the AASHTO code for load factor design of superstructures.

The recommended design procedure for bridge foundations is expected to have the

following benehts: (l) greater effrciency in the design effort because the same loads can

be used for the superstructure and the foundation; (2) more consistent incorporation

of margins of safety in the superstructure and foundation because they will be designed

using the same loads and consistent design methods; and (3) more effrcient use of
matãrials because load factor design procedures afford a more consistent means for
setting safetY margins: '-.

Because load factor,deSig¡r,p4gcedures offer these benefits, it is expected that they

will be used widely whenlengineers'beoome familiar with the method, and learn the

'advantdgesrof u.p,1ng it. " -" 
, r
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Scope of Study t'i.,ffi
. '' -.li¡,.,¿..Ð

As originally proposed, the scope of this study'eircöinpassed only (l) development

of a recommended AASHTO code for load factor deffi of bridge foundations and an

accompanying commentary, and (2) documentation of ùhe methods used in evaluating

load factors and performance (or resistance) factors for design of foundations.

As the study progressed, it became clear that it .would be desirable also to develop

a more thorough exposition of design methods thaúfüould be suitable for the recom-

mended code and its commentary, and to develop a series of examples of the use of
the new procedures, so that engineers could understand the new procedures more

easily, and more completely. To accomplish this goal, the scope of the study was

broadened to include development of a series of five engineering manuals covering the

design of foundations and abutments.

Thus, in its final form, the scope of the research study included development of
these products: (1) documentation of the methods used in evaluating the load and

performance (or resistance) factors used in the recommended code (this procedure,

called "calibration" of the code, is described in Appendix A); (2) the recommended

AASHTO code for load factor design of foundations, and the accompanying commen-

tary (Appendixes B and C of this report, reproduced here in Part 6); and (3) five

engineering manuals: Engineering Manual for Shallow Foundations (Part l); Engi-

neering Manual for Driven Piles (Part 2); Engineering Manual for Retaining Walls and

Abutments (Part 3); Engineering Manual for Drilled Shafts (Part 4); and Engineering

Manual for Estimating Tolerable Movements of Bridges (Part 5).

Research Approøch

The principal steps involved in the research were: (1) development and distribution

of a questionnaire to determine the extent of current use of LFD for highway structures,

opinions regarding its use for foundations, and factors that would influence its adoption



by practitioners; (2) review of previous experience with load factor design, Oorf, O.,l
lished and unpublished; (3) development of a framework for applying load factor design

methods to foundations; (4) review of the state of the art of foundation design and
selection of design and selection of design procedures suiøble for modern practice; (5)

analysis of sources of uncertainty in foundation desiga and evaluation of load and
resistance factors for the recommended load factor design code; (6) development of the
engineering manuals, incorporating load factor design concepts and including examples
illustrating the use ofeach ofthe included design procedures; and (7) development of
the recommended code and commentary.

Fíndíngs

Sumey of Practitioners. A questionnaire on load factor design for highway bridge
structures was developed and distributed to the highway departments of the fifty states,

the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Department of transportation.
The return rate was 83 percent.

Of the respondents, 80 percent are currently using load factor design methods for
highway structures. Seventy-three percent of the respondents indicated intentions to
use load factor design for foundations when the new code becomes available. These
responses indicated good potential support for load factor design. The most frequent
suggestion from the respondents was that the new code should be simple, and easy to
apply. Another frequent suggestion was that the new code should consider all types of
foundations, soils, and structures.

The same questionnaire was sent subsequently to 106 consulting engineering design
firms. The response rate from these firms was 29 percent, possibly indicating that
matters of bridge design codes were of somewhat less vital interest to at least some of
the hrms that received the questionnaire. The respondents indicated a strong willingness
to use load factor design methods if they were adopted by government agencies.

Load Factor Design FormaL In the load factor design procedure, margins of safety
are incorporated through load factors and performance (or resistance) factors.

Load factors (usually denoted by the symbol 7) account for uncerlainties in the
magnitudes of the loads that may be imposed on structures and foundations. The loads
are modified by multiplying the nominal loads by the load factors, which usually have
values larger than unity. The factored loads represent extreme values that have very
low probabilities of occurrence.

Performance (or resistance) factors (usually represented by the symbol þ) account
for uncertainties in the ability of foundations to support loads. The nominal capacity
of the foundation is modiflred by multiplying it by a performance factor, which has a
value less than unity. Performance factors account for such things as foundation soils
that are weaker than expected, foundations that are not built in precise accordance

with plans, and foundation materials (wood, concrete, steel) whose properties may fall
short of specihcations.
.The basic requirement for foundation design in the load factor design format is

expressed by the following equation:

0\ > )yiQi (1)

where þ : performance factor
R¡ : nominal resistance or load-carrying capacity of the foundation

7i : load factor for load component i
Q; : load effect due to load component i

In basic terms, this equation expresses the notion that even in the highly unlikely
situation where the load-carrying capacity of the foundation is very low, and, at the

same time, the loads are very high, the capacity should still be great enough to carry
the load.



Limit States. Limit states are limiting conditions of acceptable performance. These
can correspond to complete failure, or collapse, or to less severe occurrences such as

excessive deflection without failure or collapse. These are usually called "ultimate or
strength limit states" and "serviceability limit states."

Strength Limit States correspond to mobilization of the maximum load-carrying
capacity of the foundation, which may involve either structural failure of the founda-
tion, or failure of the soil that supports the foundation. Reaching a strength limit state

corresponds to complete collapse.
Serviceability Limit States correspond to the threshold of loss of some form of

serviceability. For example, if a bridge settles so much that the deck does not drain as

designed or there is a bump at the abutment that impairs ride quality or vehicle safety,
the bridge will have lost some of its serviceability.

Load Factors. The new draft design code uses the same load factors for foundation
design as are used for design ofthe superstructure. This choice ofload factors has the
advantage that the same factored loads can be used for both the structure and the
foundation, and the design process is therefore more efficient and consistent.

Perþrmance (or Resistance) Factors. Developing suitable values of performance
factors for soil-related limit states of foundations was a major effort of this research
study. Appendix A of this report documents the methods used in these evaluations.

\There possible, reliability analyses were performed to evaluate performance factors.
The objective was to arrive at values of performance factors that correspond to the
same level of safety, in terms of probability of failure, as do conventional working stress
design procedures.

It was found to be necessary to perform separate studies, and to develop different
performance factors, for each combination of foundation type, soil type, soil testing
procedure, and method of calculating capacity. Thus, for example, driven piles, deriving
support from sand, with capacity estimated using cone penetration test rèsults, have a
different value of perfonnance factor than the same foundation with capacity estimated
using Standard Penetration Test results. Similarly, piles in clay have different perform-
ance factors from piles in sand, and drilled shafts have different performance factors
from driven piles.

Comparative analyses were performed to ensure that foundations designed using the
new load factor design code will not differ greatly in size or cost from foundations
designed using conventional working stress design methods.

Application to Bridge Foundatíon Design

Recommended AASHTO Design Code. Application of the results of this work to
bridge foundation design will be through use of the recommended AASHTO design
code. The code and commentary are contained in Part 6-Section 4, Foundations
(spread footings, driven piles, and drilled shafts); Section 5, Retaining Walls; Section
7, Substructures (abutments).

As indicated previously, it is anticipated that this code will eliminate costly duplica-
tions of effort for engineers who use load factor design procedures for design ofbridge
superstructures. Gaps and deficiencies have also been addressed, to make the code
consistent with the current state of practice in foundation design.

Design Manuals. The design manuals developed through this study contain: the
load factors used in the recommended AASHTO code (the same load factors as

for superstructure design); the performance factors contained in the recommended
AASHTO code; descriptions and explanations of the design methods to which the
performance factors apply; and examples illustrating the application of the recom-
mended code and design methods.

These manuals will make it possible for practicing engineers to understand and use

the recommended code quickly and efficiently. They represent much more focused and
specific design aids than were available previously.
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Conclusíons and Suggested Reseørch

Conclusions. The load factor design format is suitable for application to design of
highway bridge foundations. The recommended code and commentary contained in
Part 6 will make this possible, and will eliminate the need for the wasteiul duplication
of effort that arises when a bridge superstructure is designed by the load factor method
and the foundation is designed by working stress design.

The greatest efficiency and consistency can be achieved by using the same load
factor values for both structure and foundation. The recommended code uses the
superstructure load factors for the foundation, thus making use of the c¡de as simple,
consistent, and effrcient as possible.

Different values of performance factor are needed for each combination of foundation
type, soil type, soil testing procedure, and method of calculating capacity. The recom-
mended code cont¿ins values of performance factor for each of the design methods in
current use in engineering practice, making it usable for a wide variety of different
conditions.

The engineering manuals developed in the course of this study will provide an
effrcient and effective means for engineers to understand and to use the new code.

Suggested Research. During the course of this study it became evident that the
performance of retaining walls and abutments has not been well documented. Design
methods for these structures are largely empirical, and it is diffrcult for design engineers
to anticipate performance with a reasonable degree of accuracy. Methods should be
developed for estimating vertical movements, horizontal movements, and rotations of
retaining walls and abutments, and these methods should be verified by comparison
with the behavior of full-scale structures in the field. Research is also needed to
develop a better understanding of the behavior of retaining walls and abutments during
earthquakes, and to develop improved procedures for earthquake-resist¿nt design of
retaining walls and abutments.

APPENDIX A
PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATING PERFORMANCE FACTORS

Appendix A contained in the report as submitted by the research agency is not
published herein. The table ofcontents is reproduced here for the convenience ofthose
interested in the subject area. Qualiflred researchers may obtain loan copies by written
request to the NCHRP, Transportation Research Board Business Offrce, 2101 Constitu-
tion Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20¿f 18.
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INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of this manual is to present simple guide-
lines for the analysis and design of shallow foundations in soil
and rock. The emphasis is on simple and routine practical proce-
dures, but not on detailed theoretical evaluations.

The design procedures included in this manual are presented

using both the conventional working stress design and the re-
cently introduced load and resistance factor design concepts.
The two approaches differ in the manner in which uncertainties
in design and the provision of safety margin are dealt with.
Conventional design is essentially a deterministic approach;

while load and resistance factor design is a semiprobabilistic
approach. Although the two methods consider safety against
failure differently, they treat serviceability considerations in a

similar fashion.
Design considerations and various aspects ofsoil exploration

for shallow foundations are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 respec-
tively. Methods for estimating bearing capacity and deformation
offootings in soil are described in Chapters 4 and 5. The design
of shallow foundations on rock is discussed in Chapter 6.

CHAPTER 2

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR SHALLOW FOUNDATIONS

2.1 DESIGN REOUIREMENTS

The function of a footing is to transmit loads from the struc-
ture to the supporting soil or rock without failure or excessive
movements. If the footing is to fulfill this function successfully,
it should be designed to resist all of the loads that it may be
subjected to during its lifetime.

2.2 LOADS AND LOAD COMBINATIONS

The types of loads that must be considered in the design of a
bridge foundation include: (l) dead loads, (2) live loads con-
sisting primarily of trafftc loads, (3) wind loads, (4) lateral earth
pressures where applicable, e.g., for footings supporting retaining

walls, (5) earthquake forces in seismically active areas, and (ó)
other environmental loadings, such as current and ice forces.

Most codes specify the types of loads and the load combina-
tions to be considered in foundation design. For example, the
recommendations of the American Association Of State High-
way and Transportation Offrcials (AASHTO, 1989) are given in
Table 2. I . The types of loads included in each of the load groups
are the same for both service load allowable stress design and
load factor design procedures. However, the two design ap-
proaches use different values of multiplication factors to deter-
mine the design loads. Values for service load design procedure
are more appropriate for design for movement considerations
(e.g., settlement calculation); values for load factor design proce-
dure are applicable for failure considerations (e.g., ultimate bear-
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SHALLOW FOUNDATIONS

(L + I). - Live load plus impact for AASHTO High-

. way H or HS loading
(L + I)p - Live load plus impact consistent with the

overload criteria of the operation agencv.

Culvcrt

Cu¡vcÍ

' 1.25 may bc uscd for dcsign of outside roadway bcam whcn
comtinetion of sidewalk livc load as wcll as traftic livc load plus
impact govcrns the dcsigo but thc capacity of the section should
not bc lcss than rcquircd for highway traffrc live load only using
a bcta factor of 1.67. l.@ may bc uscd for design of deck slab
with ømbioation of loads as describcd in Article 3.24.2-2.

Ma¡imum Unit Stress (Opcrating Ratine)e'PcrccnÞgc: -'' x IOO- Allowablc Easic Unit Stress

For Sewiæ Load Design

o/o (Column l4) Percentagc of Basic Unit Stress

No incrcasc in allou'able unit strcsscs shall bc pernritted fìrr n¡cnrbcrs
or connec¡ions carrying u'ind loads only.

0e : 0.70 for vertical loads on Rc.inforced Concrctc Boxcs.
Ée = 1.00 for fateral loads on Reinforced Concrctc Boxes.

0e : l.OO for vcrtic¿l ¡nd late¡al loads on all other structurcs.

For culvert loading spccifications. see Articlc 6.2.

de = 1.0 and 0.5 for lateral loads on rigid franres (check bo¡h
loadings to see shich one governs). See Anicle J-20.

For L<¡ad Factor Design

de = t.3 for latcral cârth picssure for rctaining walls, reinforccd
concretc boxes, and rigid framcs excluding rigid culvcns.

tì¡; = 0.5 for lateral eanh pressurc rshen chccking positivc nto'
ments in either rigid frames or rigid culvens. including rcin-
forced box culverts. This complies p'ith Anicle -1.20.

0r, = 1.0 for vertical earth prcssurc
do = 0.75 u'hcn checking member for nrinimunr axial load and

maxinrum momcnt or maximum ecccnf riciry. - . . For
d¡¡ = 1.0 u hcn chccking membcr for nraximum axial Coluntn

load a.nd minimunr monrent . . Dcsign
1.0 for flexural and tension membcrs
1.0 for Rigid Culverts
1.5 for Flexiblc Culvcrts

For Croup X loading (culvens) thc B¡' facror shall bc applicd to veni-
cal and horizontal loads.

trD -
0E=
fis =



Detemine values of loads ùc be ùsed in design of footings to

support a bridge abuûnenr subjected to the Ar4.S¡ITO lÆad Group l.

(l) Typs of loads in Group I

As ce be wn from Table 2.1, the loads in GrouÞ I include dead

load, live load, centifutal forc, eanh pffiw, buoymcy and sûem flow
prcssue. Thæ loads have values of p factor greater thm ærc. Following

the AASHTO specifications, impact fore is excluded in foundation dsign.
In lhis exmple, it is also Numed that ûerc tre no loads resulting from

buoymcy, centrifugal force or sEem flow pE$urc.

Ø Nominalloads

Dead loads æ calculated bæd on dead weights of the structurc,

foudation md surchdge materials. Live loads de stimated basd on

Section 3 of the AASHTO specifications. Eä1h presurcs æ stimared
using stâblished soil mechmics principle or empirical pr@duE, æ

appropriate,

(3) Factorcd loads

Factored loads æ usd in the LRFD præedrcs. Thei¡ values æ
obhined by mulúplying lhe componding nominal valu6 compuæd in Step

(2) by the product of the coEespooding valus of T ud 0 factoß ftom Table

2. 1. The multiplication factoß for tie thæe types of loadings consideÉd in

ùis exmple æ computed õ follows:

Figure 2.1. Example 2.[-4etermination of factored loads.

ing capacity). The use of the load combinations given in Table
2.1 for design is shown in Figure 2.1.

2.3 UNCERTAINTIES IN DESIGN

2.3.1 Sources of Uncertaint¡es

The sources of uncertainties in foundation design can be
grouped into four major categories: (l) uncertainties in estimat-
ing the loads, (2) uncertainties associated with the variability of
the soil conditions at the site, (3) uncertainties.in evaluation of
the engineering properties of the soils and rocks at the site, and
(4) uncertainties regarding the degree to which the analytical
model represents the actual behavior ofthe foundation, structure
and the soils and rocks that support it.

The uncertainties associated with the variability of soil condi-
tions, and with evaluation ofsoil and rock properties, are usually
the greatest. This is because the complex geological process in-
volved with the deposition and formation of soil and rock intro-
duces signihcant inherent variability in these materials.

To some extent, the foregoing uncertainties can be quantified
explicitly or implicitly. In contrast, uncertainties associated with
human errors or omissions, though they do occur in practice,
are seldom quantiflred in design. They are usually accommodated
by quality assurance programs, checking, or independent review.

PART 1

2.3.2 Safety Margin and Satety Factor

For a safe design, a structure must have adequate capacity (or
resistance) to resist the loads to which it is subjected. The reserve
capacity, in excess of the required capacity, is the safety margin.
An adequate margin is maintained in design by choosing conser-
vative values ofload and soil parameters for use in design, and
by the use of appropriate safety factors.

The basis for establishing the values of design parameters and
safety factors underlines the fundamental differences between
the conventional working stress design (WSD) and the load
and resistance factor design (LRFD). The WSD procedure is
basically a deterministic approach, whereas LRFD is often based
on semiprobabilistic concepts.

2.3.3 Work¡ng Stress Design

In working stress design both the loads and soil resistances
are considered to be deterministic and are charactenzed in calcu-
lations by a single value, called the nominal value. The nominal
value used in working stress design is usually either the mean
value, or a value that is somewhat more conservative than the
mean value. In selecting nominal values, the random nature of
the loads and resistances is usually not taken into consideration.

Selection of nominal values for the loads and resistance is an
important initial step in design. Dead load can usually be pre-
dicted more accurately than live loads whose values are often
chosen based on codes, laws, and experience. The selection of
design soil parameters, on the other hand, requires careful ap-
praisal ofthe conditions peculiar to the particular structure and
site.

In the WSD procedure, safety is ensured by the use of a single
factor of safety, sometimes called the "global" safety factor. An
appropriate value ofsafety factors, which may be defined as the
ratio of design resistance to the design load, is chosen based on
the uncertainties associated with the design and the conse-
quences ofa failure. Typical values ofsafety factors customarily
used in shallow foundations design are given in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2. Safety factors customarily used in foundation design.
(After Terzaghi and Peck, 1967)

Failure Type Failure Mode Safety Factor*

shearlng

Seepage

Bearing capacity
fõilure

overturning

Overall stabílity

slidlng

uplift

Heave

Piping

2.O 3.0

1.5 - 2.0

l-.5 - 2.0

l-.5 - 2.0

1.5 - 2.0

2.0 - 3.0

tNote: The lower values are used when uncertainty in design
is snall and con6equence6 of failure are ninor;
higher value6 are used vhen uncertalnty in design is
large and consequences of faj.lure are najor.

Load TYæ

MultiDlication Factor (= Y x ß)

Seryice Load DesiAn I¡âd Fâcb. D

Dead l¡ad l.0xl=1.0 llllYl=l10

Live l¡ad 1.0x1=1.0 l10\'1 67=)11

Earth Prcssw l.0xl=1.0 ll0rllO=l6S
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r (r-q)

ron=sRn rìn h

Nolation:
õ.= mean of load
F = mean ol res¡stance

. On = nominalvalue of load

Rn = nom¡nal value of resistancs

f"(r) = CrobabilitV dens¡ty funct¡on of random variabte R

fe(q) = probability density funst¡on of random variable e
T = load factor

0 = performance faclor

Figure 2.2. Load and resistance factor design.

2.3.4 Load and Resistance Factor Design

Load and resistance factor design is a recently developed
method based on probability or reliability theory. The loads and
resistance are treated as random variables and are characterized
by probability density functions, as shown in Figure 2.2. Safety
is deflrned in terms of the probability of survival or its comple-
ment, the probability of failure. The design is based on some
acceptable probability of failure.

For given distributions ofload and resistance, the probability
of failure can be directly defined. For example, for the combined
distribution of resistance minus load shown in Figure 2.3 the
probability of failure is defrned as the area under the shaded
region. In LRFD several partial safety factors are employed to
ensure that the probability of failure associated with the design
is within the acceptable value. The two partial safety factors are
the load and performance factors, as shown in Figure 2.2.'lhe
load factors, 7, which often have values larger than unity, ac-
count for the uncertainties in loads and their probability ofoccur-
rence. The performance (or resistance) factors, þ, which are
typically less than one, account for soil variabilities and model
uncertainties. The design equation for LRFD is as follows:

ó\ ) )v¡Q, (2.3.4.1)

where þ : performance factor, Rn : nominal resistance, e, :
load effect due to load component, and 7, : load factor for load
component i.

In practice values for the load and performance factors are
usually specified in codes and are based on target values of
reliability selected to be consistent with current state ofpractice.

R = resistance

O = ¡oad etfoct

Ê = sat€ty ¡ndex

P f = probab¡lity of fa¡lure
s 

R -e= standard dev¡at¡on of random variable, R - O

Figure 2.3. Definitions of probability offailure and safety index.

Different values of load and performance factors are provided
for different limit states, such as ultimate and serviceability limit
states.

Ultimate limit states are related to the strength of foundation,
and they include bearing capacity failure, horizontal sliding,
overturning, and overall stability.

Serviceability limit states are concerned with deformation and
durability, and they include considerations of settlement, hori-
zontal movement, tilting, and deterioration of the foundation
materials.

Because the values ofload and performance factors are inter-
twined, consistent sets of values must be used in design. For
example, the suggested values of performaúce factor given in
Table 2.3 must be used with the values of load factor for LFD
given in Table 2.1. It would be inappropriate to use the load
factors from Table 2.1 with performance factors taken from an
unrelated source or vice versa.

It is important to note that values of load factor for earth
pressure given in Table 2.1 can be used directly to amplify the
magnitude of active and at-rest earth pressure. The magnitude
of passive pressure, which provides a beneficial effect to the
foundation system, should be multiplied by the reciprocal of the
product of7 X É¡ given in Table 2.1. It should also be noted
that the table does not list recommended values for y and B for
water pressure. If the water pressure is evaluated based on the
worst possible position of groundwater table (the highest likely
in 1@ years), it seems reasonable to use unfactored water pres-
sure in LRFD calculations. Otherwise, the water pressure may
be amplihed by a load factor of 1.10.

2.4 OTHER DES]GN CONSIDERATIONS

2.4.1 Scour

Scour is the displacement of stream bed materials by the ero-
sive action ofstream or tidal currents. It may occur naturally or
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NOTE:

(1) ót = tti"t:.onal angle of sand

(Ð Sliding on clay ls conLrolled by the stlength of the clay when the clay shear streng¿h is
less than 0.5 Limes the no¡mal str€ss, and is conlrolled by the normal stress when the clay
shear sLrent¿h is Srsater than 0.5 times èhe normal stress.

it may be the result of channel restriction or changes in flow soils are highly susceptible to scour, while cohesive or cemented

pattern. Except for unusual circumst¿nces, the greatest scour soils are more resistant. Typical scour rates of some stream bed

occurs during the largest flood. materials, expressed in terms of the time taken to reach the

Different materials scour at different rates. Loose granular maximum scour depth, are listed below (AASHTO, 1970):

'I

TÉble 2.3. Suggested values of perfornsnce frctor for ultimate limit stdtes design for shallow foundations.

FûËe of Llnlt Stet€ Þerfomance Factor

1. Bêaring Capaclby

a. Sând

- Seml-enpirlcal Proceduro ueing SPi ¿a¿a

- Senl-empirlcal Procedure usint CPT da¿â

- Rational Method --
uslng /¡ €ltimâÈ€d f,¡oo SPI data
uctng {¡ estinated from CPT daèa

b. Clay
- S€mi-empirical Procedure uslng CPT daÈa

- Ratlonal Method

uslng ahear st!ênt¿h ¡neagured ln lab tests
usLng shear strength neasu¡ed tn fteld vane tests
using shear B¿rength est'lmated froo CPT data

c. Rock

- Seml-empirlcal p¡ocedure (CárÈ€r and Kulhawy)

12. SIidíns
a, Precast concr€te placed on sand

ustng f¡ estlmat€d from SPT daÈa

using {¡ estl¡oated from CPI data

b. Concrete cas¿ in place on sand

ustng /¡ €stimat€d fro¡n SPT data
ustng /¡ esttmated from CPT data

c. CIay (where shear sÈrength is lese than 0,5 times no¡mal pressure)
using shear strength measured ln Iab tests
using shear sor€ntth m€asured in fleld tests
using shear strength estlmated from CFI data

d, Clay (nhere the strength is treater than 0.5 Èimes no¡mal pr€ssure)

0.45
0.55

0.35
0.45

0.50

0.60

0.60
0.50

0.60

0.90

0.90

0.80

0.80

0. 85

0.85
il .eo

0.85
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.5

Figure 2.4. Maximum depth of frost penetration
in the United States. (After Sowers, 1979)

Material

Time for
Maximum

Scour

sands & gravels
cohesive soils
glacial tills, sandstones & shale
limestones
dense granites

hours
days
months
years

centuries

For bridges at stream crossings, the potential for scour to
undermine bridge foundations should be investigated. Bridge
foundations are usually designed to withstand the effects ofscour
without failure for the worst conditions resulting from the 100-
year flood. This usually involves designing the foundations for
the after-scour conditions. The analyses are performed on the
basis that all the stream bed materials within the scour prism
have been removed, and are not available for bearing or lateral
support.

The amount ofscour depends on many factors, including the
hydrological characteristics of the site, the hydraulics of the
flow, and the properties of the streambed materials. Detailed
discussion of scour can be found in the Technical Advisory
on Scour at Bridges published by FHWA (1988), the NCHRP
Synthesis of Highway Practice 5 (1970), and an FHWA report
by Copp and Johnson (1987).

Scour prediction involves many disciplines ofengineering, and
prediction models still involve many uncertainties. Collaboration
with other branches of engineering, including hydraulics engi-
neering and hydrology, should therefore be sought. In spite of
the recent progress made in scour prediction, experience with a
given stream is still the best guide for estimating maximum depth
of scour.

In the absence of detailed scour investigations, Terzaghi and
Peck (1967) recommend that the foundation be placed at a depth
not less than the elevation of the bottom of low-water channel
plus four times the greatest rise of the river level.

Similarly, AASHTO speciflrcations (1989) suggest the follow-
ing guidelines for placing a foundation in cases where data per-
taining to scour are not available: (l) for stream píers and arch

715
7

r.15
11.5
r.25

Depths in melers

abutments, minimum foundation depth > 6 ft below stream bed;
(2) for other structures (except culvert), minimum foundation
depth > 4 ft below stream bed.

In addition, special precautionary steps must be taken to pro-
tect spread footings founded on sand or other highly erodible
soils. This may be achieved by paving the stream bed with con-
crete or by driving sheet piles around the footings.

2.4.2 Frost

In regions where freezing of the ground occurs during the
winter months, shallow foundations should be founded below
the maximum depth of frost penetration in order to prevent
damage from frost heave. The maximum depth of frost penetra-
tion is generally estimated from local experience or from maps
like the one shown in Figure 2.4. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers proposed a relationship between frost penetration
depth and the freezing index. The freezing index is defined by
the equation: freezing index : number of days below 32"F X
(32' - average daily temperature). The relationship is shown in
Figure 2.5.

100

o -/ 
o.//

uscE. r 949
Brown. l9ó4

t520 304050 100 200300 500 t000 2000 4000

Freezing index, deg. days

Freezing index = No. ofdays below 32'F X (32o - Avenge daily temp. in'Ð
Figure 2.5. Design cumes for maximum frost penetration based

on the freezíng index. (After U.S. Corps of Engineers, 1949;
Brown, 1964)
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ô
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2.4.3 Expans¡ve and Gollapslble Solls

Expansive and collapsible soils may be encountered in many
parts of the United States, primarily the arid and semiarid re-
gions of the West and Southwest. Expansive soils, usually highly
plastic clays and clay shales, may undergo large volume changes
as a result ofseasonal changes in water content, and the expan-
sion process may exert enomous swelling pressure on engineered
facilities. Collapsible soils are, predominantly, partially saturated
silts and lightly cemented sands. They may collapse when wetted.

In areas where these problem soils are found, information
from other projects in the area and pertinent site-specific data,
including groundwater information and index properties of soils,
are usually available. Swelling potential can be estimated by
using correlations with index properties, as shown in Figure
2.6. Collapsible soils can be identified by conducting special
laboratory consolidation tests on undisturbed test specimens.

2.4.4 Deterloratlon

Deterioration of concrete in foundations can be caused by
sulfates, organic acids, and other corrosive compounds that are
present in the soils or groundwater. The severity of the problem
depends on three major factors: the concentrations of the sul-
fates, organic acids, and corrosive compounds; the level of the
groundwater and its movements within the vicinity of the site;
and the climatic conditions.

Geotechnical investigation for deterioration studies can be
integrated into the subsurface exploration program through sam-
pling and chemical analysis of the groundwater and the soils.
Details can be found in the AASHTO Manual on Subsurface
Investigations (1988).

Once the extent and the severity ofthe deterioration problem
are identified, various measures can be adopted to protect con-
crete foundations from attack by aggressive agents. These in-
clude use ofspecial materials, frequent maintenance, and conser-
vative designs that deliberately disregard portions of the
foundation material. The choice depends, among other factors,
on the severity of the problem, the decay rates, and the cost.

In areas where sulfates and organic acids are known to be
present, special types of cements are often recommended for
protecting concrete from the attack of these agents. Detailed
information can be found in Tomlinson's text (1986), and also
in an American Concrete Institute (ACI) publication known as

ACI's Guide To Durable Conuete (1982).
At chemical waste sites, appropriate precautionary steps can

be taken after the source and nature ofthe aggressive compounds
have been identified. The types, concentrations, and distributions
of the deleterious chemicals may vary widely from site to site or
even within the site itself, and each case must be evaluated on
its own merits. Useful information can be found in the publica-
tions of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

2.5 CONSTRUCTION ASPECTS

Two aspects of construction are especially important in design.
They are: constructability and the effects of construction activ-
ities.

The feasibility of constructing the foundation should be evalu-
ated in terms of the diffrculties involved. Important considera-

10 20 30 40

Plasticity lndex, lO

Figure 2.6. Relationship of plasticity index to swell potential of
soils. (A"fter Holtz and Gibbs, 1956)

tions include equipment access, storage and handling of exca-
vated materials, feasibility of dewatering, stability of slopes
during construction, and maintenance ofessential functions dur-
ing construction. Such factors often govern the design, and
should receive thorough consideration early in the project.

Construction activities may alter the properties of soils and
may even induce movements or failure. Examples include distur-
bance of clays due to pile driving, settlement of loose sands
due to pile driving, piping or quick conditions resulting from
dewatering, and damaging vibrations due to blasting. These ef-
fects often determine which construction methods can be used,
and it is important to recognize that they may determine how
construction can best be done.

CHAPTER 3

SOIL EXPLORATION FOR SHALLOW
FOUNDATIONS

3.1 GENERAL

Accurate subsurface information is required for foundation
design. Lack of such information may lead to construction dis-
putes and claims, overly conservative designs with extremely
high factors of safety, or to unsafe designs.

The field and laboratory investigations used to obtain subsur-
face information comprise the soil exploration program. It con-
sists of borings and sampling, in situ testing, laboratory testing
of soil samples, and is occasionally supplemented with geophysi-
cal and other techniques.
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SHALLOW FOUNDATIONS

A site investigation generally involves three phases: (1) recon-

naissance (2) exploratory investigation, and (3) intensive investi-
gation. A reconnaissance study provides information useful for
project feasibility, planning, and preliminary design. Foundation
design data are obt¿ined during the exploratory and intensive
phases of the investigation.

This chapter briefly discusses various aspects of soil explora-
tion, with emphasis on the exploratory and intensive phases of
investigations. Detailed information concerning soil investiga-

tions can be found in many textbooks (Peck et al., 1974; Sowers,

1979) and in the AASHTO (1988) manual on the subject, and
will not be repeated here.

3.2 OBJECTIVES OF SOIL EXPLORATION

The primary objectives of soil exploration are to determine
the following: (l) the nature of the deposits, including their
geologic origins and other factors that may affect their engi-
neering behavior; (2) the aerial extent, depth, thickness, and
elevation of each of the soil strata; (3) the depth to hrm soil or
rock; (4) the location of groundwater and its fluctuation, and
the possible presence of artesian pressures; (5) the engineering
properties of soils and rocks that will influence the performance

of the foundation; and (6) other pertinent information, such as

the chemical properties of soils and groundwater.
Acquisition and interpretation of this information help to de-

fine potential problems, to identify important details, and to
identify areas where special attention is needed. It also provides

the data needed for a design.

3,3 EXPLORATION PROGRAM

Soil exploration programs should be planned to obtain the
maximum possible information at minimum cost. In planning
an exploration program, it is important to consider the cost of
site investigation in comparison with the cost of the foundation.
A thorough investigation may result in substantial savings in the

cost of a foundation in a particular area. In other cases, no
amount of detailed information may change the type, cost, or
performance of the foundation.

The planning ofa soil investigation program includes both the
field and laboratory work. It includes establishing methods for
field exploration and in situ testing. It also includes determining
the depth and location of borings, test pits, and other sounding
techniques, as well as the type and number of laboratory tests.

These decisions can only be made effectively after some k¡owl-
edge of the site conditions is available. Planning is therefore a
continuous and progressive process which involves updating or
modifying a preliminary plan as work advances and more infor-
mation is accumulated.

The scope and amount of work in an exploration program are

dependent on many site-specific factors, including the type of
structure and foundation, the soil conditions, and the project
requirements. These factors and their degree ofsignifircance can
vary so widely from site to site that each exploration program
has to be planned individually.

Fortunately, guidelines have been developed over the years by
various agencies to assist the planning ofexploration programs.

Based largely on experience and on some basic principles ofsoil
mechanics, they typically include suggestions on bore hole or

sounding spacings, exploration depths, and sampling require-

ments. For instance, the guidelines developed by the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA, 1985) are given in Table 3.1

and Table 3.2.

3.4 METHODS OF INVESTIGATION

3.4.1 Useful Exploration Technlques

Many techniques are available for exploring subsurface condi-
tions at a site. These techniques differ mainly in the types of
tools or equipment that they employ and in the manner used to
advance the bore hole. The choice of the procedure or method
to be used depends to a large extent on the depth and nature of
the soils and the required quality of soil samples. Table 3.3

summarizes the use and limitations of some of the exploratory
boring methods. It is intended for use as a quick reference.

Details for each of these techniques are described in textbooks
(Sowers, 1979; Tomlinson, 1986) and in the AASHTO manual
(1988) on soil exploration.

3.4.2 Soil Sampling

Both disturbed and undisturbed samples provide useful infor-
mation. Disturbed samples are samples that have been distorted
and remolded. They are useful for soil identifrcation and index
tests, but not for measurement of soil properties. Undisturbed
samples are obtained with thin-walled sampling tubes or from
test pits. They are useful for all types of soil tests, including
measurement of strength, compressibility, and permeability.

As a quick reference, Table 3.4 summarizes the use and limita-
tions of various sampling techniques. For more detailed cover-
age, the readers are referred to Hvorslev's book (1948).

3.4.3 ln Situ Tests

In recent years in situ tests have been used more frequently to
determine the strength and deformation characteristics of soils.

In many cases these tests provide considerable useful information
at reasonable cost.

The use and limitations of several types of in situ tests are

summarized in Table 3.5. Depending on whether soil properties
are measured directly or are estimated by using empirical corre-
lations, in situ tests may be classihed into two major categories:

direct tests and indirect tests. For example, the vane shear test

is considered a direct test because strength of the soil is related
quantitatively to the torque required to turn the vane. On the
other hand, the standard penetration test measures the driving
resistance ofthe split-spoon sampler, and is thus an indirect test.

It is important that all in-situ tests be carried out by experi-
enced personnel and in accordance with the standardized or
generally accepted procedures. Relevant standards are indicated
in Table 3.5.

3.4,4 Groundwater

Reliable information on groundwater is essential for founda-
tion design. In most cases the location of the groundwater level



Table 3.1. Guidelines for "mininum" boring programs. (After Federal Highway Administra-
tion,1985)

under 100 ft in vldth
2 per substructure unlt

over 100 ft in wlalth

Boringg gpaced every 100 ft
to 200 ft, goÀe borinEs
6hould be in front and in
back of wall

¡{hen approach eEban¡@ents
are to be placed over soft
ground, at least one boring
Bhould be Eade at each
enbanl@ent to detemlne the
probl@E assoqiated sith
stablllty and aettl-eEent of
the eEbanl@ent. fyplcauy,
test boringE taken for the
approach enbanhentE are
located at proposed abutDent
locations Èo 6ewe a dual
functÍon.

Aqvance Bortngi (t) through
usuitable foudati.on soils
(such as peat6, highty organic
clays, soft clays, etc.) into
coDpetent [aterÌals of suitable
bearing capacity and : (2) to
depth vhere added Etressês due
to estirated fowdatlon load Ís
less than ¡.ot of the existing
effecÈive 6oi1 overburden stiess
or (3) Elninu of IO ft into
bedrock, if encountêred at
shalloser depÈh.

Extend borings to a depth of 2 tiEes
vallheight or nininu of IO ft
into bedrock.

sæe as establlshed above for
bridge foundatlon.

Àdditional, shalloe exploration
(hand auger holes) taken at
approach elbanloent' Locations iE
an econoEical vay to detemine
depth of unsultable 6urface
soils or topsolL.

Borlngs tjÞlcall,y spaced
every 200 ft (erratic
conditlons) to 500 ft
(uifoE condltlons) elth
at leaEt one boring taken
In each aeparate landfom.

Fo! hlgh cutg and f111s.
ghouLd have a liniDu of
2 borings along a Etraight
Ilne perpendlcular Co the
centerllne or plannêd 61oÞe
face to estabLlsh geological
crosa-6ection for analyslE,

UiniDW 2 borings along a

MateriaIE Sltes
(Borroq Pits)

straight Iine perpendicular
tô the centerllne or plannê
slope aurface to establlsh
geologlcal 6ecÈ1on for
analysLB. Nu¡ber of section
dependB on extent of

çU!g: 1) In Etable Eaterials
extend borings DlnIDu l0 to
15 ft belov grade. 2) In weak
solls, extend borings belov
grade to: fin laterials, or to
the depth of cut below grade
vhlchever ocqur6 first.

LìDbankûènts: Extend borÍnqs to
iin-¡ãEãiÏar or to depth-of
tslce the eD.ban¡oent height

Extend borÍngs to an elevåtion
beLow acÈlve or potêntial
fallure surface and lnto hard
stratu, or to a depth for vhich
fallure ls ulikely because of
georetry of cross-6ections.

Table 3.2. Guidelines for sampling and testing criteria. (After Feileral
Highw¡y Ailminishation, 1985)

stabillty problels. For
active 61Íde, place at lea
one boring above and beÌow
Ellding area.

BorinEs spaceal every IOO to
200 ft.

Sand- cravel
solls

SPI (sptlt-ÊÞoon) aanplês ahould be taken at
5-ft lnteryala or at Êlgnlficant changea in
6o11 straèa.

Continuou6 SPT aaDlr1eB are recouendeal Ln thê
top.15 ft of boringa Dade at locatlona vhere
apread footlngs Day be placed In natural aoll6,
SPf Jar or bag EanÞ1e6 shouLd be Bent to lab
for clasaiflcation teeting and. vertflcation
of fleld vigual BoIl identiflcatlon.

sP¡ and rudiEturbedr thln wa¡l tube aanpleB
ahould ba taken at 5-ft lntewalE or at
signlficant changea of atlata.

lake alternate SI¿I and tube aaDÞles ln Ëane
borlng or tak6 tube eanpt€s in ãeparate
undisturbed borlnE.

lnfbe 6anples shoutd bE 6snt to lab for con-
6olldatlon teatlng (for settLeDent analyalÉ)
and atrength testlng (for 6lopa stablllty and
bearlng capaclty üaly6la).

Fleld vana ahear te6tlng 1a aLso recomended
to obtaln ln situ ahear Étrength of Boft
clays, sllts and well rotted peata.

contlnuouE coreg ahould be obtalneal ln rock
or Bhal€ uslng doubfe or trtple tube core
barrela,

Ìn stnctural foundatlon lnvegtlEatLonB, core
a ninibun of 10 ft Into rock to enEure that
It IE a bedrock and not a boulder.

corê sån¡rleB Bhould be 6ânt to the lab for
poarlble 6trenEth teÉtlng (unconfinsd
coDpresEion) for foundatlon lnveatlgatlon.

sllty- clay
soi ls

Extend exploratLon to base of
deposit or to depth required
to provÍded needed quantity.

o

Ground Vlater

Percent core r€cover? and RQD value shoutd be
detenined in fleld or lab for èach cole ru
and rêcorded on borlnE 1og. l¡owever, It would
be ea6Ler In ffetd to dlstinguish breaka cauBed
by dr1lling operatlÒns.
t{ater LeveL encoutered during dr1lllnE, at
coEpletion of bgrlngr and at 24 hours after
coDpletlon of borlng should be recorded on
borlng log. 

I

In 1ow pemeablttty aolla, Êuch aE Éllts and I

clays, a faL6e lndlcatfon of the vater level I

Day be obtalned shen oater 1s uaed as I

drllllng fluid and adequate Èlre iE noÈ Ipenltted after hol€ coDpletlon for the vater I

level to atablllze (!or€ than one veek nay be I

r6qulred). In 6uch soila a plaEtlc ÞlÞe water I

obBewatlon selt ahould be inatalled to allow I

Donltorlng of the water level, ov6r a perlod I

of tlùe. 
I

Seaeonal fluctuatLon of water tal¡le ehould be I

detemlned vhere fluqtuatlon wllL have I

ElEnlflcanÈ lnpact on deElgn or constnctlon. 
I

ÀrteaLan presEure and Beepage zones, lf I

encountered. Éhou1d alao be notad on the I

borlng tog. 
I
I

The top foot or Eo of the annular Bpace I

between water obBeryatlon well pipes and I

borehole uall should be backflllêd slth I

grout, bentonlte, or sand-cenent [lxture to Iprevent aurface uater lnflow vhlch can cau8e I

erroneous Erounalwater level readlnqg. I

F
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Table 3.3. Methods for exploratory borings. (After Sowers, 1979)

Àuger Borlng
(ÀsÎr1 D-r4s2)

Test Borlng
(ÀsfM D-1.586)

Hand or power auger with
renovâl of naterial at
reqular short lnteryals

Dri11 hole sanple at
interyals slth l. 4 in ID
and 2 ln oD split barrel
sahpler drlven l8 Inches
in three 6-in lnteryals
by 140-Ib hamer fallIng
30 in. Below water
nalntaln hydrostatlc
balance with fluld.

Force or drlll tube lnto
soll untll reslstance
preven¡a further roveBent.
Renove cuttLngs slth alr
or water.

vlew lnslde of borehole

Continuous
core: soil
(ÀsrH D-21t3)

Borehole
canera, ÎV

conclnuous
corer rock
(ÀsÍ¡r D-2113)

Identlfy changes in
6o11 texture above
water table. Locate
ground vager

Identlfy lexture and
structure, estlDate
density or consistency
ln sôil or soft rock

Rotatê tube wlth dlaEond-
studded bit to cuù annular
hole. cuttlngs renovêd by
circulatlng water. core
retained ln tube by
cyllndrlcal wedge. Best
vlth statlonary Inner tube
to protect çore.

Excavate pIt or lrench by
hand, larger auger and by
excãvator.

chop wlth chlsel blt or
rotate toothed cutter.
cuttlngs washed !o surfacê
by circulatlng uater or
drllllng nud through bÍt.

Pound and churn 6oil
boulders and rock to slurry
by dropping heavl' chisel
bit in wet hole. Dall
water and cuttlngs at
lnteryals.

Inpact-drlLl vlth Jack
haMer; reEove cuttings
wj"th conpressed air.

l,initations

crinds soft
partlcles-
stopped by
rock, etc.

cravel, hard
seans.

Identlfy soll texture
and Gtructure
contlnuously in
cohesive aoils.

ExaEinê stratlf lcatLon
in place.

Identify rock strata
and structural defects
continuously,

Table 3.4. Use and limitation of soil sampling techniques. (Morlified after Sowers, 1979)

Hethod

Àu9er
(Àsnr D-r.4s2 )

spllt barrel
(ÀsÎr{ D-r586)

thin-walled
tube (ÀST!,1
D-rs8 7 )

Thin-sa11ed
tube, fixed
piston.

svedlsh foil

Rotary cores
soil

Rotary core!
rock

vlsual exallnatlon of
stncture and
stratification above
vater cable.

Identlfy coarger
fractLon froE cuttings,
hardness fron drilllng
rate.

Dríll and ldentify
broken rock, etc.,
fron cuttings

Identlfy rock fron
cutt1ngs, hardness
from late.

SaEple Condltlon and Use

Dlsturbed for Boil ldentificatfont
water content above Hater table.

Intact but dlEturbeat. So11
ldentlficatlon, stncture, water
contentr denslty of very vide ranges
of 6oil6.

Relatively undisturbed saEple for
shear, conaolldatlon.denslty etc.,
of Dost Éolls,

stfff cLays anly (sùples drlven vlth
hamer)

Relatlvely undlsturbed 6aDpIê of very
êoft siLts, claysi loose aand lf holq
filted vith heaw drllllng fluld.

Relatlvely undlsturbed contlnuous (to
40 ft long) s@ple of soft clay. for
6hea., consolldatlon, etc.

RelatLvely undlaturbed EaDple of flm
to atlff coheeive 9oil6, soft rocki
continuous,

contÍnuous core In hard rockt nearly
con!Ínuous 1n 6oft or fractured
rock rith U-tlFe dou.ble tube.

Cavlng of valls
cround rater.

t'lisleading if
appreclablê
flneg present

Strata
difficult to
deflne, Quick
condition
fomed in

sands ,

f,IDitations

Stnctur€ deatroyed. Soll
Dlxed rlth water below vater
tabIe.

seplê dlatorlgd-dlaturbance
too great for Etrenglh,
consoÌldatlon teats.

saDple toEt In very aoft cIaY
or looae Band below water
table.

Slight dlaturbance.

SaEple soEetlEes lost ln 6oft
clay, Ioo8e sand,

cravel, coarge Eand. or hard
atrata dtraln dalage
gaEpler.

Torslon fållure ln soft soll6
and soEetLDes Ln sandE.

Fractured or very Boft rock
not recovered.
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t2 PART I

Table 3.5. Use and liniitations of in situ tests. (Modified after Sowers, 1979; Canadian
Foundation Engineering Manual, 1985)

üethod Best suited
To

Not Àppllcable
To

Propertlês
l{easured

Linltations

À. Direct Testr

vane shear I

tmnr o-zsz:) 
]

I

had test
(ÀsTt'f D-r194,

HêIl tèst

Borehole
shear

Indirect

clay

soft rock,
sand, and
stfff cl.ay

ÀIl.6olls

sand,
clay.

soft

:.8

sand, clay

Sand, clay

Soft rock,
sand, cLay

sand, clay

Sflt. sand,
gravel .

soft clay

anal

stiff clay

Gravel

strength

UltiEate bearing,
êhort-tem
deflectlon.

Effective
horlzontal
peneability of
DASS.

Êtrength

Estl.Date strength
and/or density.
Estl¡ate bearing
capacity.

EstLDate slrength
and/or density
EsÈiDate bearing
capac j.ty

EstiEate ultinate
bearing capacity
and compressibili

Horizontal stress,
soiL stiffness

Progressive
failure ln
6ensltive
solls.

InÈerpretation
ln tems of
protot¡r¡re
difficult.

Questionable
above vater
tablet not
effectlvê for
verCical
pemeabillty,

uncertainty in
dralnage,

changes
density of
Ioose sands-
sensitive to
to procédure
changes.

fnterprêtation
varies with
soil; identi-
fÍcation of
soils
questÍonable;
sensitive to
procedure
chènges.

Interpretation
difficult.
Requires
highly
skilled
personnel.

Introduced in
u.s.À. in
1981.

Standard
Penetration
Test
(Àsnf D-rs86)

Static cone
penetration
test
(ÀsTlf D-3441)

Pressureneter
Test
(Asnf D-4719)

DiLatometer
test

Table 3.6. Use of routine
Sowers, 1979)

laboratory soil tests. (Modified after is measured during and at the end of the drilling. These observa-
tions may not provide useful information if drilling mud is used,
or if the site has perched water table or artesian water pressure
conditions. In such instances, observation wells or piezometers
may be required.

3.4.5 Laboratory Tests

Laboratory tests are commonly performed to classify soils and
to assess their engineering properties. Some of the laboratory soil
tests used for foundation design are summarized in Table 3.6.
Procedures for these tests are given in the standards published
by AASHTO (1986) and ASTM (1990).

3.5 USEFUL CORRELATIONS

Many useful correlations have been established between the
engineering properties ofsoils and vârious indirect and classihca-
tion properties. For small projects or preliminary studies, such
correlations are often used extensively. In other cases these corre-
lations serve as alternative sources of design information.

Various types of correlations have been summarized by Sowers
(1979), as shown in Table 3.7. An extensive collection of strength
correlations has been compiled by Duncan et al. (1989). Some
of the more widely used correlations are included in Figures 3.1

through 3.7 and Tables 3.7 through 3.12.

specific
gravlty

crain 6izê

Grain shape

Llquid and
plastic
1inÍts

Water conten!

void ratio

Unconfined
conpression

lriaxia I
conpression

Direct
shear

consol i.dat ion

Àt1

sands,
gravels

sands,
gravels

silts,
clays

cLays

clays

clays
sands

clays
sands

cl-ays
6ands

cLays

Disturbed

Disturbed

Di.sturbed

Disturbed

Disturbed

Undlsturbed
conpacted

Undlsturbed
Conpacted

Undisturbed
Compacted

Undisturbed

VoId ratio,
ninerals

Classlfication.
Estlnate pemea-
bility, shear
strength, frost
action and
conpact.lon.

Classification,
Estlnate shear
6trength.

Classification.
EsLlnate conpress-
ibillty and
conpaction.

Correlate with
6trength,
conpressibllity,
and conpactlon.

E6tinate strength
and conpressi-
bi1 ity.

Estinate shear
strength.

Estinate shear
strength.

Estihate shear
strength,

Estinate conpressi
bil ity.



SHALLOW FOUNDATIONS
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Figure 3.1. Approximate relationship between the angle of internalfriction and the dry unit weightfor
granular soils. (A.fter NÁVFAC, 1982)
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Figure 3.2. Correlation between peak effective friction angle and
plasticíty index for clays. (After Duncan et al., 1989)
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Figure 3.6. Relation between comPres-

sion ratio and natural water content.

(After Lambe and Whitman, 1969)
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Relatlve
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N
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%
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Intemal
Frlction

?ercên! blovs/ft tcef or Rgf/ø2 degree6

'ery tooEe
þo5e
:onpact
lenEe
'ery Den6e

20-40
40-60
60-Bô

> 80

4-I0
l0-30
30-s0

> 50

20-40
40 - 120

120 - 200
> 200

< fo
30 - 35
35-40
40-45

> 45

Note: N - +9.+ (Nt - 1S)/2 for N' > t5 In Eaturated very flneor 61lty aand, shere Nr = Dea6ured blow count, and N =blov count correcÈed for dynanic pore pre€sur; effect'6during the Sl¡¡. The vatueÀ of C'-are ior clean 6and.

Reduce l' by 5 degrees for clayey 6and.

Increase Cr by 5 degrees for gravelly sand.

Table 3.9. Approximate relation between undrained strength ra-
tio, su/ a"o', and overconsolidation ratio, OCR. (.After Schmert-
mann, 1978)

Table 3.8. Relationship among relative density, penehation re-
cistance, and angle of internal friction of cohesíonless soils. (After
Meyerhof, 1950

Àpproxihate OCR Remark6

. l0 - 0.25

.26 - 0.s

.s1 - I.0
1-4

ver 4

lea6 than I
I

1 to 1.5 (assume I)
3
6

greater than 6

sErll congolrdatug
nomally consolidatel
nofrally consolidate,
overconsolidated
overconsolidated
overconaolidated

oL
0.00r

Mcon Groin Sizc, Dao, mm

Figure 3.7- Variation of q./ N with mean grain size. (After Robert-
son and Campanella, 1984, and Kasim et al., 1986)

Note: Àging (or Gecondary conpressionl¿ cenentation and
other processes may lesult in a higher overcon-
solidation rat.io (apparent overconãolidationl
although the clay remains nomalLy consolidated. Àa
aged clay is seldon found to have an OCR greater than
about 1.5.

t.oo.ro.or

Table 3.10. Equations for stress-st¡ain modulus, E", by several
test methods. (Modified after Bowles, 1988)

Table 3.7. Correlation of test dats. (After Sowers, 1979)

Sinple lest

¡{ater conten!

Grain aize
(D]0, Dt5, Cu)

L,iquid linlt

Plastic lndex

Vold ratio,
unft vêIght

Relative denalty
( Dr)

seiÊn1c veLoclty,
(v)

Electrlcal
reaistivity

Penetratlon
resi6tance,
6tatic and
dynaDlc

Po6Blble Corrêlation

Shear Etrength of cl.ay.
coEpre6slon Index of clay.

Pemeablllly, Etrength,
and dralnabillty of
cohesIonleEE 6oi1E.

Cobpres6ibII fty.

Svell-Ehrink. drained angle
of EheÀrIng resistance of
clay.

ConpreEsibility and 6hear
Etrength.

Str€ngth, coEpre6slbility of
coheslonle6e 6oll.

!{odulus of elãslicityt
strength of soll, rock.

t¡eler, clay, organic and salt
content,

shear atrength, relatlve
denslÈy, bodulus ôf
coDpr€a6lb1l Ity.

Soi I s PT* CPT

sand
(nomalLy
consol idated)

Sand (over-
consol idated)

GraveLly Êand
and gravel

Clayey sand

Silty 6and

Soft clay

-s
"s

500(N + t5)
(15000 to 22000)1nN

E6=18000+750N

EsocR = EsNc locn¡0.5

Es = 600(N + 6) Ns 15

Es = 600(N + 6) +2000 N>15

Es =32O(N+Is)

E6 =3oo(N+6)

E-=2to4q^
¡l = 1r*0,2tøl

Es=6to30q,

Es=3to6qc

Es=Ito2qê

Es=3togqc

clay expressed in tems undrained shear strength,
su; and in 6ane pressure units as su.

fp > 30 or organic Es = tOO to 5OO Su
lp < 30 or stiff Ðs = 5OO to t5OO Su

EsocR = EsNc ¡ocn¡0.5

Note¡* Units of Es is in kpa (L tsf = tOO kpa).
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Table 3.11. Approximate correlation between coeffrcient of consolida-

tion, c"r and liquid limit. (After Terzaghi and Peck' 1967)

Table 3.12. Correlation between cone resistance, q., and st¡nilard
penetration resistance, N. (After Schmertmann, 1970)

soll Type s"/N

lLts, 6andy silts. Êlightly coheslve allt-
rand nixtures

:lean, fine to Dedlun sands, and sllghtly
rilty sands

:oarse sands and 6andg wlth little gravel

iandy gravel and gravel

2.O

3.5

5.0

6.0

Note¡ unit6 of q^ are kgf/cn2 or tsf;
UnitE of Ñ-are blovs/ft.
N! uncorrected.

Liquid Limit (8) Range of cv (ft2lyrl

30
40
50
60
70
80
90

20 to 360
L2 to 23O
I to 150
5to 90
3to 53
2t,o 35
1to 23

CHAPTER 4

BEARING CAPACITY OF SHALLOW FOUNDATIONS IN SOIL

4.1 GENERAL

A basic requirement for any foundation is that it can safely

support the load that it carries. The foundation itself must not

suffer structural failure, and the soil beneath it must not be

loaded so heavily that its supporting capacity is exceeded.

Structural failure in a foundation can be avoided by assuring

that the foundation has sufftcient shear and moment capacity to

distribute the load it carries into the soil on which it rests. Failure

of the soil beneath a foundation can be avoided by making the

foundation large enough so that the stresses induced in the sup-

porting soils are less than their shear strengths.

This chapter is concerned with methods of evaluating the

ultimate bearing capacities of soil, and with the determination

of bearing loads that provide an adequate margin of safety with

respect to soil failure.

4.2 PRESUMPT¡VE BEARING PRESSURES

The quickest (and least accurate) method of determining al-

lowable bearing loads for foundations is the use of "presumptive

bearing pressures." As may be seen from Table 4.1, these relate

the allowable bearing pressure to the type ofsoil and a qualitative

description of its condition, termed "consistency in place."

The procedure for designing a footage using presumptive bear-

ing pressures is direct and simple. Having determined the allow-

able bearing pressure from information like that in Table 4.1'

the designer can determine the required size of the footing by

dividing the load supported by the footing by the allowable

bearing pressure. Any footing with this or larger area is ac-

ceptable.
Although the use of presumptive bearing pressures is simple, it

is not very accurate. It is not possible to determine the allowable

bearing pressure accurately based only on the type ol soil and a

qualitative description of its consistency. Foundation designs

based on presumptive bearing pressures are excessively conserva-

tive and wasteful in some cases, and unsafe in others. Presump-

tive bearing pressures are best used for preliminary estimates of
foundation size, and for a rough check on bearing pressures

derived using more reliable methods.

4.3 BEARING PRESSURES FROM STANDARD
PENETRATION TESTS (SPT)

The standard penetration test is widely used for soil explora-

tion. It provides a disturbed, but representative, sample for classi-

flrcation and a measure of soil strength and density through the

number of blows, N, required to drive the sampler.

SPT blow counts can be used to estimate soil properties such

as the undrained shear strength, su, of claYs, and the angle of
internal friction, þ, of sands. These can be used with bearing

capacity theories to estimate ultimate bearing capacities for soils.

Bearing capacity theories are discussed in a subsequent section.

SPT blow counts can also be used to estimate bearing pressures

directly, through empirical correlations. Meyerhof (1956) pro-

posed the following formula for estimating ultimate bearing pres'

sure using SPT blow counts:

(4.3.1)

where qr,, : ultimate bearing capacity (ultimate corresponds to

failure ofthe soil beneath the footing), t,/ft2; N : average blow

count, corrected for submergence effect; B : footing width (least

dimension), ft; D, : depth from ground surface to base of
footing, ft; and C*t, C*2 : correction factors whose values

depend on the position of the water table:

o',:#("*,*.-'?)
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Table 4.1. Presumptive allowable bearing pressures for epread footing foundations. (Modiñed after U.S. Depart
ment ofthe Navy, 1982)

l7

lyp€ of BearInB Materlal ConslsLoncy ln Place
Allowable Bearin8 Pr€ssure (tsf)
n5¡y

for Usê

Massivs crysLalllno
igneous md ngLmorphlc
rock: graphlLe, dtortts,
basalt, gnelss, bhorouthly
c€m€nted conglomeraÈe
(soud condltion allowg
ninor crackE)

FolÍabed meLmolphlc lock:
slaÈe, schls¿ (sound

condlLion allows ninor cracks)

Sedlm€n¿åry ¡ock: hard c€menùed

6hales, siltsLon€, sandsLone,

Limestone wlthoub cavl¿leg

WesthEred o¡ broken bed¡ock of
any klnd ex€pÈ highly
argillaceous rock (6hal€)

Compåc¿l,on shale or oLh€r
highly argillaceous ¡ock
In sound conditlon

Well-8¡Âded mixLu¡€ of fino-
and coarse-gralned soll:
glacial LiIl, hå¡dpan,
boulde¡ clay (GW-GC, GC,SC)

Gravel, gravel-sand mlxLur€s,
boulder-graveL nlxtures (GW,GP,

ST{, SP)

Coalse to mêdiw sand, sand

with litLl€ gEavel. (SW,SP)

Fine to medj.w sand, siLLy o¡
clayey mediw Lo coarse sand
(sw, sM, sc)

Very hård, cound rock

Hard sound rock

Ha¡d sound ¡ock

Medlw ha¡d rock

Mediw hard ¡ock

Very dense

V€ry dens€

Mediw dense Lo dênse

Loose

Very dens€

Mediw d€nse bo

dense

Loose

Ve¡y dense

Mediw dense to
d€nse

Loos€

60 to 100

30 to 40

L5 Lo 25

8to12

8to

8Lo].2

6¿oL0
4Loj
2 to 6

4to6
2lo4

1¿o3

3to5
2Lo4

!to2

80

35

20

10

10

10

7

J

4

1.5

3

2.5

1.5

Fine sand, sll¿y or clayêy
nediw to fine sand (SP,SM,SC)

Homogeneous inorganic clay, sædy
or silty clay (CL,CH)

Ino¡ganic siIL, sandy or clay€y
sil¿, varved siIL-clay-fine sand
(ML,MH)

Very dense

m€diw dônse ¿o

dense

Loose

Very stiff ¿o hard
Medlm stiff to
stl ff
Sof¿

Very sLiff ¿o ha¡d
Mediw sLiff Lo

sLiff
So fL

3Lo5
ZLo4

lLo2

3Lo6
1Lo3

0.5 to 1

2Lo4
1to3

0.5 ¿o 1

2.5

1.5

4

0.5

3

1.5

0.5

Note: These values should be used
unfactored) l-oads.

with service (or
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for D* > Dr * 1.58, Cwl : C*, : 1.0

for D* : D¡, C*1 : 0.5 and Cwz : 1.0

for D* : 0, C*1 : 0.5 and C*z : 0.5

Values for other positions of the water t¿ble (between D* : 0

and Dw : Dr * l.5B) can be determined by interpolation.
Equation 4.3.1 applies only for vertically loaded footings. To

account for the effect of load inclination, Eq. 4.3.1 may be written
as:

where R, : load inclination factor from 'lable 4.2

sionless).

(4.3.2)

(dimen-

(i) Fo¡ Square Footlngs

(iI) For Rectangl. Footings

The value of N is determined in two steps. First, in saturated

very fine or silty sand, the measured SPT blow count is corrected
for submergence effect as follows:

N : 15 + 1/2 (N' - 15) for N' > 15 (4.3.3)

where N' : measured SPT blow count.
The average value of N is determined within the range of

depth from the bottom offooting to a depth of 1.58 below the
footing (Meyerhof, 1956). This avetage value used in Eq. 4.3.1

or 4.3.2 is also used to calculate footing settlement.
An example of the use of SPT dat¿ to estimate bearing capacity

offootings on sand is given in Figure 4.1.
NB/ DÀ

eurt : l[- l"*t 
* c*t 

"/ 
Rt

Table 4.2. Load inclination factor, R¡, for use with empirical procedures.

H/v
Load Incllnatlon Facbor, Rr

Dr/B * 0 Df/B - 1 Dr/B = s

0. 10

0. 15

0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40

0.45
0.50
0. 55

0.60

0.75
0.65
0.55
0.50

0. 40

0.35
0.30

o.z5
0.20

0. 15

0. 10

0.80

0.75
0.65
0 .55

0.50
0.45
0.35
0,30
0.25
0.20

0. 15

0.85
0.80

0.70
0.65
0. 55

0. 50

0.45
0.40
0. 30

0.25
0.20

HIY

Load Inclination Factor, Rt

Load Incllned in Width Di¡ecbíon Load Incllned in Lenglh dlrecÈion

Dr/B = 0 Dr/B = 1 Dr/B = 5 Dr/B = 0 Dr/B = 1 Dr/B = s

0. 10

0. 15

0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40

0.45
0.50

0. 55

0 .60

0.70

0.60

0. 50

0.40

0.35

0.30

0.25

0.20

0. 15

0. 10

0.05

0.75
0. 65

0.60
0.50
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0. 15

0. 10

0.80

0.70

0.65
0.55
0. 50

0.40

0. 35

0.30

0.25
0.20

0. 15

0.80

0.70

0.65
0.55
0.50

0.40

0 .35

0.30

0.25
0.20

0.15

0.85
0.80
o.70
0.65
0.60

0.55
0. 50

0.45
0.35
0.30

0.25

0.90

0.85
0.75
0.70

0.65
0 .60

0. 55

0.50

0.45
0.40

0.35
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For the conditions shown in Figure 4. lâ" estimate the bearing

capacity of a 15 ft square footing using the results from SPT. The fmting

will be 5 ft below the gromd surface, and a flfm stratum is encounrered at

depth 45 ft below the bo[om of the footing.

(1) Deemiß the minimum average valw of SPT blow count within

1.5 B G.e. io a depth of 23 ft) below the befüng level

N' = Coræcted N values for submergence effect; applicable only to silty sands

encountered below the water table. Thus Ñ = I I (the minimum average

value)

Fijure 4.1. Example 4.\-estimating bearing capacity of aþoting
using standard penetration test result.

N value

(2) Btimate ultimate bearing capaciry, qu¡s

qun={f {c*,*c*þ

Consider conditipns where the water table is at depth 20 ft below the

ground surface (ie,, highest position of groundwater æcorded in the thæe

borings), values of Cwl and Cw2 a.re deærmined as follows:

Cwl = 0.5 + 15122.5 x 0.5 = 0.83

Cw2 = 1'0

n"u=116lå{0.E3 + I xþ =19.2¡tft2

with a safety factor of 3.0, the allowable bearing capacity of the footing is:

q" = tS={ff = e.+ urtz

Allowance for safety margin can also be provided through the use of
load and resisønce factors concepL The procedure for evaluating bearing

capacity of soil using LRFD concept is discussed in Section 4.1 1.

(Note thât settlement of the footing should be checþd using the

procedurcs given in Chapter 5 o ensure tìat its magnitude does not exceed

the tolerance).

t8

t6

35

%

¡ = 115 pc-t

= 0.0575 tcf

n

Note: The firm stratum

is €ncounter€d at depth

45 ft below lhe foundation

level.

developing site. (After Garga and Quin,

E'g
o

Éo

e
€êoo

15

17

12

16

12

9

I

I

11

13

t 15' r

14

15

18

17

24

æ

21

17

15

+Gvrr
16

12

1630

Figure
1974)

Depth
lfrì

Boring I Boring 2 Boring 3

N N N N' N N N

6 t7 t7 t7 9 9 9 t6 l6 l6

9 t2 T2 t5 8 8 9 35 35 26

L2 l6 t6 r5 9 9 9 26 26 26

l5 t8 18 ló l4 l4 10 24 24 25

18 t7 T7 t6 15 t5 1t 20 20 24

zl 15 l5 l6 t2 t2 t1 21 2L 24

24 l6 16 l6 r3 l3 ll t7 L7 23

27 t2 L2 l5 lt lt ll 20 20 a1

4.1ø. Standørd penetration test data for a housing
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4.4 BEARING PRESSURES FROM CONE
PENETRATION TESTS (CPT)

The cone penetration test has gained widespread acceptance

for soil exploration in the United States. It provides a continuous
record ofresistance to penetration by a 10 cm2 penetrometer and

a measure of shaft friction on the cone shaft. Used in conjunction
with conventional methods for drilling and sampling, it has

proven to be a valuable in situ test,

Cone penetration resist¿nce is the tip bearing pressure required
to cause continuous penetration of the cone through the soil at
a speed of 2 cm/sec, The tip resistance, q", is usually reported
inkg/cmz, which is essentially the same value when converted

to tons/ft2.
Values of q. can be used to estimate soil properties such as

the undrained shear strength, so, ofclays and the angle ofinternal
friction, þ, of sands. These can be used in the rational bearing
capacity theories described subsequently in Section 4.6.

Cone penetration resistance can also be used to estimate bear-
ing pressures directly, through empirical correlations.

Meyerhof (1956) proposed a relationship between ultimate
bearing capacity and cone penetration resistance in sands. His
equation can be modified to include the effect of load inclinâtion,
as given below:

(4.4.1)

where q" : average value of cone penetration resistance mea-

sured within the range ofdepth from footing base to 1.58 below

the footing; B : footing width, in ft; C*l and C*, are the

water table correction factors discussed in connection with the
standard penetration test, and Rr : load inclination factor from
Table 4.2.

As reported by Schmertmann (1978), Awkati (1970) has cor-
related values of ultimate bearing capacity to cone penetration
resistance in clays. Recommended values based on the chart he

presented are summarized below:

Value of quft(t/Îtz)

q" (kg/cmz or t/ftz) Strip Footing Square Footing

These values are intended for use with footings that are below

the ground surface.

It is not necessary to correct for the position of the groundwa-
ter table for footings on clay.

Procedures for estimating bearing capacity using cone pene-

tration test data (CPT) are shown in Figure 4.2.

4.5 BEARING PRESSURES FROM
PRESSUREMETER TESTS (PMT)

Pressuremeter tests are performed by inflating a membrane
within a drilled hole and measuring the volume of expansion as

a function of the applied pressure. Although not widely used in
the United States at present (1990), it is gaining wider accept-

ance. The test is usually performed by speciaþ contractors who
also provide recommendations regarding interpretation of the

results. An excellent reference on the subject is the recent book
by Briaud (1990).

Menard (1965), Baguelin et al. (1978), and Briaud (1986)

suggested the following empirical relationship between ultimate
bearing capacify and the limit pressure measured in the pres-

suremeter test:

gult: ro f k(p¿ - p") (4.s.1)

where ro : initial total vertical pressure at foundation level, in
pressure units; k : empirical bearing capacity coefftcient from
Figure 4.3, dimensionless; p, : limit pressure measured in the
pressuremeter test, in pressure units; and po : total horizontal
pressure at the depth where the pressuremeter test is performed,
in pressure units.

Any consistent pressure units can be used in the calculations.
An average value of limit pressure over the range of depth from
1.58 above to 1.58 below foundation level is commonly used in
design. For cases where values of p7 vary significantly within a

depth B above or below the bearing level, Menard (1965) and

Baguelin et al. (1978) recommended special averaging techniques

that are based on experience.

4.6 BEARING CAPACITY THEORY

Saturated clays have undrained friction angles, þr, equal to
zero. For these materials the ultimate bearing capacity is related

to the undrained shear strength, su : c, by the following
equation:

gult: cN"- * yD¡Nq* (4.6.1)

where c : su : undrained shear strength, in pressure units; N"-,
No* : modified bearing capacity factors which are functions of
footing shape, embedment depth and load inclination, dimen-

sionless; y : total unit weight of clay, in weight per unit volume;

and D, : footing depth, in length units.
Brinch Hansen (1957) suggested the following expression for

N"- for footings with Dr,/B < 2.5,8/L < 1 and H/Y < 0.4:

c",:fft("*,+c-,f)n,

5

I
l1
l3
l5

l0
20
30
40
50

9

12

16

t9
22

N"-:5

where L : length of footing, in length units; H : horizontal
component of resultant load, in force units, V : vertical compo-

nent of resultant load, same force units as H; and the other
terms are as defined previously. For values of Dr,/B ) 2.5, the

following expression is used:

(4.6.3)

Equations 4.6.2 and 4.6.3 are valid for values of H,/V I 0.4. For
saturated clay þ, : 0, No- : 1.0.

Sands and gravels (cohesionless soils) have no cohesion (c :

(' * o' ?) (' . .':X'

/ B\/ H\
N"*:7.5 

11 
+0.2al lr-13v/

- r.3I\ Ø.6.2)
v)
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The result of the cone penetration test performed adjacent to Boring 3 of Example 4.1 is

shown in figure 4.2a. Based on this ¡esult, estimate the bearing capacity of the l5 ft squaæ

footing described in Example 4.1.

(1) Determine value ofcone resistance for use in design.

Since there is only one test result, the value ofqs used in dæigrr will be the average

of cone resistance measured within the range of depth from the bouom of the footing to a

depth of l5B below the footing base. Thus, from Figuæ 4.2(a),

9c = 120 krtcm2 = 120. tJ Íê

(2) Estimafe ultimate bearing capacity.

o,r,=S(c*r+c*rþ

Values of Cyyl and Crx2 are calculated æ follows:

Cwr = 0.5 *#;L * 0.5 = 0.83

Cwz = 1'0

qr, = E}5Ë (0.83 + 1.0 * års ) = 52.¡ tlrt,

Using a safety factor of 3, the allowable bearing pressu¡e from failwe criterion is:

.- = !þ!! = 52.3 = p.5 ¡¡(t"-3.0 - 3

Note that the allowable bearing pressue determined using CPT result is about three times

the value estimaæd using SPT results given in Example 4.I. This is not surprising

because: (l) the soil conditions adjacent to Boring 3, where the CPT was performed, are

generally better than those in Borings I and 2 (see Figure 4.1a), and (2) the allowable

bearing pressure estimated using SPT data is based on minimum average value of SPT

blow count which is much smallel than the average SFrf blow count from Boring 3.

Figure 4.2. Example 4.2----estimøting bearing capacity of a footing usiixg cone
penetration test data.

Cone Resistance, qc (kg/cm2)

q 100 200

4.2a. Result of cone penetration test performed adjacent to boring 3 in
4.1a. (After Garga and Quin, 1974)

t
aoo

40

Figure
Figure
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where N, is the dimensionless bearing capacity factor from Table

4.3; s-, c., i,, and d, are correction factors that account for the

effect'of fooiing shape, soil compressibility, load inclination, and

footing embedment. Values of sr, cr, and i" are given in Tables

4.4 through 4.6, and d" : 1.0 for all conditions.
Similarly, values of No- may be determined using the ex-

pression:
v
þ
z
g
9

o
(J

=(,

(J

Nn* : Nn so co io do

where No : another dimensionless bearing capacíty factor
whose value is also given in Table 4.3; so, cn, io, do are correction
factors accounting for the effects offooting shape, soil compress-

ibility, load inclination, and embedment depth. Their values are

given in Tables 4.4 through 4.7.

In deriving the values for c" and cn, the comPressibility index

as defined by Vesic (1973) was estimated using the empirical

correlation:

(4.6.6'.)

I

0.8

Sùd 8d
Grqvol

s¿llr

Looro
Modlu ùo Donso

Clay Sofb ùo vlry Flm < LZ 1

Ir: 2D, (4.6.7)

where I. : compressibility index, dimensionless; D, : relative

density, in percent; pu : atmospheric pressure, in pressure units;

and cru' : effective overburden pressure, same pressure unit as

P.'
The empirical correlation for compressibility index given in

F.4. 4.6.7 was established using a hyperbolic relationship to
model the stress-strain behavior ofthe soil. Typical soil proper-

ties were obtained from Duncan et al. (1980)'

The step-by-step procedure for estimating bearing capacity

using rational theory is illustrated by an example in Figure 4.4.

4.7 EFFECT OF GROUNDWATER TABLE

Equation 4.6.4 applies to conditions where the depth to the
groundwater table, D*, is greater than Dr + 1.58 below the
ground surface. For cases where the groundwater is shallower,

the following expression can be used:

1

eurt : Cwr; f BN"- * C*rTDrNo- (4.7.1)

where the values of C*, and C*r vary with D*, as discussed in
Section 4.3.

4.8 EFFECT OF LOAD ECCENTRICITY

Ifthe load does not act at the centroid ofthe footing, a reduced

effective footing area should be used. As shown in Figure 4.5'

the width and length of the effective area are

B' :2y

L' :2x

(a.8.1a)

(4.8.lb)

where B' : reduced effective footing width, length units; L' :
reduced effective footing length, length units; x : minimum
distance from edge of footing to point of load application, length
units; and y : least distance from edge of footing to point of
load application, measured perpendicular to x, length units.

¡.0

DÉPrH FACIOt, Dt /S

conslstoncy or Donsl¿y (p¿ - po)(t/r¿2) cr¡¡¡

8-40 z

{-8 2

10-20 3

30-60 4

<7 1

(4.6.4)

¡.50.5

xl .

vcry Donse

SII¿ Looso to Hedl@

Denlo 12-30 2

Rock VerY Loe S¿lon8th 10-30 2

LoH S¿ron8th 30-60 3

H.dl@ ¿o EIah Sùrmsth 8O-lOo+ 4

Figure 4.3. Values of empirical capacity coeftìcient, k. (After

Canadian Foundation Engineering Manual, 1985)

0). For these materials and conditions where the water table is

deep (D* > Dr t 1.5B), the ultimate bearing capacity can be

expressed in the form:

I
9"rt : 

2- 
7B N7- * 7D¡ No^

where y : total (moist) unit weight of soil; Nr- : dimen-

sionless modified bearing capacity factor which is a function of

þ, footing shape, soil compressibility, embedment depth, and

load inclination; and Nqm : another dimensionless modified

bearing capacity factor, which is also a function of þ, footing

shape, soil compressibility, embedment depth, and load incli-
nation.

Values of N"- may be calculated using the expression

Pa

cu'

N"- : N" t" 
"" 

i" d, (4.6.s)
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Tsble 4.3. Bearing capacity factors N- and N^ for
sa¡ds srd gravels. (Áfter Vesig lng> ' {

Table 4.5. Compressibility fac-
tors C" and Co for sands and
gIavels.

Frl,c¿loD ¡l¡t1., ó (des!..) r
1

llq

28

30

3Z

34

36

38

{0
42

4{
{6
¡8
50

L7

22

30

41

56

,E
110

155

225

330

195

760

15

18

23

29

38

{e
6a

85

115

t60
220

320

Table 4.4. shrpe factorf, s7 ard õq for sa¡ds and grsvels. (After Kulhary et al., 19g3)

Frlct,ton Ángle (C)

I q

LIB-7 Lla-2 LIB-s L/B - !0

2A
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3Z

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

r.5a
1. 58

L.62
1. 67

1.73

L,78
1. 84

1. 90

1. g0

2.03
2.LL

2.19

r.27
1.29

1. 31

1. 34

1.36

1. 39

r.42
1.45

1.45
r.s2
1. 56

1.60

1. 11

1. 11

L.t2
1. 13

1. 14

1. 16

L.L7

1. 18

1. 19

L.2L
7.22
7.24

1. 05

1. 06

1.06
1 .07

1. 07

1.08
1. 08

1.09
1, 10

1. 10

1. 11

L.L2

LIB
"r

I
2

5
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0. 80
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0. 96

(I) Square footlngs
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(:)
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0
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1 .00
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1. 00
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1. 00
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0 .86
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0 .66

0.42

1. 00
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0.66

0. 54
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1. 00
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0 .77
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0.65

0. 60
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40
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60
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100
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s2
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0. 85
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0. 76

0. 73

0. 62

0.56
0. 44

0.25

0.75

0.68

0 .64

0. 61

o.52

o .47

0 .36

o.2t

0.65
0. 58

0. 54

o.52
0.43

0 .39

0. 30

0.r7

0. 60
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0.49
0 .47

0 .39

0. 35

0.27

0. 15
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Table 4.6. Load inclination fac.
tors i, and io for eands and grav.

els. (After Kulhawy et aI.' 1983)

0. 85

0 .78

0.72
0 .65

0.59

0.52

0. 46

0 .41

0. 35

0 .30

o.25

0;21
0. 16

0.84

0.76

0 .69
0.62

0. 55

0.49

0 .43

0.37

0 .31
0.26

0.22
o.L7
0. 13

0.81

o.72

0 .64

0. 56

0,49

0.42

0.36
0.30

o,25

0 .20

0. 16

o.L2
0. 0g

o.77

0 .67

0.57

0. 49

0.41
0 .34

0.28
0.22
0. 18

0. 14

0. l0
0.07
0.05

0. 76

0 .65

0. 55

0..46

0.39

0,32

0.26

0.20
0.16

0.12
0.09

0. 06

0 .04

0. 73

0 .61
0. 51

o.42
0. 34

Q.27

0.22
0.17
0. 13

0.09
0.06
0.04
0.03

0.10
0.15

0.20
o.25
0. 30

0 .35

0. 40

0.45
0. 50

0.55

0.60

0.65
0 .70

rr{ì 1.ô'¿l fñêllnåd lñ DlrecùLon of Footlnß Lonå¿h

0. 85

0.78
o.72

0 .65

0. 59

0.52
0. 46

0 .41

0. 35

0 .30

o.25
0.2r
0, 16

0. E7

0.81
o.74

0.68
o.62
0.56
0. 51

0.45
0. 40

0.34
o.29
o.25

0.20

0.90

0. 85

0. ô0

0. 75

0. 70

0.65
0.60

0. 55

0. 50

0.45
0. 40

0.35

0. 30

o.77

0.67
0. 57

0. 49

0.41

0.34
0.28

o.22
0. 18

0-14
0. 10

0.07

0 .05

0.78

0.68
0.50

0.51
0. 44

0.37

0. 30

o.25
0.20
0. 16

0. 12

0.09

0.06

0.81
0.72
0.64

0.56
0.49
o.42
0.36
0. 30

0.25
0.20
0.16
0.t2
0.00

0. 10

0. 15

0 .20
0.25
0.30
0.35

0.40

0.45
0. 50

0 .55

0.60
0.65

0,70

Table 4.?. Depth factor, dn, for sands and gravels' (After

Brinch Hansen, 1970)

FricLlon AngI€

ö

DlIB dq

32"

3?"

42"

1

2

4

8

1

z

4

8

1

2

4

I

L.20

1 .30

1 .35

1.40

1.20
1.25
1 .30

1.35

1. 15

1.ZO

L.25
1.30

*Nob", Valuss of dq tlven rn this tabre ar€ applicable if Lhe soirs 6bov€ ¿he fooLint rever are

conpetent a8 ¿hE solls b€n€abh lhe fooling level' If Lhey are w€aÌ€r' use dq = 1'00'
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Based on the informadon given in Figue 4. l4 estimate the beaing capacity of a 15'

squæ footing using rational theory, The fooring is founded 5'below the gmund surface,

and is sub.ieced to venical loadings only.

Based on the soil inforution, Ñ = I I (see Empþ 4.1), indicaring rhat Q - 35' (fron

Table 3.8).

From Table 4.3, values of NTand Nq are interpolared below:

N?=41 t56 - 49

Nq=2et38 = 34

Frcm Table 4.4, for Square footing, S¡= Q.fQ ¿¡¡d

Sq=l'67t1'71- 1.70

Effective ove¡burden pressue at depth 
å bebw the footing base is:

o'" = (0.0575) (5 + þ = Otz unz

From Table 4.5, values ofCland Q are i¡t€rpolated as:

q = Q = 0.e7 * ff+:j,gz0 _ o.s ) x (0.72 - 0.05) = 0.90

Since the soil above ùe footing level is less competent than the soil benearh the

footing level, and it is dso likely to be disu[bed duing excavation, use dq = 1.0'

For footings subjecæd to venical loadings only, iT - h = 1.0.

Nr- = Nr. E.9.ry. dï

Np = (49) (0.60) (0.90) (1.0) (1.0) = 26.s

Nqo = No. Sq.Q.t .d.

No. = (3a) (1.70) (0.90) (1.0) (1.0) = 52.0

The ultimate betring capæity, qulr, is then

q"¡,= f P c*t up +1D¡C*2 Nq6

values of Cw I ild Cw2 are inlerpolated as:

C*r =0.5 *ffj'* (1.0 - 0.5) =0.83

Cwz = l'0

q",, = | x 0.0575 x 15 x 0.83 x 26.5 + 0.0575 x 5 x 1.0 x 52.0

9* = 24'4 ttftz

with a safety facûor of 3, the allowâble beuing presw is

q"= $=2{l=s.1¿62

Figure 4.4. Example 4.3----estimating bearing capacity of afooting
on sand based on rational theory.

For footings that are not rectangular, such as the circular
footing at the bottom of Figure 4.5, the effective area can be
estimated using simple approximations and judgment. The re-
duced effective area is ahvays concentrically loaded, so the bear-
ing pressure on the reduced effective area is always uniform.

An example of estimating bearing capacity of a footing subject
to eccentric and inclined loads is given in Figure 4.6.

4.9 OTHER CONDITIONS

Theories have been developed to calculate bearing capacities
for footings with various types of special conditions. Among
these are foundations on slopes or adjacent to slopes (Meyerhof,

REDUCED EFFECTTVE ARÉA

POINTOF LOAO
APPLICATION

Figure 4.5. Reduced eÍfective areas þr eccentrícally loaded
footings.

1953), footings on layered soils (NAVFAC-DM7, 1982; Meyer-
hof, 1957), and foundations with inclined bases (Kulhawy, et al.,
1e83).

4.10 SLIDING RESISTANCE

Footings that support inclined loads and footings on slopes
may slide on the underlying soil. The safety of such footings
against sliding should be evaluated. Sliding will not occur ifthe
shear strength at any point on the assumed slip surface (usually
the interface between the foundation and soil) exceeds the shear
stress at the same slip surface under service loading conditions.

If the soil beneath the footing is sand, the sliding capacity can
be estimated using the following expression:

Q, : V tanô (4.10.1)

where Q, : sliding capacity of the footing, in force units; V :
resultant vertical force on the slip surface under service loading
conditions, in force units; and ô : angle of friction between soil
and foundation material along the slip surface.

Ifthe soil beneath the foundation is sand and the base ofthe
footing is rough (the usual case for concrete cast against soil),
sliding is resisted by the full shear strength of the soil, and tanô
: tanô, where þ is the angle of internal friction. For precast
concrete footings, which may be smoother, tanô : 0.8 tanQ
should be used for design (Potyondy, 1961).

Ifthe soil beneath the footing is clay, consideration should be
given to the possibility of sliding by shear within the clay as well
as sliding on the interface betvreen the footing and the clay. The
maximum sliding resistance should be taken as one-half the
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PART I

Based on the information given in Figure 4.la, estimate bearing capacity of a 15 ft square

footing which is subjected to a load incliried at 10' ftom the vertical and with an eccenricity

of 3 ft (See the sketch below). The footing is founded 5' below the ground surface.

Effective dimension of the footing

B' = 2y = (2) (4.5) = 9'

L'=2x = (2) (7.5) = 15'

Load inclination angle, c = 10"

lW=t¿no=tâ¡l 10"=0.18

Based on the soil information from

Figure 4.1a,Ñ = 11.

Vertical component of ultimafe bearing

capacity is,

er* =$tc*1*c*zþ

Since the \r'ater table is located at depth g¡eater than 1.58' (i.e., 13.5ft) below the footing

base, Crvt = Cw2 = 1.0

9't*=t\o*,t + r xly' =15-4ttftz

Reduction in bearing capacity due to the effect of load inclination from Table 4.2 (ü):

Value of R¡ for tW = 0.18 and Df/B' = 0.55 is interpolated as:

Rr = 0'63 + Êå3=&fï, 
(0'18 - 0'15) = 0'5e

gut = Rr gultw = (0.59) (i5.4) = 9.1 tlf]Í

wittr a safety factor of 3, the vertical component of allowable bearing pressuæ from

strength consideration is,

9" - Qor/3'0 = å* = 3'0 ttf1

and the allowable vertical load is,

Qa = ga x B' x L'= (3.0) (9) (15) = 405 tons

Figure 4.6. Example 4.4-estimating beøríng capacity of a footing subjected to eccentric

and inclined load using SPT data.

Value of Reduction Factor. Rr

TI¡/ DelB'= 0.0 Dc/B'= 0.55 DrlB'= 1.0

0.15 0.60 0.63 0.65

0.20 0.s0 0.56 0.60
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nornal stress on the interface between the concrete and the clay,
or the adhesion of the clay, whichever is smaller. For cast in
place concrete the adhesion may be taken as the full undrained
shear strength ofthe clay. The adhesion may be reduced to 0.5
to 0.7 times the undrained strength if the concrete is wet.

Procædures for evaluating safety of a footing against sliding
are illustrated by an example in Figure 4.7.

4.lf SAFETY FACTORS, LOAD FACTORS, AND
RESISTANCE FACTORS

Good design requires a margin of safety between the actual
loading conditions and the loading conditions that would cause
failure. A margin ofsafety can be achieved using a safety factor,
which is defined as follows:

(4. I r. 1)

where F : safety factor, dimensionless; qr,, : ultimate bearing
capacity, in pressure units; and p : bearing pressure under
nominal load conditions, in pressure units.

For footings supporting bridges and buildings, the factor of
safety should be 2.5 to 3.0, or higher.

The factor of safety against sliding can be expressed as

(4.tr.2)

where s : shear strength of the interface between footing and
soil, or soil and soil, in pressure units; and r : shear stress on
the interface under service load condition, in pressure units.
Conventional design practice requires the factor ofsafety against
sliding to be 1.5 or higher.

An alternate method of providing a margin of safety is through
the use of load factors (commonly called y by structural engi-
neers) and performance factors (commonly called þ by structural
engineers). The requirement ofgood design can be expressed as

óq"n 2 yp (4.1 1.3)

where þ : performance factor, dimensionless; 7 : load factor,
dimensionless; and p : bearing pressure under nominal load
conditions, in pressure units.

Load factors reflect the uncertainties in the magnitudes of the
loads to which the footings are subjected. Values of7 are on the
order of l.l to 1.3 for dead loads, and are on the order of2.0 for
live loads. Values of load factors recommended by ¿rt5¡¡'¡'O
(1989) can be found in Table 2. l. Performance factors reflect the
uncertainties in soil strength values. Typical values of þ range
from 0.35 to 0.90 for soils, depending on soil type ¿nd method
of strength determination. Suggested values of performance fac-
tors for shallow foundation design are provided in Table 2.3.

Designs based on safety factors are equivalent to designs based
on load and performance factors if the following relationship is
satished:

C¿lculate the safety againsr sliding for rhe fooring described in Exanple 4-4. The resulla¡t

load on the footing has a venical component of 120 tons and a horizont¿l component of 2l
t0ns.

Frcm the soil infomadon givetr in F¡gue 4.la" Ñ = 11.

Forñ=ll,Qr-35'

The concreþ fooüng will be c€st in sih¡, thus

ô = Or= 3s'

The sliding æsistance is

Qt= Vr¿n ô = (120) (ran 35) = 84 rons

The horizontal load on the footing is

H = 21 tons

Factor of safety against sliding is

r=S=!1=c.o ' r.s (o.K.)

Altematively, the safery mügin may be provided tfuough the use of load md resistanæ

factors- Procedues for the LRFD approach are shown in Figure 4.9: Example 4.7.

Figure 4.7. Example 4.5---<hecking the safety of afooting on sand
against sliding.

The use of separate load and performance factors is logical
because loads and resistance have separate and unrelated sources
of uncertainty. Using separate load and performance factors is
a convenient and rational way of accounting for the sources of
uncertainty in design.

In Figure 4.8 the load carrying capacity of the footing dis-
cussed in Figure 4.2 is recalculated using the load and resistance
factor design conc€pt. The LRFD procedures for checking slid-

Using load md resistrnce facror concepts, de@mine whether a 15 fr sqwe footing

carrying a seryice dead load of 250 tons md a seryice live load of 50 tons has adequate soil
beuing capacity. The footing is embedded 5 fr below ground su¡face, md the soil
infomation is given in Figure 4.la.

(t) Calculate the factored load.

[.oad fâctors,.tb = l.3,lr = 2.lj

Factored load = 1b PD + TL PL = (1.3) (250) + (2.17) (50)

= 435 tons

(2) Estimate ultimate beüing capaciry.

The ultimate beadng capacity may be detemined using my method based

on SPT ¡esults. If Meyerhofs merhod is usd, æ in Exmple 4.I,

Qut=192lft2

(3) Cálculate factored load cãrying capacity

Using Q = 9.45, ¡r. ¡".tored beuing pressure is

qturi = 0 qdr = (0.45) (19.2) = 8.6 trftz.

Magnitude of factored load carrying epacity is

Qn, = qrut . A = (8.6) (15) (15) = 1935 tons.

Since the factored load cilrying capaciry (Qn = 1935 rons) is coNiderably grealer ùm rhe

factored load (Pr = 435 tons) the footing has adequa@ capacity w.ith regud to soil failm.
However, it is likely that the design would be govemed by seftlement considerarions. This
cm be evaluated Ning rhe p¡ocedues discusd in Chapær 5.

Figure 4.8. Example 4-6-load and resístance factor design proce-
dure for estimating load carrying capacity of a footing on sand.

- 9ulttr:-
p

sF:- î

F:z
ô

(4. I 1.4)
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ing resistance of a footing are illustrated by an example given in
Figure 4.9.

Example 4.7 - For the footing given in Example 4.5, determine whether it

has sutficient sliding capacity using load and resistance

factors concept.

The magnitude of the factored lateral load is

H1 = 1o He = (1.3) (21) = 27.3 tons

Assumirig the concrete footing w¡ll be cast in situ,

õ=S = 35', tor Ñ = tl. (see Figure 4.1)

The factored sl¡d¡ng capacity is

Q1 =V1 tanõ=(1.3) (120) (tan35') =109.2tons

This assumes that both the verl¡cal and horizontal components of the

applied load are due to dead load.

For a performance factor, S = 0.80 (from Table 2.3), the factored slid¡ng

capac¡ty is

Q1, = Q Q = (0.80) (109.2) = 87.4 tons

Since Q1s > H1, the fooling is safe against sliding failure.

Figure 4.9. Example 4.7-load and resistancefactor design proce-

dure for estimating slidíng capacity of a footing subjected to in-
clined load.

CHAPTER 5

SETTLEMENTS OF FOOTINGS

5.1 GENERAL

The settlements of footings must be small enough so that the

structures they support are not damaged by movements of the
footings and their functions are not impaired.

Design of footings to prevent excessive movements involves

two considerations. One is determining the amount of movement

that the supported structure can tolerate. The second is estimat-

ing the amount of movement that will be caused by the loads

carried by the footings.

This chapter is concerned with methods of estimating settle-

ments. The chapter also deals with procedures for ensuring that
uncertainties in the estimated movements are accounted for in
the design. Methods for establishing tolerable settlements of foot-

ings are given in Part 5.

5.2 SETTLEMENTS OF FOOTINGS ON SAND FROM
STANDARD PENETRATION TESTS

5.2.1 Terzaghl and Peck Method

îerrugbtand Peck (1948, 1967) developed a procedure which
uses SPT results to estimate settlements of footings on sand.

Their method, which has been widely used, is considered by
some engineers to be quite conservative, in the sense that it often
overestimates settlements.

Recent studies (Tan and Duncan, l99l) have shown that about
85 percent of the time, settlements estimated using the Tetzaghi
and Peck method are larger than the actual settlements. Thus,

while it is true that the method is not highly precise, it is also

true that the method is reliable, in the sense that it seldom

underestimates settlements. Because settlements of footings on

sand are highly erratic, it is inevitable that methods that rarely
underestimate settlements will often overestimate settlements by

a fairly wide margin. The method proposed by Terzaghi and

Peck appears to provide a suitable compromise between accuracy

and reliability. Although it is one of the simplest methods, it
is as accurate as any other method with the same degree of
reliability.

The Terzaghi and Peck method is presented in the form ofthe
chart shown in Figure 5.1. This chart is based on the notion
that the tolerable amount of settlement is I in. For a given

combination of footing width and SPT blow count, N, the chart
is used to determine the bearing pressure that will result in I in.

of settlement. The chart can be used to estimate the bearing
pressure corresponding to settlements other than I in., by consid-

ering that settlements are very nearly proportional to bearing
pressure. Thus, for 2 in. ofsettlement the bearing pressure would
be twice as great as shown in Figure 5.1; and for half an inch of
settlement, the pressure would be half of the values from Figure
5. t.

The value of N used in estimating the bearing pressure is

determined by averaging the values measured in all borings,

within the range of depth from the bottom of the footings to
depth B below the bottom ofthe footings. B is the footing width,
which can be estimated roughly for the purpose ofaveraging N
values. Values ofN are averaged separately for each boring, and

the lowest average value is used for design.

Figure 5.1 can be used directly when the water table is at a
depth below the bottom of the footings that is at least twice the

footing width. For higher positions of water table, the bearing
pressures determined from Figure 5.1 should be reduced. If the

water table is at the ground surface, the bearing pressure should
be reduced as follows: (1) for shallow foundations, with Dr,/B
less than one-half, pressures from Figure 5.1 should be reduced

by 50 percent; (2) for deeper foundations, with D¡lB closer to
unity, pressures from Figure 5.1 need only be reduced by 30

percent.
Ifthe position ofthe water table is between depth 2B and the

ground surface, the bearing pressure should be reduced by an

amount between zero and 50 percent for shallow footings (Dr./
B < 0.5); for deeper foundations (D¡/B = 1), the bearing
pressure should be reduced by an amount between zero and30
percent.

As shown by Bazaraa (1967) the relationships among bearing
pressure, settlement, footing width and N values shown in Figure
5.1 can be expressed in terms of the following equation

ri
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Figure 5. I. Bearing pressure for one inch of settlement offootings
on sands. (A"fter Terzaghi and Peck, 1967)

Example 5.1

Estimate the senlement of a 15 ft square footing using the soil

information given in Figure 4. la. The footing is designed !o carry a service

dead load of 250 tons and a service live load of 50 tons, and is placed 5 ft
below the ground surface.

Following Terzaghi and Peck's recommendation, minimum average

value of SPT blow counb rvithin the r¿flge of depth from the bonom of
footing to depth B below the footíng base is used in sett¡ement calculatiorl

From soil information given in Figure 4.1,

From Boring I, N = 16

From Boring 2,Ñ = 1l

Frorn Boring 3, Ñ = 24

Use Ñ = 11 for se$lement calculation.

From Figu¡e 5.1 the be€¡ing pressu¡e comsponding to one inch setdement
is,

9r- = 0.8 lft2 for B = 15' and Ñ = ll

Since the water øble is ar depth approximaæty B betow the footing

base, correction for effect of \¡'ater tÂble is rcquired.

Reduction = 6.5 a 120:å. _) + (1.0 - 0.5) = 0.75'zxl)

Thus q1- = (0.75) (0.8) = 0.6 t/ft2

Design pressure is

e = ?5'0 +=!0 
= 1'33 Y¡r' 15x15

Estimated senlement of footins =14- = 2.2 inches- u.ó

Figure 5.2. Example 5.1----estimating settlement of a footing on
sand using Tenaghi and Peck procedure.

An example illustrating the procedures for estimating settle-
ment using the Terzaghi and Peck method is given in Figure 5.2.

5.2-2 D'Appolon¡a et al. (1970) Method

The method developed by D'Appolonia et al. (1970) is based

on elastic theory. It uses SPT blow count as the basis for estimat-
ing in situ soil compressibility. The following expression is used

for calculating settlements of footings on sand:

(s.2.2)

where p : settlement of footing (same length units as B); po, pr
: settlement influence factors dependent on footing geometry,
depth of embedment, and depth to the relatively incompressible
layer, dimensionless; p : average applied pressure under service
loading condition, in pressure units; B : footing width, in length
units; and M : modulus of compressibility, same pressure units
as p.

Values of po and ¡.r,, are given in Figure 5.3, and the correlation

(5.2.1)

where p : bearing pressure corresponding to a given magnitude
of settlement, p,int/ftz;p : settlement in inches; Ñ : auerage

blow count from the standard penetration test; and B : footing
width in feet.

As in the case ofFigure 5. l, bearing pressures calculated using
E,q. 5.2.1 should be reduced if the depth to the water table is less

than 2B below the bottom of the footing.
The use of this procedure can be illustrated by reference to a

simple example. Suppose that the minimum average N for a site
has been determined to be 15. For footings with width B : 10

ft, the bearing pressure causing 1.0 in. of settlement would be

1.5 VfP if the water table was at a depth greater than twice the
footing width. If the water table is at the ground surface and the
footing is shallow (Dr < 5 ft), the bearing pressure causing 1.0

in. of settlement would be 0.8 t/ftz (50 percent less). The bearing
pressure causing 2 in. of settlement would be about 3.0 t/f* if
the water table was deep, and about 1.5 Vf* rf the water table
was at the ground surface.

ñ ts+rl2P:PJl*l

pB
P:l'oPrt
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where p : bearing pressure corresponding to a given magnitude
of settlement, p, in pressure units; p : settlement of footing,
same length units as B; ,¿o, ,¿r : settlement influence factors,
dimensionless; B : footing width, in length units; and M :
modulus of compressibility, same pressurè units as p.

Equation 5.2.3 represents a conveniènt form for calculating
bearing pressure corresponding to a given magnitude of set-

tlement.
Studies by Tan and Duncan (1991) show that the D'Appolonia

et al. method appears to be one of the most accurate methods
for estimating settlements of footings on sand, in the sense that
the average settleñents estimated using this method are about
equal to the average value of actual settlements for a large num-
ber of actual footings. However, it is important to note that their
method underestimates settlements about half the time. Values
of settlement estimated using the method can be adjusted easily
to provide the same level of reliability as the Terzaghi and Peck
method. The adjustment process is discussed in Section 5.10.

Example 5.2

Estimate settlement of the footing given in Example 5.1 using

D'Appolonia, et al.'s procedure. The sand is normally consolidated, a¡d the

firm stratum is encountered at depth 45' below the footing base.

(1) Determine minimum average value of Ñ.

Use the minimum average value of measu¡ed S[rI below counß

within the range of depth B below the foothg base. From soil information

given in Figure 4.Ia,

Ñl = 16 forBori¡g I

Ñz = 11 for Boring z

Ñ3 = 24 for Boring 3

Q) Determi¡e value of modrfus of compressibility

From Figure 5.4, for Ñ = I I and normalty loaded sand,

M= 260üfQ

(3) Determine values of setdement influence factors, F6 and ¡rr.

D/B=å=0.33, *=rå=ro
From Figure 5.3, P0 = 0.92 and lrt = 0.65

(4) Estimate setlement of footing.

Estimated settlement of the footing is

,250 + 50.
p = po pr S = ro.szl to.esl tIffi trslt

P = 0.048 ft or 0.57 inch

Figure 5.5. Example S.2-estímating settlement of a footing on

sand using D'Appolonia et al. procedure.
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Figure 5.3. Settlement influencefactors p,oand p,rfor the D'Appo-
lonia et al. procedure. (After D'Appolonia, et al., 1970)
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Figure 5.4. Correlation between modulus of compressibility and
average value SPT blow count. (After D'Appolonia, et al., Ig70)

between modulus of compressibility, M, and average SPT blow
count is given in Figure 5.4. The value ofSPT blow count used
to estimate M is the average value within the range of depth
from the bottom of the footing to depth B below the footing
base. D'Appolonia et al. agreed with Meyerhols conclusion that
the effect of groundwater on soil modulus is reflected in the
measured SPT, and that no correction for groundwater effect is
required. The use of this method is shown in Figure 5.5.

As is the case for Terzaghi and Peck's method, the D'Appo-
lonia et al. method can be rearranged to provide the following
relationship between bearing pressure and settlement of footings
on sand:

1 000

750

ro
F-

F1"..
n

=

lpM
o : *"*,' (5.2.3)
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5.3 SETTLEMENTS OF FOOTINGS ON SAND FROM
CONE PENETRATION.TESTS

Schmertmann (1970, 1978) developed a procedure using cone
penetration test results to estimate settlements of footings on
sand. His method has a rational basis, and uses cone penetration
resistance, Çar as â measure of in situ soil compressibility.

The expression proposed by Schmertmann (1978) for calculat-
ing settlements of footings on sand is as follows:

p:cpc,ao)(*-)

Table 5.1. Pressu¡e change correction factor, Cr.

cP
ow^ |

^P
0.0
o.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

>r, 0

1.O

0.9
0.8
o.7
0.6
0.5

(5.3.1) Notes avot = lnitlal vertlcal pregaure at tevêl of botton of- footlng (ln preasure unlts)
^D 

= average net bearlnE preósure at foundation' level (6ane pressure unfts aa øror)

where p : estimated settlement, the same length units as AZ;
Co : pressure change correction factor for initial overburden
pressure from Table 5.1, dimensionless; C, : time rate factor or
(creep correlation factor), from Table 5.2, dimensionless; Ao :
net increase in bearing pressure at foundation level, the sàme
pressure unit as 9"; Iz : settlement influence factor, which
varies with depth and L/B ratio, as defined in Figure 5.6 and
Table 5.3, dimensionless; E, : in situ soil modulus, which can
be related to the value ofcone resistance, q". in the same pressure
unit as qc; and AZ : thickness of sublayer, in length units.

The variation of settlement influence factor with depth is
shown in Figure 5.6. The values of the quantities that define the
dimensions of the settlement influence diagram are given in
Table 5.3.

Values of in situ soil modulus for square footings can be
estimated using the following expression:

E, : 2.5 q" (s.3.2)

where E, : in situ soil modulus, in same pressure units as q";
and q" : cone penetration resistance, in pressure units.

For footings with a length,/width ratio greater than or equal
to 10, the soil deforms in a condition closer to plane strain, and
the soil is stiffer because ofthe increased conhnement. For these
long footings, the expression for estimating the in situ soil modu-
lus is:

E, : 3.5 q" (5.3.3)

For footings with a length/width ratio between I and 10, the
E"/ q" ratio can be estimated by interpolation.

Schmertmann's method provides a logical means for account-
ing the variations in sand density and compressibility with depth.

Table 5.3. Coefficients to define the dimensions of Schmertmann's improved settlement influence factor diagram
in Figure 5.6, (After Schmertmann, et al,, 1978)

NoLe: B-fooLlngpid¿h
L = fooÈlng len8¿h

ÄÞ=d' - d' -n€Lb€arlng presGure_vlvo
øvf' - flnâl v€rÈl.cal p¡ea6uEe aÈ level of bo¿t@ of foobint
øvo' = lnltLal v€¡Llcal pr€ssure a¿ lovsl of bo¿¿@ of fooLlnt
ovp' * inlt,ial ve¡tlcal prsssur€ qL dsp¿h of pea.k lnfluence

Teble 5.2, Time rate factor, C,, for settlementg of cohesionless sollc.

Tfune C¡

I nonth
4 months
1 year
3 years
10 years
30 years

1.0
T.I
L.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

LIB Max. D€pÈh

of Influônca
ztB

hd

D€pbh Lo

Pôrk Vatuo
ztBp

value of IZ
rÈ fop
rz,

Pcak Vqlue of SÈre6a Influ€nc€ Fac¿or I
AP

vp

AÞ
_-2
qt
vP

Ap

o'vp

AP

c'
vP

1

2

4

I
>10

2.O0

2.20
2.65

4-00

0. 50

0.55

0.6s
0.90

1. 00

0. 10

0.11
0. 13

0. 18

0 .20

0 .60

0. 60

0.60

0.60
0. 60

0.64
0.64
0.64

0.64

0 .64

0. 70

0. 70

0.70

0.70
0. 70

0 .82

0.82
o.8z

0.a2
0.82
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footing l r, Settlement lnfluencs Faclor, I

depth to
peak value,

zP

max¡mum
depth,

z^u
peakvalus, lzp

'1. See Table 5.3 for values of Z 

^u,Z 
g, l rl,l.p

2. Depth measursd from lhe bottom of the footing.

Oepth, z

Figure 5.6, Variation of Schmertmann's ímproved settlement in-

fluence factors wíth depth. (After Schmertmann, et al., 1978)

In cases where there is pronounced layering, persistent from
boring to boring, the soil beneath the foundation level is divided
into a number ofsublayers for purposes ofcalculating settlement.
The sublayers are chosen so that the values of cone resistance

within each sublayer are essentially constant. The value of the

settlement influence factor for each sublayer is evaluated at the
mid-height of the sublayer. Because the value of settlement influ-
ence factor peaks at some depth below the foundation level,Zo,
it is necessary that a sublayer boundary occurs at Zo.

The computation process involves a rather lengthy procedure,

and is warranted only when the site is characterized by pro-
nounced and persistent layering.

For sand layers of limited thickness, overlying hrm soil or
rock, the influence diagram is terminated at the top of the firm
layer. The method thus provides a logical means for accounting
for the influence of the finite thickness of sand layer on set-

tlement.
Ifthe soil at the site can be represented as being homogeneous,

the process is simplified. In this case, it is not necessary to divide
the soil beneath the footing level into sublayers. For homoge-

neous conditions, the settlement can be calculated using the
following expression:

p : l' C, C, (*)B (5.3.4)

where I' : equivalent settlement influence factor from Table
5.4. Other terms are as previously defined.

Schmertmann's method can also be used to estimate the pres-

sure required to cause a given amount ofsettlement by rearrang-
ing Eq. 5.3.4 in the following form:

^%1ap:PBr-c"c, (s.3.s)

This form is convenient for determining values of bearing pres-

sures when the tolerable settlement for a particular structure has

been established.
The use of Schmertmann's method is shown by Example 3 in

Figures 5.7, 5.7a and 5.7b.

Example 5.3

Estimaæ the se¡tlement of a 15 ft square footing using the cone

peneûation test data given in Figue 4.2a. The footing is designed to carry a

service dead load of 250 tons and a service live load of 50 tons. The

embedment depth of the footing is 5 fr

(l) Determine dimension of seulement ir¡fluence diagram.

For a square footine, f; = t.O

From Table 5.3, â;* = 2.00, S = O.SO, and Izt = 0.10

Assume weight of the footing is about the sarne as weight of the soil

excavated so that

an =fffff= r.rr urt2

Effective overbu¡den pæssure at Zp is

o'* = (0.0575) (5 + 0.5 x tS) = 0.72 ¡JrP

4r-=r¡1= r.s5
orn 0.,

From Table 5.3, value of lzp is interpolated as:

I"p = 0.60 * (!LÉ[:JÍoz 
- r ) (1.85 -l) = 0.63

Based on the valuæ of z,6?'.,2Ù12¡ and I2p, the senlement influence

diagram is drawn, as shown in Figure 5.7a-

Fígure 5.7. Example 5.3----estimat-
ing settlement of a footing on sand
using cone peneffation test data.Table 5.4. Values of equivalent settlement influence factor,

LIB Ap

ow'

Equtvål€n¿ S€ttlmonL Influence Fac¿or, I

--2otp'
-r10ow'

L

4

I
>10

o.25

0.27
0.30

0 .35

0 .37

0 .27

0. 28

0.32

0 .37

0. 39

0. 29

0.31

0.35

0.40

0. 43

0. 34

0.36
0.40

0. 46

0.50
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Botþm of Footino

Sodomort lnflu€ncs Fartor Proñlg

l+oosign Valu6 otqc

Subleyer Number

Fígure 5.7a. Settlement influence diagram and design values of
cone resistance for the l,-ft square footing.

5.4 SETTLEMENTS OF FOOTINGS ON SANDS,
SILTS AND CLAYS BY JANBU'S TANGENT
MODULUS METHOD

Janbu (I963, 1967) developed a unified approach for estimat-
ing settlements of footings on soil using tangent modulus values
to characterize soil compressibility.

In Janbu's method the soil beneath the footing is divided
into a number of sublayers, each characterized by a value of
constrained tangent modulus, M,. The settlement of the footing
is estimated by summing the reductions in thickness of each of
the sublayers beneath the footing, as shown by the expression:

(2) Calculateseulementofthefooting.

Bæd on dafa from Figure 4.2a, design value of qç is deæmined as

shown in Figu¡e 5.7a- For serdement compulsrion, ¡he soil bencarh rhe

foo¡ing is divided in¡o five sublayers.

The iniúal effecdve overùurden pressur€ at foundation levcl is,

q'; = (0.0575) (5) = 0.29 tsf.

f ="-T=o''

Fmm Table 5.1, Cp = 0.89

Immediate settlement of the fooring, pi, is eslinaæd æ fol¡ows:

p,=coc,aor3

p¡ = (0.89) (1.0) (1.33) (0.0369) = 0.044 ft o¡ 0.52 inch
Esúmated setdement of ú¡e footing over ten ytrs is

pr=crpi

From Tabte 5.2, C¡ = 1.4

pr = (1.4) (0.52) = 0.73 inch

As noted in Rgue 4.2a" rhe CFI was perfomed adjacenr to Bori¡g
3. The SPT blow counts obEined from Boring 3 aæ consisæritly highr
thm rhose from Borisgs I md 2. It is not surprising that senlement

compuæd using CFI data" as shown in rhis example, is smalltr thm that

computed using lhe Teøghi and Peck method which uses minimm
avemge SPT N-value for seü.lement câlculaúons.

Figure 5.7b. Estimating settlement of afooting on sand using cone
penetration test data.

and compaction water content as the flrll in the field.
The pressures used in the laboratory tests should cover the

range from the initial pressure on the sublayer (before the load
is applied) to the final pressure on the sublayer (after the load is
applied). As shown in Figure 5.8, Mt is determined by dividing
the stress increment in the sublayer (Aø,' - a* - øuo') by
the corresponding strain, Ae".

When laboratory tests are not available for evaluation of M,.
values can be estimated using the information given in Table 5.5,

together with the following equations:
For sands and silts, values of M, can be estimated using the

expression:

where m : dimensionless modulus number shown in Table 5.5

cÍ,^' : aveÍage vertical stress : l/2 (a,o' + o#) expressed in
in the same pressure units as M, and p"i p" : atmospheric
pressure, expfessed in the same pressure units as M, and crr"';

I

1.0

qc G0

fz

ô-l!o

(5.4.1)

where p : settlement, any length units; Acrv' : increase in
effective stress within the sublayer due to the load on the footing,
stress units-the same units as M, (this increase in stress due to
the footing load can be estimated using elastic stress distribution
theory); M, : tangent value of constrained modulus of the
soil, stress units-the same units as Acrr'; and LZ : sublayer
thickness, length units-the same units as p.

Values of constrained tangent modulus vary with the type of
soil, its density, whether it is normally consolidated or overcon-
solidated, and the stresses acting on it before and after the load
is applied to the footing.

Values of M, can be measured using conventional laboratory
consolidation tests (oedometer, or one-dimensional compression
tests). In the case of natural soils the tests should be performed
on good quality undisturbed specimens. In the case ofcompacted
fills, the specimens should be prepared at the same dry density

M,: m o" (9*J" 6.4.2)
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For normalþ consolidated clays, values of M, can be estimated
using this expression:

Mr:m.crnu' (5.4.3)

where m : dimensionless modulus number shown in Table 5.5,

and ø""' : aveta$e vertical stress : l/2 (aro' * ø"¡') ex-
pressed in the same pressure units as Mr.

As shown in Figure 5.8 and Table 5.5, values of IVf. are higher
for overconsolidated soils (po > øuo). When the final pressures

do not exceed the preconsolidation pressure (o"r' ( pe) the soil
is being reloaded, and the value of M, is higher than for cases

where cr-"l exceeds po.

The procedure for estimating settlement of a footing using
Janbu's tangent modulus method is shown in Figure 5.9.

5.5 SETTLEMENÎS OF FOOTINGS ON SANDS AND
CLAYS FROM PRESSUREMETER TESTS

Menard and Rousseau (1962) proposed a procedure for esti-
mating settlements of footings using pressuremeter test results.
Their procedure uses pressuremeter modulus as a measure of in
situ soil compressibility.

The pressuremeter modulus, which is derived from the slope
of a straight portion of the pressure-expansion curve, is sensitive
to soil disturbance. In dense sands and stiffclays, soil disturbance
due to boring and probe installation is usually not excessive, and
the method is reliable (Baguelin et al., 1978; Robertson, 1986).

of M, from results of laboratory

Table 5.5. Values of mi¡dulus number, m, for sands, silts, and clsys. (After Janbu' 1985)

Relaiive
Density (Dr) øvo' - Pp

Value of m

dvo'< Þ<øvf' øvf'<IÞ

307 (Loose)

501 (Medium)

70f (Dense)

80 - 160

L20 - 240

200 - 400

120 - 300

200 - 400

300 - 700

240 - 500

350 - 700

600 - 1200

srlr Porisity (N) ovo' = Þ

Values of m

dvo'<¡¡.<øvf' øvf'<Þ

50u

402

302

In Situ Wate¡

Conten¿

25-50
60 - 120

100 - 200

40 - 200

80 - 400

150 - 700

L20 - 240

300 - 600

500 - 1000

Clay øvo' - Pp

Value of m

dvo' < Pp'øvf' øvf' < Ptr¡

702

50u

302

6-12
9-18

15-35

10-80
L5 - L20

25 - 200

60 - 120

90 - 180

150 - 350

Verlical Effêclivs Stress ( cu )

Verlical Eff€cl¡ve Stress ( ou )

pp = preconsolidation Pressur€ = highest pressurs to which the soil has been subjected in Lhe past.
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Using Jmbu's tangent modulus method, stimale the stdement of a

15 fr squarc footing which is designed to suppon a dead load of 250 lons

and a live load of 50 !oos. The soil infomation ¡s the ffie as ùat given in

Figure 4.24 and the footing will be 5 ft below the ground surface.

(1) Calculate theinitial md finalvenicål pEssues.

The initial md lnal overburden pressues b€neath the footing, to a

depth of one fmting width below its bæ, aÉ tabulaæd below. The

incffi in pressure, Ády, due o the applied load was estimated uing

ìvstergard's úleory. Vadations of initial, lnal ild aveEge venical

pmuæs with depth are ploned in Figw 5.9a

(2) Detemine values of Engent modulls.

To æour for the mtic mtue of sand deposits, use minirBm
avenge value of N as sugges@d by ler¿åghi atrd peck for scntement
computation, ie., Ñ t = I l. This implia the sãd is loose þ medim.

The target modulus values a¡e esdnated using Equr¡on 5.4.2 and

a¡e tabulatcd below:

(3) CålcüIate seulement of the footing

Thus, setdement of ûe footing is, Total

p = 0.069 ft or 0.83 inch

If the sand is Numed ro be pßloaded, rhen m = 350, ild

For sublayer t, Mr = 6.48 x 105 psf

For sublayer 2, M¡ = U.tt * 165 psf

For sublayer 3, Mr = t.tt * 195 psf

The esdm@d sttlement is úìen,

p=¿r+.^zl

o= 1658 *t*---972-¡5a---598-¡5' 6.4t x 105 6.88 ¡ 105 ?.55 x ld

P = 0.024 ft or 0.29 inch

Figure 5.9. Example 5.4---csti-
mating settlement of afooting on

sand using Jenbu's tangent mod-
ulus method.
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Figure 5.9a. Example 5.4 (continued)
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For soft clays, loose sands and silts, disturbance is likely to affect

the test results to a greater extent, and use ofthe plessuremeter

method has sometimes led to unsatisfactory results (Baguelin

et al., 1978). For these oils the pressuremeter method is not
recommended.

For pressuremeter tests the settlements of embedded footings
(depth of embedment, D¡. equal to or greater than the footing
width, B) can be estimated using the, following expression:

O-22o / B\" 0.11p
e : E: ". l^. r./ + Ç øÀcB (5'5'l)

where p : estimated footing settlement, in same length units as

B; p : avera$e bearing pressure at foundation level, in same

pressure units as Eo; Eo : pressuremeter modulus, in pressure

units; Bo : reference width, taken as 2 ft or 0.6 m; f,.. tr, :
dimensionless shape factors, from Table 5.6; and ct : empirical
settlement coeffrcient defined by Menard (1972), from Table 5.7,

dimensionless.
If the footing is not embedded (Dr : 0), Baguelin et al. (1978)

indicated that the settlement should be estimated to be 1.2 times

the value calculated using Eq. 5.5.1. Settlements for partially
embedded footings (0 < Dr < B) can be estimated by interpo-
lation.

5.6 SETTLEMENTS OF FOOTINGS ON SOIL BY
ELASTIC METHODS

Settlements of footings on sands and clays may be estimated

using elastic theory by means of the following equation which
was suggested by Steinbrenner (1934) and Giroud (1972):

oB
er:p. Ie (s.6. l)

where p, : hnal settlement, in same length units as B; p :
average bearing pressure at the base of footing in pressure units;

E, : in situ soil modulus, in same pressure units as p; Ip :
dimensionless settlement influence factor, whose value depends

on footing geometry, thickness of the compressible layer, and

the value of Poisson's ratio; and B : width of footing, in length

units.
For estimating settlements of sands and clays for drained

conditions, the value of Poisson's ratio, v, may be taken as 0.3.

Values of Io for v : 0.3 (developed by Steinbrenner, 1934) are

given in Figure 5.10.

The accuracy of the settlement calculation depends on the

accuracy with which the soil modulus can be estimated' Because

of sample disturbance, values of soil modulus obtained from
laboratory tests are unreliable. It is preferable that values be

estimated from empirical correlations, such as the one shown in
Figure 5.1 1, which relates soil modulus to SPT blow counts'

If settlement observations on similar soils are available, values

of soil modulus can be back calculated from these data. This is
probably the most reliable method of estimating modulus values'

Elastic theory is also often used to estimate immediate (or
elastic) settlements of foundations on clay' The equation for
calculating immediate settlements, as discussed by Steinbrenner
(1934) and Christian and Carrier (1978), has a form similar to
Eq.5.6.1:

Fígure 5. 1 A Seftleme nt influence factor from Steìnb renner's ap-

proximation for m : 0.3. (After Taylor and Matyas, 1983)
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Figure 5.11. Relationship between soil modulus,

SPT blow count, N. (After Schultze and Melzer,
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1965)
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Table 5.6. Values of shape factors for settlement computations
using Menard pressuemeter test results. (After Baquelin et al.,
1978t

Table 5.7. Values of empirical settlement coefficient, a, for typical soils.

soÍI Type Conditlon Ep'lPr

clay

SíIt

sand

Sand and

cravel

overconsol idated
nornal-1y consolldâted
weathered or renolded

overconsol Ldated
norDalÌy consolldaÈed
weathered or renolded

overconsol ldated
nomally consolldated
weathered or renolded

overconsol ldated
nomally consolidated
weathered or renolded

>16
9-L6
7 -9

>14
s-14

>t2
, :,,
>r0
6-10

I

L/2

2/3
r/2
r/2

L/2
L/3
r/3

r/3
L/4
L/4

UB=-

10-

I
,-

z 2-
squars

¿
v

l.o r0 100 1000

H,ß

Figure 5.12. Settlement influence factors p.o and þr (After
Christian and Carrier, 1978)
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Note: pl = Iimiting pressure deternined from pressuremeter
test result (in pressure units)

where p, : immediate settlement, in same length units as B; p
: average bearing pressure at the base ofthe footing, in pressure
units; Eu : undrained soil modulus, in same pressure units as
pi po : dimensionless settlement influence factor which de-
scribes the effect of footing embedment, whose value is given in
Figure 5.12; pl : dimensionless settlement influence factor
which describes the effect of finite thickness for the compressible
layer (values of p, are given in Figure 5.12); and B : width of
foundation, in length units.

As for the determination of soil modulus for drained condi-
tions, it is preferable that undrained soil modulus be estimated
using empirical correlations of the type shown in Figure 5.13.
In this figure, values of undrained soil modulus are related to
the plasticity index (PI), the undrained shear strength, s,. and
stress history ofthe clay, expressed in terms ofoverconsolidation
ratio (OCR). The overconsolidation ratio is the maximum effec-
tive pressure to which the soil has been subjected in the past, po,
divided by the present effective overburden pressure, ø,o,, i.e.,
OCR : po/c,o'.

The use of elastic theory to estimate settlement of a footing
on sand is shown in Figure 5.14.

5.7 SETTLEMENTS OF FOOTINGS DUE TO
CONSOLIDAT]ON OF CLAYS

Settlements resulting from consolidation of normally consoli-

1 000

k 800

600

400

200

0
1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6 7 8910

OVERCONSOLIDATION RATIO

Eu =k Su

Eu = Undrained lvlodulus of C¡ay

k = Factor lrom Chart Above

Su = Undrained Shear Strength of Clay

Figure 5.13. Chart for estimating undrained modu-
Ius of clay. (A.fter Duncan and Buchignani, 1976)

dated and lightly overconsolidated clays can be very large.
Where such soils are loaded by hlls, settlements as large as
several feet may occur. Methods for estimating the magnitudes
ofconsolidation settlements, and the rates at which they occur,
are discussed in many soil mechanics textbooks and engineering
mânuals (Sowers, 1979; Terzaghi and Peck, 1967; NAVFAC,
1982).
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Use elastic theory o estimaæ ûe seülement of a 15 ft quare footing

which caniæ a service rtead load of 250 ons and a setrice live load of 50

rons. The footing is embedded 5 fr below the ground surfæe' The soi¡

infomarion is the siame as thât given in Exa¡nple 4.1. The fim sEarm i$

encountered at 4j' below the bottom of the footingj

(l) Detè¡in¡ne lhe initial effective overburden pressure.

The initiat etrediv¿ dverburdeft Fessw at dAù 
å 

below ùe bouom of the fooling is

c'"o = (0.0575) x (5 * E) = O.lz m'

Q) Estimdtesoilnodu¡N.

From Figûie 5.8, forÑl = ll and o'vo = 0.?2 ífr2

E5 ;410 r/ftz

(3) Estimate s€ü¡emcnt of the footing.

Using elasric theory, setüement ofthe footing is

oB-p=tsþ

From Figure 5.7, ror S=f3= I' Io = o'z

(?!91i9)-,,.,
p = r s xjl"l '--' (0.7) = 0.034 ft

orP=0.4if,ch

Figure 5.14. Example S.S-estímatíng settlement of aþoting on

sand using elastic theory'

Highly compressible clays are rarely capable of supporting

footings for bridges, buildings, or other structures where the

tolerable amount of settlement is limited to a small fraction of a

foot. For tliis reason, detailed consideration of consolidation

settlements is not included in this manual.

Settlements of footings founded on less compressible, overcon-

solidated clays can be estimated using Jânbu's procedure' Bag-

uelin's pressuremeter procedure' or elastic theory. Settiements

offootings on heavily overconsolidated clays usually occur fairly

rapidly, and it is reasonable to assume that they take place as

rapidly as the loads are aPPlied.

5.8 TIME;DEPENDENT SETTLEMENTS OF
FOOT|NGS ON SANDS

Footings on sands continue to settle at a slow and continually

decreasing rate after the amount by which the settlements in-

crease with time can be estimated by multiplying the calculated

value of immediate settlement by a time rate factor, C,'

The time rate factor is included in Schmertmann's method of
bettlement calculation, as may be seen by reference to F4s. 5.3.1

and 5.3.4. The same allowance for increased settlements with

time can be used with other methods. This can be done through

the following equation:

PART 1

where p¡ = seitlement at time ti Pi : settlement calculated

by Terághi and Peck's method, Janbu's method, Baguelin's

pressuremeter method, or using elastic theory; and C, : time
rate factor from Table 5'2.

5.9 SETTLEMENTS DUE TO SECONDARY
COMPRESSION OF CLAYS

Settlements offodtings on clays coniini¡e at a slow and contin-

ually decreasing rate after the clay undergoes its initial compres-

sion. This process is called "secondary compression."

Secondary compression settlements can be estimated using the

expression:

P." : Co (5.e.r)

where p." : settlement due to secondary cômpression, in the

same length units as H; Co : coeflicient of secondary compres-

sion, dimensionless-values of Co are given in Table 5.8; Ht :
total thickness of layer undergoing secondary compression, in

length unit; t." : time for which secondary compression is to

be calculated, in years; and tp = time for primary compression,

in yearb-to should be taken as not less than I year.

5.10 DESIGN FOR TOLERABLE SETTLEMENT

Design of shallow foundations is often limited by considera-

tions of tolerable settlement, This fact is illustrated by Examples

4.1 and 5.1 (see Figures 4.1 and 5.2). In Example 4.1 it was

determined that a bearing pressure of 6.4 t/ft2 would provide a

factor of safety of about 3.0. In Example 5.1 it was determined

that the bearing pressure would have to be limited to 0-6 t/ftz
to limit the settlement to I '0 in' Thus, if the tolerable settlement

of the footing was 1.0 in., its design would be controlled by

consideration of settlement rather than consideration of ultimate

bearing capacity. This is usually the case with spread footings

on sand.
Design of footings to satisfy settlement criteria involves these

steps: (1) establish the upper limit of tolerable settlement for the

footing; (2) select a footing size that is safe against bearing capac-

ity failure and estimate its settlement; and (3) compare the settle-

ment estimated in step (2) with the tolerable value. If the esti-

mated value ofsettlement exceeds the tolerable value, the footing

is redesigned so that the settlement is reduced.

With some methods of estimating settlement, it is possible to

determine fairly directly what bearing pressure will satisfy the

movement criteria. For example, Bazarra (1967) showed that

Terzaghi and Peck's method corresponds to the following rela-

Table 5.8. Values of co for clays.

Natural ¡{ater
Content of CIay

VaLue of Ca

For OCR = I For oCR > 5

r0t
20t
40t
80t

o.001
0.002
0.004
0. 008

0.0003 to 0.0005
0.0006 to 0.0010
0.0012 to 0.0020
0.0025 to 0.0040

H,log k

sl

P,:Pi'Ct (5.8. l)
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tionship between bearing pressure and settlement of footings on
sand above the water t¿ble:

ñ/n+r\2Pp:Ptd;l * / (5.10.1)

where po : bearing pressure corresponding to the tolerable
movement, tsf; p., : tolerable movement, in.; ñ : minimum
aveÍage SPT-N values, blows,/ft; and B : footing width, ft.

The adequacy of a design for settlement criteria depends to a
large extent on the a@túacy with which the settlement can
be estimated. Since the densities and compressibilities of sand
deposits are inherently variable, it is not possible to estimate
settlement of footings on sand with high accuracy. If a number
of footings of the same size were constructed.on the same sand
deposit, each would settle a different amount when subjected to
the same load. Terzaghi and Peck (1967) indicated that in rhis
circumstance, the footing that settled the most Ìvould settle about
4 times as much as the footing that settled the least. Thus, the
actual settlements would cover a wide range, and no method of
calculation could ever give exactly the ,.right answer" for all of
the footings.

It is important to realize that various methods of estimating
settlements of footings on sand, which lead to different estimates
of the settlement, would compare differently to the range of
actual settlements of identical footings. Recent studies have com_
pared measured settlements with settlements calculated using
various procedures (Tan and Duncan, l99l). These studies show

that methods which result in settlements close to the average of
measured settlements are ükely to underestimate settlements half
the time and overestimate them half the time. Methods that are
more conservative (notably Terzaghi and peck's method) tend
to overestimate settlements more than half the time and to under-
estimate them relativeþ infrequently.

The studies indicate that there exists a trade-offbetween accu-
racy and reliability. A relatively ¿ccurate method is one that
would result in estimated settlement about equal to the average
settlement for a group of footings. A reliable method is one that
predicts settlements that are greater than or equal to the actual
settlement most of the time. The studies show that any method
for estimating settlements of footings on sand can be modiflred,
by multiplying the estimated settlements by an a justment factor
to yield about the same combination of accuracy and reliability
as any other method. For instance, the D'Appolonia, et al.,
method predicts settlements that are about equal to the average
value of actual settlements, and it underestimates settlements
about half the time. To ensure that the settlements calculated
using the D'Appolonia, et al., method equal or exceed the mea-
sured settlement about 90 percent of the time, the settlements
computed using the procedure should be multiplied by a factor
of two. This adjustment would increase the ..reliability', of the
method from about 50 percent to about 90 percent.

Adjustment factors for 50 percent and 90 percent reliability
in calculated values of displacement are given in Table 5.9 for
Terzaghi and Peck, D'Appolonia et al., and Schmertmann
methods.

Table 5.9. Vslues of adjustment factor for 50 percent and 90 percent reliability in displacement estimates.

Method Soil Type
AdjustmenL Factor

For 502 For 902

ReLiability ReliabiliLy

Terzaghi and

Schmertmann

D 'Appoloni a ,

Peck

eL al,

Sand

Sand

Sand

0.45 1.05
0. 60 I.25
1.00 2.OO

CHAPTER 6

SHALLOW FOUNDATIONS ON ROCK

6.1 GENERAL

Footings on rock must satisfy the same design criteria as
footings on soil. They must be able to support the loads that they
carry safely, without excessive movements that may damage or
impair the functions of the supported structure.

Most continuous sound rocks have relatively high strengths
and low compressibilities. In comparison with footings in soil,

design of footings to be supported by these materials is rather
simple and straightforward, and is often governed by structural
considerations. For instance, if the allowable concrete strength
is less than the rock strength, the determination of allowable
"rock" bearing pressures may be unnecessary, and concrete
strength will determine the required footing size.

Continuous and sound rock masses are, however, rarely en-
countered at shallow depth. Most near-surface rock masses are
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PART I

broken by one or more sets ofjoints or fractures that divide the

mass into blocks. Design of footings in these discontinuous rocks

is usually controlled by geotechnical considerations, particularþ

by the characteristics of rock defect such as joints, seams, faults,

and bedding planes.

This chapter presents a simple overview of current design

procedures for estimating bearing capacity and settlement of
footings on discontinuous or jointed rocks. The emphasis is on

practical procedures that do not require detailed analyses.

6.2 BEARING CAPACITY OF FOUNDATIONS ON

ROCK

6.2.1 Load Test

Full scale load tests are the most reliable method for determin'

ing bearing capacity of foundations on rock. Ilowever, load tests

are relatively expensive, and are only warranted when very high

loads are anticipated, for example, on piers for high-rise build-

ings or abutments for arch bridges.

6.2.2 Presumptlve Bearing Values

Many codes provide presumptive design bearing values for

foundations in rock. As given in Table 6.1, these values provide

allowable bearing pressures based on descriptions of rock type

and quality. The recommended values, however, do not take into

consideration the type and function of the structures, the loading

conditions, tolerable movement criteria, or the strength and de-

formation characteristics of the rock masses. In addition, even

for the same type of rock, there are considerable differences

among the vdlues recommended by various codes.

Presumptive values often tend to be quite conservative. How-

ever, these values may provide reasonable estimates for bearing

capacity offoundations ofsimple structures on good quality rock

masses. In these cases the structural strength of the foundation

usually governs the foundation design. For structures imposing

large loadings, the use of presumptive design values as a basis of

design is not recommended. For such heavy structures, use of

the presumptive values may lead to overly expensive foundations'

6.2.3 Emp¡r¡cal Design Procedure for Reasonably
Sound Rock

Peck et al. Q97\ suggested an empirical correlation for esti-

mating allowable bearing pressures of foundations on jointed

rock based on an index of rock mass quality known as rock

quality designation (RQD). The correlation, as given in Table

6.2, is intended for rock masses with tight joints "not wider

than a fraction ofan inch." The authors also indicated that, for

footings designed with the allowable values given in Table 6'2,

their settlements would be less than 0'5 in.

Value of RQD is computed as the percent of modified core

recovery, as follows:

Sum of lengths of "sound"
corepieces >4in.

To meet the soundness requirement, Deere and Deere (1988)

recommended that rocks of grades IV (highly weathered), V
(completely weathered), and VI (residual soil), as defined by the

International Society of Rock Mechanics (1978)' be discounted

for the determination of RQD, even though their lengths are

greater than 4 in. Fractures caused by drilling operation must

also be excluded. Determination of RQD is illustrated in Figure

6.1. Values of RQD reflect the relative intensity ofjointing and'

hence, the compressibility of a rock mass. The relationship be-

tween rock quality and RQD is given in Table 6'3. An RQD of
100 percent would represent an excellent quality rock mass

whose engineering properties are similar to those of an int¿ct

rock specimen; an RQD less than 25 percent, on the other hand,

would represent a very poor quality rock mass whose engineering

properties are similar to those of soil.

The value of RQD for use in Table 6.2 may be taken as the

avetagevalue of RQD within a depth equal to one footing width

below the bottom ofthe foundation, provided the RQD is reason-

ably uniform within these depths. In most cases, however, values

of iQO tend to increase with depth' For these cases, Peck et al'

recommended that an average value of RQD within a depth

equal to one-fourth ofthe footing width from the bottom ofthe
foundation be used instead.

Peck et al. further recommended that the allowable bearing

pressures from Table 6'2 should not exceed the unconftned com-

pressive strength ofthe intact ¡ock core sample and the allowable

stress of the foundation material. No increase in bearing pressure

is allowed for footing embedment because the design values given

in Table 6.2 are based on settlement limitation rather than rock

strength.
An example of the use of this procedure is given in Figure 6'2'

6.2.4 Empirical Design Procedure for Less
Competent Jointed Rock

Carter and Kulhawy (1988) developed an empirical procedure

for estimating ultimate bearing capacity of jointed or broken

rock. The procedure is based on unconfined compressive

strength of the intact rock core sample. Depending on rock mass

quality, ultimate bearing capacity of the rock mass varies from

ã small fraction to six times the unconfrined strength of the rock

core sample. The authors further indicated that the rock mass

quality should preferably be determined using the Geomechanics

Rock Mass Rating (RMR) System (Bieniawski, 1988)' or the

Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) Rock Mass Classifltca-

tion System (Barton et al.,1974).

6.2.5 Rational Methods

Depending on the relative spacing ofjoints and rock layering,

bearing capacity failures for foundations in rock may take several

different forms, as shown in Figure 6.3. Except for the case of a

rock mass with closed joints, the failure modes are different from

those in soil. Procedures for estimating the bearing capacity have

been developed for each of the failure modes shown in Figure

6.3. Details of these procedures can be found in Kulhawy and

Goodman (1987), Goodman (1989), and Sowers (1979).RQD:
Total core run length

x 100 $.2.3.1)
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T¡ble 6.1. Presumptive bearing pressures (tsf) for foundations on rock (After Putnan, 1981)

Code Year 1 Bedrock2

Sound

Foliated
Rock

Sound

Sedimentary

Rock

Soft
Rock3

Soft
Shale

Broken

Shale

Baltinore

BOCA

Boston

Chl.cago

Cleveland

DalIas

DeÈrolt

Indiana

Kansas Ciby

Los Angeles

New York Clty

New York Stabe

Ohlo

Philadelphia

PiLtsburth

Richmond

St. Louis

Sân FÌanclsco

Unlfo¡m

Building Code

NBC Canada

New South

Wales, Australia

1962

1970

1970

1970

1951/ 1969

1968

1956

1967

1961/ 1969

1970

1970

1970

1969

1959/ 1969

1968

1960 / 1970

1969

1970

1970

1974

100

100

100

100

2qrr(5)

100

29u

2Au

10

60

100

100

50

23

100

100

3-5

.2gu

35

40

50

100

2q,\

100

2e.

2e"

4

60

40

40

15

25

40

40

3-5

2q

25

10

25

. ZS"

9600

. ZSu

.29u

3

60

15

15

10-15

25

25

25

3-5

.2q

100

33

10

10

10

2S"

t2

2q

29.u

1

I

10

I

I

10

10

2q

13

4

.2V,

L2

.29u

.29u

1

4

I

4

1.5

.29u

4.5

(4)

1.5

(4)

2eu

2eu

2eu

1

1.5

1.5

.2!Iu

Note: 1 - Year of code or origÍnal y€ar and date of revision
2 - Massive crystallín€ bedrock

3 - Soft and broken !ock, not including shale

4 - Allowable bearing pressure to be determined by appropriate city official
t - gu = unconfined compressive sbrent¿h



RQD
Allowable Bearing Pressure*

(t8f)

100

90

75

50

z5

0

300

200

120

65

30

10

N -,r

42

Table 6.2. Atowable bearing pressures of iointed rock. (After
Peck, Hanson and Thornburn, 1974)

*Note: If the rêcomnended value of allowable bearlng
pressure exceedB the unconfined conpressLve
Ètrengttr of the lock or aÌlowable EtresE of
concrete, the aIlovaþle bearing pressure should
be taken as the unconfined conpresslve strength.
or the allowable stress of concrete, whichever
is less.

Table 6.3. RQD as an index of rock quality. (After Deere' 1963)

PART I

The site condidons at a bridge abumient, near Pennsylvania

Turnpike (æhigh county) are diven in Figure 6.2a- Based on this

information, estimate the allowable bearing pressure for the 29.75 ft x 14.0

ft footing for the bridge abutnenL The footing was placed at an elevation of

380 fL

(1) Detemine design value for RQD. 
l

Borehole f/9

Core Run L (El. 377.5 - 382.5 f0 - RQD = 257o

Core Run 2 (El. 372.5'377.5 ft) -RQD =298o

Borehole #80

Core Run I (E1.375.6 - 380.6 ft) - RQD = r57¿

Core Run 2 @. 370.6 - 375.6 ft) --RQD = 707o

Use RQD = 157ø for the estimation ofallowable bea¡ing pressure,

9a.

(2) Estimate the allou,able bearing pressurc.

From Table 6.2, the allowable bea¡ing pressure can be interpolated
as follows:

q" = 10 + (.1*O) (30 - 10) = 22 tsf

According to Peck, et al., senlement of the footing would be less

than 0.5 inch. In Fig. 6.4 - Example 6.2, the settlement is estimated using

elastic theory.

Fígure 6.2. Example 6.1-estimating øllowable bearing

pressure ofa footing on rock using the Peck et al. procedure'

6.3 SETTLEMENTS OF FOUNDATIONS ON ROCK

For most ordinary structures, where the imposed loadings are

not exceptionally large, settlements of footings supported on

rock are not large enough to cause problems. As noted earlier,

if footings for these structures are designed on the basis of the

procedure proposed by Peck eI al. (1974), the settlements will
usually be smaller than 0.5 in. However, in some cases such as

piers for high-rise structures or abutments for arch bridges'

where the foundations may be subjected to very large loadings,

and where settlement tolerance may be small, estimation of set-

tlement may be an important design consideration'

The characteristics of the discontinuities in a rock mass have

a dominant influence on its compressibility. In rock masses con-

taining seams of soft material, in porous limestone and in
clayshale, consolidation and secondary settlements may occur.

In these cases, the procedures described in Chapter 5 may be

used to estimate settlements. For most other rock masses' the

settlement occurs immediately upon application of the load, and

its magnitude may be estimated by using elastic theory.

According to elastic theory, the settlement of a footing is

related to footing size and load as follows:

P (1 - v*2)
P-: lp-Aoj

Core Recovery

10.0"

4.0"

broken rocts

4.5"

7.5"

3.s"

r.5,'

15"

6.0'

3.0"

Modined Core Recoverv

10.0"

, 4.0"

4.5"

,:

'j
Total = 415" Total = 32.0"

CorcRecovery= 2l * W*=ae*

tQo=ffx ßo%=53%

kgend:

Æ,F. intack¡ock

"',.1J-,
brcken ræk

RQD
(t)

Rock Quality

9 0-100
75-90
50-7 5

25-50
0-2 5

Excellent
Good

FaÍr
Poor

Very poor

Figure 6.1. Determination of RQD (modirted core recovery).
(6.3. l)
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in which pm : settlement of rock mass, in length units; p :
applied load, in force units; v_ : poisson's ratio for rock mass,
dimensionless) ß" : shape and rigidity factor, dimensionless;
E* : Young's modulus for rock mass, in pressure units (this
value must represent the properties of the rock mass, including
joints, and not simply the intact material between joints); and A: footing area, in length2 units.

Using typical values of u_ and 8., Kulhawy (197g) suggested
that for circular, square, and rectangular footings (L/B < 3)
F4. 6.3.1 may be written as:

Figure 6.2a- Geological conditions þr a bridge abutment footing near Pennsylvania Turnpíke
(Lehigh County).
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Figure 6.3. Bearing capacity failure
rock (After Sowers, 1979)
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When L,/B > 10, Eg. 6.3.1 may be approximately expressed as:

0.7P
P' - E-A'J

For rectangular footings q,ith L/B ratio ranging between 3
and 10, the settlement may be determined by interpolating the
results from Eqs. 6.3.2 and 6.3.3.

The accuracy with which settlement can be estimated by using
elastic theory is dependent on the accuracy with which the value
of rock mass modulus can be estimated. In some cases the value
of E- can be estimated through empirical correlations with the
value of Young's modulus for the intact rock between joints. For
unusual or poor rock mass condition, it may be necessary to
determine the modulus from in situ tests, such as plate loading
and pressuremeter tests.

Because ofthe presence ofrock fractures, the rock mass modu_
lus is smaller than the modulus of the intact rock between joints.
The difference in modulus is related to the discontinuity spacing,
which in turn can be correlated with ReD, as indicated in Table
6.4 (Kulhawy, 1978). To use Table 6.4, values of E. (young
modulus of rock core sample) and K" (normal stiffness of discon-

tinuities) can be determined from laboratory testing. In the ab-
sence ofsite-specihc data, Kulhawy (1978) suggested that typical
values of Er,/Kn ranging from 0.2 m to 4.2 m, with an average
value of about 1.2 m, may be used for preliminary analyses.

The use of Kulhawy's procedure to estimate settlement of a
foundation on jointed rock is shown in Figure 6.4.

6.4 DESIGN OF SHALLOW FOUNDATIONS IN
ROCK USING LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR
DESIGN APPROACH

As discussed in previous chapters, an alternative method of
providing safety margin for foundations is through the use of
load and resistance factors. In principle, the procedures de-

(6.3.2) R¡g¡d,'

(6.3.3)

I
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Table 6.4. Values of modulus reduction factor, cr : E^/Er.
(After Kulhawy' 1978).

*Note: Er,/Kn Ís Ín netrest and

- Er = YoungrË nodulus for rock core Êanple

- Kn = Nornal stiffnes6 for dlscontLnuities
- E¡t = Youngrs nodulus for rock rnass

- For Er,/Kn à 10, use equivalent soil noduluE for
anaIYsis.

scribed in Section 4. I 3 may be extended directly for use in desigrt

offoundations on rock.

In LRFD the safety against ultimate bearing capacity failure

(an ultimate limit state) is ensured if:

ó(q,,,A) > 27¡Qi (6.4. r)

in which qrn :. ultimate bearing capacity of the rock mass; A
: footing area, in length2 units; Q¡ : load effect due to load

component i, in force units; þ : performance factor, dimen-

sionless; and 7 : load factor, dimensionless' Values of load

factors are given in Table2.1.
For foundations on good quality rock, the design may be

controlled by structural considerations. The safety against struc-

tural failure can be checked using the following expression:

óuP" > rTiQi (6.4.2)

PART 1

Estimate the s€dlement of lhe 29.75 ft x 14.0 foodng described in

Example ó.1. The footing is 3 ft Úlick' and the elasúc modulus of the intact

limestone, Er, is est¡mated to be 40 x I03 tsf. For the purpose of this

exampte, the design pressure (unfacþred) for the footing is assumed to be 6

rsf.

i 
Si¡c" normal stiffnes, K¡¡, for the discontinuity is not known,

E/Kn - 0.5m for a fi¡st approximation'

From Table 6.4, for RQD = 157o, the modulus reduction factor,

oE, is

aE = 0.08

Elastic modulu for üte rock mass can be estimated æ

Em = aE Er = (0.08) (40 x 103) = 3.2 x 103 ßf

The unfactored design load is

P = pn = (6) (29.75) (14.0) = 2500 ons

ForUB =ffi=2.1, s€ttlement of the fock mass c¿n be estimated using the expfession:

n oÞ (0.9) (2500)
P- =tãä3 = 

€2 x 103) (zrJs x 14J)o;

Po = 0'034 ft or 0'41 inch

which is smallu than the tolerable value of one inch of ættlement
ftequently adopted in practice.

If the design were to be bæd on the allowable beuing presure of

22 úft2, as calculat€d using Peck' et al. procedure in ExamPle 6 1' a smaller

footing would have been used.

Aæa of the smaller footine, h' = ljO = t t+ ft2

Estimaæd æfllement of the ræk mN would then be

ô,- - 
(0.9) (2500) 

= 0.066 ft
" ' 

- 
(3.2 * 103) (II4)0.5 -'''- --

or P'a = 0'8 inch

The calculated value agÉes fairly well with the valüe of 0'5 inch

suggesæd with Peck, et al., provided the Numed value of ErlKn = 0'5 m

is representative of the sile condition'

Figure 6.4. Example 6.2-estimating settlement of a þoting on

jointed rock

in which P. : nominal structural axial load capacity of the

flooting; óu : petfotmance factor for axial loading, and other

terms are as deflrned previously (for concrete footings, Su is

usually taken as 0.7). The use of LRFD concepts in design of a

footing on jointed rock masses is illustrated in Figure 6'5'

6.5 SPECIAL GEOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

Some special geological features in rock may present diffrcult-

ies in foundation design. These include: weathering of rock,

solution cavities, swelling of rock, creep' and mining subsidence'

These special problems may call for special design considerations

or foundations treatments. In some instances' the presence of

sink holes in limestone may make the use of footing foundation

impractical. An excellent discussion on these special geological

problems is presented by Peck (1976), citing case study examples'

6.6 CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS

According to Sowers (1979), two major practical concerns for

footings on rock are as follows: (l) Good contact between rock

mass and foundation-To ensure proper performance of founda-

tion, good contact between rock mass and the foundation is

necessary. The presence oflocal defects may create contact prob-

lems that require special treatment. Figure 6'6 presents several

typical contact problems and the suggested solutions' These in-

clude hlling up a naffow soft seam with "dental" concrete' an-

choring footings on dipping rock surface with dowel bars or rock

bolts, and avoiding the so-called shelf hazard by placing the

foundation on the stiffer rock layer. (2) Effect of excavation on

rock quality-Excavation by blasting often results in overbreak

and fractures or opening ofjoints in the rock. To avoid potential
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settlement problems, the excavated rock surface should be prop-
erly cleaned, ¿nd the fractured rock below the foundation level
should be replaced by lean concrete or well-compacted gravel.

Figure 6.6. Rock þundation
contact problems. (A.fter Sowers,

1979)

Using LRFD conceprs, determine wherher the 29.75 x 14.0 ft
footing described in Example 6.1 hæ adequate capaciry againsr soil failure

beneath the footing. For the purpose of this example, the footing wæ

asswtred to be founded at an elevation of 375.0 ft, and that the intact

limestone has an unconfined compressive strength of lS00 tsf.

(l) g¿.u¡¿¡sm¡gnitudeoffacoredloads.

Total unfactored load = 16¡ 129.75¡,14.0) = 2500 tons

The proportion of dead and live loads a¡e not known. For this

example it will be assumed rhat the dead load is 1875 tons (7570 of the tor¿l)

and that the live load is 625 tons (25%).

Factored dead load =ïp Pp = (1.3) (1875) = 2438 ons

Facrofed tive load = ïL pr 
= (2.I7) (624) = l3J4 ¡¡n.

Total factored load =2438 + 1354 - 3790 tons

(2) Calculate magniurde offacûorcd be¿ring capacity.

Using the procedurc described in Section 6.2.4, ultimate bearing

capacity (qdt ) of the rock mass was estimaæd as,

qult = 22'5 tsf

Uìtimate bearing load, Qu¡1 = q¡¡ A

Qu¡ = (22.s) (29.75) (14.0) = 9370 tons

With â performance factor( Q ) of 0.6, the factored bea¡ing load is,

Qfu = Q Qult = (0.6) (9370) = 5620 tons

which is greater than the roBl factored load of 3790 rons. Thus, the
footing has adequate capacity against bearing capaciry failure.

Figure ó.5. Example 6.3-design of a footing on rock using
LRFD procedure (ultimate limit state).

bl Grntlc diD c) Stcrp d¡p
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Notations and Symbols

SYMBOLS

A

B

B'
cc
CP

C¡

cu
cvJ'

ca

c
C1, Cq

cv
DLo

D1s

= area of footing base

= footing width
= reduced effective footÍng uridth
= compression index
= correction factor for initial overburden

pressure at foundation level
= ti¡ne rate (or creep correction) factor for

settl-ement of
cohesionless soils

= coefficient of uniformity
= correction factor for r¡ater table
= coefficient of secondary compression
= cohesion
= compressibility factors
= coefficient of consolidation
= size of soil particle corresponding to 10t

passing by weight
= size of soíl particle corresponding to 15t

passing by weight
= embedment depth for foundations
= relative density of soils
= depth to groundwater table
= depth correctÍon factor
= elastic rnodulus

= elastic modulus for rock nasses

= pressuremeter nodulus
= elastic modulus for intact rock core sample

= ín situ ¡rodulus of soils
= undrained modulus of soils
= void ratio
= initial void ratio
= eccentricity of vertical load

D¡

Dr
D!ù

dq

E

Em

EP

Er
Es

Bu

e

eo

ex

F

H

IT¡

E¿

I'

= safety factor
= horizontal load (unfactored)
= factored horizontal load
= thickness of compressible layer
= equivalent Schmertmann's inproved settlenent

influence factor
= horizontal movement influence factor used in

elastic theory
= plasticity index
= compressibility index
= Schmertmann's improved settlement influence

factor
= Schmertmann's peak settlement influence factor
= Schmertmann's i-trproved settlement influence

factor evaluated at bottom of footing
= settle¡rent influence factor used in elastic

theory
= rotation influence factor ueed in elastic

theory
= load inclination factora used in bearing

capacÍty theory
= normal stiffness for rock diecontinuities
= bearing capacity factor used with

pressuremeter data
= footing length
= reduced effective footing length
= Janbu's ¡rodulus number

= Janbu's tangent modulus

= Standard Penetration Test (SPT) blow count

= average SPT blow count, corrected for
subnergence effect

= bearing capacíty factors in rational theory
= nodified bearing capacity factore in rational

theory
= applied load (unfactored)

I¡

IP
rr
rz

r"P
Tzt

r.P

Ig

i-¡, ic, iq

Kn

k

L

L'
m

Èf¿

N

N

Ns r N1 rNq
N-¡mrNcmtNqm

P

rt)

r{
l.o{
rd
o
ez
U
¡l
oztt|
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P¡
P¡
D

P

Pa

Po

dead l-oad (unfactored)
Iive load (unfactored)
nominal axial structural load (unfactored)
average bearing Pressure
atmospheric pressure
total horizontal pressure at depths where

pressuremeter tests are performed

Iiniting pressure measured in pressuremeter
tests
preconsolidation Pressure
Ioad effect (unfactored)
sliding resistance of a footing
allowable bearing Pressure
cone resistance (tiP)
unconfined cornpressíve strength
ultimate bearing capacity (or pressure) of
foundation soils or rock masses
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Piles are used to support many bridges, buildings, and--'bther

structures. The primary function of these foundations is to trâns-
mit loads to the ground safely and to avoid excessive settlements

or lateral movements. Piles are especially useful where underþ-
ing layers include weak or compressible strata.

The purpose ofthis manual is to draw together practical proce-

dures for the design of pile foundations. The theoretical and

empirical procedures described provide methods suitable for de-

sign ofsingle piles and pile groups lhat are subjected to vertical

and horizontal loads.
The design procedures presented in this manual incorporate

the concepts of load factor design, or LFD' The LFD approach

provides a logical method of dealing with uncertainties of compo-

nent loads, strength and behavior, and for incorporating suitable

margins of safety. LFD and other procedures similar in format

are being used with increasing frequency in civil engineering.

Load factor design has been incorporatpd in the American Asso-

ciation of State Highway and Transportation Offrcials
(AASHTO) specifications for design of bridge suPerstructures

since the mid-1970s. Bridge engineers who use LFD for the

superstructure must deveþ two sets of loads--<ne for the de-

sign of the superstructure and another for the design of the

foundations @arker et al., 1988). Development of load factor

design procedures for bridge foundations will make this duplica-

tion of effort unnecessary.

In the sections that follow, a brief description of various types

of deep foundations and piles is given in Chapter 2. Chapter 3

discusses the design requirements and the factors influencing the

safety of pile foundations in bridges, Chapter 4 considers axial

loading ofpiles, and Chapter 5 presents a new approach for the

design of laterally loaded piles. Design examples are presented

in the concluding sections of the design procedures.

PART 2

CHAPTER 2

CLASSIFICATION OF DEEP FOUNDATIONS AND PILES

2.1 TYPES OF DEEP FOUNDATIONS

Deep foundations can be described as columnar elements in
the soil which transfer the loads from a superstructure (such as

a bridge or a building) into the soil or rock. Deep foundations
must be able to support axial, horizontal, and uplift loads effec-

tively.
Deep foundations cân be divided into two classes: (1) piles that

are installed by driving and (2) drilled shafts that are installed by
placing concrete in drilled holes.

Driven piles can be subdivided into two categories: (1) dis-

placement piles, which have solid sections or hollow sections

with a closed end (a relatively large volume of soil is displaced

by the pile during penetration); and (2) nondisplacement piles,

which have relatively small cross-sectional areas, such as H piles

and open-ended pipe piles that do not plug.

This manual discusses the design aspects of displacement and

nondisplacement piles. The design of drilled shafts is dealt with
separately in Part 4.

2,2 TYPES OF PILES

Figure 2.1 (Carsln,-l9þshows typical maximum lengths

and loadings lrequéntly used il¡ design for various types of piles.

The advantages and disadvantÞ'ges of each type of pile are dis-

cussed in the following sections.

2.2.1 T¡mber P¡les

Timber piles are straight and slender sections of tree trunks
with their branches removed. The lumber should be straight-
grained with no defects, and the taper should be uniform.

Timber piles projecting above the groundwater must be treated

with preservatives to retard deterioration. The bark should be

removed because it reduces the depth of impregnation of the

preservative.
Advantages: (l) They are light and therefore easy to handle.

(2) They have a high strength to weight ratio. (3) They are

resistant to decay when placed below the groundwater table.

Disadvantages: (1) They have relatively low structural capacit-

ies. (2) They are vulnerable to damage during driving through
hard soil. (3) They are vulnerable to decay when placed above

the groundwater table or in a splash zone. (4) They are difÏicult
to splice.

2.2.2 Precast Concrete P¡les (lncluding
Prestressed Piles)

Precast concrete piles are long and slender units of reinforced
concrete with square, circular, or octagonal cross sections. Pre-

stress can be applied to precast concrete piles to achieve higher
strength to weight ratio.
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Carson, 1965)

Advantages: (1) They have relatively large axial capacities. (2)
The concrete mix can be designed for chemically aggressive
ground or marine environments. (3) They can withstand hard
driving. (4) Concrete piles can be prestressed. This results in a
pile section with a higher strength to weight ratio. Prestressing
offers an additional advantage in that it closes up cracks that are
caused during driving and handling.

Disadvantages: (l) They are susceptible to damage during han-
dling and driving. (2) It is diff¡cult and costly to cut off excess

length or splice more length after driving.

2.2.3 Steel-H Piles

H piles are made of steel, rolled into the shape of an H. They
have two flanges connected by a web. The flange width is usually
at least 85 percent of the depth of the pile section so that the pile
is strong along its weak axis (Teng, 1962).

Advantages: (l) Steel-H piles are robust and light. (2) They
can be easily spliced. (3) They are available in a variety ofsizes.
(4) They have high axial capacities and good resistance to buck-
ling. (5) They can withstand hard driving and are useful for
penetrating hard layers and even soft rock. (6) Only a small
volume of soil is displaced during driving of H piles. Therefore,
they are preferred in groups where the piles are closely spaced,
and where undesirable ground heave and lateral displacements
of the soil are anticipated.

Disadvantages: (l) They are susceptible to corrosion if unpro-
tected. (2) End bearing resistance of unplugged H piles is rela-
tively small because ofits small cross-sectional area. (3) Steel-H
piles are easily deflected by hard sloping layers and by under-
ground obstructions.

2.2.4 Steel Pipe Piles

Steel pipe piles may be driven with either open or closed ends.
They may be unfrlled or filled with concrete. Unhlled open end
pipe piles can be used instead of closed end ones if greater
penetration depths are desired because the soil inside can be
removed during driving.

Cost-¡n-shell Precosl Pipe pile
concrele f¡ I led

Advantages: (l) They are light and not easily damaged during
handling. (2) They can be spliced easily. (3) Pipe sections are
available in a variety ofsizes. (4) They have relatively high axial
capacities and high resistance to buckling. (5) Closed end pipe
piles can be easily inspected for deviations from the intended
alignment. (6) The quality of steel and wall thickness can be
strategically varied with depth according to the severity of the
loads and bending moments anticipated along the pile.

Disadvantage: (1) They are vulnerable to corrosion if unpro-
tected.

2.2.5 Other Pile Types

Two other types of piles commonly used include cast-in-place
concrete piles and composite piles.

Cast-in-place concrete piles are constructed by first driving a
steel shell into the ground. Driving with the aid of a mandrel
inserted in the shell is optional. A reinforcing cage is then low-
ered into the shell, after which concrete is poured. The shell is
withdrawn as the concrete is poured in the case ofan open ended
shell, or it may be left in the ground.

Steel shells are either uniform or tapered in cross section.
Tapered shells provide a higher shaft resistance for piles in clay
(Teng, 1962). Shells that are withdrawn can be reused. Another
advantage of cast-in-place piles is that the alignment of the shell
can be inspected before the concrete is poured.

Composite piles are combinations of different types of piles or
drilled shafts; for example, a steel-H pile "stinger" placed on the
end of a prestressed concrete pile. They are used to circumvent
diffrculties arising due to the site or ground conditions. The
structural capacity ofthe pile is governed by the weakest material
used. Good quality joints of two different pile materials must be

ensured during construction.

2.3 FACTORS GOVERNING THE CHOICE OF PILES

The advantages and disadvantages of the various types of piles
listed in the preceding sections merit consideration during pile
selection. The following eight factors govern the choice of the

DRIVEN PILES

Cosl'in-ploc€
no shell Pipe pile
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pile typer (1) structural strength of the pile, (2) durability, (3)

ease of handling; (4) ease of splicing, (5) penetrability into hard
strata, (6) ground displacement during driving, (7) availability,
and (8) cost.

cn¡,vren 3

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR PILE FOUNDATIONS

The simplest and most economical type of foundation is the
spread footing. However, spread footings are not always suitable.
For instance, when a structure is undedain by soft clay or loose

sand or is subject to scour, pile foundations may be a better
alternative. '

Pile foundations must be capable of transmitting the loads to
the soil without reaching a "limit state". A limit state is reached

when the structure no longer fulfills its design requirements.
There are two types of limit states: (l) Ãn ultimate limit state

corregponds to the maximum load carrying capacity of the foun-
dation. This may be reached through either structural or soil
failure. An ultimate limit state corresponds to complete collapse.
(2) A. seniceability limit stafe corresponds to loss of serviceabil-
ity, and occurs before collapse. A serviceability limit state in-
volves unacceptable deformations or undesirable damage levels.

This may be reached through excessive differential or total settle-
ments, excessive lateral displacements, or structural deteriora-
tion of the piles.

3.1 LOAD FACTOR DESIGN CONCEPT

In load factor design (LFD), it is recognized that loads and
resistances are probabilistic and not deterministic in nature. Dif-
ferent types and magnitudes ofloads have varying probabilities
ofoccurrence. In order to account for their differing probabilities
ofoccurrence, each load component is amplified by a load factor,
the value of which depends on the level of uncertainty of the
load component.

The factored loads are compared to the design strengths or
resistances. The design resistances are obtained by multiplying
nominal values of resistance by performance factors, usually
denoted as þ. The objective of design is to ensure that the design

resistance is greater than or equal to the sum of the factored
loads, i.e.,

3.2 LOAD FACTORS AND LOAD COMBINATIONS

Loads acting on bridge superstructures include one or more
of the following: dead load, live and impact loads, thrust due to
earth pressures, buoyancy, wind load, longitudinal and centrifu-
gal forces caused by moving vehicles, earthquake loads, stre4m
and ice flow forces, and forces induced by changes in the dimen-
sions of the structure, such as shrinkage and temperature effects.
' One difference between the loads acting on the superstructure

and those that act on the foundation is that impact loads are
usually assumed to be fully dissipated before reaching the foun-
dation (exceptions are pile bent piers and integral abutments
where the foundation should be designed to carry the impact
loads). The load combinations and load factors for the design of
the superstructure, as given in the 1989 AASHTO specific¿tions,
can be used for the design of foundations as follows:

Total Load : TIß'D + ßtL + P.CF + BEE +
ÉrB * B'FSF + É*W t É¡y¡WL e.2.t)+BLFLFfÊn(R+S+T)+
ÊrqEQ + BTCEICEI

where y : load factor (see Tables 3.1 and3.2); É : coeffrcient
(see Tables 3.1 and 3.2); D : dead load; L : live load; E :
earth pressure; B : buoyancyi W : wind load; WL : wind
load on live load, 100 pounds per linear ft; LF : longitudinal
force from live load; CF : centrifugal force; R : rib shortening;
S : shrinkage; T : temperature; EQ : earthquake; SF :
stream flow pressure; and ICE : ice pressure.

The load combinations considered by AASHTO are given in
Table 3.1. Each line in the table, designated by loading group
numbers I through IX, gives the values of the load factors, 7,
and the coefficients B that govern the contributions to the total
load. For example, in group (load combination) I, total load :
1.3(D + t.67Ln+ CF + pEE + B + SF).

Loading groups I, II, and III usually apply to the design of
the superstructures and substructures; groups IV, V, and VI
apply usually to the design of arches and frames; and groups

VII, VIII, and IX apply usually to the design of substruc-

tures (Heins and Firmage, 1979). Column 14 of Table 3.2 gives

the percentage increase in allowable stresses permitted in the
load combinations, and is mainly used in working stress design.

The increase in allowable stresses accounts for the fact that the
probability of the load components reaching their maximum
values simultaneously varies from one load combination to an-

other.

óR > )yiQi (3. 1. 1)

where þ : performance factor, R : resistance corresponding
to the limit state considered, Qi : load effect due to load compo-
nent i, and 7, : load factor for load component i.

Various combinations of loads are considered in design to
ensure that the structure and foundation will have sufftcient
capacity to resist all of the types of loading to which it may be

subjected during its life. This manual uses the load factors and
load combinations described in the 1989 AASHTO specifications
for the design of bridges.



col,No. 2 3À 4 5 6 7 9 t0 t1 I3

É-FÀqtoRs

GROUP 7 (Lrr) Lrr ) CF E B sl w WI LF t+s EC ICE

I 1.3 rf, l-67 0 1 ÊE t 0 0 o 0 o

IA 1.3
'x 2.2 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

rB t-3 ,E o 1 1 9E 1 I 0 0 o o 0

II t,3 ¡f, o 0 0 þE 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

III 1.3 rc I o ÉE I I 3 1 0 0 o

IV 1.3 ¡D t 0 I Êt 1 1 0 0 t 0 o

t.2 rD o 0 0 ÊE 1 I 1 0 1 o o

VI ,D I 0 1 Ê¿ I 3 I I 0 o

vrr 1-3 ,D o o 0 PE 1 I 0 o 0 0 I o

VII I r.3 D I o I PE 1 I 0 o o 0 0 1

IT r.2 ,D o 0 0 Êa t 1 0 0 0 o 1
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T¡ble 3.1. Table of coefficients of y and B for ultimate limit states.
(After AASHTO, 1989)

(HI). - Live load plus inpact for ÀÀSHTO Highway H or HS loading(L+I)Þ - tÍve load plus inpact consistent with the overload- criteria of the operation agency.

Ée = 1t3 for lãtêral earth pressure for retaining walls and
rigid frahes.

PE = O.5 for lateral earth pressure whên checking positive
noments in rigid franes.

pE = 1.o for vertical earth pressure
pD = I.O for flexural and tension hehbers

For Colunn Design

ÊO = o.ls when chêèking member for mininuh axial load and
haxinun noment or naxinuh eccentricity

ÉO = f.O when checkihg menber for naxinuh axial load and
nininun noment

3.3 DESIGN REOUIREMENTS FOR PILES

Piles should be designed for both axial and lateral loading
conditions. The two principal design considerations for piles
under axial loads are ultimate load capacity and settlement. The
ultimate load capacity of a pile may be governed either by the
structural capacity of the pile or the bearing capacity of the soil.
Piles that are subjected to lateral loads must also be safe against
ultimate failure of the soil or the pile, and excessive lateral
deflections.

3.3.1 Structural Capac¡ty

Axially loaded piles may fail in compression or by buckling.
Buckling may occur in long and slender piles that extend for a
portion of their lengths through water or air. Scour of the soil
around the piles could expose portions of their lengths and in-
crease the likelihood of buckling.

A pile will fail in compression when the loads exceed the
structural or soil capacity. The structural capacity of the pile is
usually greater than the ultimate soil capacity except when the
pile bears on sound rock. Nevertheless, the adequacy ofthe pile
against structural failure must always be checked. The tensile
capacity of piles should also be checked when the piles are subject
to uplift loads.

Laterally loaded piles will fail in flexure if the induced bending
moment exceeds the moment capacity of the pile. The structural
capacity of the pile is dependent on both the moment and axial
load. The structural adequacy of piles is checked using load-

Tsble 3.2. Tsble of coefficients of 7 and p for serviceability limit states.
(After A.AS[ÍTO, 1989)

(I+I)n - Live Ioad plus iEpact for ÀÀSHTO Highway H or HS loading
(I+I)p - Live load plus iEpact consistent with the overload- criteria of the operation agency.

** Percentage = Maxinuh Unit Stress loÞeratinq Ratinqì X IOO
ÀIlowable Basic Unit stress

t in colunn !.4 is the naxinun pemissible percentage of
basic unit stress for load group indicàted

No increase in allowable unit stresses shaÌl bê pernitted
for menbers or connections carrying ùind l"oads only.

É¡ = f.O for vertical and lateral loads on a]l structures
except reinforced concrete boxes.

Ée = f.O and O.5 for lateral loads on rigid franes (check
both loadings to see uhich one governs)

moment interaction diagrams. These are envelopes of the combi-
nations of moment and axial load that would cause pile failure.

The amount of lateral reinforcement (spiral or ties) required
for prestressed concrete piles is less than the amount required
for columns (see PCI, 1985; or Issa and Yuan, 1989).

3.3.2 Soil Capac¡ty

The ultimate bearing capacity of a pile is the sum of its tip and
shaft capacities. During failure, the shear stress at the interface of
the pile and soil reaches a limiting value. Piles are usually driven
in groups, and the most important consideration is the capacity
of the pile group. This is usually taken as the minimum of two
values: (l) the sum of the individual pile capacities or (2) the
ultimate capacity of the pile group and the soil between the piles,
acting as a unit.

The ultimate lateral capacity of piles is usually not a control-
ling factor in the design of piles to resist lateral loads. The
governing criterion in the lateral load design is usually either the
maximum tolerable deflection or the structural capacity of the
piles.

3.3.3 Movement

Horizont¿l movements in buildings are caused by wind loads,
earth pressures, and earthquakes. Horizontal movements occur
at bridge abutments and piers because of lateral forces from
earth pressure, wind loads, stream flow forces, braking forces of

Col.No. I z 3 3À 4 5 6 7 a 9 I 11 I L3

,-FÀefoRs

GROUP 1 D (I,fr) I*I) r CF E B s H ¡{t LI R+S+1 E( TC z

I 1 I I 0 1 þB 1 I 0 0 0 0 o o oo

IÀ 1 1 2 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 50

IB 1 1 o 1 êt, 1 1 0 0 0 0 o o

TI 1 1 0 0 o I 1 1 1 0 o 0 0 0 t25

rrr 1 1 I 0 I þe I 1 .3 I 1 o 0 0 .25

IV I I 1 0 PE I I 0 o 0 1 0 0 .25

v 1 I 0 0 o I 1 1 I 0 o I o 0 14 0

vt 1 I 1 0 þe 1 I I I 1 0 0 40

VII 1 I o 0 o I 1 1 0 0 o o I o 133

VIII I 1 1 o 1 1 0 o 0 0 0 1 140

IX I 1 0 0 o L I 1 t 0 o 0 0 1 150
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vehicles, and earthquakes. Lateral movements of buildings must

be limited to prevent architectural and structural damage. Lat-
eral movements of abutments and piers must be limited to pre-

vent damage to bearings and expansion joints (functional and

structural damage), and poor ride quality.

Excessive movements of pile foundations supporting bridges

may lead to discontinuities in the slope of the riding surface,

damage to the bridge superstructure, jamming of bearings and

expansionjoints, or even collapse. It is necessary in bridge design

to estimate the maximum settlement and lateral movement antic-

ipated in the foundations and to ensure that they fall within
tolerable limits.

Load tests on instrumented piles have shown that the move-

ment required to mobilize skin friction in piles is smaller than
that required to mobilize end-bearing. The shaft capacity of a

pile is fully mobilized when the settlement is between 0.1 in. and

0.4 in. (Circeo, 1986). The tip capacity, however, is mobilized
after the pile settles about I percqnt of its diameter (Kulhawy et

al., 1983). This is an important design consideration when the

working load acting on the pile exceeds the shaft resistance. [n
this case, larger settlements are required to mobilize the portion
of the tip resistance that supports the load not carried by skin
friction.

Horizontal displacements occur at bridge abutments and piers

because oflateral forces from earth pressure, wind loads, stream

flow forces, braking forces ofvehicles, and earthquakes. Lateral
movements of abutments and piers must be limited to prevent

damage to bearings and expansion joints. If both vertical and

horizontal displacements are possible, the horizontal displace-

ment of bridge foundations should be limited to I in. If vertical
displacements are small, the horizontal displacements should be

limited to 1,5 in. (Moulton et al., 1985).

3.3.4 P¡le Driving and lnstallation

Piles can be damaged when stresses induced during pile driv-
ing exceed the structural capacity of the pile. The impact of the

hammer during driving sends a compressive stress wave down

the pile. Ifa pile is driven through soil ofhigh resistance into a
soil oflow resistance, the stress wave is reflected at the pile point,

causing tension to develop near the pile tip, and these stresses

can damage concrete piles. On the other hand, if the pile is driven

onto a hard rock, reflection of the stress wave at the pile-rock

interface induces a compression stress at the toe that is twice

that at the head (Tomlinson, 1987).

Driving stresses can be estimated using wave equation analy-

ses, which were first developed by Smith (1960). Finite difference

algorithms that model the pile and the soil by masses, springs,

dashpots, and plastic resisting elements are used to calculate the

penetration of the pile induced by the hammer blow, and the
stresses in the pile. However, two major uncertainties are in-
volved in wave equation analyses (Lawton et al., undated): (1)

the uncertainty in the actual energy that is imparted by the

hammer, and (2) the uncertainty in the distribution of the soil

resistance along the pile.

The pile driving analyzer (PDA) was developed by Goble to
overcome these shortcomings. Using measured force and acceler-

ations at the pile head, the energy of the hammer imparted

to the pile can be accurately determined. The soil resistance

distribution can be calculated more accurately through iterative
procedures using a wave equation solver called CAPWAP (Hol-
loway, 1978). The PDA requires skilled personnel.

Wave equation analyses combined with PDA measurements

provide an effective means ofassessing stresses induced in piles

during driving. They can be used effectively in the field as a

means of checking the ultimate capacities of piles estimated using

static methods, later described in this manual.

3.4 PILE SPACING

Piles are usually driven at spacings of 2.5 to 4 pile diameters.

Close spacings minimize the cost of the pile cap' However, driv-
ing piles ât close spacings in dense sands and saturated plastic

soils can cause heave or lateral ground displacements that may

damage or cause misalignment of previously driven piles. Close

spacings may be advantageous with loose sands because they
become compacted after driving (Teng, 1962).

3.5 OTHER DES¡GN CONSIDERATIONS

3.5.1 Scour

Scour around bridge foundations can create a severe safety

hazard. Therefore, bridge foundations should be designed to
survive the effects of possible scour. Geotechnical analyses of
bridge foundations should be perlormed assuming that the soil

above the estimated scour line has been removed and is not
available to provide bearing or lateral support (FHWA' 1988)'

Three possible effects ofscour should be considered in design

(FHIü/A, 1988):

l. Aggradation and Degradation-aggradation is the deposi-

tion of stream bed material eroded from other portions of a

stream; whereas, degradation is the removal of stream bed mate-

rial thereby lowering the bed elevation. Aggradation and degra-

dation are long-term effects caused by natural or man-made

conditions.
2. General Scour and Contraction Scour-general scour and

contraction scour are characterized by the removal of stream

bed material across the entire width of the stream because of
increasing flow velocities. Flow velocities increase as a result of
contraction of the flow channel or change in the downstream

water surface elevation. One instance when contraction scour

may occur is when the approach embankment of a bridge en-

ôroaches into the stream.
3. Local Scour-local scour occurs when bed material is re-

moved from a small portion of the width of the stream. Obstruc-
tions to flow, such as bridge piers and abutments, induce acceler-

ation of the flow, causing vortices that wash away the bed

material.

Scour is usually evaluated for a flood with a return period of
about 100 years. The FHWA recommends that the top of the
pile cap should be located below the depth ofcontraction scour

to reduce obstruction to flow and to minimizelocal scour. Also
a few long piles should be used rather than many short piles'

This results in higher safety against pile failure due to scour.
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3.5.2 Deterioration

Most piles are made of concrete, steel, or timber. Concrete
piles may be attacked by deleterious substances in the ground
such as organic materials, acids, sulfates, salt, and so on. Abra-
sion ofconcrete piles can occur ifthe piles are exposed to soils
being moved by currents and waves, floating debris and ice. High
quality concrete and ample cover for the reinforcemeirt provide
protection against abrasion and corrosion. In an environment
rich in sulfates, sulfate resisting cement can be used in the con-
crete mix.

Steel piles that are exposed along portions of their lengths are
subjected to corrosion when placed in hostile chemical environ-
ments, while embedded steel piles corrode at an insignificant rate
in the absence ofoxygen. The following precautions can be used
to reduce the rate of corrosion in piles that are exposed along
portions oftheir lengths: (l) Provide additional sacrificial steel
thickness. (2) P.emove or treat the corrosive soil. (3) provide
cathodic protection to the piles, i.e., introduce an electric current
towards the piles so that there is no electron loss (corrosion)
from the steel piles. (4) Provide a protective coating.

Untreated timber piles projecting above the groundwater table
are sutjected to decay caused by alternate cycles of wetting and
drying, and attacks by chemicals, fungi, and insects. The rate of
deterioration can be retarded by using piles treated with creosote
and other chemical solutions.

3.6 DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR P]LE
FOUNDATIONS

The design of pile foundations involves the following steps:

1. Develop a soil profile based on soil borings for the site.
Include details of strength profiles, compressibility characteris-
tics, stress history and geology of the soils, and identify the
favorable and unfavorable zones in the subsoil.

2. Estimate the loads for the ultimate and the serviceability

limit st¿tes. Loads due to negative skin friction should be in-
cluded.

3. For stream crossings, determine the water proliles for the
site and the expected depth of scour during flood.

4. Select candidate pile types and pile lengths. Consider the
factors described in Section 2 and eliminate all unsatisfactory
alternatives.

5. Make a general economic comparison of the candidate piles
and design with the most cost-effective one(s) according to the
steps below.

6. Estimate the axial pile capacity considering both soil and
structural capacity.

7. Determine the required number of piles and their spacing
and locations.

8. Estimate the capacity ofthe pile group. Ifthe group capac-
ity is not suffrcient, increase the number of piles or the pile
spacing.

9. Check for possible punching of the pile group into any
weak stratum that may be present beneath the bearing stratum.

10. Determine the tolerable settlement of the pile group and
estimate its settlement. If the settlement is greater than the toler-
able settlement, increase the length of the piles or the pile spacing
(see Section 4.2.2).

ll. Check the uplift capacity of the pile group, if it will be
subject to uplift loads.

12. Check the structural capacity of the piles under lateral
loading.

13. Determine the tolerable lateral displacement of the pile
group and calculate the lateral displacement. If the lateral dis-
placement is greater than the tolerable lateral displacement, in-
crease the number of piles or the pile spacing (see Section
s.2.t.2).

14. Determine whether pile load tests are required to verify
the design.

A summary of the ultimate and serviceability limit states fhat
should be considered during the design stage is given in Table
3.3.

Table 3.3. Summary of ultimate and
serviceability limit states that must
be considered in the design of
pile foundations.

DESIGN CONSIDERÀTION ULTTMÀTE
LIMTT STÀTE

SERVICEÀBILIT)
LIMTT STÀTE

Structural capacity of single
piles

Bearing capacity of singLe piles

Bearing capacity of Þil-e groups

Punching into lower weak stratm

Settlenent of pile groups

Tensile capacity of piles during
uplift

Uplift capacity of singÌe pit-es

Structural capacity of piles
under lateral loading

Lateral- novement of pile groups
when subjected to lateral loads

x

x

x

x

x

x

X
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN OF PILES FOR

PART 2

I

AXIAL LOADING

Significant advances have been made in recent years in devel-

oping improved understanding of the behavior of axially loaded

piles. Three limit states may be reached in piles subjected to axial
loads. These are: (1) structural failure of the pile, (2) bearing

capacity failure of the soil, and (3) excessive settlement. Failure
of the pile or the soil is called an "ultimate limit state" (ULS).

Excessive settlement, a less drastic occurrence' is called a "ser-
viceability limit state" (SLS).

Both ultimate and serviceability limit states are addressed in
this section. The structural capacity of piles is discussed first,

followed by the bearing capacity ofsingle piles and pile groups.

Settlement of pile groups is considered last.

4.1 SINGLE PILES

4.1.1 Structural Capac¡ty

Axially loaded piles can fail structurally either in compression

or by buckling. Buckling usually does not take place in piles of
"normal dimensions driven through soft soils" (Poulos, 1980).

However, buckling analyses are warranted in long and slender

piles that extend for a portion oftheir lengths through water or
air. Scour around piles increases the likelihood that they may

fail by buckling, and the maximum possible depth of scour must

be considered in design.

4.1. I. I Axial Compression

The axial load in a pile should not exceed the factored axial
structural capacity. The following criterion expresses this fact:

röuPn) ToPo * 7"P" (4.1.1.1)

where r : eccentricity factor (Table 4.1), +^: performance

factor for the nominal structural capacity (Table 4.1), P, :
nominal structural capacity ofthe pile, Po and P" are the axial
loads due to dead and live loads respectively and yo and y" are

the dead and live load factors. In general, for conditions where

other types of loads may act on piles, the design criterion may

be expressed as:

þ"Pn > )7tP, (4.r.1.2)

where 7, : load factor for the load i and P¡ : axial load due

to load i.
Expressions for the nominal axial pile capacity can be found

in Table 42.1 (in Appendix 2) for steel, timber, prestressed and

precast concrete piles. Values of the performance factor, þu, are

given in Table 4.1.

The pile carrying the maximum load in an eccentrically loaded

pile group must be checked for structural failure. In Figure 4.1,

the factored total vertical load acting on a grouP ofpiles, denoted

as Pr, acts at a distance e^ ancl e, from the centroid in the x and

Table 4.1. Performence factors for the ¡ominal sxial structurål cs'
pacity of piles.

PII,E TYPE PERFORHANCE
FÀCTOR, dA

ECCENTRICITY
FÀCTOR, T

Prestressed Concrete PileE

0.75 for splral
colunns

0.70 for tled
colunnÊ

0,85 for Fplral
colunns

0.80 for tied
columns

PrecaEt Concrete Pil,es

0.75 for spiral
colunns

O.70 for tied
colunns

0.85 for splral
colunn6

o.8o for tl-ed
colunns

steel-H Piles o-a5 o.7a

steel Pipe PileÊ 0.85 o. 87

Tinber Piles t. zo* 0,82

Davisson et aI. (1983) stated that the nininun factor of,
safely for the structural capacity of tinber piles in
conprèssion is 1.25. the perfornance factor is greater
tha-n unity since the average load factor for vertical
loads (deäd and live loadsi is greater than the factor of
safety itself.

=l

Figure 4.1. Eccentric loading on a pile group.

y directions. The factored axial load on any pile, Pr,, may be

calculated from the following expression (Scott, 1980):

P^,y : (4. 1. 1.3)

where x and y are the distances ofthe pile from the centroid in
the x and y directions respectively, and Npu" is the number of
piles in the group.

-,[***=*#]
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(4.1.2.1)

6J

(4.1.2.2\

For example, consider the pile group shown in Figure 4.1. If
P, : 500 tons, ex : 2 ft, ey : I ft, and the pile spacing is 3 ft
center-to-center, the maximum pile load can be determined as

follows: )x2 : 6 (3)z : 54;2yz : 6 (3)z : Sq.
The most heavily loaded pile is pile 3, in the fi¡st quadrant:

P¡ : 500 ll/9 + (2)(3)/54 + (lx3y54l : 139 tons.
Pile number 7 carries a tensile force: P, : 500 U/9 - Q)Q)/

54 - (lX3)/541 : -27.8 tons.
Design against tensile failure is considered in Section 4.4.

4.1.1.2 Buckling of Pørtially E¡nbedded Piles

Piles that extend above the ground through air or water may
buckle when subjected to axial loads, and the possibility ofbuck-
ling failure may control their structural capacity. In order to
evaluate the buckling capacity of partially embedded piles, it is
necessary to determine at what depth below the ground surface
should the pile be assumed to be frxed. Davisson and Robinson
(1965) have developed a method for estimating this depth to
fixity.

Davisson and Robinson's Procedure. Davisson and Robinson
(1965) presented solutions for the buckling loads of partially
embedded piles in terms of an equivalent free standing length.
The equivalent free standing length is the sum ofthe unsupported
pile length above ground, and an additional length to the depth
to fixity below ground. This depth to fixity is a function of the
flexural stiffness ofthe pile (EoIo) and the soil stiffness. The soil
stiffness can be expressed in terms of a soil modulus (E, , force,/
length2). The soil modulus is usually considered to remain con-
stant with depth in clays, and to vary linearly with depth in
granular soils.

For long piles, the equivalent free standing length, L"o, can be
written as follows:

Modulus constant with depth (clays)

Modulus increasing linearly with depth (sands)

L*: L, + l.8T

where Lu : unsupported lengh ofpile extending above ground;
R : [EeIÉlEJ o'25 in units of length; Ep : Young's modulus of
pile, foicêAengthz; Ip: moment of iriertia of pile, lengtha; E
: soil modulus, foróe,/length2; E, : 675o for clays (Davisson
and Robinson, 1965); Su : undrained shear strength of clays,
forc'e4engthz; T : [EolnZnn]o''; nr : rate of increase of soil
modulus with depth, forie4ength3; nn: E"/z; and z : depth.

Davisson and Robinson's (1965) procedure applies to different
boundary conditions at the top ofthe pile; the bottom boundary
condition is assumed to be fixed against rotation and translation
at the depth offixity. Selection ofappropriate boundary condi-
tions at the top of the pile depends on the type of structure, the
fixity of bearings, and the number of rows of piles along the
lo¡oth o¡¡l u'i,{+fi ^f fh. -ila crn,r¡ Eiarrra á I cf¡n-'c f^". -^"c¡hl-^ ^6e¡v r,r s¡¡v
boundary conditions at the top ofthe pile where it connects with
the structure, and expressions for the critical buckling load in
ideal columns for each case.

Based on lateral load tests of piles in sand, Alizadeh and
Davisson (1970) found that n¡ is strongly dependent on deflec-
tion when the lateral deflection is less than 3 percent ofthe pile
width. At larger deflections, the value of nn becomes almost
independent of the lateral deflection.

Terzaghi (1955) recommended values of nn that are appro-
priate for lateral deflections that are about 5 percent of the pile
width (Table 4.2). Reese et al. (1974) recommended using values
of no that are between 3 and 4 times larger than Terzaghi's
recommended values for constructing the initial slope of p-y
curves.

For analysis of pile buckling, values of nn corresponding to
smaller deflections, on the order of 0.5 percent of the pile width
or less, appear to be most appropriate. Evans (1982) showed that
for lateral deflections of this magnitude, it is reasonable to use

values of nn about 3 times as high as the values recommended
by Terzaghi. The two right hand columns of Table 4.2 contain

BRACED COLUMNS UNBRACED COLUMNS

Ti
lr
li

I

J
1 

r.'
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ol o-3-
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Table 4.2. Coefficient of horizontal subgrade reaction (n¡) in lb,/in.3

Terzaghí (1955) Reese al. (1974 Recomended

Dry or
Moist
sand

Submerged
sand

Subnerged
Sand

)ry or
{olst
iand

Subnerget
sand

ioose

ledium

)ense

I

24

65

5

16

39

20

60

L25

30

so

200

15

40

100

values of nh appropriate for lateral deflections on the order of
0.5 percent of the pile width.

Group Effects on Buckling Loads. The effect of pile spacing

on the soil modulus has been studied by Prakash (Prakash and

Sharma, 1990). He found that, at pile spacings greater than I
times the pile width, neighboring piles have no effect on the soil

modulus or buckling capacity. However, at a pile spacing of 3

times the pile width, the effective soil modulus is reduced to 25

percent ofthe value applicable to a single pile. For intermediate
spacings, the modulus values can be estimated by interpolation.

Design Procedure. Buckling loads for partially embedded free

standing piles can be calculated using the following steps:

l. Estimate the value of nn (for sands) or E, (for clays) and

calculate the value of T (for sands) or R (for clays). For pile
groups, the soil modulus should be reduced to account for the

effects of neighboring piles as described earlier.
2. Calculate the equivalent length ofthe pile, L"o, using Eqs.

4.1.2.1 or 4.1.2.2, whichever is appropriate.
3. Use the appropriate expression from Figure 4.2 to calculate

the buckling load, P"r. Four equations are given in Figure 4.2

for four different restraint conditions at the top of the pile.

After the ideal buckling load has been determined, the safe

design load for the column, considering the effects of end mo-

ments and eccentricity of loading, can be determined using nor-
mal design procedures for columns and beam columns.

4.1,2 Presumptive Bearing Capacities of Soils and
Rocks

In the absence of suffrcient soil strength data to estimate pile

capacities rationally, bearing capacities of piles may be estimated

using presumptive bearing capacities. These values should be

used only as a rough guide to possible capacities. rr¡y'hen used in
design, presumptive bearing capacities must be substantiated by

pile load tests or rational methods of analysis based on soil data

from the site.

Presumptive bearing capacities that have been published pre-

viously are "allowable" values intended foi use in working stress

design.

4.1.3 Rational Methods of Ëstimating Pile Bear¡ng
Capacities

The ultimate bearing capacity of a pile is the sum of the skin

and point resistances, minus the weight of the pile:

where Qr,, : tot¿l ultimate bearing capacity of a pile; Q. :
ultimate load carried by pile shaft : A"q.r; Qp : ultimate load
carried by pile point : Aogn; A¡ : surface are¿¡ of pile shaft;

Ao : area of pile point; % : ultimate unit skin resistance of
piie; qo : ultimate unit point resistance of pile; and \Y : weight
of the pile.

In most cases (with the exception of large concrete piles in
bent piers), the weight of the pile is small compared to the other
terms, and is usually disregarded.

The load factor design criterion may be expressed as:

ÓqQ"r 2 ToPo * 7"Pt (4'l'3'2)

where fo : the performance factor for the ultimate bearing

capacity of a pile, or in general,

öqQur, ) )7¡P¡ (4.1.3.3)

where 7, is the load factor for load i and Pr is the axial load due

to load i.
One rational method of estimating the bearing capacity of

piles in compression is called the "static" approach. Static for-
mulas are based either on classiôal soil mechanics theories or
empirical correlations. These include the a, B, and À methods,

and methods based on in situ tests such as the cone penetration
test (CPT) or the standard penetration test (SPT). The a, ß, and

À methods are more suited for piles in cohesive soils, while
the SPT and CPT correlations are better suited for piles in
cohesionless soils.

4.1.3.1 Rational Methods to Estimate Skin Frictíon

When piles are driven into saturated clays, the soil around the
pile is severely disturbed. Installation induces high pore pres-

sures in the soil, which dissipate with time. In some cases, after
complete consolidation, the shear strength ofthe clay at the pile
interface may be greater than that of the soil prior to driving.
For sensitive clays or stiff overconsolidated clays, the final shear

strength is considerably less than that of the undisturbed soil
(Meyerhof, 1976).

L The a method relates the adhesion between the pile and

the clay to the undrained shear strength of the clay. The ultimate
unit skin friction, g", can be expressed by:

9, : dSu Ø.1.3.4)

where Su : mean undrained shear strength; cr : adhesion factor
applied to S".

Tomlinson (1987) found that the adhesion factor, c', varies

with the value of the undrained shear strength, S, as shown in
Figure 4.3. Although not shown in the hgure, there is consider-

able scatter around the curves because factors such as pile length,

overconsolidation ratio, and coefftcient of lateral earth pressure

were neglected; all ofthese factors affect the pile capacity. Uncer-
tainty in the undrained shear strength also contributes to the
scatter. However, the a-method is used frequently in practice
because it is simple, and also because no method is available that
fully reflects pile installation and all of the factors involved in
the reconsolidation processes.Qu',: Q, + oe - w (4.1.3.1)
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Figure 4.3. Design cumes for adhesion factors þr piles driven into
clay soils. (After Tomlinson, 1987)

The adhesion factor also depends on the type of soil above the
cohesive bearing stratum (Figure 4.3). Soil from the upper layers
may be carried down with the pile into the clay bearing stratum.
Bringing down soft clay will tend to reduce adhesion, while
dragdown of cohesionless soil will increase adhesion in the lower
cohesive stratum.

2. The B-method is an effective stress method for predicting
skin friction of piles. The ultimate unit skin friction, q", is related
to the effective stresses in the ground as follows:

qs : oh'tanô : K tanô or,' : B cu' (4.1.3.5)

where øn' and ø"' are the horizontal and vertical effective
stresses respectively, ô is the angle ofshearing resistance between
the soil and the pile, K is the coeffrcient of lateral earth pressure,
and B equals Ktanô.

The value of the parameter K is very important. Kulhawy et
al. (1983) noted that "the coeffrcient, K, is a function of the
original in situ horizontal stresses and the stress changes caused
in response to construction, Ioading and time." When a pile is
first driven into the ground, the displaced soil exerts horizontal
stresses on the pile. Excess pore pressures are generated and,
thus, ø,' is low, giving a high initial K value. As pore pressure
dissipates, K changes with time. Depending on the overconsoli-
dation ratio (OCR), the value of K may be higher or lower than
the at-rest coeffrcient of lateral earth pressure, Ç. Esrig and
Kirby (1979) developed the relationship between p and OCR
that is shown in Figure 4.4.

t25to2050
ocR

Figure 4.4. B versus OCRforfull dßplacement piles. (After Esrig
and Kirby, 1979)

The p-method has been found to work best for piles in nor-
mally consolidated and lightly overconsolidated clays. The
method tends to overpredict skin friction of piles in heavily
overconsolidated soils. Esrig and Kirby suggested that for heav-
ily overconsolidated clays, the value ofB should not exceed 2.

3. Vijayvergiya and Focht (1972) recognizedthat the passive
lateral earth pressure (øn' : ø"' * 2Sr) and the ultimate unit
skin friction of a pile are related. They proposed the following
relationship:

gr:À(cr"'+2S") (4.1.3.6)

where À is an empirical coefficient shown in Figure 4.5. The
value of À decreases with pile length and was found empirically
by examining the results of load tests on steel pipe piles.

4.1.3.2 Rational Methods to Estimate Tip (or Toe)
Resistance

The following expression for the ultimate bearing capacity of
a strip footing on the ground surface has been derived using the
concepts of plasticity theory (Kulhawy et al., 1983):

qp : cN, * 0.5y'DN" * cr"'No (4.1.3.7)

where c : cohesion of soil below the base of the footing; cr"' :
vertical effective stress at the base of the footing; 7' : effective
unit weight of soil below the base of the footing; D : width of
the footing; and N", No, N, : bearing capacity factors which
are related to the friction angle of the soil.

The tip resistance of a pile point can also be treated as a
bearing capacity problem. Equation 4.1.3.7 can be modified to
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À Qo : 9SoAo (4. r.3.1l)

where S, is the undrained shear strength ofthe clay near the pile
base.

2. In coarse-grained, cohesionless soils such as sands, c : 0,

The friction angle of sands can be correlated to the standard
penetration test blow-count and the cone penetration resistance,

as described in Appendix 3. For piles with large depth to width
ratios, the second term of Eq. 4.1.3.8 is small compared to the
third term. For instance, where the depth to width ratio is be-

tween 4 and 5, the second term is less than l0 percent of the
third term (Kulhawy et al., 1983). Thus, the drained ultimate
tip resistance may be approximated as follows:

9o : ø"'Nosndoro (4.1.3.t2)

.75
llj
uJlr
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where Nosodoro : bearing capacity factor obtained from Figure
4.6 (Kulhawy et al., 1983). The rigidity index, a term which
accounts for soil deformability and the variation ofthe bearing

capacity factor with depth, is defined by Vesic (1975) as follows:

I.:
2 (l + y")a,'tanþ'

(4.1.3.13)

where E" : Young's modulus of the soil, ,¿ : Poisson's ratio
ofthe soil, cr"' : vertical effective stress measured at a depth of

E"

qbt

Figure 4.5. lt cofficient þr driven pipe piles. (After Vijayvergiya
and Focht, 1972)

include shape and depth effects ofthe pile and rigidity of the soil
(Kulhawy et al., 1983):

Qo 
: cN"s"d"r, f 0.57'DNysydrrt * cru'Nosodoro (4.1.3.8)

where s", sr, and so are shape factors; d", d", and do are depth
factors; and r", r" and ro are factors that take into account the

rigidity of the soil.

L For piles in saturated clay with a zero friction angle and c
: So, N7 : 0, Nosodor* : l, and N"s"d"r" : 9 for piles with
depth to width ratios greater than 4 (Skempton, l95l). Equation
4.1.3.8, for the unit tip capacity thus reduces to:

Qo: 9So * a, (4.1.3.e)

or alternatively, the ultimate tip capacity can be expressed as:

Qo:9SuAo*cruAu (4.1.3. 10)

The quantity cr,Ao is comparable in magnitude to the weight of
the pile, W. Therefore, the weight of the pile, W, may be ne-

glected in Eq.4.1.3.1 if the ultimate tip capacity is written as:
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Figure 4.6. Modified N, bearíng capacity factor for deep fou:nda-
tions. (After Kulhawy et al., 1983)
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For loose sands

For dense sands

where øu' is in tsf.

30T:-^r (o"')o'stanó'

110I:-'r (ø"')o.stanþ'

9o : 3cr"K.od

D,/2 below the base of the pile, and þ' : effective friction angle
of the soil. Kulhawy et al. (1983) approximated the rigidity index
for sands as follows:

-o
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Figure 4.7. Bearing capacity coefJicient, K"o. (After Canadian
Foundation Engineering Manual, 1985)

for which N"o* : average corrected SPT-N value near the pile
tip

N"o,, : [0.77 log,o (20lø,')] N (4.1.3.1e)

N : measured SPT-N value and cru' : effective vertical stress
at the pile tip, in tons,/ftz; D : pile width or diameter and q, :
limiting point resistance, in tons per square foot;

9t : 4N"o* for sands (4.1.3.20)

gl : 3N"o,, for nonplastic silt (4.1.3.21)

The rationale behind Eq. 4.1.3.18 is that the ultimate unit tip
capacity in a cohesionless stratum increases linearly with the
embedment ratio (DblD) up to a critical embedment ratio of l0
for sands, or 7.5 for silts. At higher embedment ratios, the tip
capacity remains constant at its limiting value, q,.

In bearing strata with highly varying blow counts, Meyerhof
(1976) proposed that the average blow count be obt¿ined within
the range of depth from 4 pile diameters above to I pile diameter
below the tip.

Piles bearing on a firm stratum overlying a weaker layer may
punch into the lower stratum as shown in Figure 4.8. Meyerhof
(1976) suggested that if the distance between the pile tip and the
weak deposit, H, is less than 10 pile diameters, the ultimate point
resistance will be:

(4.1.3.14)

(4.1.3.1s)

(4.1.3. l6)
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4.1.3.3 Tip Resistance of Piles Dríven to Rock

The ultimate unit end-bearing capacity, go, of piles driven to
rock may be estimated from the uniaxial compression strength
as follows (Canadian Foundation Engineering Manual, 1985):

where ø" : average uniaxial compression strength of the rock
core; Kro : dimensionless bearing capacity coeffrcient (Figure
4.7) and

3 * s,/Dv sP 10[ + 300tn,/sn]o'5
(4.1.3.17)

d : dimensionless depth factor : t + 0.4Hs,/D" I 3.4; so :
spacing of discontinuities; to : width of discontinuities; D :
pile width; H. : depth of embedment of pile socketed into rock
: 0 for piles resting on top of bedrock; and D. : diameter of
socket.

This method is not applicable to soft stratihed rocks, such as
shale or limestone. When this method is applicable, the rocks
are usually so sound that the structural capacity will govern the
design (Fellenius et al., 1989). This method is applicable only if
sd > I ft, td < 0.25 in. for unfilled discontinuities or td < I in.
for discontinuities frlled with soil or rock debris, and D > I ft.

4.1.3.4 In Situ Test Methods

In situ tests are widely used in cohesionless soils because
obtaining good quality samples of cohesionless soils is very difli-
cult. In situ test parameters may be used to estimate the tip
resistance and skin friction of piles. There are two frequently
used in situ test methods for predicting pite capacity. These
are the standard penetration test (SPT) method and the cone
penetration test (CPT) method:

l. SPT method-Meyerhof (1976) correlated the tip capacity
and shaft resistance of piles with the SPT blow count. This
method applies only to sands and nonplastic silts.

The ultimate unit tip resistance for piles, 9o (in tons per square
foot) driven to a depth Do into a cohesionlèss soil stratum can
be approximated by:

, (qr - qJHqp: qo * -=r- a o, (4.1.3.22)

where q, is the limiting unit tip resist¿nce in the upper stratum
and qo is the limiting unit tip resistance in the lower stratum.

o.4NcorrDb 
-9o: --5, s q' (4.1.3. l 8)
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Fígure 4.8. Relation between ultimate point resistance of pile
and depth in thin sand layer overlying weak soil.

The skin friction of piles in cohesionless soils may be estimated
using the following equation (Meyerhof, 1976):

ñ
g. : 

SO, 
for driven displacement piles (4.1.3.23)

ñ
9, : 

tOO, 
for nondisplacement piles (e.g., steel-H piles)

(4.r.3.24)

where q. : unit skin friction for driven piles measured, in tsf;

N : average (uncorrected) SPT blow count along the pile shaft.
An alternate method of predicting pile capacities using SPT

blow counts was proposed by Briaud and Tucker (1984). Their
method is more rational in that it considers residual stresses in
the pile after driving.

2. CPT method-The cone penetration test yields two useful
parameters that can be applied to pile capacity prediction: (l)
the cone penetration resistance, q", which is related to the tip
capacity of piles, and (2) sleeve friction, f", which can be used to
estimate the skin friction capacity. Nottingham and Schmert-
mann (1975) developed the following procedure for estimating
pile capacity.

Nottingham and Schmertmann (1975) found that Begemann's
procedure gives a good estimation of end bearing capacity in
piles for all soil types. Begemann's procedure for estimating the
tip resistance, go is outlined in Figure 4.9. The minimum average

cone resistance between 0.7 and 4 pile diameters below the eleva-

tion of the pile tip is obtained by a trial and error process,

with the use of the minimum-path rule (see Figure 4.9). The
minimum-path rule is also used to find the value of cone resist-

ance for a distance of eight pile diameters above the tip. The two
results are then averaged to give the pile tip resistance.

Nottingham and Schmertmann (1975) presented the following
equation for computing the ultimate skin friction of piles:

I (4.1.3.2s)
t url

PART 2

where Q. : ultimate skin friction capacity of the pile; Kr," :
correction factors (Ç for clays and K. for sands-see Figure
4.10); L¡ : depth to point considered; D : pile width or diame-
ter; f. : unit local sleeve friction resistance from CPT at the
point considered; a" : pile perimeter; andZ : total embedded
pile length.

The advantages of using this method is that it (1) corrects for
the type of cone penetrometer used (electrical versus mechani-

cal), Q) accounts for the material of the pile, (3) considers the
soil type, and (a) coffects for depth of pile embedment.

4.1.3.5 Pile Load Tests

Pile load tests provide the best means of evaluating ultimate
load capacities, and should be used whenever possible to verify
capacities estimated by means of the methods described earlier.
The procedure for the quick load test method is described in
ASTM Dll43. It is a short duration test and can usually be

completed in I to 4 hours. The test pile is generally loaded to
200 percent of the design load unless it fails at a lower load.

Other load test procedures on piles include the slow maintained
load test, the constant rate of penetration test (ASTM Dll43),
and the tensile (or uplift) test method (ASTM D3689). The slow
maintained load test is a long duration test that usually lasts 70

hours or longer. The test pile is loaded to 20O percent of the
design load unless it fails at a lower load.

Davisson's graphical procedure provides a logical procedure

for defining a conservative (lower bound) ultimate failure load.

The method is shown in Figure 4.11 (NAVFAC, 1982).

4. 1.3.6 Nondisplacement Piles

Steel-H piles can fail in two ways. First, they can become
plugged when the soil between the flanges adheres fully to the
pile. The effective area of the pile in this case is the area of the
enveloping rectangle rather than the area ofthe steel-H section.
In this case, the skin friction is the sum of the adhesion at the
flanges (e.g., cSu for saturated clays) and the full soil-to-soil
shearing resistance (e.9., S, for saturated clays) along both sides

ofthe soil plug. The point resistance is calculated using the area
of the enveloping rectangle.

Alternatively, steel-H piles can fail without plugging. In this
case, the skin friction of the pile is estimated assuming adhesion
on the entire perimeter of the steel-H section, and the point
resistance is calculated using the area of the steel-H section.

Plugging usually occurs when piles are driven in soft to me-

dium clays and loose to dense sands. Piles usually do not plug
in medium to very stiff clays and very dense sands (Duncan,
1988). The case that yields the minimum capacity should be used

in design.
Similady, open-ended pipe piles may or may not plug. In a

plugged pipe pile, the skin friction is calculated assuming adhe-
sion on the outside surface only. The gross area of the pipe
contributes to the end bearing capacity.

In an unplugged pipe pile, the skin friction is calculated assum-

ing that the soil adheres to both the inside and outside surfaces

of the pile. The point bearing capacity is calculated using the
cross-sectional area of the steel annulus.

r8D
e" : K".. I ) (rrzao)r"a, *' l-k: o Lr: eo
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Figure 4.9. Pile end-bearing computation procedure after Begemann. (After Nottingham and Schmertmann' 1975)
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Nottingham's (1975) factors Kr and Kc For a pile group of width X, length Y, and depth Z (Figure
4.12), the bearing capacity for block failure is given by:

.

Q, : (2X + 2Y)zS, + XYNcSu Ø.2.1.2)

where So : average undrained shear strength along the depth
ofpenetration ofthe piles; So : undrained shear strength at the
base ofthe group; and,

N" : 5(1 + o.zxm( +

N":7.5(1 +0.2XtY)

A.2z/X)for z/X < 2.5 (4.2.1.3)

for Z/X > 2.5 (4.2.1.4)

Ifthe pile cap is not in firm contact with the ground and the
clay is normally or slightly overconsolidated or is sensitive, the
individual pile capacity must be multiplied by an effrciency fac-
tor, 4, where n : 0.7 for a pile spacing of 3D and 4 : 1.0 for
a pile spacing of 6D. The value of 4 may be linearly interpolated
for intermediate spacings. The group capacity is then calculated
as the minimum of the sum of the individual pile capacities
multiplied by 4 or the bearing capacity for block failure as

described above.
If the clay is overconsolidated and insensitive, the group

should be treated as ifthe cap were in contact with the ground,
The bearing capacity of a pile group containing batter piles

may be estimated by treating the batter piles as vertical piles.
The performance factors for the group capacity calculated

using the sum of the individual capacities are the same as those
for the single pile capacity. A separate performance factor must
be used for the block failure mechanism (see Table 4.3).

4.2.2 Settlement

Settlement of piles in sand and point bearing piles driven to
rock are usually small, and they occur fairly rapidly. However,
piles in clay may consolidate over a long period of time. The
loads causing settlement of pile groups are assumed to act on an
equivalent footing located at two-thirds of the depth of em-
bedment of the piles in the layer which provides support (Duncan
and Buchignani,1976), as shown in Figure 4.13.

In estimating settlements of piles in clay, only unfactored
permanent loads are considered. However, unfactored live loads
must be added to the permanent loads when considering settle-
ment of piles in granular soil.

Cohesionless ,Sol. Meyerhof related the settlement of a pile
group (p in inches) to the SPT blow count of the soil as follows:

zqJx I
(4.2.2.1)

N"o.,

where q : net foundation pressure (including any negative skin
friction per unit area), in tons/ftz applied at 2Do/3 (see Figure
a. l3); X : width of pile group, in ft; I : influence factor of the
effective group embedment

I:1-D'l8X>0.5 (4.2.2.2)

D' : effective depth : 2D,o/3; N"or. : average corrected pene-
tration resistance within the seat of settlement (approximately

f. in þrf/ønz or ld
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Figure 4.10. Shaft fríction correctíon factors. (After Nottingham
and Schmertmann, 1975)

4.2 PILE GROUPS

4.2.1 Bearing Capacity

The design requirements for pile groups are similar to those
for single piles, i.e.,

órQ, t group load effect (4.2.t.1)

where þ, : performance factor for pile group capacity (see

Table 4.3) and Q, : pile group capacity.
The ultimate bearing capacity of a pile group in sand is esti-

mated by summing capacities of all the piles in the group. The
group effrciency, defined as the ratio of the ultimate load capacity
of the pile group to the sum of the ultimate capacities of the
individual piles, is conservatively taken as unity. Evaluation of
group capacity of piles in cohesionless soil is the same for the
case when the pile cap is, and is not, in contact with the ground.

For pile groups in cohesive soil, the presence and contact of
the pile cap with the ground surface must be considered. Pile
groups in clay with the cap in firm contact with the ground may
fail as a unit consisting ofthe piles and the block ofsoil contained
within the piles, and the ultimate bearing capacity in this case
may be taken as the minimum of the following two values: (1)
the sum of the individual pile capacities, or (2) the bearing
capacity for block failure of the group.

q-q
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Figure 4.11. Interpretation of pile load test. (After NAI/FAC, 1982)
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Figure 4.12. Pile group øcting as block þundation.

one pile groUp width below the equivalent footing) as defined in
Eq. 4.1.3.19.

The settlerirent of pile groups in silty sand is usually estimated

to be twice the value found using Eq. 4.2.2.1.

Static cciàe penetration tests may also be used to estimate

settlement of pile groups in cohesionless soils. Meyerhof (1976)

related the settlement of a pile group to the average static cone

resistance as follows:

(o) (b)

Figure 4.13. Location of equivalentfooting. (After Duncan and
Buchignani, 1976)

of piles, the lengths of the piles, or
step 2.

4,3 NEGATIVE SKIN FRICTION

the pile spacing and repeat

Négative skin friction is the downdrag force induced in piles

when the soil around the piles moves downward relative to the
piles. Settlement of the soil around the pile may occur because

of placement of fill, groundwater fluctuations, pile-driving in the
vicinity, and other causes (Poulos and Davis, 1980).

Negative skin friction may be estimated using the rational
methods discussed in Section 4.1 (the a, B, and À methods). The
unit negative skin friction, using the ø method (Ea. a.l.3.a) is

given by:

where q" : avetage static cone resistance within the seat of
settlement and q, X, and I have been dehned previously. The
units for g, g", and X should be consistent.

Cohesive Soil. The settlement of pile groups in olay occurs over

a considerablè period of time. The long-Ierm settlement of pile
groups in clay may be calculated using the methods employed

in estimating settlement of shallow foundations. For this pur-
pose, the load carried by a group of friction piles is assumed to
be transferred to the soil through an equivalent footing located

at two-thirds the pile depth.
The components contributing to the total settlement of a pile

group in clay are: immediate settlement, consolidation settle-

ment, and secondary settlement. They can be estimated using

the same procedures as used for shallow foundations.

4.2.3 Load Factor Design for Settlement of Plle
Groups

The load factor design approach to the settlement of pile
groups requires an estimation of the tolerable settlement. The

procedure is as follows:

l. Determine the tolerable settlement for the pile grouPr Ptol.
2. Estimate the settlement of the pile group, p. If the settle-

ment is greater than the tolerable settlement, increase the number

9rr : oSu

and the downdrag load is given by:

P.n : q"ra.D.

where P.n : downdrag load; a. : pile perimeter; D.
of pile embedded in settling soil.

4.3.1 Design Conslderations

I
0R>yoPn*r*t*

Downdrag loads can increase the settlement of pile groups but
they rarely cause capacity problems. Settlement of pile groups

should be checked when downdrag loads (unfactored) act to-
gether with dead loads. Temporary live loads and downdrag
loads do not act together. This is because temporary live loads

will compress the pile elastically and cancel or reduce the down-
drag load. When the live load is removed, the pile will rebound

elastically, thereby restoring the downdrag load.
If the magnitude of the downdrag load exceeds that of the live

load, the structural and soil capacities should be checked for the

dead load plus downdrag. The load factor for the downdrag load
is the reciprocal of the performance factor for the ultimate skin
resistance ofthe pile. The following criterion expresses this fact:

qXIp:=-
Zg"

(4.2.2.3) (4.3. l)

(4.3.2)

: length

(4.3. r. l)
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where þ : performance factor corresponding to the limit state
considered; R : resist¿nce corresponding to the limit st¿te con-
sidered; and þ0. : performance factor for the ultimate skin
resistance of the pile.

4.3.2 Neutral Plane

The neutral plane is defined as the elevation at which the
settlement of the pile and the settlement of the soil are the same,
as shown in Figure 4.14. Above the neutral plane, the soil loads
the shaft in negative skin friction. Below the neutral plane, the
pile derives support from the soil. The distribution of the load
and resistance in a pile is shown in Figure 4.14(a). A dead load,
Po, acts at the top of the pile. With increasing depth, the load
on the pile increases because ofnegative skin friction. The total
load acting on the pile (PD + P,J increases accordingly. The
pile resistance is equal to the tip capacity at the toe, Qo, and
increases upwards as the skin friction, Q., increases. This is
represented by the curve (Qo + q.¡. The two curves intersect at
the neutral plane. This is the location of the maximum load on
the pile. The neutral plane of piles end bearing on rock is located
at the tip of the piles.

4.3.3 Settlement

Figure 4.14(b) illustrates the procedure for estimating the set-
tlement of the pile cap. The settlement of the pile cap is the sum
of the settlement at the neutral plane and the elastic compression
ofthe piles above the neutral plane (Figure 4.14(b). Unfactored
loads are used to estimate the pile group settlement.

4.4 UPLIFT

Uplift of pile foundations may be caused by: swelling soils,
frost heave, buoyancy, lateral loads, and upward loads. Piles
subjected to uplift must be designed to withstand tensile stresses

and pullout from the soil. Pullout resistance is usually adequate
in long piles, but piles end-bearing on bedrock at shallow depths
may have small pullout resistance.

4.4.1 Single P¡le Upllft Capaclty

Each pile in a group is either in tension or compression. The
load acting on each pile in a group may be estimated using Eq.
4.1.1.3.

Soil Capacity. The ultimate uplift capacity of a single pile is
estimated in a manner similar to that for estimating the ultimate
shaft capacity for piles in compression (Section 4.1.3). The design
requirement for uplift is as follows:

ôuQ, à P",, (4.4.1.1)

where Q, : ultimate uplift capacity due to shaft resistance; P*,,
: factored tensile load effect in the pile (see Eq. 4.1.1.3); and

þu : performance factor for uplift capacity (see Table 4.3).
The performance factors for axial compression and uplift are

different because: (1) the diameter and, thus, the area ofthe pile
shaft, decreases in tension due to the Poisson effect, thereby

Settlement Distribut¡on

Pile head

P¡lo toe

Figure 4.14. Calculation of the location of the neutal plane and
the settlement of a pile or a pile group. (After Canadian Founda-
tion Engineering Manual, 1985)

making uplift capacity smaller than compressive load capacity;
and (2) piles in tension unload the soil-this reduces the overbur-
den effective stress and, hence, the uplift skin friction resistance
of the pile.

The uplift capacity of a pile may be verified by a load test
according to ASTM D3689.

Structural Capacíty. Fellenius et al. (1989) recommend that
tensile loads should be carried entirely by the reinforcement
for precast and prestressed concrete piles, and that the tensile
strength ofconcrete should be neglected. The design requirement
is as follows:

þrfuA, 2 P*, (4.4.1.2)

where fu : tensile strength ofsteel; fu : yield stress ofsteel, fr,
in the case of the reinforcements in precast concrete piles; fu :
ultimate strength ofthe tendons in prestressed concrete piles; A,
: total area of steel; and þ, : performance factor for tensile
capacity of steel : 0.9 for steel-H and pipe piles, as well as

reinforced and prestressed concrete piles.

Equation 4.4.1.2 applies to steel-H and pipe piles, as well as

reinforced and prestressed concrete piles.

The parallel-to-grain tensile strengths of timber piles are
higher than the compressive strengths. Therefore, the tensile
structural capacity of timber piles is not critical if the magnitudes
of the uplift loads do not exceed the magnitudes of the compres-
sive loads, and in most cases, this is true.

4.4.2 Pile Group Uplift Capacities

The ultimate uplift capacity of a pile group is usually taken
as the minimum of the following two values: the sum of the
individual pile uplift capacities, or the uplift capacity of the
group considered as a block. The mechanism for the latter is
different for piles in clays and sands.

The shaft friction of pile groups in sands deteriorates with
time if the piles are subjected to vibratory and lateral loads.
Tomlinson (1987) suggested that the weight of the block uplifted

Elastic
compress¡on
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Table 4.3. Summary of performance factors for geotechnic¡l ultimate
limit st¡tes in axially loading of piles.

Y-r

METHOD,/SOIL/CONDITION
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Figure 4. I 5a. Uplift of group of closely spaced piles in cohesionless

soils. (A.fter Tomlinson, 1987)

Figure 4.15b. Uplift of group of piles in cohesive soils. (A,fter

Tomlinson, 1987)

be estimated using a spread of load of 1 in 4 (Figure 4. l5a) from
the base ofthe pile group. Buoyant unit weights should be used

for soil below the groundwater level.
In clays, the uplift resistance ofthe block in undrained shear

is given by (Figure 4.15b):

Q", : (2XZ + 2YZ)s, + Ws (4.4.2.1)

where Qr, : ultimate uplift resistance of the group; X : width
of the group; Y : lenglh of the group; Z : depth of the block
of soil below pile cap; Su : average undrained shear strength

along pile shaft; and W, : weight of the block of soil, piles and
pile cap.

4.5 SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE FACTORS

Table 4.3 gives the geotechnical performance factors for bear-
ing capacity and uplift capacity of pile foundations. Settlement
ofpile foundations should be estimated using unfactored loads.

Foundation design should not be uncoupled from construction
considerations. Performance factors can be affected by careful
monitoring of pile installation and by how contract documents
are written to permit changes in installation procedures. For
example, higher performance factors may be used if wave equa-

tion analyses are run prior to driving, pile driving blow counts
are compared to the wave equation results, and representative
piles are monitored with the Pile Driving Analyzer.

4.6 DESIGN EXAMPLES

The design procedures discussed in the previous sections are

demonstrated in the following example problems.

Block of soil



EXÀMPLE 4. ].

Deterrnine whether a 30 ft long Hp 14 X 89 pile has adequate

structural and bearing capacity to support a dead load of 40

tons and a live load of 34 tons. Electric cone penetration

test data for the soil at the site is given in Fig. E4.1.

Fron Table ÀL.2, the section properties of Hp 14 X 89 are:
Depth = D = 13.83 in, Ltidth - bf I4.7 ín, A = area of steel
= 26.I in2, Thickness of ureb (and flange) - tÍ¡ tf = 0.615 in

the capacíty of the pile will be estimated for conditions
where: (1) the pile is pLugged and (2) the pile is unplugged.

The case that yields the minimurn capacity will govern the

design.

CASE I - ÀSSTN4E THÀT THE PTLE IS UNPLUGGED

1) Desiqn Load lcrouÞ I)
Load per pile = 1.3PD + 2.:-7PL = (1.3) (40) + (2.t7)(34)

= 126 tons/pile ,i
2) Estimate ÀxiaL CaÞacitv '' ,;

.a) Structural Capacity . -,, )

Fron lable À2. L

[Pn] = fyÀy = (36)(26.1) = 940 kips/pile = 470 tons/pile
From Table 4.1, öa = (0.85) (0.78) = 0.66 r:il

dalPnl = (0.66) (47o) = 310 tons/pile > 126 tons/pi1e. '

therefore the structural capacity of the pile is adequate.

b) Bearing Capacity

Fiq. 84.1 shows that the piJ.e will be drlven through 3

different çoil layers. The ultimate bearlng capacity of the
pile is the surn of the skin friction in soil layers J- (clay),
2 (sand) and 3 (ctay), and the end bearing resistance of the
pi1e.

End Bearinq

End bearing capacity ls calculated using the rmlnirnum path
rulerr described in Fig. 4.g. Values of gcl and qc2 are
calculated using the procedures described Ln that figure.
v
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qlcz = ao tsf since there is no value of qg for I dia¡neters

above the tlp, that is less than the value. of 40 tsf at yD =

0,53 m. below the pile tip, so ec2 = 40 tsf. The value of qp

is the average of {cl and qc2:

9p = [a6.s + 40)/2 = 43.3 tsf

rn an unplugged pi).e, the point resistance is calculated using

the cross-sectional area of the steel-H sectl.on.

Qp = gpÀp

= (43.3') (26.L')/r44

= 7.9 tons

Skin Frlction

the ultl¡nate skin friction of piles can be conputed using

Equation 4.1.3.25 as follovrs:

8D 7,

Qs=Ks,cIt (Lt/aDlf"a"+ ) fsas]
Lr=o Lt=aO

In an unplugged pi1e, the soil adheres to the entire perimeter

of the steel-H section.

Pite perirneter, as = 21L4.7 + L3.83 +.14.7 - o.6I5)/L2

= 7.1 ft
LÀYER 1: Lf = depth to point considered = 2.25 n = 7.38 ft

8D=8X13.83 =9.22fi-
I2

Lç/8D = 7.38/e.22 = o.8

fro¡n depth of 0 to 2.25 m (7.38 ft), the average fs = 5.8 tsf
Fron Fig 4.9, Kc = shaft f¡:lction coruection factor for piles

in clay = 9.2

Qsr = 0.8 X 0.2 X 7.1 X 7.38 X 5.8 = 48.6 tons

IÀYER 2: À depth of enbed¡nent correctlon uust be rnade

between the top of this layer (2.25 n or 7.38 ft) and

depth of 8D (2.81 m or 9.22 ft).
(L¡/9D) z.38 ft = 7.38/9.22 = o.8

(L¡/eD)s.22 ft = 1.0

(\/ao)avs = [0.8 + 1.ol/2 = o.e

Ithe pile penetration to di¿r¡neter ratlo le calculated as

follor¡s:

Z=30X].2=26.0
D 13.83

Frorn Fig. 4.9, Ks = shaft frlcÈion correction factor for piles
in sand = 0.7

Fron depth of 2.2s n (7.38 ft) to 2.8L rû (9.22 ft'r, .

the average fs = 3.94 tsf

Qs2a = 0.9 x 0.7 N ?.1 x (9.22' 7.38) X 3.94

= 32.4 tons

Frorn depth of 2.81 m (9.22 ft) to 6.05 ¡n (19.85 ft),

the average fs = 2.O4 tsf

Qs2b = O.7 X 7.f X (19.85 - 9.22) X 2.O4 = IOg tons

IÀYER 3:

Fro¡n depth of 6.05 n (19.e5 ft) to 9.14 n (3o ft),

the average f= = 2.23 Esf

Fron Fig. 4.9, K" = 9.2

Qs: = 0.2 x 7.1 x (30 - 19.85) x 2.23 = 32J-Lo¡!g
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Total skin friction Qs = 4g'6 + 32'4 + 108 + 32'r

= 22I tons

Total ultimate pile capacity Qult = 22I + 1.9

= 229 tons

From Tabl-e 4.3, performance factor for cPT method = 0.55

dqQutt = 0.55 X 229 = 126 tons > 126 tons' Therefore' the

bearing capacity of the pile is adequate.

CASE II - ASST'ME THAT THE PILE fS PLUGGED

End Bearinq

In a plugged pile, the point resistance is calculated using

the cross-sectional area of a rectangle 13.83 in. X 14.7 in.

Qn = ønÀn

= (43.3) (13.83) (14.7)/I44

= 61.1 tons

skin Friction
In a plugged pile, the skin friction is the sum of the

adhesion at the flanges and the fuIl soiL-to-soil shearÍng

resistance along both sides of the soil p1ug.

Pil-e perimeter for adhesion at flanges = 2(l-4.7)/I2

= 2.45 fE

pile perimeter for soil-to-soil shearing resistance along both

sides of the soil plug = 2(I3.83)/L2

= 2. 31- ft

LÀYER L: Assume soil-to-soil shearing resistance is t'5

times that of adhesion

Qst = 0.8 X 0.2 X (2.45 + 1'5 X 2'31) x 7'38 X 5'8

= 40.5 tons

LÀYER 2: Assume soil-to-soil shearing resj-stance is 1.5

tines that of soit-to-pi).e friction in sand

Fron depth of 2.25 n (7.38 ft) to 2.81 m (9.22 îEr'

Qs2a = 0.9 X 0.7 x (2.4s + 1.5 X 2.31) X (9.22' 7.38) X 3'.94

= 27.0 tons

From depth of 2.81 m (9.22 ft) to 6.05 m (19.85 ft),

Qs2b = o.7 x (2.4s + 1.5 x 2.3L) x (19'8s - 9'22, x 2'o4

= 89.8 tons

IÀYER 3: Àssume soil-to-soil shearing reÊistance is 1.5 :

ti¡nes that of adhesion

rrom depth of 6.os n. (19.85 ft) to 9.14 n. (30 ft)

Qs3 = o.2 x (2.45 + 1.5 x 2.31) x (30 - 19.85) x 2.23

= 26.7 tons

Total Skin FricÈion Qs = 40.5 + 27.0 + 89.a + 26.7

= 184 tons

Total Ultinate PiLe Capacity, Qul-t = 184 + 6L.1

= 245 tons > 229 tons

Àssuming that the pile vril1 be plugged resul.ts in a higher

capacity (245 tons) than assuming that it is not plugged

(capacity = 229 tons if the pile ls not plugged). therefore

the unplugged condition controlsr'and the estirnated capacity

is 229 tons.
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EXÀMPLE 4.2

Given the dead load of the

col"umn is 50 kips and the live
adequacy of the pile foundation

L) Deternine desiqn Load on the piLes

weight of pile cap = (4) (7') (7) (l-so)/1000 = 29.4 kips

Weight of soil above pÍle cap = 6l(7)(7) - (4)(2)lr2oltooo

= 29.5 kips

Dead load due to pite cap and soil above = 29.4 + 29.5

= 59 kips

Total dead load = 50 + 59 = 109 kips

?DPD + .yLPL = (1.3) (109) + (2.17) (s0)

= 142 + 109

bridge superstructure and

load is 50 kips, check the

shown in Fig. E4.2.

= 251 kips

2ì Select- nilp tvnp -

3l Estlnate axial capacitv of a sincrle pile

a) Structural CapacÍty

Frorn fable À2 . L,

Pn = (0.85fcr - 0.6fpre)Ac

= t (0.8s) (5) - (0.6) (0.7) 1144

= 552 kips/píIe

12 in. X 12 in. prestressed concrete
pile (fqr = 5000 psi) with six 7/16 in.
grade 270 axial 6trand. Piles are
prestressed to 700 ps1.

Po = 50 kips

P. = 50 kips

El. 10 fr

Et. 4 fr

.*'l-

7ft

Clay

z-100 Pcf

7tl

4ft

2fl

Fiil

7 -120pcl
Su þsr)

Et. - 70 tr

Sand.r-12oø
¡.¡-f5

-t2

Figure 84.2 Fig'ure for exanple problem 4.2
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From Tab1e 4-L, ó¿ = (0.85) (0'75) = o'64

óaPn = (0.64) (ss2)

= 353 kips/PíIe

Number of piles needed = 25I/353 or I pile

b) Bearins capacitv - H:"îå#,.1:lutl:.:i*,ïl:t:î|ffi"¿:t"
bearing caPacitY is the sum of the
stin fiiction of the pile in both clay
and sand., and the tiP caPacitY'

Skin Friction of Pil-e in ClaY

Using Fíg 4.2,

From elevation 0 to -L2 ft, Su = 0'875 ksf, c = 0'8

From elevation -I2 to -70 ft, Fu = O'79 ksf, a:0'83

Using Equation 4.I.3.4

Q= = (0.8) (0.87s) (12) (4) + (0.83) (0.7e) (58) (4)

=34+Ì52
= l-86 kips

skin rriction of Pile in sand

Frorn elevation -70 to -85 ft, Ñ = 15

Using .Equation 4.I.3.23 '
Q==Þ (4)(1s)

50

= l-8 tons or 36 kips

Tip caÞacitv of Pile in sand

o,or at the pile típ:79(1oo - 62'4) + 15(120 - 62'4)

= 3500 psf or 1.75 tsf

:.-.a...........- ,--..- r. l r-.. -t.g

Ncorr = lo.TTIogasQo/L.75) lrs
: (o.8ls) (15)

:12

Since pile penetrates 15 ft into sand sÈratum, use 9p = 9f'

9P = 4N"otr

= (4) (12)

= 48 tsf

an = (ae) (1)

= 48 tons or 96 kips

Total Factored Pile caÞacity

From Table 4.3,

Performance factor for c-method is 0.70.

Perfornance factor for SPT nethod is o.45

óqQutt = (0.70) (186) + (0.45) (36 + e6)

=130+59

= ].89 kips

Nunber of piles needed = 25L/le9 or 2 piles.

4l S.elect pile spacino and nurnber of piles

eile spacing = 3 X PiIe width = 3 ft

Use 4 pÍles in the group.

5) Esti¡nate crrouP çaPacity

Íhe ultinate capacity of pile groups in sand is the number
;;-pit; iim"= Lne täctorãa capacily of a single pile

= (4) (le6)

= 784 kips > 25I kiPs

,,: . -:..-...:....r-..:..4.--.,.-..:-
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6l Est,inate settlernent caÞacity of pile qroup

Àssu¡ne that the tolerable settlenent ls 2 in.
Fron Equation 4.2.2.L

2q,Jxr.
P

Ncorr

x=Y=3+1=4ft
10

I=l-

Pp+Ptr=

(8) (4)

0.688

1O9 + 50 = 159 kips

Lss/ 42

9.94 ksf
4.97 tsf
(2) (4.e7, J4 (0.688)

= 1.14 1n.

?l chêdk the affcct nf

The neutral plane occurs at a depth of 54 ft. The load atthe neutral plane is J-72 kips/pile or 68g kips for the pile
group (greater than the working load = fS9 kips). Thus,
settlernent due to downdrag wilt be greater thãn the tolerable
value of 2 in. The foundation is therefore inadequate. The
bearing capacity of the pite group should also be checked to
see if the downdrag Loads can be adequately supported, but
since the tolerablð settlement has béen exèeedää, the'
foundation must be redesigned with (f) more pÍles or(2) longer piIes.

T2

< 2 in.
tho ¿lown¡lraa ì a¡d

0sæ1ætæru24æ
LæAO nEgSlME dfRtEnþN (HF)
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80 PART 2

CHAF'TER 5

DESIGN OF PILES FOR LATERAL LOADING

Lateral loads on pile foundations arise because ofwind, earth-

quake, water pressures, earth pressures, and live loads' Pile foun-
dations must be designed to withstand such forces without failing
(i.e., without reaching the ultimate limit state) and without de-

flecting excessively (i.e., without reaching the serviceability limit
state).

Batter piles are frequently used to resist lateral loads' Vertical
piles alone may suffrce in foundations that carry horizontal loads

of low magnitudes. Design methodologies for both cases are

presented in the follorving sections.

5.1 BATTER PILES

When lateral loads acting on a foundation are large, batter
piles provide an effective way of transmitting loads to the soil.

The degree of batter will depend on the type of pile and the

magnitude of the lateral loads. Installation by driving is feasible

for batters as large I horizontal to 2 vertical (Tomlinson, 1987)'

According to Tomlinson, the greatest effrciency is achieved by

using piles battered in opposite directions.
There are situations where the use of batter piles may be

undesirable. These include conditions involving large settlements

in compressible clays. Settlement induces bending moments in
the shafts of batter piles (Tomlinson, 1987).

Tomlinson (1987) described a simple graphical procedure for
estimating the compressive and tensile forces in pile groups con-

taining batter piles. The procedure is based on the assumption

that (1) the battered piles are pinned at their point ofintersection,
(2) vertical piles in the group do not carry lateral loads, and (3)

batter piles cairy only axial loads. Tomlinson's procedure does

not consider pile-soil-pile interaction, pile stiffness, soil stiffnesS,

and pile head fixity, all of which can significantly affect the

distribution of forces in piles in a pile group. Nevertheless, Tom-
linson's graphical procedure is useful for obtaining a preliminary
pile layout, and is reasonably accurate if the lateral load is less

than 20 percent of the vertical load (Department of the Army,
in press).

If the pile group has more than three rows, Tomlinson's simple
procedure is not applicable, and, as mentioned previously, it
may be inaccurate if the lateral loads are large. More complex

methods based on linear elastic and nonlinear elastic soil re-

sponse are available for analyzing two-dimensional and three-

dimensional pile groups. These methods are often very involved
and require the use of a computer.

Hrennikoffs (1950) linear elastic procedure may be used to
solve for the pile forces and displacements in pile groups that
can be modeled in two dimensions. Saul (1968) expanded Hren-
nikoffs solution to three dimensions. O'Neill, Ghazzaly and Ha
(1977) and O'Neill and Tsai (1984) have developed a method of
analysis for three-dimensional pile groups that considers nonlin-
ear soil response and pile-soil-pile interaction.

5.2 VERTICAL PILES

The governing criterion in the design ollaterally loaded piles is

almost always the maximum tolerable deflection or the structural
capacity of the pile itself. Mobilizing the ultimate lateral capacity
of the soil requires such large displacements that this is not a

realistic possibility, and ultimate soil failure does not control the
design.

In designing vertical piles to resist lateral loads, both lateral
deflection and structural capacity should be considered. Proce-

dures for addressing these issues are described in the following
sections.

5.2.1 Lateral Deflectlon

One of the design objectives is to ensure that the lateral deflec-

tion of the pile group does not exceed the tolerable limit. The
lateral deflection of a pile group can be related to the lateral
deflection of a single pile. Procedures for estimating the lateral
deflections of single piles and pile groups are described in the
following sections.

5.2.1.1 Síngle Pile Deflection

Poulos and Davis ( 1980) described three methods of analyzing
the behavior of single piles under lateral load. They include
elastic analysis, subgrade reaction analysis, and p'y analysis.

Elastic analyses and subgrade reaction analyses approximate the
soil behavior as linear; p-y analyses model nonlinear behavior of
the soil, but require the use of computer programs and involve
considerable engineering time.

The procedure described in this manual is the one developed

by Evans and Duncan (1982). The method models nonlinear

behavior, but does not require computer analyses. The charts
discussed in the following sections are for hxed-head piles. Piles

that are embedded in reinforced concrete pile caps are effectively
restrained from rotation at the top, and they deflect laterally
with negligible rotation at the top of the pile.

Evans and Duncan's Procedure. Evans and Duncan (1982)

related lateral deflections to the lateral loads using what they
called a characteristic load, P". The characteristic load, P", em-

bodies the important properties of the pile (diameter, stiffness)

and the soil (strength, stiffness) that determine the way the pile

and soil respond to lateral loads. The larger the value ofP", the
greater is the capacity of the pile to carry lateral loads, and the
smaller is its deflection under a given lateral load.

Charts in dimensionless form were developed lor sand and

clay (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). These charts show variations of P,o,/

P" with Y,o/D; P,o is the unfacto¡ed lateral load, Y,o is the pile
displacement, and D is the pile width or diameter. The charts



Figure 5.1. Lateral load versus deflection for fixed head píles in
sand. (After Evans and Duncan, 1982)
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Figure 5.2. Lateral load versus deflectionforJixed-head piles
in clay. (After Evans and Dunean, 1982)

model the same nonlinear behavior of soil as the p-y method of
analysis. The procedure for determining the lateral deflection of
a pile, using Figures 5.1 and 5.2, is as follows:

l. Select a pile section having a width or diameter D, Young's
modulus Eo, and moment of inertia Io.

For prestressed and precast concrete piles, the value of
Young's modulus can be related to the concrete compressive
strength and density as shown in Figure 5.3. The modulus of
steel can be taken as 29 X 106 psi. The National Forest Products
Association (1982) recommends that the Young's modulus of all
species of Douglas Fir and Southern Pine piles be taken as 1.5

X 106 psi. Tables of sectional properties for prestressed concrete,
steel-H and pipe piles can be found in Appendix 1.

Concr€tÊ rpdulus ol

8t

5.4

5.1

4.7

0 f00 110 120 130 f40 150

w, Un¡t weight ol corìcrete, lb per cu ft

Figure 5.3. Modulus of eløsticity of conuete. (AÍter PCI, i,985)

2. Estimate the average undrained shear strength, Su, for
clays, or the average angle of internal friction, þ', for sands.

The behavior of the soil close to the ground surface is most
important with regard to lateral loads. The properties (Su for
clays, f', and unit weight, 7', for sands) should be averaged over
a depth extending about eight pile diameters below the top of
the pile. Buoyant unit weights for sands are used below the water
table.

3. Determine the characteristic load, P", which is dehned by
the following equations:

For clay

P": 7.34 D2 (EeRr) (S,,/EeRr)0.683 (5.2.1. t. l)

For sand

P" : 1.57 D2 (EpRr) (7',Dþ',KnrEoRr)0.57 (5.2.t.1.2)

where R, : moment of inertia ratio : Io,/I.6¡¡¿i \"orro: rDa/
64 : moment of inertia of a solid circular cross section; Ko :
Rankine passive earth pressure coeffrcient : øn2(45' + +t/2);
and þ' : angle of internal friction of sand, in degrees.

4. Calculate the value of the load ratio P,o,/P".
5. Use Figure 5.1 for sand or Figure 5.2 for clay to determine

the value of Y.o/D.
6. Calculate Y.p : (Y"p/D).

This procedure has been used to develop lateral load-deflection
curves for some commonly used pile sections. Charts for pre-
stressed concrete piles (10 in., 12 in., 14 in., 16 in., and 18 in.
square) and steel-H piles (HP 10x42, HP 10x57, HP 12x53, HP
12x74, HP 14x73 and HP 14x89) in clay and sand are shown in
Figures 5.4 through 5.7. For these piles and soil conditions,
deflections can be estimated directly using the charts. For exam-
ple, a lateral load of l0 kip acting on a 12 in. by 12 in. prestressed
concrete pile, driven in clay with an undrained shear strength of
1 ksf, will result in a lateral deflection of about 0. I in (Figure
5.5).
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Figure 5.7. Load versus deflection and load versus moment for steel-H piles in clay.
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For sands, charts were developed for friction angles of 30 deg.'

35 deg., and 40 deg. The water table was assumed to be at or
above the ground surface. For intermediate values of friction
angle between those shown in the charts, deflections may be

estimated by interpolation.
For clays, the load-deflection curves were developed for un-

drained shear strengths of 1, 2, and 4 ksf. Defle.ction for interme-

diate values of undrained shear strengths can be estimated by

interpolation.

5.2.1.2 Píle Group Deflection

Excessive horizontal displacements of pile groups may cause

distress in bridges and buildings. It is, therefore, necessary both

to estimate the largest lateral movement that can be tolerated

without damage and to ensure that lateral deflections in service

are within tho tolerable range.

A pile group will deflect more than a single pile subjected to

the same lateral load per pile. This is due to interaction effects

whereby deflection of each pile in a group causes deflection of
the surrounding soil and thereby increases the deflections of
neighboring piles.

The lateral deflection of a group of piles may be estimated

using the empirical F4.5.2.1.2.1:

3. Calculate the single pile deflection, \0, corresponding to

the lateral load per pile, P*n, using either Evans and Duncan's
procedure (Section 5.2.1.1) or Figures 5'4 to 5.7'

4. Calculate k, : Yr,/Y.o using Eq. 5.2.1.2.1 and, Y, :
krY.o'-5.'If 

the lateral displacement for the pile group exceeds the

tolerable lateral displacement, increase the diameter of the piles'

the number of piles, or the pile spacing.

5.3 COMBINED AXIAL LOADS AND BENDING
MOMENTS

5.3.1 Estlmation of Bending Moment ln a Single
Pile

Evans and Duncan (1982) developed a simple procedure for
estimating the maximum bending moment induced in single

piles, M;n, due to a lateral load at the top of the pile. They

developeå the design charts shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 for

0.012

0.01

0.008

T¡P. p

P" 0.006

o 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008

u"p
,MC

Figure 5.8. Lateral load versus momentforJixed-head piles in
sand. (After Evans and Duncan, 1982)

0.04

lt Pap

P 0.03
c

0 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016

M
spï-
c

Figure 5.9. Lateral load versus moment for fixed-head piles in

clay. (After Evans and Duncan, 1982)

where Yro : lateral displacement of a single hxed-head pile

subjected io a lateral load P.o; No¡" : number of piles in group;

S : average spacing of piles; p : pile width or diameter; P.o
: average lateral load per pile : PyrÀpl", in which Pt, :
lateral load on pile group;

PN : K'YD3 þr sand
P* : SuDz for clay

Ys (5.2.1.2.1)

È'I

(s.2.r.2.2)
(s.2.1.2.3)

y : totdl unit weight of sand; Ko : Rankine Passive earth

pressure coeffrcient : tanz (45" * þ'/2); Ô' : average angle of
internal friction of sand within the upper 8 pile diameters; Su :
avera1e undrained shear strength ofclay within the upper eight
pile diameters. A : 16 for clay and A : 9 for sand; B : 5.5

for clay and B : 3 for sand; C : 3 for clay and C : 16 for
sand.

Equation 5.2.1.2.1was developed through a parametric study

ofa large number ofpile groups using the theories proposed by

Focht and Koch (1973). It was developed for uniformly spaced

piles, but can be used for groups with nonuniform spacing if the

avera1e pile spacing is used in the calculations.

A computer program for calculating the lateral displacement

of pile groups using the theory of Focht and Koch has been

developed by the writers, and was used to perform the parametric

study.
The load factor design approach to the lateral deflection of

pile groups requires an estimation of the tolerable lateral dis-

placement. The procedure is as follows:

1. Determine a tolerable lateral displacement, Y,o,.

2. Calculate the lateral load per pile P.o : PyrlNp1".

0.06

0.02 0.024
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fixed-head piles in sand and clay. These charts show the variation
o-f M.o/M. with Pro,/P", where M.o : maximum moment in a
single pile and M, : characteristið moment.

Using these charts, the bending moment in a laterally loaded
pile can be estimated as follows:

l. Select a pile section of width (or diameter) D, young's
moiulus Eo, and moment of inertia Io.

2. Estimate the average undrained shear strength, Su, for
clays, or the average angle ofinternal friction, þ', for sands. The
behavior is governe.d by the soil close to the ground surface. The
properties (Su for clays, þ'and unit weight, 7', for sands) should
be averaged over a depth extending about eight pile diameters
below the elevation of the pile top. Buoyant unit weights are
used below the water table.

3. Determine the characteristic load, P", using E4,. 5.Z.l.l.l
for clay or 5.2.1.1.2 for sand.

¿1. Calculate 'rhe iactored lateral load, 7oF"o an<i the vaiue oi
the load ratio (7nP./,/Pcl 7r, is the lateral loád factor.

5. Use Figure 5.8 for hxed-head piles in sand or Figure 5.9
for fixed-head piles in clay to determine the value of M.o,/M".

6. Determine the characteristic moment, M", which is defined
by the following equations:

For clay

M" : 3.86 D3 (EeRr) (S,,/EoRr)o.46 (5.3.1.1)

For sand

M" : 1.33 D3 (EpRr) (7'Dþ'KolEoR,)o'a (5.3.1.2)

where R¡, Ko, and þ' are as defined previously.
7. Calculate M,o : M. (M"'/MJ.

This procedure has been used to develop lateral load-moment
curves for some commonly used pile sections. Charts for pre-
stressed concrete and steel-H piles in clay and sand are shown
in Figures 5.4 through 5.7. For these piles and soil conditions,
bending moments can be estimated directly using the charts. For
example, a lateral load of 10 kip acting on a 12 in. by 12 in.
prestressed concrete pile driven in clay with an undr¿ined shear
strength of I ksf will induce a bending moment of 400 kip-in.

5.3.2 Est¡mation of Bending Moments ln piles
Within Pile Groups

As discussed previously, the deflection of any pile in a group
causes deflection ofthe surrounding soil and piles, thus leading
to larger deflection for the pile group than for single piles sub-
jected to the same load per pile. The bending moment in a pile
within a pile group will consequently be larger than that in a
single pile subjected to the same loading. This is because the
interaction effects, by causing more deflection, also increase the
bending moment in the piles.

Brown et al. (1987, 1988) found that the maximum bending
moment in a group of free-head piles occurs in the leading row
(or front row) of piles. However, current theories on lateral
loading of groups of piles are not able to predict this behavior.
A semiempirical procedure that provides a reasonable approxi-
mation of the maximum bending moment in the leading row of
a group of piles has been developed using the theories of Focht

and Koch (1973) and has been confirmed by comparing with
field load tests. The increase in moment due to group interaction
was studied for a large numb€r of cases by first estimating the
pile group deflection using the theory ofFocht and Koch (1973),
and then "softening" the soil (reduce S, for clays or {, for sands)
until the single pile deflection (calculated using the Evans and
Duncan approach) matched the lateral deflection of the pile
group. Through this study, the following empirical equation was
developed (the equation relates the maximum bending moment
of the most severely loaded pile in the group to the maximum
bending moment in a single pile):

M, : lY*/Y.J"M.o (5.3.2.1)

\ryhere Msp : maximum bending moment in a single fixed-head
pile subjected to a lateral load, Pro, calculated using the proce-
dure described in Section 5.3.1; M" : maximum bending mo-
ment in a pile within a pile group; Yro : lateral deflection of a
single fixed-head pile subjected to a lãteral load, pro estimated
using the procedure described in Section 5.2.1.1; Yg : lateral
group deflection estimated using Eq. 5.2.1.2.1;

" 
: l*t*" r 0.25 þr cray

l50PN

n : l¡'l"o r 0.3 for sand
300PN

P* is as defined previously in Eqs. 5.2.1.2.2a¡d5.2.1.2.3 and y¡
is the load factor for the lateral load.

5.3.3 Structural Capacity of Piles Subjected to
Axial Loads and Bending

The structural capacity of a pile is dependent on both moment
and axial load. An axial load-moment interaction diagram is an
envelope of the combinations of moment and axial load that
would cause failure in the pile.

Normalized load-moment interaction diagrams for various
types of piles are shown in Figures 5.10 through 5.14. The fac-
tored axial load, )7,P, has been normalized by dividing by the
factored nominal axial capacity, ó.Pn. Similarly, the factored
bending moment (y-M) has been normalized by dividing by
the factored nominal moment capacity, þ_Mn. The 7-factors
account for uncertainties in the loads and moments, and the
þ-factors account for uncertainties in the structural capacity.
Methods of estimating the structural capacities of piles are given
in Appendix 2.

The procedure for checking the structural adequacy of piles
using the normalized load-moment interaction curves is as
follows:

1. Estimate the axial load per pile and calculate the combined
axial load effect, )y,P,.

2. Determine the nominal axial structural capacity of the pite,
Pr. Formulas for calculating the nominal axial structural capac-
ity of piles can be found in Appendix 2.

3. Determine the performance factor for the nominal axial
structural capacity, óu, from Table 5.1 and calculate þ"p,.

(5.3.2.2)

(5.3.2.3)
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Figure 5.10. Normalìzed load-moment interactÍon curve for
prestressed concrete Piles.
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Figure 5,13. Normalized load-moment interaction curve for steel
pipe piles.

Table 5,1. Summary of performance factors for the nominal axial struc-
tural capacity of piles.

PILE TYPE PERFORMÀNCE FÀCTOR, CA

Prestressed Concrete Piles
0.75 for spiral coJ-unns

0.70 for tied columns

Precast Concrete Piles
0.75 for spiral colunns

o.?0 for tied columns

steel H-Pi1es 0.85

Steel Pipe PiLes 0.85

Tinber Piles r-.2o*

* Davisson et aI. (1983) stated that the nininun factor of
safety for the structural capacity of piLes in axial-
conpression is 1.25. The perfomance factor is greater
than unity because the average load factor for verticat
Ioads (dead and tive loads) is greater than the factor of
safety.

Table 5.2. Summary of performance factors for the nominal moment
capâcify of piles.

Davisson et al. (L983) stated that the nininun factor of
safety for bending in tinber piles is I.40. The
perfomance factor is obtained by dividing the load
factor for Lateral loads (= 1.3) by the factor of safety
(= 1.a).
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Figure 5.14. Normalízed load-moment interaction cune for tim-
ber piles.

4. Calculate the factored design bending moment, 7-M, in
the pile using factored loads.

5. Estimate the nominal structural moment capacity of the
pile, Mn. Formulas to estimate this quantity for piles are given
in Appendix 2.

6. Determine the performance factor for the nominal struc-
tural moment capacity, ó-, from Table 5.2 and calculate ó-Mn.

7. Determine the ratios ZyrPr/þ^Pnand,2y^M/þ_Mn, and
locate a point at these coordinate values on the normalized load-
moment interaction diagram. If the point falls on or close to the
interaction curve and inside the area enveloped by the interaction
curve and the two axes, the pile chosen is adequate. If it falls
outside this region, a larger pile is needed. Steps 2 through 7

should be repeated until the point falls inside and close to the
interaction curve. If the point falls inside the region but far away
from the interaction curve (e.9., near the origin), the pile chosen
has more capacity than required. Steps 2 to 7 can be repeated
for smaller pile sections to achieve greater design economy.

5.4 DESIGN EXAMPLES

The design procedures discussed in the previous sections are
demonstrated in the following example.

0.80.60

PILE TYPE PERFORMÀNCE FÀCTOR, óN

Prestressed concrete Piles

Precast Concrete Piles 0.9

Steel H-PiIes 0.9

Steel Pipe Piles 0.9

Tinber Pil-es 0.9*



EXÀMPLE 5.1

Using the charts developed by Evans and Duncan (L982) '

determinethelateraldeflectionofthepi}efoundationshown
in Fig. E5'1 and the structural adequacy of the piles'

(i) l,ateral Deflection

Single Pife Deflection

Psr=40'14=ro

ISFPSF=1X10=
EP = 4300 ksi

D=12in.
rP = 17zs in4'

Isotid = n(tz)4/ed

Rl = 1728'11019

From Equation (5.2.I.1.1),

7.34 (L2)2 1a:oo¡ (r.7)

kips per pile.

lo kips Per Pile for rg¡ = 1

= 595 kips

rs¡Pgp,/Ps = Lo/595 = 0'017 for rgP

[144 (4300) (1.2¡10'es3

Fron Fig. 5.3,

Ysp,/D =

v'sp
Sirnilarly, using

Pile GrouP Deflection \

Assume that the tolerable lateral deflection is 0'5 in'

Fron Equation 5. 2.!.2.3,
PN = srrD2 = (I/L44) (I2)2 = I kip

Fro¡fl Equat,ion 5.2.L.2.f ' th9 group lateral deflecÈion
ããir"=p'""aing to a Lateral loád pèr pÍIe of 10 kips may be
calculated as follows:

16+4

= 1018 in4

0. 008

o.Oo8 (12) = 0.t in.

Fiq. 5.6, Ysp = 0.1 in.

= 1 (i.e. unfactored)

's

= 1.a45(0.1)

= 0.14 in. < 0.5 in.

strlr.:tur.el Capacitv(ii)

5.5

Design bending
follovts:

Fron Fig.

36 I

ì-fi-:--L..:...,... 
.

-+-L2 3 (1)

Fro¡n Equation (5.3.1.

Mc=

l,f -."sp

Sinrilarly, using Fig.

Design bending mornent
follows:

moment, Msp

5. 10,

usp'/Mc =

(o.1)

\oo

in a single Pile is estimated as

o.oo48 for P"n/P. = 0.017

1)
3.86 (12)J (43o0) (1.7)

æ
82 760 kip-in

o.oo48 (82 760)

397 kip-in,
5.6 directly, Msp = 4oo kip-in.

in the Pile grouP is estimated as

Using Equation (5.3.2.1),

Yg/Y"p = L'445

¡É

F
È
l.J



P = 300 kiDs
D

PL = 300 k¡ps

12 h..x 12 h. prestrossed corErete
r¡les, eæt¡ with six 7/16 h.
gtú 270 axid strands
wilh 700 psi presress
.td l"'= 5000 psi

T
T

Flgutie E5.1 Figure for example problen 5.1

T
T

U
F

tttz
E
F
g

\o



.ysFPsF = 1'3 x 10 = 13 kips/pile for'v5¡ = l'3'

n= 13 +0.25
lso (Ð

= 0.337

Mn = 11.44s)o'337 1tøz¡

= 1. 13 (3e7)

= 449 kip-in/pile
The structural adequacy of the piles carrying the maximurÌr
axial load (i.e. the two piJ-es on the right) is checked as
follows:

À.AsHTors load cornbinatíon I consists of dead load, rnaxirnum
l-ive load and stream flow pressure acting on the pile group.

>'YiPi='IPPP+r¡P¡
Po = 300 kips

Pl = 300 kips
ç-.Þ. = (1.3) (300) + (2.17) (300).II'L

= 1041 kips

TSFPSF = (1.3)(40) for'yg¡' = 1.3

= 52 kips

Eccentricity of R,ê = (52')(2f|-.)/l-O4L

= 0.1 ft.
zxz = (a) (1.5)2

=9f1c2
From equation 4.1.1.3, the ¡nost heavily loaded pile supports a
factored axial load of:

P*,y = (1041) lI/4 + (0.1) (r..s)/91

= 260.3 + l-7.4

= 278 kips/pil-e,

Pr., = (o.85fcr - 0.6fpre)À" from Table A2'l-

= [0.85 (s) - 0.6 (0.7) ] 144

= ss2 kips/píLe

From Tab1e 5.1, öa = O,Z

daPn = o'7 (5s2)

= 386 kips/pile

P*,y _ 274

daPn 386

= O.72

r.M = 1 (449) for 7r = 1

= 449 kip-in,zpile

No¡ninal area for 7/L6 ín. prestressing tendon fo, = 0.L15 in2

Mn = o'r7\sfpu from Table A2'4

= o.37 (I2) (6) (0.1I5) (2701

= e27 kip-in,/pile

Fron Tabl-e 5.2, {. = 0.9

CmMn = O.9 (827)

= 744 kip-in/pile

"rmu 449

órür, 7 44

= 0.60

The point (0.60, 0.72) plots inside the lnteraction diagram

of Fig. 5.11. Thus the structural capacity is adequate.

\c}
l.J

¡ú

F
F.l

t¿
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APPENDIX 1

SECTION PROPERT¡ES OF
PIPE P¡LES

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE, STEEL.H AND

TABLE A1. I SECTION PROPERTIES
(After Hunt, 1979)

$t

9l l.
Sl& (l)

OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILES

SOUARE PRESTRESSED P¡LES

Âo
c;
U *s

GAUGE
.2010'

þpror. Hl¡. Effcctiva Strànds Pcr P{le sact{on
Aê¡. A. leight (2) Prc¡tresr ¿oduìus

fo¡cc (3) otùÈtcr (4)
1n,¿ lb./lin. ft. tipe 7/16-tn. l/z-in. in.r

4 ì6t
528ß
6 45'
I 683

t0 972

ì2 1333

15 I 775

ì8 2304

ì0 ì26ì

ì ì ì64t
t2 2097

SPIRAL

PcrlEte¡

ln.

q)

48

56

6a

72

80

¿8

96

80

96

D.ilgr 8..r1¡9 C¡p¡cltt
ton¡ (5)

Concretc StÊngth, psi
5000 c000

73 90

ì0s 129

143 I 76

187 ?29

237 290

292 3s8

354 1J3

42t 5ì6

223 213

256 3ì4

29ì 357

l0 ìq)
l¿ 144

ì{ 196
' 16 225

tB 324

20 400

22 4U

z4 5t6
20 ilc 305

22 HC 351

¿4 hc 399

t05

t50

¿05

265

335

415

505

600

320

365

4ì5

70

ì0t
ì37

t79

2æ

339

403

2t1
246

2?9

4

6

lt
ì3
ì6

z0

23

t3

l4
l6

OCTAGONAL PRESTRESSED PILES

58

83

ìì3
ì18
t68

232

2Cì

334

ì65

ìû8
210

44ì0933
5 1 ì89 4{)

75æ0¡6
974{853

ìl 8 638 60
'14 l0 e76 66

t6 t2 ìt6é 73

ì9 ì5 t5l3 æ
ì08æ466
lr 8 t038 73

l¿ 9 1306 80

6ì 74

87 107

lì8 l{5
155 ì90

t96 ¿{0

242 296

293 359

3a8 427

i2 2ìr
196 ?{0

2ì9 269

N O T E S: (For both squ!¡? rnd octegonrl p¡lcs)

¡OTEST lFo. both qq.'c.d ctFn¡l pil.r)

(1l voÉr¡^æ",22 rnd24 dir.r..hollow<oÉ(HC¡lil.r¡rêll', 13" {5t o.5¡9nb...iñqcææIvbdoñ5.m.ñd6,mÊ¡coftrctc¡ñd¡n
¡nd 15 dina... ..Srivcly, provìd'ñg . ñinimuñ 4N" w¡ll rh'ckôãr, .[owùt. unit ¡rr.tr on thc lutt ¡ærioñ ot 0.33 t c . 0,27 lcc. ú..c lc.

{2} W.igñß bd oñ l9 lb. Fr csbk loot ol rqsl.r conc..l.. ir rh. sGrêt. ¡trcr! rô thc Þ¡h du. ro Þ16r.r!ñ9, .fr.r .ll lot*3- Thæ
f3t Miôimum .ltdiv. Þr6t.s brc. bd on unil Þr.ttr.Í ol 7æ øi ¡ft.¡ &r¡¡ô9 c¡Firy v.luc¡ m¡v E ift¡.¡d if highcr rr6lh <oñcr.r. L

lort.r, ud.
{41 A¡d o¡ 7/16 .ñd l/2 in. 270 GrÉc nr.ß.r.|¡rd rtr.d '(h .n ulri 16l Ci.culrr o¡l.t ot lhc DmG di¡nct.. ñ¡y È u€ wih Eqin..,! ¡po'or.L

m.r.rt.rrñol3l.m¡d4l.mlb.ft¡rr¡v!¡y. ll2SGrd.r..rr l7l O.r¡il¡ r. tñ Prer..¡*d ftftr.r. ln(isr. r¡d.rd. which g¡v.t
..li.rd o. lo*.r.l.r¡rion tÍmd ir sd. rh. nqmb.. ol ¡rñ¡ È. p¡lc morc iñlom.tioô,
údld F mditid iñ @nlorñ.æ. *ilh ¡rrhd m¡nufætur..1 &rign
¡nlorñdioñ ro 9iv. rhc lo.cc lûrd ¡ñ rh. lourh êol!ññ,

Ptl. Ap9rox. xfñ. Effectlv. Str.ñds Per Plle S.ctlm 0.si9n 8.¡riñ9 C.pàctty
Slrê (l) Ar¡, A. rclght (?) PrêstEs3 tloduìus PêrlÊt.r t65 (5)
(dlú.) Forcc (3) oiànêþr (1) - Cdcrcte Stængti. prl

in, la,¿ ìÞ./lli. ft. ktp3 7116-l^.112-1^. in.r ln. 5000 6000

l0 83

¡2 ì19

ìt 162

ì6 212

¡8 268

20 33t

22 4Ðl

24 alt
z0 ¿c 2É
¿2 HC 268

24 HC 3m

85

125

r70

220

280

345

t2q

495

215

2ú
315
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TABLE A1.2 SECTION
(lfÈer

plnt 2

PROPERTIES OF STEEL - H PILES
PiIe Buck Annual, 1988)

FFt STANDARD H.PILES

DIMENSIONS AND PROPERTIES FOR DESIGNING

Alla
A

Depllrì
dl

tlange
Weö
fhict
íess
hr

Scclior Proprdic¡

widlh
b¡

ness
tt

Ar¡s X-I Ari¡ Y-Y

I s l s l

lÈl tr tn. lÀ fù lÊ' lÀt ¡r h. ¡r¡ tr.

HPI¡arll7
r l02
x80
¡73

lPl3 x l(x)
x87
x73
r80

HPt2 ¡ &l
t71
r83
¡53

lfIO ¡ 57
t12

HPe ¡ 36

34.a

30.o

2g.r

21.1

21t.1

2s.5

2r.6
r t.5

2..C

2r.8
t8.¡¡

r 5.5

r6.8
12.4

r0.6

t ¡¡.21

l¿a.Ol

r3.83
r3.6r

r3.f5
r 2.95

t2.f 5
12.5¡¡

12.28

r 2.r3
I t.0a
r !.7a

9.9Ð

9.70

8.o2

t4.645
i¡1.785

1,4.695

r a.585

r3.205
r3 r05
r3.qt5
r2.9@

r 2.295

r2.2r5
t2.t25
l2.O¡15

r0,225
ro.075

8.155

o.8{r5

o.7(xt

0.615

o.505

o.765
o.065

o.5ß5

o..0{)

o.685
o.8ro
o.5r5
o..35

o.565
o.420

O.¡aas

o.805

o.705

0-61 5

o.506

o.705

0.665

o.565

o.a80

o.6€s
0.60s

o.5r 5

o..35

o.sô5

o.ar 5

O..a.a5

t22o
r06¡,
0o.
fæ

EA€

r35
6:10

txt

eso
5ße
172

3e3

29a

2ro

tr9

r.t2
r50
r3r
rôt

r35
rt7
9€¡
to3

r(F
e3.ô

tet
õa.t

5t.ô
a3..

2t.t

5.96

5.e 2

5.åA

5.t.4

5..9
5..5
3.ao

s.3ó

5.ra
5.r r

5.OG

5.O3

a.r6
a.t 3

3.36

aa3
3ro
32ô
2tr

29a

?50
¡o7
r05

2r3
rta
ró¡
t2f

t0l
f t.l

ao.3

qo5

5l.a
a..l
3s.ó

a¡r.5

3t.r
3r.9
23.5

3a.6

30.a

2t.3
?l.l

t9.t
11.2

0.8€

2.Ua

?.Ò?

2.ta
2.æ

2..ó
A.¡¡r

r.95

3.s9
3.56

3.53

3..0

3.t6

l3r3
I 3.rO

l¡.or

l{omkid r-
Wclght I

, 9¡r Fl, _!-
ar

Compãcl Slrllon Crlt¿ilr
rg
nl

Phlüc
torluln

'Ï

Suú¡cr
lrat

br

ã,t

È
ú
t.

F",t Í"1
J cÜ

Ë. lû t.¡, ¡d t.¡ ¡r' å. 5l ¡l ttrir

ttt
r02
6g
t3

ræ
à7

t3
60

6a
it
ca
53

5t
12

s

a.(þ
3.et
3.9.
3.S

3.lta

s.5r
3.¡rt
3..3

3.29

3.2C

ir.23

3.20

2.ta
à,óe

2.r8

r.t9
t.3a
r.53
r.r5

r.30
r.a¡
t.ra

':'
r.a6
r.à¡
r.9i
2.23

r.73

2.2a

z.2t

r t.t
t3.t

9,1

t2.o

0.2

9.3
io.s
n.ô
I ¡4.,4

ò.c

9.9

r r.5
i i.o

Ò.0

r0.O

a9a
3t.
?96
203

56t
.31
3r¡
2t5

szi
a2r
303
220

5t6
7ì.

so.3

ti.l
ro.9
22s
àt.o

tl.2
rg.5
22.4

21.3

i r.c
eo.o

23.2

2r.t

tf.f
23..

t8.O

daa

aaa

i.t

aaa

¿.d

ir¡

¡ir

G.25

¡.! ¿

2.Sa

,39

..?.
?,ea
t.ül
t.¡à

r.9t
O.ôr

o.tt

t,02
3..O

3.to
2j0r

t¡e@
rqîó
rau
rræ
r rtoo
e.to
ria.t
aoao

ttto
attg
.¡oo
.60

22.O
| 5¡rO

3rô

rea
lae
t¡¡a
rrt

r3¡
r¡r
Iro
too

riþ
r6
ta¡
t..o

aa.r
¡¡t.t

t:t.r

ot.a
rta
al.,
3aa

taG
Jó.7
.tt
r.o

¡ò.¿
at.a
!at
câ.2

æ¡
2rl
rt.2

t.! r
t.6
t.0r
a.da

a3a
a.til
a.2a
a.rt

¡.'.
t.ar
i6
5å?

r.cr
..t¡

t.e2

Normal Material Specifications: ASTM 436, A,STM A572 and ASTM Â690 * * * The lheorètrcal maximum yisld slress exc€€ds 65 ksi

Structural properties are g¡ven for use when H-piles are ut¡lized as rakers' vÙales or
as other structural members. See "Manual of Sleel Construclion," Amèr¡can lnst¡lule
of Steel Conslruct¡on. lor definitions of terms.



DRIVEN PILES

TABLE AI.3

The following charts list the dimensions and physical properties of some of the more commonly used sizesof Pipe Piling.

PIPE PILES
Dimensions and Properties br Designlng

(After Pile Buck Inc., 1988)

Material Specificat¡ons - ASTM 4252

' The External Collapse lndex is a nondimensional function of the
diameter to wall thickness rat¡on and is for general guidance only.
ïh€ h¡gher th€ number, the greater ¡s th€ ros¡starrce to collapse.

0clgnatlor
¡nd

0rbld:
0l¡melar

W.ll Ana
A

l¡Uolght

Fool

Sællon Poprrllc¡
A'ta ol

h¡klc
C¡o¡¡- ln¡ldr

iiûiumÉ
Erbmd
ûo¡i¿¡ro

lndcrI s l Su¡facr A1!.

ln. ln. l¡2 th ln.r in.r ln. #*a ln.u rt3ltt
PP'O

)P t 0-3/4

.109

.120

.134

.141

.150

.164

.172
179

.188

.203

.219

.230

.250

. f09

.120

.125

.134

.14 r

.150

.156

.164

.172

.179

.188

.203

.2tg

.2æ

.250

.279

.307

.ul

.3e5

.438

.500

3.39
3.72
4.15
4.37

4.64
5.07
5.3r
5.52

5.80
6.25
6.73
7.06
7.66

3.64
4.01
4.17
4.47

4.70
5.00
5.19
5.45

5.72
5.94
6.24
6.73
7.25
7.00
8.25
9.rE

to.1
11.2
r t.9
11.2
10.1

1 1.51
r 2.66
14.12
14.85

1 5.78
t7.23
18.05
1 8.78

19.70
21.24
22.88
24.OO
26-03

12.39
13.62
14.18
1 5.19

15.98
16.98
17.65
t8.54

19.43
20.21
21 .21
22.87
2¡f.03
25.8a
28.(X
3r.20

91.21
38.23
¿tO.¡18

a8.21
9.71

41.4
45.5
50.5
53.1

56.3
6 r.3
64.1
66.6

69.8
750
80.5
84.3
91.1

51.6
s6.6
s8.9
63.O

66.1
70.2
72.9
76.4

80.0
83.1
87.0
93.6
r00
t05
1l¡l
r20

137
152
t0r
r89
212

8.28
L09

10.1
10.6

1 r.3
12.3
12.8
13.3

14.0
r 5.0
16. r
16.9
18.2

9.60
r0.5
1 1.0
117

12.3
13.1
r3.6
14.?

14.9
15.5
16.2
17.4
t8.7
r9.0
21.2
23.1

25.0
28.1
29.0
35.2
39.a

3.50
3.49
3.49
3.49

3.48
3.48
3.48
3.47

3.47
3.46
3.46
3.46
3.45

3.76
3.76
3.76
3.75

3.75
3.75
3.75
3.74

3.74
3.74
3.73
3.73
3.72
3.72
3.7r
3.70

3.89
3.08
3.ô7
3.05
3.63

2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62

2.62
2.62
2.62
262

2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62

2.81
2.81
2.81
2.81

2.81
2.81
2.8r
2.81

2.81
2.81
2.81
2.81
2.81
2.81
2.8r
2.81

2.81
2.81
2.81
2.81
2.81

75.2
74.8
74.4
74.2

73.9
73.5
73.2
73.0

72.7
72.3
71.8
71.5
70.9

87.1
86.8
86.6
86.3

86.1
8s.8
85.6
85.3

85.0
84.8
84.5
84.0
q¡.5
gt.2
82.5
81.6

80.7
79.s
18.e
70.6
71.7

.0193

.0192

.0191

.0f 91

.0190

.0189

.0188

.o188

.0187

.0186

.0185

.0184

.0182

.o221

.o221

.o220

.0219

.0219

.0218

.o217

.0216
.o2rõ
.ozt1
.o2t2
.02r0

.o224

.o223

.0223

.o222

.0208

.020õ

.oã)31

.ole7i

.ote2l

62
83

116
135

163
214
247
279

324
409
515
588
719

50
67
76
93

109
r31
148
172

1gfl
224
2AO
328
al.l
¿]80

605
741

951
r.180
r.320
r,800
2.380



TABLE A1.3 CONT'D

10E
ro8
108
107

t07
r00
r06
106

t05
r05
f04'
r03
102

123
123
122
'122
't22
122
121
121

't21
120
't20
119

119
118
117
r 15
115

114
113
't't2
111
108

148
148
147
147
147

146
146
146
145
145
144
144
143
142
141

139
138
135
134
133

.o274

.o271

.o273

.o272

.0247

.0264

.0201

.0317

.0318

.0315

.0314

.0313

.0313

.031 2

.0311

.o274

.o277

.o277

.o275

.0310

.0309

.0308

.o306

.0305

.0303

.0300

.o297

.0295

.o294

.0291

.0288

.0285

.o279

.0381

.0380

.0379

.0378

.0378

.o377

.0376

.0375

.0373

.0373

.o372

.0370

.0368

.0365
036 1

.0358

.0355

.0348

.0345
o34 1

7A
88

103
118

134
155
196
246

286
368
526
684
776

848
1.o10
1.170
1,350
1,760

42
49
59
66
77

B9
101
117
147
163
185
215
277
395
542

691
835

1.130
1.2E0
1.460

2ge
34¿l
4¡03
016
781

30
45
56
65

r0.98
r7.8ô
r8.98
20.73

21.73
22.@
23.72
25.58

27.55
28.9r
31.37
35.t7
38.9s

11.72
r6.85
t8.06
r8.90
20.19

'20.98
22.O4
23.1 1

24.O3
25.22
27 20
29.31

30.75
33.38
37.42
41.45
43.77

45.58
49:56
53.52
57.59
65.42

19.84
20.87
22.19
23.O7
24.23

25.40
26.42
27.73
29.91
30.93
32.23
33.82
36.71
41 .17
45.61

50.1 7
54.57
63.44
67.78
72.O9

87.9
9.2.1
98.0

r07

1t2
1r0
122
t3r

l¿tt
117
159
t78
r9E

86.5
98.8

too
rlt
118
122
128
13¿l

140
146
158
169

177
192
2',t4
236
244

258
279
300
321
362

140
147
157
r63
171

r79
186
r95
209
216
225
236
255
285
314

11.7
t5.a
re.3
r7.8

r8.o
t 9.¡l
20.3
21.8

23.1
21.4
26.s
29.6
32.6

r3.ô
15.5
16.0
17.1

18.5
19.2
20.1
21 1

21 9
230
247
266

278
30.1
336
370
39.0

40.5
43.8
47.1
504
56.7

20.0
21.1
224
23.2
21.4

25.5
265
27.8
299
309
32.2
33.7
365
40.7
44.9

t49.2

1.20
a.19
¿1.19
¡f.tg

¡1.18
a.l8
¿t.tB
1.17

1.17
¡l.lo
¡t.16
¿1. t ¡t
¿1.r3

a.17
¿1.¡fO

¿f.46

a.¡fo
446
4.45
445
4 4E-

4,45
4.44
4.44
443

4.43
4.42
4.41
440
4.39

439
4.38
4.37
4.36
4.33

4.90
4.90
4.90
4.89
4.89

489
4.89
488
4.88
4.88
4.87
487
4.86
4.85
4.84

4.83
4.42
4.80
4.79
17fJ

3.ta
3.1¡l
3.1¿l

3.1,1
3.1¡f
3,'l¿l
3.14

3. 1¡l
3.1¿l
3.14
3.1¿l
3.14

3.34
3.34
3.34
3.34

3.34
3.34
3.34
3.34

3.34
334
3.34
334
3.34

3.34
3.34
3.34
334
334

3.67
3.67
3.67
3.67
3.67

3.67
3.67
367
367
367
3.67
3.67
367
3.67
3.67

367
367
3.67
367
3.67

.13¡l

.t¿ll

.150

.f 0¡l

.1f2

.r79

.188
.?03

.219

.230

.250

.281

.312

.r09

.1 25

.t34

.tal

.150

.156

. 164

.172

.179

.r88

.203

.219

.230

.250

.281

.312
.330

.344

.375

.406
438
.500

. 134

.141

.150

.156

.164

172
.r79
.r88
.203
.210
.219
.230
.2s0
.281
.312

.344

.375

.438

.469

.500

5.(þ
5.25
5.58
0.ro

9.30
6.85
0.98
7.52

8.r f
8.so
9.23

10.3
r r.5

¡1.33
¡t.96
5.31
5.59
5.94
6.17
6.48
6.80

7.O7
7.42
8.00
3.62

9.05
9.82

1 1.0
12.2
12.9

13.4
14.6
15.7
16.9
19.2

5.84
6.14
6.53
6.78
7.13

7.47
7.77
8. r6
8.80
9.10
9.48
9.95

10.8
't2.1
13.4

14.8
16 1

187
199
21 .2
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The Exlernal Collapse lndex is a non{¡mensional function of the
diameter to wall th¡ckness ration and is lor general guidance only
The hilher the number, the greater is the resistance to collapse.
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DRIVEN PILES

TABLE AI.3 CONTID

0G.lgn.üor
rú

0ut¡dc
0hmrLr

Wrll Alr!
A

Wtlghl
9rt
Foot

Sælion ProgGrllr¡
AG. d
Ertrlor
Sulåcr

hdrlc
Cm¡¡- hdd. En!m¡l

ColhF
hdr¡s l llrr

In. ln. hZ lb. ¡"4 ¡"3 ln. rfrn h.2 Él¡n
PFl6 .l3¡t

.1¿l I

.150

.150

.104

.172

.179

.r88

.203

.219

.230

.250

.281

.312

.34¿f

.375

.438

.¿169

.500

6.68
7.O2
7.47
7.76

8.r6
QÊß

8.90
9.3.1

10.1

10.9
r 1.4
12.4
13.9
15.4

16.9
18.4
21.4
22.5
24.3

22.71
23.88
25.39
20.40

27.71
t(l ôa
30.25
31.75
34.25

36.91
38.74
42.O5
17.17
52.27

57.52
62.s8
72.80
77.79
82.77

210
221
235
244

256
tae
278
252
314

338
354
384
129
473

519
562
649
691
732

26.3
27.6
29.3
30.5

32.O
eec
34.8
36.5
39.3

42.3
44.3
48.0
53.6
59.2

64.8
70.3
81.1
86.3
91.5

.6
5.61
5.60
5.60

5.59
5.59
5.59

5.58
5.s8
5.57
5.56
5.55

5.54
5.53
5.50
5.¡19
5.48

15

5.60
5.60

4.r9
4.r9
4.19
4.19

4.19
t1õ

4. r9
4.19
4.19

4.19
4.19
4.t9
¡{.19
¿1.19

4.19
4.19
4.19
4.19
4.19

194
r94
194
r93

r93
rôâ
192
192
19r

190
190
189
187
186

184
r83
180
178
177

.uÐ9u

.O¡t99

.0498

.O¡197

.0¡t96
^ 

¡ôc

.0494

.O¡193

.O.l9t

.0a89

.0488
p48s
.048r
.0478

.o471

.0470

.0462

.0458

.O¡t55

¿ó
33
39
41

52

67
t8
98

124
r44
185
264
362

487
617
871

r.000
r.130

' The Extemal Collapse lndex is a nondimensional function of the Mater¡at Spec¡fications - ASTM 4252
diameter to wall th¡ckness ration and is for general guidance only.
The hþher the numb€r, the greater ¡s the resistiance to clllapse.
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APPENDIX 2

AXIAL AND MOMENT CAPACITIES OF PILES

ÀXIÀL ÀND },ÍOMENT CÀPÀCITIES OF PTI,ES

In this section, methods of estimatÍng the structural

axial and moment capacities of piles are discussed.

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILES

t) [Pn]

The value of the axial structural capacity, [Pn], can be

estimated using the expressj.ons in Table À2.1 for a pile of

known concrete cornpressive strength, effective prestress and

cross-sectional area. Section properties of some coÌlmon

prestressed concrete piles are found in Àppendix 1.

2) lMnl

The nominal moment capacity, [Mr.,] varies depending on (i)

the geometry of the section, (ii) the concrete compressive

strength and (iii) the fevel of prestress (which can be

thought of as a type of axial load). Hovever for pile lengths

betr{een 40 and I4O ft, the tendons are stressed typically

between 7OO and 12OO psi (Pile Buck Annual, 1988). lypica)-

concrete compressive strengths for prestressed concrete pi)-es

vary betr,reen 5OOO and 8000 psi. The PCI Design Handbook

(19s5) contains expressions for the ultirnate rno¡nent capacity

that assune a certain prestress level and concrete strength'

these have been tabulated for different shapes in Table A2'4'

À comparison beloü/ shoh¡s that the maximum difference bett een

the ulti¡nate moment capacities from a

Fe Pomeroy) and the Pcf equations is

for the fotlovring square sections.

o in square
2 in square
4 in square
6 in square
I in square

CALCULÀTED USING
PCI EQUATTON TN
TABLE 42.4 VTTTH

ó¡n = o.e (kip-ft)

The prestressing tendons in prestressed concrete piles

are usually made of Grade 27o steel with a diameter of either

7/L6 ín. (nominal area = 0.115 in2.) or I/2 in. (nominal area

= 0.153 itr2.).

PRECAST CONCRETE PILES

1) [Pn]

The axial capaeity, [Pn], can be deÈernined fron the

second equation in Table 42.1. The capacity depends on the

cornpressj,ve strength of concrete, the yield strength of steel,

the area of concrete and the area of steeÌ.

2) [Mn]

The nominal moment capacity, [Mn] is a function of (i)

the shape of the cross section, (ii) the percentage of stee1,

(iii) the reinforcement layout, (iv) the concrete compressive

pÍIe manufacturer (Santa

not more than about 20å

34
62
96

L47
206

FROM SÀNTÀ FE
POI4EROY CHÀRTS

(kiÉ-ft)

\Ó
æ

29
55
a7

1,42
t9I

I DIFFERENCE

L7
l_3
l-o

4
4

¡ú

F
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strength and (v) the pile dirnensions. No general expression

exists for the ultinate moment capacity for precast concrete

piles. À table of dimensionless ultirnate rnoment capacities is
provided for various precast shapes and percentage area of

steel (Table À'2.5). The li¡nitation of this table is that the

yield strength of steelr fy¡ must be approximately 10 tines

the cornpressive strength of the concrete, fsr.

STEEL PTLES

the type of steel piles referred to in this section are H

piles and pipe piles (without concrete fill). According to
Davisson et al. (L983), rropen-end pipe piles are seldom used

in bridge foundation applicationsrt. Pipe sectlons, vith
superior coLumn charcteristics, are advantageous rühen piles
have free-standÍng portions. Otherwise, according to Davisson

et al., steel-H piles are preferred because they are nore

cost-effective. Sectional properties of both steel-H and pipe

piles can be found in Appendix 1.

1) [Pn]

the axlal structural capacity in both steel--H piles and

pipe piles is simply the product of the yield stress of steel

and the cross-sectional steel area (Table À2.t).

2) [Mn]

The norninal- moment capacity is the product ót ttre yield
strength of steel and its plastlc section modulus, zp.

TIMBER PTLES

In the United states, Southern Plne ls usually used in
the eastern half of the country while Douglas Fir j.s ¡rore

prominent in the rvestern part (Forest Products Laboratory,

1989). Factors that lnfluence tl¡nber strength lnclude (1)

noisture, (ii) te¡nperatur,e (treatment process), (Íil) durat,ion

of loading and (iv) wood irnperfection features euch as knots,

slope of grain, shakes, checks and spllts (Davisson et a1.,
le83).

1) [Pn]

the axial capacity is the product of the 5t exclusion

Iinit in conpression paraiLlel to graln for green clear q¡ood

specirnens (Sc) obtained from Table À2.2, the area of the plte
(À¡) and a factor accounting for the treatnent condltioning of
the ti¡nber pile (k.) obtaíned from Table À2.3 (Davlsson et
a1., 1983) i.e.

Pn=kcÀtSc

U
F
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2) [un]

SirniÌarly, the nominal moment capacity of wood piles is

the product of the 58 exclusion Ii¡nit for moduÌus of rupture

of green small clear wood specimens (Sp) (Îable À2.2), the

elastic section modulus of the pile (Ze) and a treatment

conditioning factor (k5) obtained fron Table 42.6 (Davisson et

al., 1983).

Mn=kbZeSb

If the pile dianeter is greater than 12 inches, the expression

above has to be rnultiplied by llz/Dl 1/9 where D is the

dia¡neter in inches.

TÀBLE À2.1 Expressions for Nomlnal Axial structural capacity,
lPnl, of Piles ln the Absence of Bending Moments
(After PCI, 1985 and Davisson et al., 1983)

PILE TYPE

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

PRECÀST CONCRETE

SI¡EEL-H PILES

STEEL PIPE PILES

TIMBER

Pn

(0.85fc' - 0.6fpre)Àc

o.85fcrÀc + fyÀy

fyÀy

fyAy

ksSsÀ¡

fct = 28 day concrete cyLinder strength
fu, = yield stress of steel

frltå = effective prestress in the concrete-Àc = cross-sectional area of concrete
Àv = cross-sectional area of steel
Ai = cross-sectional area of timber
så = st exclusion lI¡nit in conpression parallel to

grain for green 6¡na11 clear wood specimens
(see TabLe À2.2)

kc = factor to account for the treat¡nent condi.tion- of the timber pite and vthere along the pile
the ulti¡nate axial load is desired (see Table
A2.3 )
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TÀBLE À2.2 5t Exclusion values for compression Parallel to
Grain and llodulus of Rupture for Timber PíIes
(After Davisson et al., 1983)

DOUGIJAS

FIR

COAST

TNTERTOR WEST

INTERTOR NORTH

TNTERIOR SOUTH

LOBLOLLY

LONGLEÀF

SHORÎLEAF

stÀsH

COÎ4PRESSION PÀRÀLLEL
To GRAIN (psi)

sc

SOUTHERN

PTNE

2577

2558

2479

2308

2504

3 158

2599

2923

MODULUS OF
RUPTURE (psi

S5

TÀBLE À2.3 kc Factor to Àccount for the Treatment Condition
oi Ti¡nber Piles v¡hen calculating the Axial
Cornpressive strength Parallel to Grain (After
Davisson et al., 1983)

TABLE À2.4 Expressions
of Piles in

LOCATTON

5499

553 I

5525

5290

5325

63 91

55 15

683 I

PTLE
LENGTH

Pil,e
Butt

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
(after PCI Design
Handbook, 1985)

Untreated or
Air-Seasoned

ÀIT
Lengths

for the Nominal
the Àbsence of

Pile

Tips

PRECÀSÎ CONCRETE

STEEL H.PILES

STEEL PIPE PILES

¡IMBER PILES

ñDE l ñVÉrtñ 
^^ttñîm1^11ît1d

< 50ft.
> 50ft.

0.534

Mn

Moment Capacity, [Mn],
Àxial Loads

Kiln
Dried

0.37DÀDsfÞu - solid square Piles
0.32DÀ;;f;u, - eoltd clrcular and

octagonal Plles
o.38DAþsfÞ¡¡ - hollów squãre piles
o.34DA;¡f;¡ - ho).Low circular and

octagonal plles

see Table À2.5

fyzp

ty¿p

k5S¡Zs

o.473

o .442

Boulton
Process

o.473 o.457

Steamed

o.427

0.396

o.4L2

0.366

0.396

fnu = uttimate strength of the tendons In prestressed
^ concrete piles

5il

D
Àos

Le
zD
kl

0.366

0.335

= yÍeld stress of steel
= 5t exclusion val-ue for the modulus of rupture of

ti¡nber piles (see Tabl-e 42.2)
= pile r¡idth or diameter
= ñominal area of prestressing tendons
= elastic section nodulus of timber plles
= plastic section moduLus of steel plles
= factor to account for the treatment conditioning

of the timber pile and where al.ong the plle tle
uLtimate mo¡nenÈ capaclty is required (see Table
À2.6)
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TÀBLE À2.5 Nominal Moment Capacity' F,lÌnl, for Precast
concrete Piles. chart Àpplieis to any Va1ue
of fqr and fy provided fy : IOfct.

RÀIIO OF AREA OF
STEEL TO GROSS
CROSS-SECTIONAL
ÀREA

0. 01

o.02

0. 03

0. 04

0. 05

0. o6

0. 07

0. 08

Ë],,'lE

!fn

0. 043

o.074

0. 106

0.137

o.L67

0. r94

o.226

o.254

at

TABLE À2.6 k5 Faator to Account for-the Treatment Condition
of limber'PileE r{then CalculatinE the No¡ninal
lifoment Capacity (After Davisson,et aL.,, 1983)

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

0

o37

074

102

L20

139

L57

L76

193

I,oCATION

0.6D

037

o67

088

107

126

L44

161

176

rc

iv=
Ag=

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pile
Butt

28 day concrete cylinder strength
yield stress of steel
pile width or diarneter
gross cross-sectional area of concrete

PIIJE
LENGTH

Pile
Tips

À11
Lengths

Untreated or
Air-Seasoned

TREAT¡tÍENT " CONDÍ ÎIONING

50ft

50ft

0.490

Kiln
Dried

0.448

0.378

0.448

Boulton
ProcesÊ

o
l.r)

0.406

0.350

o.420

Steamed

o.374

o.322

0.364

0.336

0.280

¡6
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APPENDIX 3

CORRELATIONS FOR ESTIMATING THE FRICTION ANGLE OF SANDS
FROM SPT BLOW.COUNTS AND CONE RESISTANCE
CORRELÀTTONS FOR ESTTMÀTTNG THE FRICTTON ANGLE OF SÀNDS FROM

SPT BLOW COT'NT ÀND CONE RESISTÀNCE

The friction angle of sands is usually not neasured in the

laboratory because it is virtually inpossible to obtain

undisturbed samples for testing. The friction angle of sands

can instead be correlated to the blow-counts from the standard

penetration test (sPT) or the cone resLstance fron a cone

penetration test (CPT).

SPT CORR.EI,AIION

Peck et aI. (1.974) deveJ.oped the relationshlp between the

frlctlon angle of Êand and the corrected SPT-N value that is

shown in Fig. À3.1. the SPT-N values shown on the horizontal

axis l-n this flgrure are corrected to eli¡oinate the influence

of the overburden pressure at the depth nhere the penetratlon

test is perforned. This is achieved using a correction factor

(c¡) which relates the SPT-N value neasured at a given

overburden pressure to the value corresponding to an

overburden pressure of I iuon/flc2. Peck, Hansen and Thornburn

(1974) expressed the value of this correction factor in the

following for¡il:

cN = o.771oq¡g(2o/oytl

uhere øvr = vertical effective stress in tons/ft2

450

4oo

9' 350

300

25"1
0

Figrure A3.l
Àpproxinate relatlonship between thefriction angle of gand änd the spT-Ny?lue (Àfter pect Haneen and Tlrornburn,
L974'
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450

4oo

9' 350

300

25't
0

Figrure À3.I

Àpproxinate relationship between the
fricÈion angle of sand and the SPT-N
value (Àfter Peck.Hansen and Thornburn,
Le7 4)

10 20 30 40

N

50

the corrected value of N (Ncor¡) is calculated by nultiplying

the rneasured value of N by the correction factor:

60

Ncorr = CN N

where Ncorr = corrected SPT-N value

N = neasured SPT-N value

CPT CORREI,ÀTION

Durgrunogfu and Mitchell (1975) developed a correLatLon

betvreen the friction angle of sands and the cone resistance,

9c, as shown in Fí9. À3.2.

The biggest drawback of the cone penetration test is that

no sample is obtained. The test is best- used 1n conjuncÈion

with conventional dri[ing and sanpling operations ¡¡here

sarnples are obtained that can be used for classLficatlon. It

is also possible to establish a rough idea of soil tlpe based

on the relationship of friction ratio (FR) and cone resistanée

(qc), and various enpirical correlations have been established

for this purpose. Campanella and Robertson (1983) developed

Fig. À3.3 for this purpose. This diagran can be used to

supplenent conventional classificatj.ons based on sa¡nples.
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APPENDIX 4

ECCENTRICITY FACTORS FOR DRIVEN PILES

ECCENTRTCITY FÀCTORS FOR DRIVEN PÏLES

The bases for recommending the eccentricity factors in

Table 4.1 for prestressed concrete, precast concrete, steeL-

H, steel pipe and tirnber piles are described in this

appendix.

The eccentricity factors for precast and prestressed

concrete piles are simiÌar to those recorn¡nended by ÀÀSHTo.

The eccentricity factor for timber piles in Table 4.1 (0.82)

is the value reco¡nmended by Davisson (1983). In the case of

steel-H piles and steel pipe pi).es, the values shown in

Table 4.1 are derived based on Davisson's (L983)

recomnendations .

Steel-H Piles

The moment-thrust interaction curves recommended by

Davisson (1983) for steel-H piles along the weak axes are

shown as solid lines in Fig. À4.1. The nor¡nalized load-

moment interaction diagrarn of Fig. 5.12 reflects a load-

moment curve that is intermediate betvreen an elastic secti-on

and a plastic section, as indicated by the dashed line in
Fig. À1.i. Therefore, the value of eccentricity factor

reconmended for steel-H pites (0.78) is in between those for

the elastic section (0.?0) and the plastic section (0.89).

O.89Py
O.7BPy
Fully Plostic

Eloslic

Me=

"p

D=-v

Me Mp s l.53Me

'-H{'

oo\

nominal- structural moment capacity of a pile that
behaves elastically
nominal structural moment capacity of a pite that
behaves plasticatly

axial structural capacj-ty

Figure À4.1 Load-lttoment fnteraction Curve for Steel-H Piles
Àlong the weak Àxis (Àfter Davisson' 1983)
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Steel Pipe Piles

The monent-thrust interactÍon curve recornmended by

Davisson (1983) for steeL pipe piles is shown as a soLid

line in Fig. À4.2. For this curve, the eccentricity factor.

is 0.91. The nornalized ]oad-mo¡nent interaction diagram for
steeL pipe piles in Fig. 5.13 is derived by approximating

the straight dashed line in Fig. Àa.2,to be the load-moment

curve. This is the basis for seLecting an eccentricty

factor of 0.87 for steel pipe piles.

t.o

o.9l

o.8

o.6

P/Py

o.4

M/Mp

nominal structuraL moment capacity of a pi.le that
behaves plastically

axial structural capacity

bending moment.

axial load

Mp=

o.2

D^v
M

P

o4

Figure À4.2 Load-Monent Interaction Curve for Steel-Þipe
Piles (After Davisson, 1983)
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

Retaining walls are used to retain soil and water in order

to maintain an abrupt change in elevation. Abutments are a
particular type of retaining wall that support the ends of bridge

superstructures. This engineering manual provides guidelines for
the design of retaining walls and bridge abutments founded on

spread footings, driven piles, or drilled shafts.

Both conventional allowable stress design (ASD) procedure

and Load Factor Design (LFD) procedures are presented in this

manual.

A discussion of various types of retaining walls and abutments

is presented in Chapter 2. Design considerations and forces on

retaining walls are discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Chap-

ter 5 deals with design requirements with regard to stability and

structural failure.
Design examples are presented in Chapter 6 to illustrate appli-

cation ofthe new load factor design method for various types of
retaining walls and bridge abutments'



RETAINING WALLS AND ABUTMENTS

CHAPTER 2

TYPES OF RETAINING WALLS AND ABUTMENTS

2.1 TYPES OF RETAINING WALLS

Retaining walls can be divided into two major categories:
conventional retaining walls and alternative, or innovative, types
of retaining walls. Conventional retaining walls, such as gravity
walls and reinforced concrete walls, have a long history ofsuc-
cessful use. During the last two decades, many types of innova-
tive retaining walls have emerged.

2.1.1 Conventional Retaining Wal¡s

Conventional retaining walls can be subdivided into two prin-
cipal types: gravity walls and c¿ntilever walls. Gravity walls
(Figure 2.1(a)) rely on the mass of wall and the force of gravity
to resist the forces exerted by the retained earth and water behind
the wall. Cantilever walls (Figure 2.1(b) resist the forces exerted
on them by flexural strength. They consist ofa wall stem, a toe,
a heel, and possibly a shear key. Counterfort and buttressed
reinforced concrete walls (Figure 2.2)have been used when the
heights of the walls arelarge, and cantilever walls are not eco-
nomical.

(a) Counterfort Wall

(b) Buttress Well

Figure 2.2. Counterþrt and buttress retaining walls.

2.1.2 Alternative Retaining Walls

A number of types of alternative retaining walls have been
developed in recent years.

Munfakh (1990) classihes the alternative retaining walls into
two major categories: (1) walls retaining fill and (2) walls sup-
porting excavations.

The first category of alternative walls inclqdes embankment-
type mechanically stabilized walls (examples are VSL retained
earth, geotextile walls, geogrid walls, and welded wire walls) and
modular gravity walls (examples are Criblock walls, Doublewals,
gabion walls, and Evergreen walls). Some of these mechanically
stabilized earth walls and a precast concrete modular gravity
wall are shown in Figure 2.3.

The second category ofalternative walls are those that support
excavations (examples are soil nailing, reticulated micro piles,
soil doweling, sheet piles, soldier piles, secant piles, and drilled
shaft walls).

2.2 TYPES OF ABUTMENTS

A proposed revision to the AASHTO bridge specifications
(D'Appolonia, 1989) divides abutments into four types: stub
abutments, partial depth abutments, full depth abutments, and
integral abutments.

Peck et at. (197 4) classily bridge abutments in a different way:
gravity abutments, U abutments, spill-through abutments, and
pile-bent abutments. A gravity abutment with wing walls (Figure

tt7

(a) Gravity Retaining Wall

(b) Cantilever Retaining Wall

Figure 2. 1. Typical gravity and cantilever retaining wall.
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2.4(a)) is an abutment which consists of a bridge seat, wingwalls,
backwall, and footing. A U-abutment @gure 2.a@)) is an abut-
ment whose wingwalls are perpendicular to the bridge seat. The
spill-through abutment (Figure 2.4(c)) consists of a beam which
supports the bridge seat, two or more columns supporting the
beam, and a footing supporting the columns. The columns are
embedded up to the bottom of the beam in the fill which extends
on its natural slope in front of the abutment. The pile-bent
abutment with stub wings (Figure 2.4(d) is another type of spill-
through abutment, in which a row of driven piles supports the
beam.

2.3 SELECTION OF RETAINING WALLS AND
ABUTMENTS

Selection of the most suitable type of retaining wall or abut-
ment should be based on a number of considerations, including:
(l) construction and maintenance cosq (2) cut or fill earthwork
situation; (3) traffic maintenance during construction; (4) con-
struction period; (5) safety ofconstruction workers; (6) availabil-
ity and cost of backflrll material; (7) superstructure depth; (8)
size ofwall; (9) horizontal and vertical alignment changes; (10)
area of excavation; (11) aesthetics and similarity to adjacent
structures; (12) previous experience with the type of wall or
abutment being considered; (13) ease of access for inspection
and maintenance; (14) anticipated life, loading conditions, and
acceptability of deformations.

Munfakh (1990) and Schnore (1990) have discussed the advan-
tages and disadvantages ofvarious types ofwalls and abutments.
They present decision matrices that include many of the forego-

(ø) Typiel $avity abutmcnt with wing
wallr. (å) U abutmcnt. (c) Spill-through abutrent. (/) Pilc-bcnt abutmnt
with rtub wingr.

Figure 2.4. Various types of abutments. (From Peck et al., 1974)

ing factors. These tables can be very helpful in selecting the
proper wall or abutment for particular site conditions.

Eack wa//

CHAPTER 3

GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 GENERAL

This chapter discusses the considerations involved in design
of retaining walls and abutments, including design methods,
loads and load combinations, safety factors, load factors and
performance factors, tolerable movements, and other design con-
siderations.

3.2 DESIGN METHODS

The last three decades have seen a trend away from allowable
stress design (ASD) that incorporates factors of safety toward
strength design methods that incorporate limit state and reliabil-
ity concepts. Examples of strength design procedures are load
factor design (LFD), and load and resist¿nce factor design
(LRFD). The current AASHTO bridge specifications make use

of LFD as an alternative method for the design of superstruc-
tures. In the near future, it is anticipated that the AASHTO

specihcations will introduce the LFD method for foundation
design, so that engineers may use the same philosophy for design
of foundations that is used for the superstructure.

3.2.1 Llmit States

If retaining walls and abutments fail to satisfy their intended
design functions, they are considered to reach "limit states".
Limit states can be categorized into two types: ultimate or
strength limit states and serviceability limit st¿tes.

A retaining wall reaches an ultimate limit state when the
strength of at least one of its components is fully mobilized or
when the structure becomes unstable. In this ultimate limit state
a retaining wall may experience serious distress and structural
damage, both local and global. In addition, various failure modes
in the soil that supports the wall can also be identified. These
are also called ultimate limit states; they include bearing capacity
failure, sliding, overturning, and overall instability.
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The design loads are obtained by multþlying the normally
expected values, called "nominal" loads, by load factors typically
larger than unity. The.design strengths or resist¿nces are calcu-
lated by multiplying nominal strengths by resistance factors that
have values smaller than unity. For an acceptable design, the
factored resistance has to be greater than or equal to the strength
demand resulting from the factored design loads for a particular
limit state. A mathematical statement of LFD is given as:

öq > effecrof )y¡e¡ (3.2.3. r)

OR

where þ : performance factor, \ : nominal resistance, 7¡ :
load factor for load component i, and Q¡ : load component i.

In LFD the values of the load and performance factors are
based on semiquantitative considerations of probabilities, judg-
ment, and previous experience with other design methods.

3.2.4 Load and Reslstance Factor Deslgn (LRFD)

Load and resistance factor design is also a strength design
method and has the same design format as LFD (Eq. 3.2.3.1).
However, the manner in which load and resistance factors are
derived is different. LRFD formally uses reliability theory.
Loads and resistances are considered as random variables, and

are represented by their means and standard deviations. The
load and resistance factors used in LRFD depend on the value
of the safety index, which is directly related to probability of
failure. The safety index is chosen such that the probability of
failure of a structure or foundation is small. Probability density
functions for load and resistance are shown in Figure 3.1, and
the relationship between safety index and probability offailure
is presented in Figure 3.2.

Ro Rel¡ab¡lity
Boundary

!i

where

Q : Lo.ad

R: Rssislance

õ : Mean of Load

R : Mean of Resistance

Figure 3.1. Probability density functions þr load and resistance.

A retaining wall experiences a serviceability limit state when
it fails to perform its intended design function fully, because of
excessive deformation or deterioration. Serviceability limit states

include excessive total or differential settlement, lateral move-
ment, fatigue, vibration, and cracking.

3.2.2 Allowable Stress Design (ASD)

Allowable stress design is a method which ensures safety by
restricting values ofstress obtained from elastic analysis to values

that are not larger than some allowable values. Values of allow-
able stress are generally selected as some function of the yield
strength of a rnaterial, and are determined by dividing the yield
strength by a global factor of safety.

Because the ASD method uses deterministic values for loads

and resistances, the random nature ofthe loads and resistances,

are not accounted for explicitly. The ASD method therefore does

not consider the different degree of uncertainty for different
types of loads; live load is treated the same as dead load, even

though it usually has greater variation during the life of the
structure and greater uncertainty. Another shortcoming of the
ASD method is its inability to account rationally for uncertaint-
ies in the strengths of materials and the ultimate resistances of
structural components.

3.2.3 Load Factor Deslgn (LFD)

Load factor design is a strength design or limit state design
method. Unlike ASD, this method takes into account the ran-
dom nature ofloads and resistances, and different levels ofuncer-
tainty for different types of load.

o s=n-õ

where

Q : Load

R : Resistance

õ : Mean of Load

R : Mean of Resistance

P1: Probability of Failure

os: Standard Deviaiion of g =

p: Safety lndex = 
g

dg

9=R-Q

Fígure 3.2. Definition of safety index.
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3.3 SAFETY FACTORS, LOAD FACTORS, AND
PERFORMANCE FACTORS

3.3.1 Safety Factors

In ASD, a global safety factor is used to ensure safety of a
structure or foundation. Table 3.1 gives typical values ofsafety
factors used in geotechnical engineering.

3.3.2 Load Factors

Load factors are applied to the loads to account for the uncer-
tainties involved in the process ofselecting loads and load effects.
The load factors used in the current AASHTO bridge specifica-
tions (1989) are given in T¿ble 3.2.

3.3.3 Performance Factors

Performance factors are used to reduce various types ofresist-
ance to account for uncertainties in structural properties, soil
properties, variability in workmanship, and inaccuracies in the
design equations used to estimate the capacity, These factors are
used for design at the ultimate limit state. Suggested values of
performance factors for shallow foundations, driven piles, and
drilled shafts are given in Tables 3.3 to 3.5.

3.4 DESIGN LOADS AND LOAD COMBINAT¡ONS

Various combinations ofdifferent loads are used for the design
of superstructures and foundations. These loads include dead
load, live load,lateral earth pressure, wind load, earthquake load,
ice load, and strain-related loads such as creep and shrinkage in
concrete. The AASHTO load factors and load combinations for
ultimate limit states and serviceability limit states, which are
given in Table 3.2, are expressed in the following format:

GroupN:7[ßoD + Pr(L+I) + B.CF + ßøE

+ ßnB +psFsF + ÉwW + BWLWL

+ BLFLF + pR(R+S+T)

+ ßeqEQ + prcErcEl (3.4.1)

where N : loading group numbel, T : load factor, B :
coeffrcient, D : dead load, L : live load, I : impact due to
live load, E : earth pressure, B : buoyancy, W - wind load
on structure, WL : wind load on live load, LF : longitudinal
force from live load, CF : centrifugal force, R : rib shortening,
S : shrinkage, T : temperature, EQ : earthquake, SF :
stream flow pressure, and ICE : ice pressure.

3.5 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

3.5.1 Backf¡ll

Various types of soil can be used as backfill for walls and
abutments. Free-draining soils such as clean sands and gravels
are the most desirable materials for backfill. Clay soils cause

Table 3.1. Typical safety factors in foundstion designr (After Meyerhof,
r984)

Failure Type Iten safety Factor*

shearing Earthworks
Ealth rètaining

structures, excavations 1.5 to 2.0
Foundations 2.0 to 3.0

seepage Uplift, heave
Exit gradient, piping

1.5 to 2.0
2.0 to 3.0

* Th" lorar values are used when uncertainty in design is
snall and consequences of failure are ninort higher
values are used when uncertainty in design is large and

consequences of failure are najor.

many probiems, inciuding seasonai voiume changes, siow <irain-

age, settlement, creep movements, and cracks due to shrinkage.
Shrinkage cracks that develop in clay may be filled with water
so that the walls may be subject to unexpectedly high lateral
pressures. Because of these disadvantages, clay soils are not rec-
ommended for backfill.

The backfill material should be compacted to minimize settle-
ments due to self-weight and surcharge loads. Compaction in-
creases the lateral forces exerted on the wall, and these should
be considered in design. Earth pressures due to compaction are

discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

Soil densities and strengths of backfill materials can be deter-
mined from laboratory tests or estimated based on correlations
with index properties and specilted values ofrelative compaction.
Friction angles for sandy and gravelly soils can be estimated
using the correlations shown in Figure 3.3.

3.5.2 Drainage

One of the major reasons for unsatisfactory performance of
retaining walls is an improperly designed or poorly constructed
drainage system.

The main purpose of a drainage system is to prevent excessive

water pressures from acting against the wall. Various types of
drainage systems can be used based on the type ofretaining wall,
the type of backfill material, the ground water condition, and
possible frost effects. An inclined drainage system is more effec-

tive than a vertical drainage system located at the back of the
wall. The effect ofdrain location on excess hydrostatic pressures

on a potential failure plane in the backfill is shown in Figure 3.4.

A drainage blanket or a prefabricated drainage composite can

be used as drain material. Longitudinal drains within drainage
blankets should be located at adequate intervals to convey the
released water from behind the wall to a free exit. Where weep-

holes are used they should be at least 3 in. in diameter and less

than 10 ft apart horizontally and vertically. Granular material or
filter fabric should be used to prevent weepholes from plugging.
Examples of various types of drainage systems are shown in
Figures 3.5 and 3.6.

Terzaghi and Peck (1948) suggested a drainage system for clay
backfill materials, as shown in Figure 3.7, to prevent changes in
water content of the clay, so as to reduce potential cracking and
swelling.

1.3 to 1.5
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Table 32. I¡ad factors ¡nd load combinations of ÄASHTO bridge specifications. (From AASHTO, 1989)

* 1.25 may be used for design of outside roadway beam when com-
bination of sidewalk live load as well as traffic live load plus impact
governs the design, but the capacity of the section should not be less
than required for highway traffic live load only using a beta factor of
l.ó7. 1.00 may be used for design of deck slab wirh combination of
loads as dèscribed in Article 3.24.2.2.

**Percenrage=ffi* loo

For Service Load Design

7o (Column 14) Percentage of Basic Unit Stress

No increase in allowable unit stresses shall be permitted for members
or connections carrying wind loads only.

9e = 1.00 for vertical and lateral loads on all other structures.

Culvcrt

CulvcÉ

For culvert loading specifications, see Article 6.2.

ße = 1.0 and 0.5 for lateral loads on rigid frames (check both load-
ings to see which one governs). See Article 3.20.

For Load Factor Design

9e = l.-l for lateral earth pressure for retaining walls and rigid
frames excluding rigid culverts.

9e = 0.5 for lateral earth pressure when checking positive
moments in rigid frames. This complies with Article 3.20.

9e : 1.0 for vertical earth pressure

ßo = 0.75 when checking member for minimum axial load and
maximum momentormaximum eccentricity .....For

Êo = L0 when checking member for maximum axial Column
load and minimum moment . . . Design

ßo : L0 for flexural and tension members

ße : 1.0 for Rigid Culverts
ße = 1.5 for Flexible Culverts

For Group X loading (culverts) the pE factor shall be applied to verti-
cal and horizontal loads.

(L + I). - Live load plus impact for AASHTO Highway H or HS loading
(L + I)p - Live load plus impact consistent with the overload criteria of the operation

agency.
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Tsble 3.3. Performance factors snd safety factors for shallow fourd¡.
tions. (After Tan et al., 1991)

According to the Corps of Engineers (1989), even when a

drainage system is used, walls should still have a sufficient factor
ofsafety to account for the possibility that the drain system may

not work properly.

3.5.3 Gontractlon and Expansion Jolnts

Attention should be given to the effects of shrinkage and

thermal stresses when the length of a retaining wall or abutment

is long. Joints are provided to allow the concrete to move slightly
and to control shrinkage and thermal stresses. There are two
broad types ofjoints: expansion joints and contraction joints.

Type of LiEit State

1. Bearing capacity

a. sand

PeEf oænce
Fâctor

SenÍ-enpirical Præedure (SPII} ------------- 0.{5
Seui-enpirical Præedure (cPÎ) ------------- 0.55
Rational ltethod:

u8ing Cf eBtiMted froE SPT ----------- 0.35
using {f eetimted fEoE cPT ----------- 0'¿5

b. clay
Seni-enpírícal Præedure (cPTl ------------- 0.50
Rational ìlethod¡

ueing ahear atrength in lab Èeatg ----- 0.60
uaing Ehear strength fron field

vane test6 -------- 0.60
uoing ehear strenghh estinated fron

CPî data ---------- 0.50
c. Rock

seûi-enpirical præedure ----- 0.60

2. sliding

a. PrecaaÈ concrete placed on sand:
using éf estiMted fron SPT ----------- 0.90
using Cf estinated from CPT ----------- 0.90

b. concrete Cast in place on sand:
using éf estiEted fron SPT ----------- 0.80
using éf estinabed from CPT ----------- 0.80

c. clay (where shear atrength is Lece
than 0.5 tines nomal preasure)¡
ueing ehear strength in lab ----------- 0.85
ueing shear strength fron field

vane test --------- 0.85
using shear strength eÊtimated from

CPT data ---------- 0.80

d. CIay (where the strength is greaLer
¿han 0.5 Èimes nomaÌ presaure) -------- 0.85

Table 3.4. Performance factors for driven piles.

I.tElHOD /SOTL/CONDITTON PERFORMANCE FÀCTOR

ULTII,fÀTI

BEÀRING

cÀPÀcrll

OF

SINGI,E

PILES

SKIN

FRICTION

û-method

É-nethod

.\-hethod

0. ?0

0.50

0 .55

END

BEÀRING

c lay
(skeEpton' 1951)

sand
(Kulhawy.1983)

Cf fron CPT

óf fron SPT

Rock
(Canadian Geotech.
Society,1985)

0.70

0.45

0.35

0.50

SKIN FRICTIO]

ÀND

END BEÀIING

sPT-nethod

CPT-nethod

Eoad Test

Pile Driving
Ànalyzer

0.45

0.55

0 .80

0.70

BLOCK
FÀII,URE

clay 0.6s

UPLIFl

CAPÀCTT:

OF

SINGLE

PILES

c-neLhod

P-neLhod

l-nethod

SPT-nethod

CPT-nethod

Load lest

0.60

0 .40

0.4s

0.3s

0.45

0.80

GROUP
UPLIFT
CÀPÀCIT'

sand

clay

0.55

0.55

Tabte 3.5. Performsnce f¡ctors for drilled shafts.

METEOD./SOIL /coNDITIoN PER¡ORMÀNCE
FÀCTOR

ULTIHATE

BEÀRING

CÀPÀCITY

OF

SINGLE

DRILLED

ShFTS

SIDE

RESISTÀNCE

IN CIÀY

c-nethod (Reese &

o'NeiIl)
0.65

BÀSE

RESISTANCE

IN CI,ÀY

Total Stress
(Reese & O'Neil-l)

0.55

SIDE

RESISlÄNCE

IN SÀND

a

3
4

Toua I Reese
Meyerhof
Quiros & Reese
Reese & Wright
Reese & O'Neill

See
Discussion
in
Article
4 .2.2

BÀSE

RESISTÀNCE

IN SÀND

STDE

RESISTÀNCE

IN ROCK

1) louna & Reese
2) tleyerhof
3) Quiros & Reese
4) Reese & wright
5) Reese & O'NeiIl

Carter & Kulhawy

Horvath and Kenney

See
Discussion
in
À¡ticIe
4.2.2

0.55

0.65

RESISTANCE

IN ROCK

canadian GeoLech-
nical Society

Pressuremeter Method
(Canadian ceotech-
nical socieLy)

0.50

0 .50

SIDE RESIS-
TÀNCE ÀND
END BEÀRING

Load Test 0.80

BI,OCK

FÀILURE
clay 0. 65

UPLIFT

cÀ?ÀcIT'

OF

SINGIJE

DRILLED

SITA!'TS

CLÀY
c-Eethod (Reese & o'NeilI)

Belled Shafts
(Reese t O'NeilÌ )

0. 55

0. s0

SÀND

I) Toua & Reese
2) Meyerhof
3) Quiros & Reese
¡t) Ree6e & wright
5) Reese & o'Neill

See
Discussion
in
section
4.2.2

ROCK
carter & Kulhawy

gorvath I Kenney

0.45

0.55

Load TesC 0.80

GROUP
UPLIFT
cÀPÀctTl

sand

clay

0 .55

0. 55

r Section 4.2.2 of the Dritled shafts Engineering Manual
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Expansion (or isolation) joinis are used to permit differential
horizontal and vertical movement between adjacent wall seg-
ments. They consist of a completely separated joint frlled with
compressible material that allows the wall to expand and con-
tract with changes in moisture and temperature.

Contraction (or control)joints a¡e used to control the location
of tension cracks by creating a plane of weakness in the wall and
forcing the cracking to occur at those locations. The weakened
plane is made with narrow grooves placed on the outside of the
wall stem. The grooves are usually filled with a sealant to prevent
penetration of moisture.
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Figure 3.5. Drainage systems using drainage blanket. (After Sibley 1967, and
NAYFAC 1982)

The AASHTO bridge specifications (1989) require that con-
traction joints be placed at 30-ft intervals or less, and expansion
joints should be placed at intervals of 90 ft or less in concrete
walls.

3.5.4 Re¡nforcement for Shrinkage and Thermal
Stresses

The AASHTO bridge specifications (1989) require a minimum
total reinforcement area of t/rin.z per ft in both directions. This

LOHGIruOIflAL
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Figure 3.6. Yarious drainage systems using fiilter fabric. (After
Carrol ønd Murphy 1985, and NAVFAC 1982)

reinforcement is provided near exposed surfaces, except in grav-
ity walls, to resist the formation of cracks due to temperature
change and shrinkage.

The maximum bar spacing is three times the wall thickness or
18 in., whichever is less, according to Art. 8.20 of the AASHTO
specihcations (I989).

Figure 3.7. Drainage systemþr clay type backJìll. (A"fter Tenaghi
and Peck, 1948)

3.5.5 Junctlons ot Vll¡ngwalls and Abutments

Wingwalls dre used to retain the roadway embankment and
to protect it from erosion. Wingwalls are usually designed as

cantileùer retaining walls subject to the earth pressure produced
by the retained soil.

Attention should be paid to the junction of the wingwall and

abutmeiit to prevent cracks caused by differential movements
between them. Differential movements may occur because the

abutment supports loads from the bridge superstructure, and
may thus have a tendency to settle and move laterally more than
the wingwall.

The current AASHTO specification (1989) requires that rein-
forcemeht be spaced dcross the junction between abutments and
wingwalls to connect them structurally. It also specifies the use

of appropriate development lengths for the bars embedded in
each side of the joint, and that the length of bars be varied to
avoid planes ofweakness in the concrete at each end. Ifno bars
are used in the junction, an expansion joint with a shear key
should be provided.

3.5.6 Frost

Water in soil expands when it freezes and ice lenses may
develop, resulting in frost heave in the frozen soil. Foundations
should be built below the frost line to avoid possible frost
damage.

The maximum frost depth can be estimated from local experi-
ence, or fiom a frost-depth contour map such as the one shown
in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.9 may also be used to estimate approxi-
mate frost depth using a freezing index proposed by Corps of
Engineers (1949) and Brown (1964).

Freezing Index : Nsz.r X (32"F - T) (3.5.6. l)

where Nrr"" : nuinber of days below 32"F, and T : annual
average daily temperature in Fahrenheit.

For example, if N32.F is 25 days and T is 22'F for a particular
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site, the freezing index is (25 days) (32" - 22') : 250. From
Figure 3.9, the corresponding frost depth is obtained to be about
20 in.

3.5.7 Seasonal Volume Change

Volume changes due to seasonal moisture variations occur in
clayey soils, particularly in areas subject to a long dry season

and periodic heavy rains. Seasonal volume change has been cor-
related with Plasticity Index, to. Figure 2.6 in Part I shows
the relationship between Plasticity Index and volume change

potential.

3.5.8 Undermlning of Abutments by Scour

Bridge abutments and piers in streams, flood plains, or adja-
cent to water are subject to undermining by scouring action.
This scouring action has caused many bridge failures.

Three types of scour in a river are shown in Figure 3.10
(Sowers, 1962). The hrst type of scour (a) is due to the lateral
shifting of the channel. Continuous scouring occurs at the out-
side ofeach bend in a meandering river because ofhigher velocity
of the stream, while sedimentation occurs at the inside of each

bend. The abutment close to the outside of a bend should be

protected from undermining by placing concrete or asphaltic
mats over the river bank or by founding the abutment below the
greatest possible depth of scour.

The second type of scour (b) is due to the erosion of the river
bed which occurs during periods of high flow. High velocity flow
moves heavy bed materials, so that the bed is lowered. The
scouring action is especially large where the width of the flow
path is narrow. In general, this normal scour is proportional to
the rise in the water surface, and therefore the maximum depth
of scour can be estimated by observation of the river bed during
periods of high flow.

The third type of scour (c) is the localized and accelerated
scour that results from such obstructions as bridge piers, which
cause contraction of the channel cross section, and generates

higher velocity offlow. The depth olscour in this case depends

on factors such as the confiiguration ofthe pier, the angle between

Figure 3.8. Approximote frost-depth contours for the Uníted
States. (From Bowles, 1989)
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Figure 3.9. Design cunesfor maximumfrost penetration based

on the freezing index. (From Corps of Engíneers 1949, and
Brown 1964)

the flow and the pier, the contraction of the waterway, and the
volume of debris that may be caught by the bridge.

Detailed information on scour prediction can be obtained from
the FHWA Technical Advisory T5lß.20 titled "Scour at
Bridges" (1988).

(b)

Scour ¿one

Figure 3.10- Forms of scour in rivers: (a) Iateral shift of a stream
caused by bank erosion and deposition; (b) normal bottom scour
during.floods; ond (c) accelerated scour caused by a bridge pier.
(From Sowers, I9ó2)
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CHAPIER 4

FORCES ON RETAINING WALLS AND ABUTMENTS

¿.f GENERAL

This chapter is concerned with the considerations involved in
estimating static and seismic earth pressures on retaining walls
and abutments.

4.2 STATIC EARTH PRESSURE

Static earth pressures exefted on a retaining wall can be classi-
fied into at-rest;. active, and passive, The stresses at any point
within a soil mass can be illustrated by Mohr circles, as shown
in Figure 4.1, on a coordinate which consists of effective normal
stress, ør'and shear stress, 1.

The at-rest condition develops when any possible combina-
tions of normal stresses and shear stresses in a soil mass âre
within the limiting envelope (the dotted half-circle in Figure
4.1).

Failure conditions, called st¿tes of limiting or plastic equilib-
rium, may evolve as the maximum shear strength is fully mobi-
lized. These states are known as active and passive conditions,
and they occur when shear stresses reach the rhaximum possible
values due to lateral extension or compression in a soil mass.

Each of these earth pressure states corresponds to different
conditiirns with regard to the direction and the magnitude of
wall movement, as discussed below.

4.2.1 At-Rest Earth Pressure

Walls that do not move, or that move very little, are acted on
by at-rest earth pressures. At-rest pressures increase linearly with
depth (see Figure 4.2) and can be expressed as:

Prr:Ko7z (4.2.r.1)

where pn : at-rest pressure, force4ength2; Ko : coeffrcient of
lateral earth pressure at-rest; y : unit weight of soil, force,/
length3 (for depths below water table use submerged unit-weight,

dx= oi= Ko or = Kot Z

'1 d

I
t-l l-o

L--J
1

61

61

I

*-ffi-*
1

61

Á-0,,,

i
*-ffi**

1
a1

h45 + øttz

zwI
Stress

or= KotZ
6x= O*

KpK"

'r Ke : Coefficient of at-rest earth pressure,

K" : Coefficient of stat¡c active earth pressure,

Kp : Coefficient of static passive earth pressure.

c : Cohesion

Ftgure 4.1, Mohr's circles for earth pressure cofficients.

g.'=K6 lnzn+
n 1z-z*¡¡

q= q'+u

q=Koo)=Kor'z
Figure 4.2. At-rest earth pressure distribution, homogeneous soil.
(After Clough and Duncan, I99l)
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7); and z : depth below the surface ofthe fill, length.

For normally consolidøted so¡'ls, the coeffrcient, Ko, can be

estimated by the following empirical correlation (Jaky' 1944):

Table 4.1. Typical coefficients of lateral esrth pressure tt'rest. (After

Clougb and Duncan, 1991)
coefficient of l¿teral Earth Pressure

soil Type 6f oCR=1 ocR=2 OCR:5 ocR=10

Ko:l-sinf'

where f' : drained friction angle of soil, degrees.

Because 84.4.2.1.2 is based on level backfills, the following
equation for sloping backfills is recommended by the Danish

Code (1978):

Koi : Ko (l * sin i) (4.2.1.3)

where Ç¡ : Ko for sloping backfills, Ko : coeffrcient of earth

pressure at-rest for normally consolidated soils (Eq. 4'2.1.2) and

i : the sloping angle of backfill' degrees.
For avoyeang¡Iùlated s=..ils, .¿nlues of eoeflieient Of at-rest earth

pressure can be estimated using the empirical relationship

(Mayne and Kulhawy' 1982):

Kou : Ko (oCR¡si' 4'

Table 4.2. Approximate magnÍtudes of movements required to reach

minimum active ¡nd maximum passive earth pressure conditions. (After

Clough and Duncan' l99l)

(4.2.1.2) 0, 45 0. 65

0.40 0,60

0.35 0.55

0, 50 0.70

0.60 0.80

0. 65 0.80

1.10 1.50

1.O5 1.55

1.OO 1.50

1. 10 1. 60

1. 20 1. 65

1. 10 1.40

Loose sand 33'5"

Hediun Sand 36.5'

Dense Sand 40.5"

sirt 29.5"

Lean Clay, cL 23.5'

Highly Plastic 20'5'
clay, CH

(4.2.1.4) rYPe of Backfirl

Values of Â/H *

Àctive Passive

where Kou : coefftcient ofat-rest earth pressure for overconsoli-

dated soils; Ko : coeffrcient of earth pressure at-rest for nor-

mally consolidated soils (Fa. a.2.1-2); Ö' : drained friction

angle of soil, degrees; and OCR : overconsolidation ratio, or

maximum previous vertical pressure divided by current effective

vertical pressure.

Typical values of Kou corresponding to various values of OCR

are presented in Table 4.1.

4.2.2 WalJ Movements and Earth Pressures

The e¿rth pressures that act on a wall vary with wall displace-

ment. That is, when a retaining wall moves away from the back'

fill, the earth pressure decreases (active pressure) and when it
moves toward the backflrll, the earth pressure increases þassive
pressure). Table 4.2, obt¿ined through experimental data and

finite element analyses (Clough and Duncan, 1991)' gives ap-

proximate magnitudes of wall movements required to reach min-

imum active and maximum passive earth pressure conditions'

Observations from the table can be summarized as follows

(Clough and Duncan, 1991): (1) The required movements for

the extreme conditions are approximately proportional to the

wall height. (2) The movement required to reach the maximum

passive pressure is about 10 times as great as that required to

reach the minimum active pressure, for walls of the same height.

(3) The movement required to reach the extreme conditions for

dense and incompressible soils is smaller than those for loose

and compressible soils.

For any cohesionless backfill, conservative and simple guide-

lines for the maximum movements required to reach the extreme

cases are provided by Clough and Duncan (1991). For example,

for minimum active pressure the movement is no more than

about I in. in 20 ft (4,/H : O.Cn4); and for maximum passive

pressure, about I in. in 2 ft (A'/H : 0.04).

As shown in Figure 4.3, the value of the earth pressure coeffr-

cient varies with wall displacement and eventually remains con-

stant after suffrciently large displacements. The change of pres-

Dense sand
Mediun dense sand

Loose sand
conpacted silt
compacted lean clay
conpacted faÈ cIaY

* a = novenent of top of wall required to reach nininun
active or naxinun passive pressure, by tilting or
lateral translati.on

H = height of wall

** Under stress conditions close to the ninimun active or
naxinun passive earth pressures, cohesive soils creep
continually. The novenents shown would produce active or
passive pressures only tenporarily. with tine the movenents
would continue if pressures renain constant. If novenent
remains constant. active pressures viIl increase vith time'
approaching the at-rest pressure, and passive pressures wiIl
dèèrease with tine. approaching values on the order of 408
of the naxinum shorE-tem passive pressure.

sures also varies with the type of soils, i.e., the pressures in the

dense sand change more quickly with wall movement.

The earth pressure coefftcients shown in Figure 4.4 are for a

backl¡ll compacted to a medium dense condition. Compared

with the values in Figure 4.3, the curve is shifted uPward so that

the required movement for the minimum active earth pressure

is increased and the required movement for the maximum passive

earth pressure is decreased. However, in spite of the effect of

compaction, the csnservative guidelines of I in. in 20 ft for active

condition and I in. in 2 ft for passive condition still can be

used to estimate the required movements for the extreme earth

pressure conditions.

4.2.3 Methods for Est¡matlng K" and K,

Coulomb (1776) and Rankine (1856) developed simple meth-

ods for calculating the active and passive earth pressures exerted

on retaining stnrctures. Caquot and Kerisel (1948) developed

the more generally applicable log spiral theory. Where the move-

o. 001

o. 002

o. 004

0. o02

o. 01 **
o-01 **

o. o1

o. 02

o. o4

o.02

0. 05 **
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Active Movement

Medium Dsnse Sand,df \t',Ka-o.zs

45', Ka. 0.17

ments of walls are sufficiently large so that the shear strength of
the backfill soil is fully mobilized, and where the strength proper-
ties of the backfill can be estimated with sufficient accuracy,
these methods of calculation are useful for practical purposes.

Coulomb's trial wedge method can be used for irregular back-
fìll configurations, and Rankine's theory and the log spiral analy-
sis can be used for more regular conhgurations. Each of these
methods will be discussed next.

4.2.4 Coulomb Theory

The Coulomb theory, the hrst rational solution to the earth
pressure problem, is based on the concept that the lateral force

Fígure 4.3. Relationship between
wall movement and earth pres-
sure. (After Clough and Duncan,
1991)

in^"-T
u__t

Act¡ve Movement

øf 97', Ka = 0.25

Figure 4.4. Relationship between
wall movement and earth pres-
sure for a wall with compacted
backfill. (After Clough and Dun-
can, 1991)

exerted on a wall by the backfill can be evaluated by analysis of
the equilibrium of a wedge-shaped mass of soil bounded by the
back of the wall, the backflrll surflace, and a surface of sliding
through the soil. The assumptions in this analysis are: (l) the
surface of sliding through the soil is a straight line; (2) the full
strength of the soil is mobilized to resist sliding (shear failure)
through the soil.

Active Pressure. A graphical illustration for the mechanism of
active failure according to the Coulomb theory is shown in Fig-
ure 4.5(a). The active earth pressure force can be expressed as:

p, : ]y Hz cos2(or - P) 
Ø.2.4.1)

cos2Bcos(B*ôl[l *V;ffi]

lq-1-sindr=0.50 +
Ko= 1 -sind-0.,1O +

It=1-sindr=029 -+

Ko= 1.0 averag€ \
after æmpaclion \

lG=1-sindr=0.40
lgnoring offæts
of æmpaclion

WALL MOVEMENT / WALL HEIGHT.A/H
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where P" : active earth pressure force, foræAength, : Vzy Hz
K.; K" : coeffrcient of active earth pressure; 7 : unit weight
of backfill soil, force,/length3; H : wall height, length; þr : the
internal friction angle of soil, degrees; ß : ttie slope of stem
face, degrees; ô : the friction angle between wall and soil,

degrees; and i : the slope ofbackfill surface, degrees.

Passive Pressure, The Coulomb theory can be used to evaluate
passive resistance, using the same basic assumptions. Figure
4.5(b) shows the failure mechanism for the passive case. The
passive earth pressure force, Po, can be expressed as follows:

4:|rn2
cos2(þ¡ -l P) (4.2.4.2)

cos2P cos(B - 
" [t -

The basic assumption in the Coulomb theory is that the surface

^f .l:,{:*ñ ¿c 
' 

ñ!añÊ "l'!'ic acc::=a+in- ¡{aac ¡aÉ a{Fc¡+ a¡¡r+iahlrrv¡ ú¡¡s¡¡¡6 ¡u 4 F¡ar¡v' c¡¡vv! crr¡vv¡sv¡J

the accuracy for the active case. However, for the passive case,

values of Po calculated by the Coulomb theory can be much
larger than can actually be mobilized, especially when the value

of ô exceeds about half of þ"
Wall Friction. Friction between the wall and backfill has an

important effect on the magnitude ofearth pressures and an even

more important effect on the direction of the earth pressure

force. Table 4.3 presents values of the maximum possible wall
friction angle for various wall materials and soil types.

(a) Act¡ve Pressure Force

(b) Passive Pressure Force

Figure 4.5. Coulomb theory for active and passive earth pressures.

Table 4.3. Ultimate friction factors, friction angles' and ¡dhesion for
dissimilar materials. Gron NÂVFAC, 1982)

IMTERFÀCE I.IÀTERIÀIS

(1)
FRICTION FRICTION
FÀqIOR ÀNGLE. 6

tan 6 (degrees)

Mass concrete on the followÍng foundaLion
naterials ¡

- clean sound rock
- ctean gravel, gravel-sand üixtures,

coarse sand

- clean fine to DediuE sand, silty nediuD
to coarse sand, sllty or clayey gravel 0.45 to o.55 24 to 29

- clean fine sand, silty or clayey fÍnê
to hediun sand

- Fine sandy silt, nonplastic silt
- very stiff and hard resldual or

preconsolidated clay
'Mêdiun stiff and stiff clay and

silty clay
(Masonry on foundation naterials has
sane friction factors)

steel sheet piles against the following soils:

- clean gravel, gravel-6ånd nixtures,
well-graded rock fill with 6palls

- clean sand, silty sand-gravel nixture,
single size hard rock fill

- sitty sand, gravel or sand nixed with
silt or clay

- Fine sandy silt, nonplastic silt

Fomed concrete o. 
"o.".èt. 

sheet piling
against the following soiLs:

0.70 35

0.55 to 0.60 29 to 31

0.40 22

0.30 L7

0.25
o.20

0.4O to 0,50 22 to 26

0.3O to 0.4O L7 to 22

0.30
o.25

- cÌean gravel, gravel-sand nixtures,
vell-graded rock fill vith spalls

- clean sand. silty sand-gravel nixture,
single size hard rock fill

- siLty sand, gravel or sand hixed with
silt or clay

- Fine sandy silt, nonplastic silt

Various structural naterials:
- Masonry on nasonry. igneous and

hetahorphic rocks:
* Dressed soft rock on dressed sofb rock
* Dressed hard rock on dressed soft rock
* Dressed hard rock on dressed hard rock

- lllasonry on uood (cross grain)
- steel on stee at sheet pilê interlocks

0.35 to O.45 19 to 24

0.30 to 0.35 17 to 19

0.40 to O.50 22 to 26

0.30 to 0.35 1? to 19

L4

11

17

14

soIL coHEsroN, c
(psf)

(o - 2so)
(2so - soo)
(5O0 - 1,00o)

(1,0o0 - 2,o0o)
(2,OO0 - 4,OOO)

35

33

29

26

L7

ADHESION, ca
( psf)

o - 250

250 - 500

500 - 750

750 - 950

950 - 1,300

o. 70

0. 65

o. 55

0.50
0.30

TNTERFÀCE I{ÀTERIÀI,S

veEy soft cohesive soil
Soft cohesive soil
Mediun stiff cohesive soil
stiff cohesive soil
very stiff cohèsive soil

(1) ¡ = friction angle between two dissinilar nateriaLs.

4.2.5 Rank¡ne Theory

The Rankine theory is applicable to conditions where the wall
friction angle, ô, is equal to the slope of the backhll surface, i.

rin16, + 6) sin(þ, + i)12

cosG-Ðcos(P-Ðl
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As in the case of the Coulomb theory, it is assumed that the
strength of the soil is fully mobilized.

Active Pressure. The active earth pressure considered in the
Rankine theory is illustrated in Figure 4.6(a) for a level backfill
condition. The coeffrcient of active earth pressure, Kr, can be
expressed as:

K":cosi cosi-nf,opF;o'z+-;
(4.2.s.1\

cos i f úgrtF;os'ó-;
When the ground surface is horizontal, i.e., when i : 0, K,

can be expressed as:

":#* G'2'5'2)

The active earth pressure, p^, carr be expressed as:

p":Kuyz-2c1fK^ (4.2.5.3)

where p^ : the active pressure, force/ength2; K" : the active
pressure coeffrcient; y : the unit weight ofsoil, forcellength3;
c : the cohesion, force,4ength2; and, z : the depth below the
ground surface, length.

The variation ofactive pressure with depth is linear, as shown
in Figure 4.6(b). Ifthe backhll is cohesive, the soil is theoretically
in a tension zone down to a depth of 2 c/y JÇ. How"u"r, u
tension crack is likely to develop in that zone, and may be hlled
with water, so that hydrostatic pressure will be exerted on the
wall, as shown in Figure 4.6(c).

Passive Pressure. The Rankine theory can also be applied to
passive pressure conditions. The passive earth pressure coeffr-
cient, Ko, can be expressed as:

Ko:cosi
cosi * JõPF cos?-T-;

cosi-J"oszl-""szT;
(4.2.s.4)

When the ground surface is horizontal, Ko can be expressed

(a) Fric{ionless Wall Moves away from Backfill

-2.JR-"

Water
Filled
Crack

TzK^-zclK^

(b) Theoret¡cal Active
Pressure Distribution

P*= Îw zc

TzR^-zcff^

(c) Water-Filled Crack
ln Tension Zone

Figure 4.6. Active pressure, frictionless wall. (After Clough and
Duncan, /991)

Figure 4.7. Comparison of log spiral and straight líne failure
surfaces þr active conditions. (From Clough and Duncan, I99I)

l*sinô"
(4.2.5.s)1-sinþ,

The passive pressure at depth z canbe expressed as:

Po:KoYz+2cJ\ (4.2.5.6)

where po : the passive pressure, for ce/lengthz ; Ko : the passive
pressure coeffrcient.

4.2.6 Log Spiral Analysis

The failure surface in most cases is more closely approximated
by a log spiral than a straight line, as shown in Figure 4.7.

Active and passive pressure coeffrcients, K" and Ko, obtained
from analyses using log spiral surfaces are given in Tables 4.4
and 4.5 (Caquot and Kerisel, 1948). Values of Ku and Ko for
walls with level backfill and vertical stem are also shown in
Figure 4.8. These values are based on the log spiral analyses
performed by Caquot and Kerisel.

Log Spiral Failure Surface
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Table 4.4. Values of K. for log spiral failure surface. (After Caquot and

Kerisel, 19¿18)

4.2.7 Selection of Earth Pressure Coefficients

Selecting a proper earth pressure coeffrcient is essential for a

successful wall design. A number of methods previously dis-

cussed can be used to decide the magnitude of the coefficients.

The procedures for estimating the coeffrcient using these meth-

ods are given in Example I in Chapter 6.

An alternative method is to use a hydrostatic fluid pressure

which is equivalent to the product ofan earth pressure coeffrcient

and the unit weight of the soil. This equivalent fluid pressure

method is discussed in Section 4.3 and illustrated in Examples

I and 3 in Chapter 6.

A decision on what type of earth pressure coefftcient should

be used is based on the direction and the magnitude of the wall

movement. Table 4.2, Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. car' be useful

in this procedure.
The New Zealand Ministry of Works and Development (1979)

has recommended the following static earth pressure coefficients

for use in design:

1. Counterfort or gravity walls founded on rock or piles: Ko

2. Cantilever walls less than 16 ft high founded on rock or

piles: 0.5 (Ko + Ka)
3. Cantilever walls higher than 16 ft or any wall founded on

a spread footing: K"

The New Zealand Ministry of Works and Development (1979)

also recommended that Ko should be used for the types of abut-

ments that are not mentioned above. Earth pressures on integral

Table 4.5. Values of \ for log spiral failure su¡face. (After Caquot and

Kerisel, 19t[8)

abutments or framed abutments may be higher than active due

to thermal movements of the bridge superstructure.

4.2.8 Locat¡on of Horizontal Resultant

In conventional designs and analyses, the horizont¿l resultant

is assumed to be located at one-third of total height from the

bottom of the wall. However, several experimental tests per-

formed by many researchers including Terzaghi (1934)' Clausen

and Johansen (1972), and Sherif et al. (1982) have shown that

the point of application is above the lower third point.

According to a study by Duncan et al. (1990), Terzaghi found

that the resultant was applied at 0.40H to 0.45H from the bottom

of the wall, where H is the totâl height of the wall. Clausen and

Johansen found the same range of locations as Terzaghi's, and

Sherif et al. recommended 0.42H for a wall in static active condi-

tion. However, Duncan et al. (1990) suggested that the location

of the resultant should be assumed to be 0.'10H above the bottom

of the wall.

4.3 EOUIVALENT FLUID PRESSURE

Equivalent fluid pressures provide a convenient means of esti-

mating design earth pressures, especially when the backfill mate-

rial is a clayey soil.
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Table 4.6. Coefñcients and unit weights for equivalent fluid pressure.
(From Clough and Duncan, 1991)

roo

80

60
50

40

30

20

Equival.ent Fluid Unit Weights and
Pressure coefficients

Level Backfill BackfiLl 2(H) on r(v)

Type of soil
Àt-Rest 

^/H = L/24O Àt-Rest 
^/H = L/24O

'feq K 7eo K(pcf) (pcr) tJ.?I
KTeqK

lpcf)

5.O

4.O

3.O

2.O

to
8.O
7.O
6.O

5.O

4.O

3.O

2.O Kp

,"1
o.r II
0.6 Ko
o.5

o.4

o.3

o.2

Loose Sand 55
or craveL

Mediun Dense 50
Sand or cravel

Dense Sand 45
or cravel

Compacted 60
silt (t'rL)

Conpacted 70
clay (cL)

Lean gO
Conpacted
Fat clay (cH)

0.45 40 0.35

0.40 35 0.2s

0. 35 30 0.20

0.50 40 0.35

0.60 45 0.40

0.65 55 0.50

65 0.55 50

60 0. 50 45

55 0.45 40

70 0.60 50

80 0.70 55

90 0,75 65

0,45

0.35

o. 30

0,45

0.50

0. 60

r.o

o.8

o.6

o. Ioto?o304050
C¡ - degrees

Figure 4.8. ,4,ctive and passive pressure coefficients for vertical
wall and horizontal backJìll-based on log spiral failure surfaces.
(After Caquot and Kerisel, 1948)

The lateral earth pressure at depth z can be expressed as:

P¡: 'f 
"qz

(4.3,1)

Ph=reqz+Kqs
where -yeq = equivalent fluid unit weight,

z = depth below ground surface¿
K = horizontaL earth pressure coefficient,
qs = uniforn, surcharge pressure.

surface area increases both the vertical and the lateral pressures.
The increase in the vertical pressure, Ap", is the same as the
applied surcharge pressure, qr. That is,

ap" : q. (4.4.1.1)

and the amount of increase in the lateral pressure, Apn is

apn:Kq. (4.4.1.2)

where K : an earth pressure coeffrcient, dimensionless; K :
K" for active pressure; K : Ko for at-rest condition; and K :
Ko for passive pressure.

Because the applied area is inflinitely large, the ihcreases in
both vertical and horizontal pressures are constant over the
height ofthe wall. Therefore, the horizontal resultant force due
to a surcharge load is located at mid-height of the wall.

4.4.2 Point Load, Line Load, and Strip Load

The theory ofelasticity can be used to estimate the increased
earth pressures induced by various types of surcharge loads.
Equations for earth pressures due to point loads, line loads, and
strip loads are presented in Figure 4.9.

4.5 EFFECT OF WATER

'When water can pond behind a wall, the wall must be designed
to withstand hydrostatic water pressure in addition to the earth
pressure. The hydrostatic water pressure, pw can be evaluated
using the following expression:

where pn : lateral earth pressure, forcellength2; 7"0 equivalent
fluid unit weight, force,4ength3 (unit weight of a fluid that would
exert the same pressure as the backflrll soil); and z : depth below
the surface of backhll, length.

Some typical equivalent fluid unit weights and corresponding
pressure coeffrcients are given in Table 4.6. These are appropriate
for use in designing walls up to about 20 ft in height. Values are
presented for at-rest condition and for walls that can tolerate
movements of I in. in 20 ft, and for level and sloped backhll.

4.4 EFFECT OF SURCHARGES

When vertical loads act on a surface of the backfill near a
retaining wall or ân abutment, the lateral and vertical earth
pressure used for the design of the wall should be increased.

4.4.1 Uniform Surcharge Load

A surcharge load uniformly distributed over a large ground
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where yw : unit weight of water, force4ength3; zw : depth to
groundwater table, length; aÍLd z : depth below surface ofback-
fill, length.

The submerged unit weight of the soil, y', should be used to
determine the lateral earth pressure below the groundwater tâble.
Figure 4.10 shows the effect of ponded water on the pressures

exerted on a retaining wall.
groundwater table, length; and z : depth below surface ofback-
fill, length.

The submerged unit weight of the soil, y', should be used to
determine the lateral earth pressure below the groundwater table.
Figure 4.10 shows the effect of ponded water on the pressures

exerted on a retaining wall.

4.6 EARTH PRESSURES DUE TO COMPACTION

When heavy static or dynamic compaction equipment is used

within a distance of one-half its height behind the wall, the effect
ofadditional earth pressure producæd by compaction should be

considered. Detailed information on the procedures for estimat-
ing earth pressures due to compaction by rollers, vibratory
plates, and rammers are presented in Chapter 6 of Foundation
Engineering Handbook (Clough and Duncan, l99l).

2pôP-' 
-(c 

-.lncco. (a+2úrl¡¡r

x 
" I 

rzw . r'( z-zw) ] q,r, t -tn ,

Figure 4.10. Active pressures þr frictionless wall ín presence of
groundwater table. (From Clough and Duncan, 1991)

tQ x?z
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where v =Po¡sson'sratio.

Figure 4.9. Earth pressure due to point loads, line loads, and strip loads. (From Clough and Duncan, I99I)

Pw : 7*+ (z - z*) (4.5.r)

p ( prc¡¡w¡ I

Slress
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4.7 SEISMIC EARTH PRESSURE

PART 3

Retaining walls and abutments in seismic areas may experi-
ence problems such as excessive settlement or slumping of the
backfill and excessive movements ofthe wall during earthquakes.
Theoretical and practical methods for analysis ofthe earthquake
forces have been proposed by many investigators based on case
histories, past experience, and experiments,

4.7.1 Mononobe-Okabe Theory

The most generally used method for obtaining seismic earth
forces is a pseudostatic approach developed by Mononobe and
Okabe in the 1920s. The Mononobe-Okabe (M-O) analysis is an
extension of the sliding-wedge theory of Coulomb. The M-O
method has been discussed in detail by many authors, including
Seed and Whitman (1970) and Elms and Marrin (1979). The
method involves the following assumptions: (l).The wall is free
to move suffrciently to mobilize minimum active pressure condi-
tions. (2) The backfill is completely drained and cohesionless.
(3) The failure surfaces are plane. (a) The accelerations are
uniform throughout the soil mass.

4.7.2 Equations

The active and passive forces exerted on the wall because of
the combined static and earthquake pressures are as follows.

For active pressure (Figure a.11(a),

(a) AotlvoWôdgr

(b) Passlv€ Wodge

Figure 4.11. Active and passive seismic wedges.

Figure 4.12. Location of resultant þrces.

from the bottom of the wall increases as the effect of the earth-
quake shaking increases. As shown in Figure 4.12, the static
component P" is placed at the lower one-third point of the wall
while the dynamic component 4P"", which is the difference
between P"" and P., is placed at the upper one-third. Considering
this fact, it has been suggested by Elms and Martin (1979), and
the commentary of AASHTO's guide for seismic design (1983),
that the location of the total resultant force, P.", can be assumed
to act at one-half of the wall height.

I
Pu": 

iK"" 7 (1 - ku) Ht

cos'14r-B-8¡

(4.7.2.r)

(4.7.2.2)

(4.7.2.3)

where:

K*:

For passive pressure (Figure 4.1I(b)),

1Po":ãK0"7(l -k,)Ht

where:

-_ cos2(4r+p-d)
-- \a. r.L,at^ t,--@õ*(ó'*El2 \""-"/

cosocos2Bcos(ô - É + 0), 
\,/ cos(ô - B + 0)co(i - p)J

in which y : unit weight of soil, force4ength3; k" : vertical
acceleration coeffrcient; kn : horizontal acceleration coeffrcient;
H : wall height, length; þ¡: soil friction angle, degrees; B :
slope of wall stem, degrees; 0 : arctan KkJ/(l - k,)], degrees;
ô : wall friction angle, degrees; and i : slope ofbackflrll surface,
degrees.

4.7.3 Location of Hor¡zontal Resultant

The M-O analysis does not specify the location of the hori-
zontal resultant. However, the height ofthe resultant measured

r*Áe - "ñ'Th
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4.7.4 Selection of Acceleration Coefficients

Elms and Martin (1979) pointed out that it is desirable for an

effrcient design to allow some movement of the wall rather than
no movement. The AASHTO seismic guide (1983) recommends
that a value of k¡ : 0.5a be used for most cases if the wall is
designed to move up to 10a (in.) where c, is peak ground acceler-
ation coeffrcient for a site. However, if no horizontal displace-
ment of the wall is allowed, the AASHTO guide (1983) recom-
mends a coeffrcient of kn : l.5o be used.

As shown in Figure 4.13, the AASHTO bridge speciflrcations
(1989) classifies the United States into four zones according to
the degree of seismic risk, using numerical values ranging from
zero for nonseismic areas to three for areas subject to the most
severe seismic effects. The corresponding values of A (: a g)
are as follows: zone I-A : 0.09 g, zoîe II-A : 0.22 g, zone
TIf-^ : ô Sfl * r¡rhcrp ¡ : 2,1'l Çt/cpoZv.Jv Þr rr 

^¡v¡v

Figure 4.13. Seismic risk map of the United States. (From
,4 .¿ <rfTô I QnQl

CHAPTER 5

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR RETAINING WALLS AND ABUTMENTS

5.1 GENERAL

Retaining walls and abutments are subject to various limit
states or types of failure, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Failures
can occur within soils or the structural members. Sliding failure
(Figure 5. l(a)) occurs when the lateral earth pressure exerted on
the wall exceeds the frictional sliding capacity of the wall. If the
bearing pressure is larger than the capacity of the foundation
soil or rock, bearing failure (Figure 5.1(b)) results. Deep-seated
sliding failure (Figure 5.1(c)) may develop in clayey soils. Struc-
tural failure (Figure 5.1(d)) also should be checked.

This chapter presents the conventional ASD methods and
proposed LFD design requirements for stability of retaining
walls and abutments. Design of individual structural elements
of the wall will also be discussed. In Chapter 6, these design
requirements will be illustrated with a series of sample problems.

5.2 BASIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RETAINING
WALLS

For design pulposes, retaining walls on spread footings can
be classified into three categories (Duncan et a1., 1990): (1) walls
with clayey soils in the backfill or foundation, (2) walls with
granular backfills and foundations of sand or gravel, and (3)
walls with granular backfills and foundations on rock.

For each category, design procedures and stability criteria for
the ASD method and the LFD method are summarized in Fig-
ures 5.2 through 5.4. The uniform pressure distributions shown
in the frgures are based on the method presented by Meyerhof
(1953). Gravity walls are used in the figures, but the procedures
and criteria are equally applicable to semigravity, cantilever, and

(a) Slid¡ng Failure (b) B€aring Fa¡lure Assoc¡ated

r¡th Overturn¡ng

(c) Deep-seated Sl¡dino Fa¡lure (d) Slructural Failure

Figure 5.1. Failure modes for retaíning walls.

other types of retaining walls or abutments that develop similar
foundation pressures when subjected to lateral forces.
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(a) Forøs on Wall

P¡ ând P rr calculaled uslng Couþmb ective earlh pressurs thsory
d or P¡ estimated using ludgomont, wllh allowanc€ for mov€msnt

of backlïll rslativs to wall.

Y=0.4H

Stability Criteria

l-¡so tr¡euroil l- LFD Mrrhod I

(b) Forc€8 on V€rdøl Plano

Through H€el ol Wall

Eerth Loads:

Pv ånd Ph bas€d on exp€riem,
w¡lh allilam tor cr€€p

Y .0.4 H

Stâb¡lity Crileria:

TAsp Methodl

'^-W:"^W

l- LFD Metìod I

Mffi
(f ) N w¡thin middls third ot b€s€

(2) FrQun/FS I Qmx(unhød)

(3) Safo agajret sl¡d¡ng;

Fr / Fs 2 P¡ (uaøa)

(4) Settlement w¡thin tolerable l¡m¡ts

(5) Saf€ aga¡nst d8ep-seated

foundal¡on failurg.

Qru

(1) N with¡n m¡ddlohalf otbæs

(2) /R¡Qut ì 9umx

(3) Saf€ aga¡ret sl¡d¡ng:

C5 F, I Eri P¡,

(4) Settlem€ntw¡lhin tolerable limiß

(5) Saf€ aga¡nst deep-seated

foundat¡on failure,

Figure 5.2. Earth loads and stability criteia for walls with clayey
soils in the backfill orþundation. (After Duncan et al., 1990)

Earth Loads

Ph based on at-rest pressure

Ko : refer to Table 4.6

Pv est¡mated us¡ng ¡udgsment
Y=0.4H

Stabil¡ty Criteria

læo¡¡"rt O T LFp Merhod I

(1) N wilhin middle throe quarteß ol bæe

(3) Safe aoainsr sliding

ds Fr > Eri Phi

_ À_ ,':tl:-:IfJ.íatf;lrji:ñ.Í-1.1:ì ,ìËdir!{¡-l if Jriri\

^'W ^rWF*
(1) N w¡thin m¡ddle half of base

(2) Rrqul/FS > 9r",(,nr"o.a) (2) CR¡qun > qumx

(3) Safe agaìnsrslìdìng

Fr / FS ¿ Ph (unracrord)

Figure 5.4. Earth loads and stability criteriafor walls with granu-
lar backfills and foundations on rock. (After Duncan et al., 1990)

PART 3

'^-W;*m*
rwM

o.*fîffi
(1) N within m¡ddleth¡¡d of bæe

(2) B¡Qg¡/FS à Q*r(unr.ar"d)

(3) Salo agaißt sl¡ding:

Fr / FS > Ph (unraùrd)

(4) Senlem€nt wilhin tolerable limits

(l) N wilhin middlo half of base

(2) dRtqun è Qu*r

(3) Safe aga¡Nt sliding:

6"F, ¿ Ert Ph¡

(4) Settìement within tolerable l¡m¡ts

Figure 5.3. Earth loads and stability criteria for walls with granu-
lar backJills and foundations on sand or gravel. (After Duncan et
al., 1990)

5.3 PROCEDURE FOR DESIGN OF RETAINING
WALLS

In both ASD and LFD, a series of steps must be followed to
obtain a satisfactory design. These are:

l. Select preliminary proportions of the wall.
2. Determine loads and earth pressures.

3. Calculate magnitude of reaction forces on base.

4. Check stability and safety criteria: (a) location of normal
component of reactions, (b) adequacy of bearing pressure, and
(c) safety against sliding.

5. Revise proportions of wall and repeat steps 2 through 4
until stability criteria are satisfied; then check: (a) settlement
within tolerable limits and (b) safety against deep-seated founda-
tion failure.

6. If proportions become unreasonable, consider a foundation
supported on driven piles or drilled shafts.

7. Compare economics of completed design with other wall
systems.

5.3.1 Step l-Preliminary Proportions

Figure 5.5 shows commonly used dimensions for a gravity
retaining wall and a cantilever wall. These proportions can be
used when scour is not a concern to obtain dimensions for a first
trial.
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5.3.2 Step 2-Loads and Earth Pressùres

Design loads for a ret¿ining wall or an abutment are obtained
by using group load combinations described in Table 3.2. Meth-
ods for calculating earth pressures exerted on the wall are dis-
cussed in Chapter 4. The use of equivalent fluid pressures pre-
sented in Table 4.6 gives satisfactory earth pressures ifconditions
are not unusual.

5.3.3 Step 3-Reactlon Forces on Base

Figure 5.6 illustrates a typical cantilever wall subjected to
various loads causing reaction forces that are normal to the

(a) Mass Concrete Wall

8 to l2 ¡n. minimum

ñ

(b) Cantilever Wall

Figure 5.5. Preliminary dimensions for gravity walls and cantile-
ver walls. (A.fter Clayton and Milititsky, 1986)

base, N, and tangent to the base, Fr. These reaction forces are

determined by simple statics for e¿ch load combination being
investigated.

5.3.4 Step 4-Stability Criteria

1. The location of the resultant on the base is determined by
balancing moments about the toe of the wall. The criteria for
foundations on soil for the location of the resultant is that it
must lie within the middle one-third for ASD and the middle-half
for LFD. This criterion replaces the check on the ratio of stabiliz-
ing moment to overturning moment. For foundations on rock,
the acceptable location ofthe resultant has a greater range than
for foundations on soil (see Figure 5.4).

As shown in Figure 5.6, the location of the resultant, Xo, is
obtained by:

xo: Summation of moments about point o (s.3.4. l)

where N : the vertical resultant force, forcellength.
The eccentricity of the resultant, e, with respect to the center-

line of the base is:

Be:--X-2" (s.3.4.2)

L--rçþu'"
B=0.4-0.7H

Figure 5-6. Forces on a typical retaining wall or abutment.
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where B : base width, length.
2. Safety against bearing failure is obtained by applying a

safety factor to the ultimate bearing capacity in the ASD method
or by applying a performance factor to the ultimate bearing
capacity in the LFD method. The ultimate bearing capacity can
be calculated from in situ tests or semiempirical procedures as

presented in the engineering manual for shallow foundations
(Part 1).

Safety against bearing failure is checked by:

(a) Trapezo¡dal Distribut¡on

gmax= {- -q,J
_L

-r"
o'1

6Ne-Tã-

In ASD: Rlgurt / FS > q-*

In LFD: ô Rl9ol, ) g,**

(5.3.4.3)

(5.3.4.4)

(5.3.4.5)

(5.3.4.7)

q,"f

where qr,, : ultimate bearing capacity, force/renglhz; Rr :
reduction factor due to inclined loads; FS : factor ofsafety; þ: performan,èe factor; q-u" : maximum bearing pressure due
to unfactored loads, force,/length2, and gr-* : maximum bear-
ing pressure due to factored loads, force4ength2.

Shøpe of Bearíng Pressure Distribution. '|he shape of the bear-
ing pressure distribution for soil foundations can be treated as a
triangle, a trapezoid, or a rectangle; and for rock foundations,
treated as a triangle or a trapezoid (see Figures 5.2 through 5.4).
Therefore, the resultant, N, will pass through the centroid of a
triangular or trapezoidal stress distribution or the middle of a

uniformly distributed stress block, as shown in Figure 5.7.
Maximum Bearíng Pressure. The following equations are used

to compute the maximum soil pressures, g-"" and g,*u* (both
indicated as g1u¡-"*, where (u) is not present in ASD), per unit
length of a rigid footing.

For a triangular shape of bearing pressure:

when the resultant is within the middle third of base:

Figure 5.7. Various shapes of stress distributions and maximum
bearing pressures.

angle between base and soil, degrees : Q¡ofbase soil for cast-in-
place concrete, or : the values given in Table 4.3; cu: adhesion,
force/length2; c : cohesion of the base soil, force,/length2; B"
: effective length of base in compression, length; and Pn :
horizontal earth pressure force causing sliding, force,/length.

In the LFD method, sliding stability is checked by

ô,4, > )yiPr,i (5.3.4.9)

where Fr, : No tan ôo * c. B.; N, : factored vertical resultant,
force,/length; þ. : performance factor for sliding (values given
in Table 3.3); yi : load factor for force component i : 7B,
shown in'lable3.2; and Pn, : horizontal earth pressure force i
causing sliding, force,/length.

As shown in Figure 5.6, the lateral pressure, P¡, causes the
wall to slide and is resisted by friction and adhesion between the
base and foundation soil. According to the proposed revision to
the AASHTO Specifications prepared by D'Appolonia (1989),
the passive earth pressure, Po, generated by the soil in front of
the wall may be included to resist slidiag if it is ensured that the
soil in front of the wall will exist permanently; for example, if
the wall is embedded deeply below a covering such as a sidewalk
or pavement. When passive earth pressure is used, a safety factor
of 2.0 or larger is recommended by Lambe and Whitman (1969).

However, sliding failure occurs in many cases before the pas-

sive earth pressure is fully mobilized. Therefore, it is safer to
ignore the effect of the passive earth pressure.

(b) Triangular Distr¡bution

ñ - 
2N

lmax - 3Xo

(c) Rectangular Distribut¡on

gmax= 
*

N,u., 6 N,,., e

Y(u)max B ' B2

when the resultant ís outside of the middle third of base:

0.,-* : * 
(s'3.4.6)

For a uniform distribution ofbearing pressure:

N,ut
9(u)max - 1 y

where Nqr¡ : unfactored (factored) vertical resultant, force,/
length; Xo : Iocation ofthe resultant measured from toe, length;
and e : eccentricity of N,ur, length.

3. Sliding stability is checked in the ASD method by satisfying
the following criteria:

F---r > P"
FS

(5.3.4.8)

where FS : 1.5 for sands and 2.0 for clays whose shear strength
is less than 0.5 times the normal pressure; F. : frictional resist-
ance, force/length, or, : N tan ôo f c" B"i N : resultant on
base required for vertical equilibrium, force,/length; ôu : friction
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5.3.5 Step s-Revise Proportions

When the preliminary wall dimensions are found inadequate,
the wall dimensions should be adjusted by a trial and error
method. A sensitivity study done by the authors shows that the
stability can be improved by varying the loc¿tion of the wall
stem, the base width, and the wall height.

Some suggestions for correcting each stability or safety prob-
lem are presented as follows:

l. Bearing failure or eccentricity cúteûon not satisfred: (a)

increase the base width; (b) relocate the wall stem moving it
toward the heel; (c) minimize Pn by replacing a clayey backfill
with granular material or by reducing porewater pressures be-
hind the wall stem with a well-designed drainage system (see

Section 3.5); and (d) provide an adequately designed reinforced
concrete approach slab supported at one end by the abutment
so that no horizontal pressure due to live load surcharge need

be considered.
2. Sliding stability uiterion not satßfied: (a) increase the base

width; (b) minimize Pn as described above; (c) use an inclined
base (heel side down) to increase horizontal resistance; (d) pro-
vide an adequately designed approach slab as mentioned above;

and (e) use a shear key. (The main function of a shear key is
to generate additional passive soil pressure to increase sliding
resistance. The considerations discussed earlier concerning the
amount of displacement required to mobilize passive earth pres-
sure are also important with regard to the resistance that can be
achieved through the use ofa key. Depending on local experience
or job conditions, the design engineer must decide whether some
passive earth pressure should be included or not.)

3. Settlement and overall stability check: Once the proportions
of the wall have been selected to satisfy the bearing pressure,
eccentricity, and sliding criteria, the requirements on settlement
and overall slope stability must be checked.

(a) Settlement should be checked for walls founded on com-
pressible soils to ensure that the predicted settlement is less than
the settlement that the wall or structure it supports can tolerate.
The magnitude of settlement can be estimated using the methods
described in the engineering manual for shallow foundations
(Part l). For a determination of the allowable settlement, refer
to the engineering manual for estimating tolerable movements
of bridges (Part 5).

(b) The overall stability of slopes with regard to the most
critical sliding surface should be evaluated ifthe wall is underlain
by weak soil. This check is based on limiting equilibrium meth-
ods which employ the modified Bishop, simplified Janbu or
Spenser analysis. This subject is discussed in a number ofdesign
manuals and papers including NAVFAC DM-7. I (1982a) and
a manual by the Corps of Engineers (1989), and will not be
covered in this manual.

5.3.6 Step G-Consider Deep Foundations

Driven piles and drilled shafts can be used when the confÌgura-
tion of the wall is unreasonable or uneconomical. Engineering
manuals for driven piles (Part 2) and drilled shafts (Part 4)
may be consulted with regard to design of deep foundations to
withstand vertical and lateral loads.

5.3.7 Step T4ompare w¡th Alternative Wall
Systems

When a design is completed, it should be compared with other
types of walls that may result in a more economical design.

Detailed information can be found in Section 2. 1.2 of this manual
and Section l0 of a manual by the Corps of Engineers (1989).

5.4 DESIGN OF STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

5.4.1 Wall Stems

The wall stem of a cantilever wall is designed as a vertical
cantilever supported by the base. The wall stem of a counterfort
or buttress wall can be designed as a horizontal fixed or continu-
ous beam supported by counterforts or buttresses. The wall can
also be designed as a plate supported on three sides by the base

slab and counterforts (or buttresses) and free at the top.
Wall stems are subjected to axial loads and bending. Axial

loads are due to the stem weight, the loads from structures
supported on the stem, and the vertical component of earth
pressure exerted on the stem. Bending moments are generated

from the horizontal component of earth pressure, surcharge
loads, and eccentric vertical loads.

5.4.2 Base S¡ab

The base slab of a cantilever wall is designed as a cantilever
fixed at the wall. The base slab ofa counterfort or buttress wall
is designed as a fixed or continuous beam spanning between the
counterforts or buttresses.

The base of a cantilever wall is generally divided into two
parts by the location of the wall stem: the edge of the base about
which the wall stem tends to rotate is called the toe and the
other edge is called the heel.

The maximum bending moments for the design of the base

slabs are taken at the face of the wall stem for the toe and the
back of the wall stem for the heel. The maximum design shear

forces for the base slabs are ta,ken at a distance equal to the
effective depth ofthe slab from the face ofthe wall stem for the
toe section and at the back ofthe wall stem for the heel section.

5.4.3 Counterforts and Buttresses

A counterfort undergoes tension when subject to active pres-

sure and, thus, is designed as a T-beam, while a buttress under-
goes compression and is designed as a rectangular beam. At the
junction of the counterfort with the wall stem and the footing
base, tension reinforcement should be provided with a combina-
tion of horizontal and vertical bars or stirrups.

5.4.4 Reinforcement

Detailed information on development of flexural reinforce-
ment is given in Section 8, Part D, articles 8.17 through 8.32 in
the current AASHTO specifications (1989).

Required reinforcement and bar spacing for temperature
change and shrinkage are mentioned in Section 3.5.4 of this
manual.
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CHAPTER 6

DES¡GN EXAMPLES

6.I GENERAL

The design procedures presented in the previous chapters are
demonstrated in three example problems. In each example, re-
sults from the ASD method are compared to those from the
LFD method.

Example 1 concerns the design of a retaining wall to be built
on a shallow foundation on competent rock. Because of the
rock foundation, the bearing pressure distribution used in this
example is triangular for both the ASD method and the LFD
method. The design procedures are described in Section 5.3.

Example 2 is presented to illustrate a typical retaining wall
with level backfill which is subjected to live load surcharge. The
wall is founded on a shallow footing on sand. The bearing pres-
sure distribution for this case is rectangular for both the ASD
method and the LFD method.

Example 3 concerns a bridge abutment founded on a shallow
foundation on medium dense sand. Rectangular distribution of
the bearing pressure is used also in this example. Because the
foundation soil is sand, the abutment tends to move vertically as
well as laterally. With present information of this project
(NCHRP Project 24-4), only vertical movement of retaining
walls and abutments can be estimated.

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the effect of inclined loads on the
ultimate bearing capacity must be considered in the design of
wall footings. In Example 1, the lateral earth pressure is large,
and therefore the inclined load effect is signihcant: the ultimate
bearing capacity is reduced to about 30 percent due to load
inclination.

In the current AASHTO specifications, different values of B,
are given so that possible critical load combinations are not
overlooked. For example, when checking for maximum eccen-
tricity in column design, Bo : 0.75 or lßp = 1.0. The implied
philosophy is that ifdead load tends to counteract a destabilizing
effect,'a lower load factor should be used. This philosophy has
been incorporated in the examples of this manual by including
additional load combinations that are identified by a lower case

"a" suffix.
In regard to earth pressures, the current AASHTO speciflrca-

tions are very specific that B, is 1.0 for vertical earth pressure.
The authors recommend that this value be used even when the
weight of a soil mass has a stabilizing effect. The value of B,
for horizontal earth pressure loads is 1.3. When vertical and
horizontal components are taken ofthe same force, as in the case
of active pressures due to a sloping backfill or an inclined wall
surface, the authors recommend that the same load factor of B,: 1.3 be used for both components.

6.2 EXAMPLE 1_DESIGN OF A RETAINING WALL

Problem Statement. The stability and safety criteria for a 25-ft
high reinforced concrete cantilever wall retaining a gravel back-
fill is to be checked. The retaining wall is to be founded on a
spread flooting on rock. The surface ol the backhll will slope at
I (vertical) to 4 (horizontal). The angle of inrernal friction, þr,
of the backfill is 35 deg, and the unit weight, y, is l2O lb/ft3.

PART 3

The bearing material is massive rock, and the estimated ultimate
bearing capacity, 9ult, is 80 kiplft2. Because the footing is
founded on rock, consideration for frost depth is not necessary.

6.2.1 Prellmlnary Wall Proportions

Based on the dimensions sho\iln in Figure 5.5, a preliminary
configuration was chosen, which is shown in Figure 6.1. Jhe
base width, B, is 13 ft and the thickness of the footing is 2.5 ft.
The top thickness of the stem is I ft and the thickness of the
stem base is 2.5 ft.

6.2.2 Determinat¡on of Loads and Earth Pressures

6.2.2.1 Load Combinations

The loadings in this retaining wall example are dead load
and earth load. The general expression of the AASHTO group
loading combinations is: Group N : y (BoD + ÉBÐ.

Group I is the governing group in this example for both the
ASD and the LFD methods. Therefore, design loads are obtained
by'

For ASD Group I : 1.0 D + 1.0 E" + 1.0 Eh

For LFD (a) Group I : 1.3 D + 1.3 Ev + 1.69 q
(b) Group 1¿ : (1.3)(0.75) D + 1.3 Ev + 1.69 q

where Eu and \ represent the loads causing vertical earth pres-
sure and horizontal earth pressure, respectively. The percentage
of the basic unit stress for Group I in ASD is 100 percent.

Figure 6.1. A cantilever retaining wall in Example 1.
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6.2.2.2 Lateral Earth Pressure Force

A. Required wall movements. Assume that the tolerable lateral
movement of the wall is as much as 2 in. after compaction:
L/H : Q rn.)/Qs ft X 12) : 0.007. From Table 4.2 and Figure
4,4, the approximate magnitude of movement required to re¿ch

minimum active for medium dense sand is 0.002. Therefore,

active earth pressures can be used for design.

B. Vørious methods for estimating active eørth pressure* (a) If
the Rankine equation is used for calculating the lateral earth
pressure force, with the backfill slope, i : arctan (Vò : A aeg
and internal friction angle, þr: 35 deg, then

K":cosi cosi-Jcos'zi-cofþt
(from Eq. 4.2.5.1)

cosi*J"oút-cos'z,f?
: 

lo.lzot¡
0.e701 - !/o-.øTi=¡3? 10 : 4.29
o.97ol + .,õ.%ll -- 0.6710

P^: l/2 T K,Hror¿

: (t /2)(0. t2o)(0.29)Q6.Ð2 : 12.2 ktp /ft

where H,o, : H * AH : 25 ft + 1.5 ft : 26.5 ft.
The vertical and horizontal components of P" are:

P" : P. sin i : (12.2)(0.242) : 3.O kip/ît

Pr, : P" cos i : (12.2)(0.970): 11.8 kiplft

(b) If the Coulomb equation is used, with ô : l4 deg (assumed

to be the angle ofbackfill slope), i : 14 deg, É : 0, and Qr:
35 deg, calculate from Eq. 4.2.4.1:

K- : 0.29

P^: l/2 7 K" H,o,2

: (t / 2)(0. t2o)(0.2e)(26.Ð2

: 12.2 kip/ft

Pu : Pu sin ô : (12.2)(0.242) : 3.oktp/ft

Pr, : P" cos ô : (12.2)(0.970): ll.8 kiplft

(c) If log spiral is used, with ô : 14 deg (assumed to be the
angle of backfill slope), i : 14 deg, P : 0, and þ¡ : 35 deg,

read from Table 4.4:

K. : 0.32

P^: l/2 ^f Ku}Irorz

: (t/2)(0.120)(0.32)(26.Ð2 : 13.5 kiplft

: P" sin ô : (13.5X0.242) : 3.3 kip,zft

: P. cos ô : (13.5X0.970) : 13.1 kiplft

(d) If equivalent fluid pressure is used, read from Table 4.6

for medium dense sand or gravel:

7"q : 35 pcf for level backfill and 7"o : 45 pcf for backfill
2(H) on 1(V). Interpolating the curve for backfill a($ on 1(V),

estimate y"o:

7* : 40 Pcf

Pn: l/2 yeq Htot2

: (t/2Xo.0Q)(26.Ð2

: l4.O k¡;p/ft

P" : Pu tan i : (14.0X0.249) : 3.5 k¿p/î\

P. : (Pu2 * P,z¡rtz : 14.4 ktp/ft

All of these methods give essentially comparable values for
active earth pressure coefficients. The equivalent fluid pressure

methods give the largest horizontal component and vertical com-
ponent of active earth pressure. However, in this exa¡nple, the

earth pressures from the Rankine equation will be used.

P,: 12.2 ktp/ft

Pu : 3'0 kiP,ztt

Pn : ll'8 kiPlft

The location of application of the horizontal resultant, y, is
0.4 H.ot as shown in Figure 6.1.

y : 0.4 H,o, : (0.4X26.5) : 10.6 ft

6.2,3 Calculation for Reactlon Forces

The next step is to calculate reaction forces that are normal
to the base, N, and tangent to the base, Fr.

Vertical and horizontal loads for ASD and LFD are tabulated,

as follows. Numbered items refer to the elements of the wall and

soil as shown in Figure 6.1.

6.2.3.1 The ASD Method

A. Vertical loøds (unfactored):

Vunf
Items (kJft)

Arm about Moment about
point o point o
(fÐ (k-ft/rr)

t. (t /2)(t.s)(22.5x0. r 50)

2. (1.0x22.5X0.r50)
3. (13.0x2.5X0.150)
4. (t /2)(6.0)(1. 5Xo. r 20)
5. (6.0X22.5X0.120)

P"

2.53

3.38
4.88

0.54
16.20

3.00

5.5

6.5
6.5

I1.0
10.0
13.0

13.92

21.97

31.72
5.94

162.00
39.00

Nu.r: )Vonr : 30.5 )Mvonr : 274.6

P,

Ph
B. Horizontal loads (unfactored):

Items
Hunf
(k/fÐ

Arm about Moment about
point o point o

(ft) (k-ftlfÐ

Ph 1 1.8 10.6 -t25.1
)H,,, : I1.8 2Mr¡unr : -125.1
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6.2.3.2 The LFD Method

A. Y¿nical loads (føctored):

(a) when Ép : 1.0

pnnr 3

Nu:)Vu:4O.9 )Mtu : 372.1

rSince P, is the vertical component ofthe lateral earth pressure force, Pa, the load
factor for &, (yÉ¡ : 1.3 x 1.3 : 1.ó9) is applied to Pu.

(b) when ßp: O.75

>M- 372.t - 211.4
X^ : ------.ll : 

-1.93 ft' >v" 40.9

e: B/2 - Xo

: 6.5 - 3.93 : 2.57 ft < 3B/8 : 4.88 ft OK

(b) when ßø: 0.75

>M- 350.4 - 211.4X^: ' :3.72ft
" )v, 37.4

e: B/2 - Xo

: 6.5 - 3.72 : 2.78 ft < 3B/8 : 4.88 ft OK

6.2.4.2 Adequacy of Bearing Pressure

Since bearing material is rock, a triangular bearing pressure
distribution is used.

A. The ASD method:

9-"' : 2Nu'r,/3xo : 2(30.5)ßØ.90) : 4.2 ksf

gult(øpacity) : qttt (Rt),/FS

: (80.0X0.27)/2.5 : !¡[ ksf OK

where R, is obtained from Table 4.2 of the shallow foundations
manual (Part 1) as follows: for the ratio of Hu.r/Vur, : ll.8/
30.5 : 0.38, and for the ratio of D¡,/8" : O/13: 0, read R,
: O.27 from the table.

B. The LFD method:

e: B/2 - Xo

: 6.5 - 4.90 : 1.60 fr < B/4 : 3.25 ft

B. The LFD method:

(a) when ßo : 1.0

when Bo : 1.0

9-", : 2Nu,/3Xo :2Ø0.9)/3(3.93) : 6.9 ksf
gutt(capacity) : (ÓXRlXq'rr)

: (0.6x0.27x80.0) : l!þ ksf

when Bo : 0.75

9-u* : 2Nu,/3Xo :2Q7.Ð/3(3.72) : 6.7 ksf
gult(capacity) : (ÞXRrXq"r,)

: (0.6X0.27X80.0) : 12.e6 ksf

Vunf
(k/ft)

2.53

3.38

4.8E

o.54
16.20

3.00

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.69r

3.29

4.39

6.34

0.70

21.M
5.07

l8.l
28.6

41.2

7.7

210.6
65.9

OK

OK

OK

Load
Factor

'tßi

Vu Arm about
(factored) point o

(k/ft) (ft)

Moment about
point o
ß-ft,/ft)

5.5

6.5

6.5

I 1.0

10.0

r3.0

t.
a

3.

4.
s

P,

Vunf

(k/fÐ

Load
Factor

fßi

Vu Arm about
(factored) point o

(k/ft) (fÐ

Moment about
point o
(k-ft/fÐ

5.5

6.s

6.5

11.0

10.0

13.0

l,
z.

3.

4.

5.

P"

2.53 0.98

3.38 0.98

4.88 0.98

0.54 1.3

16.20 1.3

3.00 1.69*

2.48

3.3r

4.78

0.70

21.06
5.07

13.6

21.5

3l.l
7.7

zto.6
65.9

{oq Nu:>Vu:37.4 )Myu : 350.4

*Since P" is the vertical component ofthe lateral earth pressure force, P", the load

factor for 4 0& : 1.3 X 1.3 : 1.69) is applied to P,.

B. Horizontal loads (factored):

Vuni
(k/ft)

v,
(factored)

(wît)

Load
Factor

'tßi

Arm about Moment about
point o point o

(ft) ß-ft,{Ð

10.619.91.69I 1.8Ph

)Hu : 19.9 EM"u : -21¡.4 (a)

6.2.4 Stab¡l¡ty and Safety Criteria Check

A number of stability and safety criteria have to be satisfied
as follows.

6.2.4.1 Location of Normal Component of
Reactions

For foundations on rock the eccentricity should be smaller
than B/4 for ASD and 3B/8 for LFD.

A. The ASD method:

where Þ : performance factor for bearing capacíty on rock
(Table 3.3); R, applied in the LFD method is also based on
unfactored loading conditions. Thus, the value is same as that
of the ASD method.

6.2.4.3 Sliding Stability

From Table 4.3, the friction angle for mass concrete on clean
sound rock is 35 deg.

(b)

IMu,r_274.6-125.1
>Vunr 30.5

xo: : 4.90 lt
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A. The ASD method:

)Hu,r : 11.8 kip,zft and FS : 1.5

F. : N""r tan ôb + CuB"

: (30.5) (tân 35 des) + 0 : 2l.4ktp/ît

4/FS : 21.4/1.5 : l4.2kip/ft ) )Hunr: 11.S kiplft OK

B. The LFD method:

(a) when Éo : l.O
)'!L : 19.9 kip,zft

F- : \ tan ôb + C"B" : (40.9)(tan 35 deg) + O: 28.6ktp/ft

Assuming that the sliding performance factor for rock, þ",
is 0.8 (Note: þ. for a rock foundation was not specified in
the Table 3.3 because oflack ofdata; therefore, it is appro-
--:^+o +L^+ +L^ *:-:-,.- .,^1,,-:- +l.^ +^Ll- 

^ 
a L-..-^l f^-

Prr4ù! !¡¡4ù !¡¡w Øv¡vr v.ur ue sùws rv¡

the performance factor in this case), then

ô" F* : (0.8X28.6)
: 22S kip/ft > )Hu : 19.9 kip/ft OK

(b) when ßø: O.7S

)H" : 19'9 kiP,^t
F.u : Nu tan ôo * C.B" : (37.a)(tan 35 deg) * 0:26.2kip/ft

Assuming that the sliding performance factor for rock, þ.,
is 0.8 (Note þ" for a rock foundation was not specihed in
the Table 3.3 because of lack of data; therefore, it is appro-
priate that the minimum value in the table, 0.8, be used for
the performance factor in this case), then

ó. F,u : (0.8X26.2)
:Zl.Okip/ft > )Hu : 19.9 kip/ft OK

6.2.5 Concluslon

The retaining wall satisfies the stability and safety criteria for
both ASD and LFD. It would be possible to reduce the base

width somewhat and still satisfy the design criteria. Because the
wall is founded on rock, it is not necessary to check the settle-
ment criteria.

EXAMPLE 2-A RETAINING WALL SUBJECTED
LIVE LOAD SURCHARGE

Problem Statement. The stability and safety for the retaining
wall shown in Figure 6.2 is to be checked, using the ASD method
and the LFD method.

The wall is founded on medium dense sand with an average

standard penetration test (SPT) blow count of 12. The ultimate
bearing capacity of the foundation soil is estimated to be 26.0
ksf.

The backfill material is medium dense sand with an angle of
internal friction equal to 35 deg. The unit weight ofthe backfill
soil is 120 pcf and the density of the concrete is 150 pcf. The
friction angle between the base and foundation soil, ô6, is 28 deg.

The passive resistanc€ of the soil in front of the retaining wall
is to be neglected.

A live load surcharge equal to 2 ît oî @rth acts on the surface
of the backfill.

In this example, the active earth pressures are determined by
the Rankine equation. For the zero backfill slope and ór : 35

deg, the active earth pressure coeffrcient, K", is;

K": I - sinf¡ : O.271l*sinft

6.3.1 Determlnatlon of Loads and Earth Pressureg

With loadings of types D, L, and E, Eq. 3,4.1 can be reduced
to: Gr N : 7ßnD + ßtL + BEE].

From Table 3.2, the loading combinations applicable to this
example are Group I, II, and VI for ASD and LFD.

6.3.1.1 Load Factors

The following load factors are multiplied by the corresponding
load component and the products summed for each load combi
nation.

A. For ASD:

Backfill Surcharge

Vo*4'tEtE,EvDGr

I
II
VI

I
I
1

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
0
1

I
0
I

100

t25
IM

6.3
TO

*The numbers in this column represent percentages of basic

unit stress, which are usually multiplied on the resistance side.

However, for convenience in comparison with LFD, the loads
in ASD will be divided by these percentages.

Medium Denso Sand

ñ=rz

2' Live Load Surcharge = 240 psl

Medium

Dense

Sand

dr = 35'
f= 120 pcf

@

Figure 6.2. A retaining wall subjected to live load surcharge.
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B. For LFD:

load factors : 7B¡

PART 3

(a) vertical loads, V*o Glp/ft)

Backfill Surcharge Vu¡f

vdItems (l) (2) (3) (4) vL
T D D D E" Et

100

125

l¿lo

I 0.84 1.35 2.36 9.72 t.U
rr 0.84 1.35 2.36 9.72 0
vI 0.84 1.35 2.36 9.72 t.M

9.720.84 Vo Sun'¡/Vo

4¡.4r.EhEDGr 15.7 I
14.27

15.71

15.71

11.42

11.22I
la
II
IIa
VI
VIa

1.3

0.98
1.3

0.98
t.25
0.94

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.25

1.25

1.69

1.69

l.ó9
1.69

1.63

1.63

2.t7
2.17

0
0

1.25

1.25

1.69

1.69

0
0

1.63

1.63

where: Vro, : unfactored vertical loads
* : notations used by AASHTO

þ) moments, Mr*o (kip-ft/ft)

Items (l) Ø (3) (4)
TDDDE"

vL
El-

Mv*¿

where: Eu : vertical load due to earth

4 : horizontal load due to earth
E 

" 
: vertical load due to live load surcharge

Q" : horizontal load due to live load surcharge

It can be observed that Group I governs over Group VI in
ASD. However, it is not clear at a glance whether Group I or
Group VI governs in LFD.

6.3. 1.2 Unfactored Loads

Unfactored vertical and horizontal loads are summarized as

follows.

A. Yertical loads:

Mvunf 2.99 5.63 12.39 72.90 10.80

I
II
VI

2.99
2.99

2.99

5.63

5.63

5.63

12.39 72s0 10.80

12.39 72.qJ 0

12.39 72.90 10.80

t0É..1t

93.91
104.71

104.71

75.13

74.79

100

125
140

where: Muon, : moment due to unfactored vertical loads
* : notations used by AASHTO

B. Horizontal loads and moments due to horizontal loads:

(a) horizontal loads, H"ro (kip/ft)

Items

H""¡ 0.98

HasdPE HL

4'4r
3.66

I
II
VI

4.64
2.93

3.31

4.64 lm
3.66 125
4.& 140

3.66

3.66

3.66

0.98

0

0.98

Items
Vunf

GzrÐ

Arm Moment
about o about o

(fÐ (k-frlfÐ
where: Hunr: unfactored horizontal loads

* : notations used by AASHTO

(b) moments, MHæd (kip-ft/ft)
t. (t/2)(o.833X13.5X0. 150)
2. (0.67X13.5X0.150)
3. (lo.sx1.5xo.l50)
4. (6.0Xr3.5X0.120)
VL (due to ar")

0.84
1.35

2.36
9.72

1.44

3.56
4.17
5.25

7.50
7.50

2.99
5.ó3

12.39
72.90

10.80

Items PE HL
t F'h 8,t,

Mg*¿

Mgu'r 7.35

B. Horizontal loads:

for K" : 0.271,H: 15.0 ft

I
II
VI

21.96

21.96

21.96

29.31

2t.96
29.31

29.31

t7.57
20.94

100

125

1,10

7.35

0

7.35

where: M"on, : moment due to unfactored horizontal loads
(kip-ft/ft)
* : notations used by AASHTO

6.3.2.2 Stability and Safety Criteria

A. Eccentricity check:

V*¿ H"s Mv*¿ Ms"*
Gr (k/ftJ (k,/fÐ (k-ft,/fÐ (k-ft,/fÐ

6.3.2 The ASD Method

6.3.2.1 Design Loads

A. Vertical loads and moments due to vertical loads:

Items
Hurf
(k/ft)

Arm Moment
about o about o

(fÐ (k-ft/ft)

PE (earth pressure)

H, (due to o1)
3.66 6.0 (0.4H) 2t.96
0.98 7.s (0.5H) 7.3s

Xo € ê-*r 91 9un¡r
(fÐ (fÐ (fÐ (ksÐ (ksÐ

I 15.71

fi tt.42
vI tt.22

4.64

2.93

3.3 r

t04.1t 29.31 4.80

75. 13 t7.57 5.04

74.19 20.94 4.80

0.45 < 1.75 1.88 1.64
o.zt < 1.75 t.22 l.l3
0.45 < 1.75 1.34 1.17
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where: Xo : location of resultant : (Mvu.¿ - Mr¡^¿)/V*a
e : eccentricity : B/2 - Xo
€-* : B/6 : lO.5/6 : 1.75 ft
gt : triangular bearing pressure at toe (se€ Fig. 5.7,

with N : V^¿)
gunir: uniformly distributed bearing pressure at toe

(see Fig. 5.7)

B. Bearing capaciþ check (aspreviously mentioned, reduction
factors, R¡, due to inclined load shall be considered in bearing
capacity check):

(a) factored vertical loads, Vu Grp/fÐ

Items (1) (2) (3) (4)
TDDDE.

vL
E"r

Vunf t.M9.722.36

3.12

1.t2
0

0

1.80

1.80

3.O7

2.31

3.07

2.31

2.95

2.22

I 1.09

Ia 0.82
II 1.09

IIa 0.82
vI l.o5
VIa O.79

t.76
1.32

1.76

t.32
1.69

1.27

L2;&
t2.&
12.64

12.&
t2.t5
t2.15

21.6E

20.21

18.56

17.09

19.64

18.23

Vsd
Gr (k/fÐ

H¿sd

+ V*¿ D¡Æ"
g'ult Qtutt

Rr GsÐ (ksf)
Hssd

(k/ft)

4.& 0.30 0.31 0.37 26.0

2.93 0.26 0.30 0.42 ?,6.0

3.31 0.30 0.31 O.37 26.0

I
II
VI

grutt Q*q
+ FS (ksÐ

where: Vo.r: unfactored vefical loads
* : notations used by AASHTO

þ) factored moments, Mrr" ftip-ft/ft)15.71

Ú.42
11.22

9.62 2.4t > t.U
10.92 2.73 > l.t3
9.62 2.41 > t.t1 (r) (2) (3) (4)

DDDE.
vL
E"i

Mvu

where: D, : depth from the ground surface to the bottom of
footing : 3'0 ft

B" : effective base width : 2Xo in this example
Rr : reduction factor due to inclined load
gvutt : vertical bearing capacity
giort : inclined bearing capacity : (RlXq""r,)
FS : factor of safety for SPT method : 4.0
g."* : maximum bearing pressure due to loadings :

gooir in this example

C. Sliding stability check (since uniformly distributed bearing
pressures are used, the effective base width, 8", for calculation
of sliding resistance is 2Xo):

Mvunf 2.99 5.63 12.39

I 3.89 7.32

Ia 2.93 5.52

II 3.89 7.32

IIa 2.93 5.12
YI 3.74 7.04
Yla 2.81 5.29

t6.ll
12.14

l6.ll
12.14

15.49

I 1.65

94.77

94.77

94.71

94.77

91.13
91.l3

23.44 145.54

23.44 138.80

o 122.49

0 I 15.36

13.s0 130.90

13.50 124.38

HoHL

4r
PE

EhHrsd

Ff
(vfÐ FS

Total8.36 1.5 5.57 > 4.&
6.08 1.5 4.05 > 2.93
5.97 1.5 3.98 > 3.31

I
II
VI

vd
(k/fr) tan ôo

F ,/FS
(k/rq

where: Mrro., : moment due to unfactored vertical loads
* : notations used by AASHTO

B. Horizontal loads and moments due to horizontal loads:

(a) factored horizontal loads, Hu ftip/ft)

Items
*

Hrrf 3.66 0.98
15.71

11.42
11.22

0.532

0.532
0.532 I

Ia
II
IIa
VI
VIa

1.66

1.66

0
0

1.59

1.59

6.19

6. t9
6.19

6.19
5.95

5.95

7.85

7.85
6. r9
6.19
7.54
7.54

where: F, : N"rd tan ôo * C"B"
Næ¿ : unfactored resultant force normal to base V^o
ôb : frictional angle between base and soil : 28 deg
C, : adhesion -- 0

6.3.2.3 Conclusions for ASD

It is observed that the sliding stability criterion is closer to
controlling the design of the wall in this example than are the
eccentricity or bearing capacity checks. All of the stability and
safety criteria are satisflred and are governed by Group I. There-
fore, using the ASD criteria, the retaining wall is veriflied to be
adequately designed.

6.3.3 The LFD Method

6.3.3.1 Design Loads

A. Vertical loads and moments due to vertical loads:

where: Hunr: unfactored horizontal loads
* : notations used by AASHTO

þ) factored moments, M", (kip-ftzft)

Items
*

PE
Eh

M"tHL

4'l
MHurf 21.96 7.35 Total

I
Ia
II
IIa
VI
VIa

37.t1
37.t|
37.11

37.t\
35.69

35.69

12.42

12.42
0
0

11.94

11.94

49.53

49.53

37.11

37.|t
47.63
47.63

where: M*un, : moment due to unfactored horizontal loads
* : notations used by AASHTO
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6.3.3.2 Stabilíty and Safety Crircrta

A. Eccentricity check:

penr 3

where: Xo : location of result¿nt : (Mv, - Mno)/Vu
e : eccentricity : B/2 - Xo
ê.." : B/4 : 10.5/4 : 2.63 ft
gt : triangular bearing pressure at toe (see Fig. 5.7)
gunir = uniformly distributed bearing pressure at toe

(see Fig. 5.7)

B. Bearìng capacity check (as mentioned in Example 1, reduc-
tion factors, Rr, from ASD are used for the LFD method):

6.3.3.3 Conclusions for LFD

The design of the wall is controlled by the sliding stability
criterion. Group VIa governs with respect to the eccentricity
and sliding stability checks. Bearing capacity is governed by
Group I. Ilowever, all of the stability and safety criteria are
satisfied in the LFD method. Thus, using the LFD criteria, the
retaining wall is acceptable.

6.3.4 Servlceability Limlt State Check

The vertical movement (or settlement) of the retaining wall is
checked according to the procedures described in the engineering
manual for shallow foundations (Part 1). Two methods are used
to estimate settlement of the retaining wall: the Terzaghi and
Peck method and the D'Appolonia et al. method.

The minimum average SPT blow count, N, within the range
of depth from the footing base to the depth B below the bottom
of footing is 12.

Because it is a serviceability condition, unfactored loads are
used to estimate settlement. Group I governs for all criteria of
the ASD method in this example. From the tabulated results of
the ASD method, the effective base width, B" : 2Xo : 9.60 ft
and the uniform bearing pressure, p : 1.64 ksf or 0.82 tsf.

6.3.4.1 Terzaghí and Peck Method

From Figure 5.1 (in Part 1) read the bearing pressure corres-
ponding to l-in. settlement with B: B" : 9.60 ft and the
minimum average SPT blow counts, N : 12; thus, pl in. : 1.2
tsf.

Considering that the water table is below the foundation at
least 28 and has no effect on the bearing pressure, the estimated
settlement of footing is:

0.82 tsf
P : 12 t.f 

: o'68 in'

From Table 5.9 (in Part l), the adjusted settlement using 90
percent reliability, p', is:

p' : (1.0s)(p) : (1.05)(0.68) : 0.71 in.

6.3.4.2 D'Appolonia et al. Method

From Eq. 5.2.2 (in Part 1), the settlement of the footing, based
on the recommendation of D'Appolonia et al. is: p : Fo Fr þ
B/M).

with Dr,/B : (3.0)/(9.60) : 0.31, and,L/B: (35.0)/(9.60)
: 3.65' read po : 0.96 from Figure 5.3 in Part 1.

With Ht,/B : (40.0)/(9.60) : 4.17, andL/B: 3.65 ft, read

¡r, : l.l5 from Figure 5.3 in Part l.
With N : 12, read, M : 290 tsf from the line of Normally

Loaded Sand or Sand and Gravel in Figure 5.4 (Part 1).

Therefore, the settlement estimated from Eq. 5.2.2 (Part 1) is:

p B _. (0.82Xe.60)
P : Po P' l,l 

: (0'96)(1'15) --r*-

X. € €.* 9t {unif
(fÐ (fÐ (ft) (ksD (ksÐ

v'
Gr (k/ft)

Hu Mvu
(k/ft) (k-ft,/ft)

M¡tu
(k-ft/rÐ

3.03 2.45

2.84 2.29

2A4 2.03

2.25 1.87

2.95 2.32

2.77 2.17

I
Ia
II
IIa
VI
VIa

21.68 7.85 145.53

20.21 7.85 138.80

18.56 6.19 122.09

17.09 6.19 115.36

19.& 7.s4 130.90
18.23 7.54 124.38

4.43 0.82 <2.63
4.42 0.83 < 2.63
4.58 0.67 <2.63
4.58 0.67 <2.63
4.24 1.01 < 2.63
4.21 t.O4 < 2.63

49.53

49.53

37.11

37.11

47.63
47.63

9-"*
(ksÐ

guult

(ksÐGr
RI

(ASD)
gtult

(ksÐ
Ô9iort
(ksÐ

Yq

I
Ia
II
IIa
VI
VIa

0.37
0.37
0.42
0.42
o.37
0.37

26.O

26.0

26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0

9.62
9.62

10.92

10.92

9.62
9.62

4.33

4.33

4.91

4.91
4.33

4.33

2.45
2.29

2.O3

1.87

2.32
2.17

where: Dt

B"
guult

grult

óqur,
9-u*

: depth from the soil surface to the bottom of
footing

:2Xo
: vertical bearing capacity
: inclined bearing capacity
: factored bearing capacity (Þ : 0.45)
: maximum bearing pressure due to loadings :

gu.i¡ in this example.

C. Sliding stability check þecause the uniformly distributed
bearing pressures are used, the effective base width for calcula-
tion of sliding resistance is 2Xo):

6-Gr
(k/fr)

tan ôo Fru
(k/ft)

ó"F*
(k/fÐ

H,
(k,/fÐ

0.80 9.22
0.80 8.60

0.80 7.90

0.80 '1.27

0.80 8.36

0.80 7.76

I
Ia
II
IIa
VI
VIa

21.68

20.21

18.56

17.09

t9.64
18.23

0.532

0.532
0.532
0.532
o.532
o.532

I 1.53

10.75

9.87

9.09

10.45

9.70

7.85

7.85

6.19

6.19

7.54

7.54

where: F-
Nu
ôb

cu

ö.

: No tan ôb + C"B"
: factored resultant force normal to base V.
: frictional angle between base and soil : 28 deg
: adhesion : 0
: sliding performance factor for SPT data : 0.03 ft : 0.36 in.
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From Table 5.9 (Part l), the adjusted settlement using 90
percent reliability, p', is:

p' : (2.00Xp) : (2.00X0.36): o.72in.

6.3.4.3 Conclusions

The amounts of settlement estimated by the Terzaghi and
Peck method and the D'Appolonia et al. method are nearly the
same in this example. Settlement less than I in. can be considered
tolerable in most retaining walls.

6.4 EXAIIIPLE -3-DES!GN OF .4N .ABUTMENT

Problem Statement. Using the ASD method and the LFD
method, the stability and safety for the abutment shown in Figure
6.3 is to be checked. The abutment is founded on sandy gravel
with an average standard penetration test blow count of 25. The
ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation soil is estimated to
be 30.0 ksf.

The backhll material is medium dense sand with an angle of
internal friction equal to 35 deg, and unit weight of 120 pcf. The
density of the concrete is I 50 pcf. The friction angle between the
base and foundation soil, ô5, is estimated to be 29 deg.

The passive pressure of the soil in front of the abutment will
be ignored.

A live load surcharge equal to 2 ft of earth acts on the surface
ofthe backfill. The weight ofthe approach slab is considered as

dead load surcharge. (If the approach slab is designed to span

across the backfill, both surcharges could be ignored.)
In this example, because the wall and foundation soil are

relatively stiff, at-rest earth pressures are obtained from equiva-
lent fluid pressures. From Table 4.6, for medium dense sand or
gravel, the equivalent fluid unit weight, 7*, is 50 pcf and the
horizontal earth pressure coeffrcient, K, is 0.40.

6.4.1 Determination of Loads and Earth Pressures

The loadings to be considered in this example are shown in
Figure 6.4. Considering loadings of types D, L, E, W, WL, LF,
and Rf S*T, Eq. 3.4.1 can be expressed as:

Gr N :'flßoD + ßtL + ßøE * ÉwW + P*LWL
+ pLFLF + pR(R+S+T)l

From Table 3.2,the relevant loading combinations are Groups
I, II, IIL IV, V, and VI for both ASD and LFD.

6.4.1.1 Load Factors

The following load factors are multiplied by the corresponding
load component and the products summed for each load combi-
nation.

where N = average standard peñetration test blow æunt

f = unit weight of so¡l

øf = internal f¡ict¡on ilgle
feq = equ¡valent lluid Pressure

K = hor¡zontal earth pressure coetfic¡ent

Fígure 6.3. Example 3-a bridge abutment.

Given: DL = 7.5 ldft (Dead Load from Bridge Superstruclure)

LL = 6.0 k/ft (L¡ve Load from Bridge Superstructure)

W = 0.20 Uft (Wind Load on Superstructure)

WL = 0.05 ldtt (W¡nd Load on L¡ve Load)

LF = 0.25 ldft (Long¡tudinal Force)

R+S+T = 1 0 "/. of DL = 0.75 Utt (Rib Shorten¡ng. Shr¡nkage and Temp€rature Load)

or = (2'X0.120 pcf) = 0.24 ksf

Oo = (fl(0.150 kcl) = 0.15 ksf

p, = 1rz¡ tr* ¡u'2 = (1/2X0.050X9.0)z = z.o3 r./ft
(Equìvalent Fluid Pressure Force)

HL = K (Or ) H' = (0 40X0.24X9.0) = 0.86 ldfi
(Lateral Earth Pressure Force due to Live Load Surcharge)

Ho = K (¿Jo) H' =(0.40X0.15X9.0) =0.54ldft
(Lateral Earth Pressure Force due to Dead Load Surchrge)

VL = (0.24Xf .25) = 0.30 ldtt (Venical Resultant of Live Load Surchage)

Vo = (0.1 5Xl .251 = 0.1 9 ldft (Vertical Resultant of Dead Load Surchage)

Figure 6.4. Example 3-summary of loadings applied to the

abutment.

| 1.s' | 0.7s'lr--'r-l

Lled¡um Dffi€ Sarid

¡ =t20æf
ú =35'
r"c -5oPct
K - 0.a0

Medium Dense Sand

ñ=2s

VL 2'L¡ve Load Surcharge, OL
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A. For ASD:

PART 3

B. Horizontøl loads:

Gr D L Ev Eh F4,D 4r. w lVL LF R+S+T Vot

Back-

fill
Sur-

charge
Arm

about o
(fÐ

Moment
about o
(k-ft/ît)

Hoof
(uJft)Items

I
II
III
IV
v
VI

I
0
I
I
0
I

I
0
I
I
0
I

0
I

0.3

0

I
0.3

0
0
I
0
0
I

0
0
I
o
0
I

0
0
0

I
I
I

100

125

125

125

lû
lû

P" (earth pressure)
Ho (due to orp)
H" (due to or")
W (wind on structurÐ
WL (wind on LL)
LF
R+S+T

2.03

0.54
0.86
0.20
0.05

0.25
0.75

7.31

2.43

3.87
1.,+0

0.35
1.75

5.25

3.6 (0.4H',)
4.5 (0.5H',)
4.5 (0.5H',)
7.O

7.O

7.O

7.OtThe numbers in this colurnn represent pcrcent¿ges ofbasic unit stress, which a¡e
usually multiplied on the resist¿nce side, However, for convenience in comparison
v¡ith LFD, the loads in ASD will be divided by these perc€ntages.

B. For LFD:

load factors : 7B,

6.4.2 The ASD Method

6.4.2.1 Design Loads

A. Vertical loads and moments due to vertical loads:

(a) vertical loads, V^o (kip/ft)Back-

fill
Sur-

charge

Eh 4'o &,¡- w WL LF
V*¿(3) (4)

DEvE"DGr
R+S
+T

Items (1) (2')
tDD

DL LL VD VL
DLDL

"l !!

1.69

t,69
1.69

l-69
1.69

1.69

1.69

1.69

1.63

1.63

1.63

1.63

0

0

0
0

0
0

1.3

1.3

1.25

t.25
L25
t.25

I 1.3 2.17 1.3

Iat 0.98 2.17 1.3

II 1.3 0 1.3

lla 0.98 0 1.3

III 1.3 1.3 1.3

IIIa 0.98 1.3 1.3

IY 1.3 1.3 1.3

IVa 0.98 1.3 1.3

v 1.25 0 t.zs
Y^ 0.94 0 1.25

YI 1125 1.25 1.25

VIa 0.94 l.Z5 1.25

1.69 1.69 0
1.69 t.69 0
1.69 0 1.3

1.69 0 1.3

1.69 1.69 0.39
r.69 t.69 0.39

1.69 1.69 0

1.69 r.69 0
1.63 0 1.25

1.63 0 1.25

1.63 1.63 0.38
1.63 1.63 0.38

00
00
00
00

1.3 1.3

1.3 r.3
00
00
00
00

1.25 1.25

1.25 t.25

1.80 r.69 0.34 1.05

1.80 1.69 0.34 1.05

1.80 1.69 0.34 1.05

1.80 1.69 0.34 1.05

1.80 1.69 0.34 1.05

1.80 1.69 0.34 1.05

Vune 1.80 t.69 0.34 1.05 7.50 6.00 0.19 0.30 Sum lo Sum/Vo

I
II
III
IV

VI

7.50 6.00 0.19 0.30 18.87 100 18.87

7.s0 0 0.19 0 12.57 lzs 10.06

7.50 6.00 0.19 0.30 18.87 125 15.10

7.50 6.00 0.19 0.30 18.87 l2s 15.10
7.50 0 0.19 0 12.57 140 8.98
7.50 6.00 0.r9 0.30 18.87 140 13.48

where: Yun, : unfactored vertical loads
* : notations used by AASHTO

(b) moments, Mrruru (kip-ft/ft)

rThe value ofpo for load combination groups I, II, or VI is 1.0 and these often
control the maximum bearing pressure. However, the groups, such as Ia, IIa, or
VIa, which employ Éo : 0.75 are used to check the æcentricity or sliding stability
criteria.

6.4. 1.2 Unfactored Loøds

Unfactored vertical and horizontal loads are summarized as

follows.

A. Vertical loads:

Munr 5.4 6.13 1.49 5.65 24.38 19.5 1.02 l.6l Sum Vo Sum/Vo

Items (l)
tD

(4) DL LL
FryDL

vD vL
DL

(2) (3)
DD

H*¿HD HL

4o 4'r

Mvu"¿

| 5.4 ó.13

II 5.4 6.13

III 5.4 6.13

M.4 6.13
v 5.4 6.13
vI 5.4 6.13

1.49 s.65 24.38

1.49 5.65. 24.38

1.49 5.65 24.38

1.49 5.65 24.38

1.49 5.65 24.38

1.49 5.65 24.38

19.5 1.02 1.61

0 1.02 0
t9.5 1.02 1.6t

19.5 1.02 1.6r

0 1.02 0

l9.s 1.02 1.6r

65.18 100

44.07 125
65.18 125

65.18 12s

44.07 t40
65.18 140

65. l8
35.26

52.14

52.t4
31.48

46.56

where: Munr: moment due to unfactored vertical loads
r : notations used by AASHTO

B. Horizontal loads and moments due to horizontal loads:

(a) horizontal loads, H""o (kiplft)

Items
Vunf
(k/ft)

Arm
about o

(fÐ

Moment
about o
(k-frlfÐ

Items PE
*Eh

wwL
wwL

LF R+S+T
LF R+S+T

l. (6.0x2.0)(0.150)
z. (2.25X5.0X0.150)
3. (0.7sx3.0x0.150)
4. (1.25X7.0X0.120)
DL (superstructure)
LL (superstructure)
Vo (due to r.ro)
V, (due to <,r¡)

1.80
1.69

0.34
1.05

7.50
6.00
0.19
0.30

3.00
3.63

4.38
5.38
3.25

3.25

5.38

s.38

5.40

6. l3
1.49

5.6s

24.38
19.50

t.o2
1.61

Hun¡ 2.03 0.54 0.86 0.20 0.0s 0.25 0.7s Sum Vo Stm/Vo

I
II
III
IV

VI

2.03 0.54 0.86

2.03 0.54 0

2.03 0.54 0.86

2.03 0.54 0.86

2.03 0.54 0

2.03 0.54 0.86

00
0.20 0

0.06 0.05

00
0.20 0

0.06 0.05

00
00

o.25 0

0 0.75

0 0.75

0.25 0.75

3.43 t00 3.43

2.77 125 2.22

3.79 t25 3.03
4.t8 t25 3.34

3.52 140 z.sl
4.54 t40 3.24

where: Hun, = unfactored horizontal loads
+ : notations used by AASHTO
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þ) moments, M"* (kip-ft/ft)

Items

Vrsd

(k/fr)
h6o F.

(k/ft)
FS F,/FS Hasd

(k/ft)PEHDHLWWLLF
Eb4o4rWWLLF

R+S+T
R+S+T

Mr¡"ø

MHunf 7.31 2.43 3.87 1.¿10 0.35 1.75
I
u
III
IV
v
VI

I
II
III
w
v
VI

Sum Vo Sum/Vo
18.87

10.06

15.10

15. l0
8.98

13.48

0.554

0.554

0.554

0.554

0.554

0.554

t0.45

5.57

8.37

8.37

4.97

7.47

> 3.43

> 2.22

> 3.03

> 3.34

> 2.51

> 3.24

1.5 6.91

1.5 3.71

7.31 2.433.87 0 0 0 0
7.31 2.43 0 l.¿fo 0 0 0
7.31 2.43 3.87 0.42 0.35 t.75 0
7.31 2.433.87 0 0 0 5.25
7.31 2.43 0 1.40 0 0 5.25
7.31 2.43 3.87 0.42 0.35 1.75 5.25

13.61 100 13.61

11.14 l2s 8.91

16.13 125 12.90

1E.86 125 15.09
16.39 140 11.71

21.38 140 15.27

t.5

1.5

1.5

t.5

5.58

5.58

3.3 r

4.98

where: M*orr : moment due to unfactored horizontal loads
(kip-ft/ft)

6.4.2.2 Stability and Søfety Critería

A. Eccentricity check:

v""d H4d Mv"ø Mn*¿
Gr &nù (k,/fÐ (k-ft,/fÐ (k-fr,/fÐ

where: F, : N*¿ tan ôb + CåBe

N*¿ : resultant force normal to base : V*a
ôb : frictional angle between base and soil : 29 deg
C, :adhesion:0

6.4.2.3 Conclusions for ASD

Group V produces critical results with respect to eccentricity
criterion. Although Group I generates the largest bearing pres-
sure, Group IV generates the least margin ofsafety in the bearing
capacity check; the safety margin of Group IV is slightly smaller
than that of Group I. This is because the reduction factor, R¡,
of Group VI is less than that of Group I. Group V yields the
most critical result in the sliding stability check.

However, this abutment satisflres all the søbility and safety
criteria in the ASD method. Therefore, the design of the abut-
ment is acceptable using the ASD criteria.

6.4.3 The LFD Method

6.4.3.1 Design Loads

A. Vertical loads and moments due to vertical loads:

(a) factored vertical loads, V, (kip,zft)

Xo e €-u gt gunir

(fÐ (fÐ (fÐ (ksf) (ksf)

3.46

1.92

2.90

3.08

2.U
2.91

I
II
III
IV
v
VI

18.87 3.43 65.18 13.61

10.06 2.22 3s.26 8.90
15.10 3.03 52.14 12.90

15.10 3.34 52.t4 15.09

8.98 2.51 31.48 I l.7l
13.48 3.24 46.56 15.27

2.73 0.27 < 1.00 3.99
2.62 0.38 < 1.00 2.31

2.60 0.¿lO < l.m 3.52
2.45 0.55 < 1.00 3.90
2.ZO 0.80 < 1.00 2.69
2.32 0.68 < l.m 3.77

where: Xo : location of resultant : (Mvrs¿ - M¡¡""¿)./V^¿
. e :eccentricity : B/2 - Xo

€-.* : B/6 : 6.N/6 : l.0O ft
gt : trapezoidal bearing pressure at toe (see Fig. 5.7)
gunir : uniformly distributed bearing pressure at toe

(see Fig. 5.7)

B. Bearing capacity check (as previously mentioned, reduction
factors, Rr, due to inclined load shall be considered in bearing
capacity check):

g'ult g'urt

Rr (ksf) (ksÐGr (k,/fÐ
H..¿ Hu"d

(k/fù + Vu Dr/Bc
9iu¡r g-a"
+ FS (ksÐ

vuLL

L
DL
D

(3)

D

I
II
IIì
IY

VI

18.87 3.43

t0.06 z.z2
15.10 3.03

15.10 3.34

8.98 Z.5l
13.48 3.24

0.18 0.37 0.55 30.0 t6.50
o.22 0.38 0.51 30.0 15.30
0.20 0.39 0.s5 30.0 16.s0
0.zz 0.41 0.51 30.0 15.30

0.27 0.46 0.¿lO 30.0 12.00
o.z4 0.43 0.47 30.0 14. t0 1.80 t.69 0.34 r.Os 7.50 6.00 0.19 0.30 Total

4.13 > 3.46

3.83 > 1.92

4.13 > 2.90
3.83 > 3.08

3.00 > 2.04
3.53 > 2.91

Items (l) (2)
*DD

vD vL

DL
(4)

E"

where: D, : depth from the ground surface to the bottom of
footing : 2'0 ft

B" : effective base width 2Xo in this example
Rr : reduction factor due to inclined load
9'olt : vertical bearing capacity
giul, : inclined bearing capacity : (RlXq'"r,)
FS : factor of safety for SPT method : 4.0
g-u,: maximum bearing pressure due to loadings :

gunir in this examPle

C. Sliding stability check þecause uniformly distributed bear-
ing pressures are used, the effective base width, 8", for calcula-
tion of sliding resistance is 2Xo):

where: Vun, : unfactored vertical loads
+ : notations used by AASHTO

r 2.34

Ia 1.76

fl 2.34

IIa 1.76

III 2,34

IIIa 1.76

IY 2.34

IVa 1.76

v 2.25

Va 1.69

vI z.z5

VIa L69

2.t9 0.44

1.66 0.33

2.t9 0.M

t.66 0.33

2.19 0.44

1.66 0.33

z.t9 0.44

1.66 0.33

z.lt o.42

1.59 0.32

z.tt 0.42

t.59 0.32

l.r7 9.75

t.37 7 .35

t.37 9.75

L37 't.35

1.37 9.75

|.37 7 .35

1.37 9.75

t.37 7 .35

t.3l 9.38

t.3l 7.05

t.3l 9.38

l.3l 7.05

13.03 0.24

13.03 0.19

o 0.24

0 0.19

7.80 0.24

7.80 0.19

7.80 0.24

7.80 0. 19

0 0.23

0 0.t8

7.50 0.23

7.50 0. l8

0.6s 30.01

0.65 26.33

0 16.33

o 12.66

0.39 24.52

0.39 20.85

0.39 24.52

0.39 20.85

0 15.70

o 12.14

0.38 23.58

0.38 20.02
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(b) factored moments, Mv, Gip-ft/ft)

p¡,nr 3

6.4.3.2 Stabilþ and Safety Críteria

A. Eccentricity check:Items (l)
rD

MvuØ (3) (4) DL LL vD
DDE,VDLD

vL
L

Mvunr 5.¡m 6.13 1,49 5.65 24.38 19.50 l.O2 l.6r Tot¿l
vu Ho Mvu Mr¡u

Gr (kJfr) (k/ft) (k-ftßt) (k-îr/rÐ
Xo ê ê."* 9t gunif

(fÐ (fÐ (fD ßsÐ (ksÐ

I 7.O2 7.97

Ia 5.29 6.01

fi 7.O2 7.97

IIa 5.29 6.01

III 7.O2 7.97

IIIa 5.29 6.01

M.Oz 7.97

IVa 5.29 6.01

v 6.75 7.66

Va 5.08 5.76

vI 6.75 7.66

VIa 5.08 5.76

1.94 7.35

1.46 7.35

1.94 7.35

t.46 7.35

1.94 7.35

1.46 7.35

1.94 7.35

1.46 7.t5
1.86 7.06

t.û 7.06

1.86 7.06
l.¿l0 7.06

31.69 42.32

21.89 42.32

31.69 0
23.89 0
31.69 25.t5
23,89 25.35

31.69 25.35

23.89 25.35

30.48 0
22.92 0
30.48 24.38

22.92 24.38

1.33 3.49 103.il
1.00 3.49 90.81

1.33 0 57.30

1.00 0 45.00

1.33 2.O9 84.74

l.m 2.O9 72.4
1.33 2.09 84.74

1.00 2.09 72.M
t.zE 0 55.09

0.96 0 43.18

1.28 2.Ol 81.48

0.96 z.Ot 69.57

r 30.02 5.79

Ia 26,33 5.79

II 16.35 4.ffi
IIa 12.66 4.60

III 24.54 6.27

IIIa 20.85 6.27

M4.54 6.77

IVa 20.85 6.77

v 15.72 5.37

Va 12.14 5.37

vr 23.60 6.97

VIa ZO.O2 6.97

103.11 23.40

90.81 23.00

57.30 18.28

45.00 18.28

84.74 26.29

72.44 26.29

84.74 29.83

72.44 29.83

55.09 24.14

43.18 24.14

81.48 31.84

69.57 31.84

2.67 0.33 < 1.50 6.65 5.62

2.58 0.42 < 1.50 6.23 5.10

2.39 0.61 < 1.50 4.39 3.42

z.tt 0.89 < 1.50 3.99 3.00

2.38 0.62 < 1.50 6.63 5.16

2.21 0.79 < 1.50 6.22 4.72

2.24 0.76 < 1.50 7.20 5.48

2.U 0.9ó < 1.50 6.81 5.ll
1.97 1.03 < 1.50 5.32 3.99

1.57 1.43 < 1.50 5.15 3.87

z.to 0.90 < 1.50 7.47 5.62

1.88 1.12 < 1.50 7.10 5.32

. : notations usedrby AÂSHTO

B. Horizontal loads and n otnents due to horizontal loads:

(a) factored horizontal loads, Ho (kiplft)

where: Xo : loc¿tion of resultant : (Mvu - Mnu/Vu
e : eccentricity : B/2 - Xo
e-,: B/4 : 6.û/4: 1.50 ft
9r : triangular or trapezoidal bæring pressure at toe (see Fig. 5.7)

qun¡¡ : uniformly distributed bearing pressure at toe (see Fig. 5.7)

B. Bearing capacity check (lhe reduction factors, R¡, used in
the table below are assumed to be the same as those used in the

ASD procedure):Items HuPEHDHLWWLLF
Eh4o4¿WWLLF

R+S+T
R+S+T

2.O3 0.54 0.86 0.20 0.05 0.25 0.75 Total Gr
ôqi'n 9.",
(ksf) (ksÐHont

RI
(from ASD)

9'u¡t
(ksÐ

giutt

(ksÐ

Êtl
I
Ia
II
IIa
III
IIIa
IV
IYa
v
Va
VI
VIa

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.98

0.98

0.94

0.94

0.94

0.94

5.79

5.79

4.60

4.60

6.27

6.27

6.77

6.77

5.37

5.37

6.97

6.97

I
la
II
IIa
III
IIIa
IV
IVa

Va
VI
VIa

0,55

0.55

0.51

0.51

0.55

0.55

0.51

0.51

0.,1t)

0.40

0.47

o.47

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

16.50

16.50

15.30

1 5.30

16.50

16.50

I 5.30

I 5.30

12.00

12.00

14.10

14.10

7.43

7.43

6.89

6.89

7.43

7.43

6.89

6.89

5.40

5.¿10

6.35

6.35

5.62

5.10

3.42

3.00

5.t6
4.72

5.48

5.1 1

3.99

3.87

5.62

5.32

3.43 0.9t
3.43 0.9r
3.43 0.91

3.43 0.9t
3.43 0.91

3.43 0.91

3.43 0.91

3.43 0.91

3.30 0.88

3.30 0.88

3.30 0.88

3.30 0.88

1.45 0
1.45 0
0 0.26

0 0.26

1.45 0.08

1.45 0.08

1.45 0

1.45 0

0 0.25

0 0.25
l..l0 0.08

l.¿10 0.08

00
00
00
00

0.07 0.33

0.07 0.33

00
00
00
00

0.06 0.31

0.06 0.3 t

where: Hunr: unfâctored horizontal loads
| : notations used by Ar¿\SHTO

(b) factored moments, M"" ftip-ft/ft)

where: D, : depth from the soil surface to the bottom of footing
Be :ZXo
q'u,, : vertical bæring capacity
qiu¡, : inclined bearing capacity : (Rr)(q"orr)

þqiu,, : factored bearing capacity (ó : 0.45)

q*", : maximum bearing pressuredueto loadings : qunrrin this example

C. Sliding stability check (because the uniformly distributed
bearing pressures are used, the effective base width for calcula-
tion of sliding resistance is 2Xo):

Items HL

4r
WL
WL

MH'LF
LF

w
w

PE HD
Eh &'p

R+S+T
R+S+T

Mgu.l 7.31 2.43 3.87 l.¿tO 1.75 5.25 Total0.35

I
Ia
II
IIa
III
IIIa
IV
IVa
Y
Va
VI
VIa

12.35 4.1 I
12.35 4.11

12.35 4. r l
t2.3s 4.1 1

12.35 4.tl
12.35 4.1 I
12.35 4. I 1

t2.35 4.1 I
I 1.88 3.95

I 1.88 3.95

I 1.88 3.95

I 1.88 3.9s

ó.54 0
6.54 0
0 1.82

0 t.82
6.54 0.55

6.54 0.55

6.54 0
6.54 0
0 1.75

0 1.75

6.29 0.53

6.29 0.53

00
00
00
00

0.46 2.28

0.46 2.28

00
00
00
00

0.44 2.19

o.44 Z.l9

0

0
0
0

0

0

6.83

6.83

6.56

6.56

6.56

6.56

23.00

23.00

18.28

18.28

26.29

26.29

29.83

29.83

24.t4
24.14

31.84

3 1.84

(k/rÐ
tan ôo Fru

(k/fÐ
ó"Gr 0.F- H"

(kJÐ ft,4r)

I
Ia
II
IIa
III
IIIa
IV
IVa

Va
VI
VIa

30.02

26.33

I 6.35

t2.66
24.54

20.85

24.54

20.85

15.72

t2.14
2'3.60

20.02

0.554

0.554

0.554

0.554

0.554

0.554

0.554

0.554

0.554

0.554

0.554

0.554

16.63

14.59

9.06

7.01

13.60

I 1.55

13.60

I 1.55

8.71

6.73

13.07

I1.09

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80 10.46 > 6.97

0.80 8.87 > 6.97

13.30 > 5.79

1t.67 > 5.79

7.25 > 4.60

5,61 > 4.60

10.88 > 6.21

9.24 > 6.27

10.88 > 6.77

9.24 > 6.77

6.97 > 5.37

5.38 > 5.37

where: M¡¡un, : moment due to unfactored horizontal loads

' : notations used by AASHTO
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where: F-
Nu
ôb
q
ó,

: Nu tan ôb + CaBe
: factored result¿nt force normal to base : Vo
: frictional angle between base and soil : 29 deg
: adhesion : 0
: sliding performance factor for SPT data

6.4.3.3 Conclusions for LFD

Group Va, where destabilizing effects are considered by using
a Bo of0.75, generates the largest eccentricity. Groups I and VI
produce the largest bearing pressure, but Group VI has a lower
bearing capacity because of a larger reduction for load inclina-
tion. Group Va also produces the least safety margin in the
sliding stability check, which is the most critical design criterion
in this example.

All of the stability and safety criteria are satished in the LFD
method. Thus, using the LFD criteria, the abutment is ac-

ceptable.

6.4.4 Serviceability Limlt State Check

Estimate the settlement of the abutment using the Tetzaghi
and Peck method and the D'Appolonia et al. method. Check

tolerable movement criteria according to the engineering manual

for estimating tolerable movements of bridges (Part 5).

The minimum average SPT blow count, N, within the range

ofdepth from the footing base to the depth B below the bottom
of footing is 25.

6.4.4.1 Estimation of Settlement

Group I is used for estimating settlement in this example

because it generates the largest bearing pressure. The effective

base width, B" : 2Xo : 5.46 ft and the uniform bearing pres-

sure, p, is 3.46 ksfor 1.73 tsf.
A. Tenaghi and Peck method: From Figure 5.1 (in Part 1)

read the bearing pressure corresponding to a l-in. settlement
with B :_ B" : 5.46 ft and the minimum average SPT blow
counts, N : 25; thus, pl in. : 2.9 tsf.

Assuming that the water table is below the foundation at least

29 and has no effect on the bearing pressure, the estimated

settlement of the footing is:

1.73 tsf : 0.60 in.' 2.9 tsf

From Table 5.9 (in Part l), the adjusted settlement using 90

percent reliability, p', is:

p' : (1.0s)(p) : (1.05X0.6o) : 0.63 in.

B. D'Appolonía et aL method: From Eq. 5.2.2 (tn Part l),
the settlement of the footing based on the recommendation of
D'Appolonia et al. is:

P: f'.f4#

with DflB : Q.o)/(s.46) : 0.32 andL/B: (30.0)^5.46)
: 5.50, read po : 0.95 from Figure 5.3 (in Part 1).

With I4lB : (A.q/ç.46) : 7.39 atdL/B: 5.50 ft, read

tq: l.zJ from Figure 5.3 (in Part l).
With N : 25, read M : ,!00 tsf from the line of Nor:nally

Loaded Sand or Sand and Gravel in Figure 5.4 (Part l).
Thus, the settlement estimated from Eq. 5.2.2 (Part l) is:

p B -. (1.73X5.46)
p : tl,o p'ï : (0.95X1.25) - a*-

: 0.028 ft : 0.34 in.

From Table 5.9 (in Part l), the adjusted settlement using 90

percent reliability, p', is:

p' : (2.00XP) : (2.00X0.34) : 0.68 in.

6.4.4.2 Tolerable Settlement of the Abutment

Assume that the abutment supports an end of a continuous

two span bridge superstructure and each span is 60 ft long.

According to the criteria described in the engineering manual for
estimating tolerable movements of bridges (Part 5), the tolerable

angular distortion is 0.0O4. Therefore, the allowable differential
settlement between the abutment and the center pier is: p" :
(0.004X60) : O.24 ft : 2.9 in.

The settlement of the center pier is estimated to be 0.5 in.

However, in the event the center pier does not experience this

total estimated settlement, it is conservative to assume that the

differential settlement between the abutment and the center pier
is 0.68 in. This amount of differential settlement is within the

tolerable value of 2.9 in.
Therefore, the abutment satisfies all design criteria for both

ultimate limit state and serviceability limit st¿te.
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NOTATIONS

SymboI

A

b
B

B

Be

c
ca
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AND SYMBOLS

maximum expected acceleratíon of bedrock
width of pier
footing base width
buoyancy (Section 3.4)
effective footing base width
cohesion
adhesion
centrífugal force
dead load
embedment depth for'foundations
dead Load .fron bridge superstructure
eccentricity of the resultant
void ratio
earth pressure
horizontaL earth load (unfactored)
horizontal earth load due to dead load
aurcharge
horizontal earth load dr¡e to live load
surcharge
ve¡itical earth load (unfactored)
vertical earth load due to dead load
surcharge
vertícal earth load due to live load
aurcharge
earthquake
probability deneity functíon of g = R - Q

probability density function of reaiEtance
probabitíty density function .of load
frictional resistance at the footing base
(unfactored)
frictional resistance at the footing base
( factored)
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a=
H=
H'
Hasd

Hp=

factor of safety
32.2 ft/sec.2
R-Q
nean of g

height of the walL
effective height of a r¡al1
horizontal load used in ASD

lateral earth pressure force produced by dead

load surcharge
Iateral. earth preasure force produced by live
Ioad eurcharge
thicknese of compressible laYer
factored horizontal load
unfactored horizontal loads
the sloping angle of backfill
impact due to live load
ice pressure
plasticity index
vertical acceleration coefficíent
horizontal acceleration coeff icient
horizontal earth pressure coefficient.
coefficient of at-regt earth pressure
coefficient of at-rest pressure for sloping
backfills
coefficient of at-reÊt pressure for
overconsolidated soils
coefficient of static active earth pressure
coefficient of static passive earth pressure
coefficient of seiemic active earth pressure
coefficj.ent of seis¡ric passive earth pressure
live load
length of foundation (Section 6.3.4)
longitudinal force fro¡n live load
live load fron bridge superstructure
Iateral loads from the bridge superstructure
modulus of compressibility (Section 6.3.4)

E1

E¡
Eu

Eunf
i
I
ICE

rp
kv
k¡
K

Ko

Koi

Kou

Ka

KP

Ka"
Kp"
L
I,
LF

LL

Ls
M
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MËu

MEunf

Mu

Munf
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n

N

N

ñ

Naed

Nu

Nunf
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P

Pl'

Po

Ph

P$t

Pa

P¡
Pae

P¡
P¡
Pt¡i
Pp

PP.
Ps

Pv

mo¡rent duei to horizontal load (used in ÀSD)

noment duei to factored horÍzontal- load
moment duei to unfactored horizontal load
factored ¡roment

unfactorecl moment

moment duer to vertical load (used in ASD)

moment due¡ to factored vertical load
noment duel to unfactored vertical load
porosity
loading g¡rouP number (Section 3.4)
Standard llenetration TeEt (SPT) blow count
average SllT blow count
vertical ¡îesultant force used. in ASD

vertical ::eeultant force due to. factored
loads
vertical rcesultant force due to unfactored
Ioade
number of days below 32" F
over consol.idation ratio
average a¡rplied bearing Prêasure under
service loading condition
bearing piressure correaPonding to I inch
settlenenlE (tsf)
at-rest e¡rrth pressure
lateral e¡rrth preasure
hydroetat:ic water Preasure
static aclLive earth presaure force
equivalenlt, earth pressure force
seismic ar:tive earth presaure force
probabitiity of failure
horizonta.l component of earth Pressure force
horizonta.L earth preasure force i
static parssive earth Pressure force
seismic passive earth pressure force
vertical loads from bridge suPerstructure
vertical component of earth preaaure force
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9¡nax

9s
qr
9ult
giutt
gvult
9umax

9unif
a

õ
Qi
R

R

R

R1

maximum bearing stress due to unfactored
loads
uniform surcharge pressure
triangular bearing pressure at toe
ultimate unit bearing capacity
ultimate inclined unit bearing capacity
ultimate vertical unit bearing capacity
maximu¡n bearing stress due to factored loads
.uniformly distributed bearing pressuxe at toe
Ioad used in LRFD

mean of load
load component i
rib shortening (Section 3.4)
resistance used in LRFD

mean of resistance
reduction factor applied to qult due to
inclined load
nominal resistance
shrinkage
strean flow pressure
ternperature effect
annual average daily temperature in
Fahrenheit
vertical load used in ÀSD

resultant of dead load surcharge
resultant of live load surcharge
factored vertical load
unfactored vertical load
wind load on structure
weight of wall- component or soil
weight of concrete mass of the wall
weight of soil mass behind the wall stem and
above the footing up to the heel
weight of surcharge on soil surface behind
wa11

wind load on live load

Rn

s
SF

T

T

vasd
vp
V¡
vu
vunf
w

vÍ

Wc

we

l{s

WT,

zw

Iocation of the resultant measured
from point o at toe
position of horizontaL resultant force
measured from botton of footing
depth below the soil surface of backfÍIt
depth to giound water table

a

p

p

p

'l
"l

't'
'Yeq

7d
'yi
'lw

6

6b

A

aph

peak ground acceleration coefficient
coefficient used in load combination
safety index in reliability analysis
angle of wall ste¡n

load factor
unít weight of soils
submerged unit weight of soils
equivalent fluid unít weight
dry unit weight of soils (Figure 3.3)
load factor for load component i
unit weight of r¡rater
friction angle between wall and backfill soil
friction angle between base and base soil
movement of top of wall used in lable 4.2
increase ín the horizontal presaure due to
surcharge load
increase in the vertícàl pressrure due to
surcharge. Ìoad
increased earth pressure force due to seisnic
load (Fig. 4.12)
arctan tkn / (l-kv)l
influence factors for imnediate settlenent,
accounting for effect of footing embedrnent.

influence factors for iurmediate settlement,
accounting for effect, of finit,e thickness of
a compressible layer
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o

og

oR

oQ

oX

oZ

ov'
oX'
î
ó

ó'
óf
ós
(¿D

Poisson'e ratio
settlement of footing
allor¡able differential settlement of footing
adjusted eettlement of footing
normal stress in soil
standard deviation of g = R - Q

standard deviation of R

standard deviation of 0
horizonta,l stress in soil
vertical stress in soil
effective vertical etress in soil
effective horizontal etrees in eoil
shear stress in soil
performance factor used in LFD

drained friction angle in soíl or rock
internal friction angle in soil or rock
performance factor for sliding
uniformly distributed load due to weight of
the approach slab
uniformly' distributed load due to live load

surcharge
unifonrly distributed load applied to
backfitl surface (Figure 5.6)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The primary function of foundations is to transmit loads to
the ground safely and to avoid excessive settlements or lateral
movements. Drilled sh¿fts, which are used to support many
bridges, buildings, and other structures, are especially useful
where underlying layers include weak or compressible strata.

The purpose ofthis manual is to draw together practical proce-
dures for the design ofdrilled shafts. The theoretical and empiri-
cal procedures described provide methods suitable for design of
single drilled shafts and groups ofdrilled shafts that are subjected
to vertical and horizontal loads.

The design procedures presented in this manual incorporate
the concepts ofload factor design, or LFD. The LFD approach
provides a logical method of dealing with uncertainties of compo-
nent loads, strength and behavior, and for incorporating suitable
margins of safety. LFD and other procedures similar in format
are being used with increasing frequency in civil engineering.

Load factor design has been incorporated in the American Asso-
ciation of State Highway and Transportation Oflicials
(AASHTO) specifications for the design of bridge superstruc-
tures since the mid-1970s, but not for.substructure and founda-
tion design. Therefore, bridge engineers who use LFD for the
superstructure must develop two sets of loads-one for design
ofthe superstructure and another for design ofthe foundations
(Barker et al., 1988). The development of load factor design
procedures for bridge foundations will make this duplication of
effort unnecessary.

In the sections that follow, a brief description of the various
methods of constructing drilled shafts is given in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 discusses the design requirements and the factors
influencing the safety of drilled shaft foundations. Chapter 4
considers axial loading ofshafts, and Chapter 5 presents a new
approach for the design oflaterally loaded drilled shafts.

cH¡,rrBn 2

CLASSIFICATION OF DEEP FOUNDATIONS AND DRILLED SHAFTS

2.1 TYPES OF DEEP FOUNDATIONS

Deep foundations can be described as columnar elements in
the soil which transfer the loads from a superstructure (such as

a bridge or a building) into the soil or rock. Deep foundations
must be able to support axial, horizontal and uplift loads effec-
tively.

Deep foundations can be divided into t\ryo classes: (1) piles
that are installed by driving and (2) drilled shafts or drilled piers
that are installed by placing concrete in drilled holes. Figure 2.1

shows a typical drilled shaft.
This manual discusses the design aspects of drilled shafts, but

does not cover drilled piles installed with continuous flight
augers that are concreted as the auger is being extracted. The
design of driven piles is dealt with separately in Part 2.

2.2 ADVANTAGES AND D¡SADVANTAGES OF
DRILLED SHAFTS

The advantages of drilled shafts include the following:

l. Excavation during construction allows the bearing stratum
to be inspected and tested. Ifthe bearing stratum is inadequate,
the drilled shaft can be extended to greater depths.

2. Extending drilled shafts through boulders, rocks, and hard
strata is easier than driving piles through such obstacles.

3. Disturbance of foundation soils supporting nearby struc-
tures is minimal because drilled shafts are built with less displace-
ment of the ground than is involved in driving displacement
piles. The nondisplacement nature of the construction of drilled
shafts minimizes heave and settlement during construction.

4. Vibration and noise associated with pile driving can be
avoided using drilled shafts.

5. Changes in geometry of drilled shafts can be made readily
when needed, e.g., increasing the diameter or length, or adding
a bell or an underream (see Figure 2.1).

6. Because drilled shafts can support heavy loads, caps can
sometimes be eliminated, resulting in lower cost.

7. Drilled shafts can be socketed into scour-resistant materials
such as soft rock, whereas driven piles often cannot penetrate
such materials.

Disødvantages stem from:

l. Successful drilled shaft construction is very much dependent
on the skills and experience ofthe contractor. This can be disad-
vantageous if the contractor is not skilled.

2. The action ofdriving piles in certain soils (e.g., loose sands)
results in densification of the soil, thereby increasing the skin
friction. The excavation process during drilled shaft construc-
tion, however, results in stress relief and possibly expansion of
the soil, which can lead to larger settlements.

3. Drilled shafts are seldom used in soft clays and are seldom
constructed in soils under artesian conditions because of the
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Lateraf Load

Dlameter can vary widely
and depends on

depth of excavat¡on

Re¡nforc¡ng Steel
(Frequently required
by design)

S¡de Res¡stance

Bell - May be used or
' omitted as desired.

Size varies - no larger
than three t¡mes shaft

d¡ameter at base:

Figure 2.1. A typical drilled shaft. (From Reese and
O'Neill, 1988)

problem of maintaining stability of the drilled hole.
4. Drilled shafts are sometimes used individually in place of a

group of driven piles. In a group of piles, failure of one pile
does not necessarily result in failure of the entire foundation.
However, this type of redundancy is not provided by a single
drilled shaft.

5. The construction operation generally causes a reduction in
the shear strength of the soil.

6. Small diameter drilled shafts cannot be constructed very
successfully.

2.3 CONSTRUCTION METHODS FOR DRILLED
SHAFTS

Different subsurface conditions warrant different methods of
construction. Three methods commonly used include the dry,
casing and wet methods. Selection of the method of construction
is part of the design process, because the design is very much
affected by the method of construction.

Drilled shafts are almost always installed vertically. Con-
structing batter drilled shafts is diflicult because ofproblems in
maintaining hole stability during excavation, installing casing
and rebar cages in inclined holes, placing concrete in inclined
holes, and hnding suit¿ble construction equipment.

The methods of constructing drilled shafts described in this
section are the ones most commonly used in the United Stâtes,

where the holes are excavated using a rotary drill. The construc-
tion of underreams is discussed first, followed by the dry, casing

and wet methods of construction.

Shaft Extension

(b)

Figure 2.2. Shapes of typical underreams (a) cut with a

"standard" reamer; (b) cut with a "bucket" reamer. (From

Reese and O'Neill, 1988)

2.3.1 Underreams (or Bells)

Underreams or bells have decreased in popularity because: (1)

recent advancements in the technology of drilled shafts have

shown that straight sided drilled shafts can be designed effec-

tively for most conditions; (2) construction of underreams poses

several problems, especially in maintaining the stability of the

excavation for the bell in soils that have low shear strengths,
joints and groundwater flow; (3) the settlement necessary to
mobilize the capacity of the underream sometimes exceeds the
tolerable settlement of the structure; and (4) the outer portions
of underreams are diffrcult to reinforce. As a result, they are

seldom reinforced.
However, underreams are still favorable for use in stiff clays

or shales, and in subsoil conditions where the bedrock is fairly
near the ground surface.

The general shapes ofunderreams are shown in Figures 2.2(a)

and 2.2(b). The maximum diameter of the underream is three
times the shaft diameter. Because the outside of the bell cannot

be reinforced, the toe height and underream angle can be varied

to limit the tensile stresses in the bell to allowable values.

I

Underream Angle
(45" or 60'are

_lL usuar)

-Toe 
Height

c>3g
5't&¡A('

I

(a)
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Table 2.1. Marimum net bearing pressure that c¿n be sustained in
underrea¡ns without cracking. (After Reese and O'Neill, 1988)

tnderream
A¡g1e

3 ksl

rc

I

I

4 ksi

45"

60.

I

16

ksf
ksf

15 ksf
25 ksf

Thêse values apply to bells with toe heightr of 3 in. and a
base dla¡neter equal to three tines the dianeter of the
shaft.

* a"t = 28 day concrete conpressive strength

The shaft extension or reamer seat provides a means ofcenter-
ing the underream during construction. However, it may not be
necessary ifspecial underreaming tools are used. The notch angle
is typically 90 deg, but may be rounded off during construction.

The maximum tensile stress in an unreinforced bell under
axial loading with a given toe height will occur near the notch
because of stress concentration effects. Table 2.1 shows the
guidelines provided by Reese and O'Neill (1988) for the maxi-
mum bearing stress permitted in an unreinforced underream,
with a toe height of 3 in. and a bell diameter equal to 3 times
the shaft diameter.

Figure 2.2(b) shows an alternate shape for an underream cut
with a bucket reamer. Although the construction of a "bucket-
cut" underream requires more concrete and is more difficult to
clean out, it has the advantage of being able to carry a larger
tensile stress.

2.3.2 Dry Method of Construct¡on

The dry method of constructing drilled shafts is applicable to
soils above the groundwater table that are stable against caving
when the excavation reaches its full depth; for example, homoge-
neous stiff clays, and sands with some cohesion or apparent
cohesion. This method is also applicable to soils below the water
table if the soil has a low permeability and, therefore, has a small
rate of seepage into the excavation.

Figure 2.3 shows the steps involved in this method of construc-
tion. The construction procedure is as follows (Reese and
O'Neill, 1988):

1. Position appropriate drilling equipment and excavate to the
intended depth. Excavation for underreams can be made but is
not shown in Figure 2.3(a).

2. Pour concrete in the hole using care not to strike the sides
of the excavation, as shown in Figure 2.3(b).

3. Place rebar cage in hole. To prevent segregation, use a
tremie or a drop chute to place the rest of the concrete (Figure
2.3(c). The rebar cage can be omitted or used through the entire
length ofthe drilled shaft depending on the conditions ofloading.
The rebar cage shown in Figure 2.3(c), for example, is placed in
the upper portion of the shaft only.

4. Pour concrete until the shaft is completely constructed.

(c) (d)

Fígure 2.3. Dry method of construction: (a) initiating drilling,
(b) starting conuete pour, (c) placing rebar cage, (d) completed
shaft. (From Reese and O'Neill, 1988)

2.3.3 Casing Method of Construct¡on

The casing method is applicable to soils that will cave or
deform excessively when the hole is excavated; an example is
clean sand below the water table.

Figure 2.4 shows the sequence of construction of an un-
derream shaft in a caving stratum sandwiched between two com-
petent strata. The procedure is as follows (Reese and O'Neill,
l 988):

l. Position drilling equipment and excavate until the stratum
of caving soil is encountered (Figure 2.a@).

2. Introduce slurry when the caving soil is reached (Figure
2.4(b). As the excavation proceeds, the slurry should be cleaned
by circulating it through screens and cyclones or by using a

clean-out bucket. The slurry usually consists of a suspension of
bentonite in water if the groundwater is fresh water. In salt-water
environments, either attapulgite or bentonite with added defloc-
culants may be used in the slurry.

3. Introduce the casing through the caving soil into the imper-
meable stratum (Figure 2.a@). There should be a suffrcient
depth of embedment of the casing in the underlying impermeable
soil to effect a seal.

4. Remove the slurry from inside the casing using a bailing
bucket (Figure 2.a(d)).

(b)(a)
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Figure 2.4. Casing method of construction: (a) initiating drilling,
(b) drilling with slurry, k) introducing casing, (d) cøsing sealed

and slurry being removed from interior of casing, (e) drilling
below casing, (fl underreaming, (g) removing casing, and (h)

completed shart. (From Reese and O'Neill, 1988)

5. Proceed with the excavation using a smaller drill that will
pass through the casing (Figure 2.a@).

6. Introduce a belling tool to excavate the bell-shaped un-
derream (Figure 2.4(Ð).

7 . After the reinforcing steel cage has been placed, fill the hole
with fresh concrete and remove the casing (Figure z.aþÐ.

The seal at the bottom of the casing in the lower impermeable
stratum should not be broken until the hydrostatic pressure

exerted by the concrete is suffrcient to lift the slurry that is
trapped behind the casing. Once the seal is broken when the
casing is withdrawn, concrete will flow around the base of the
casing to displace the slurry in the annular space between the
soil and the casing. The withdrawal of the casing is the most
crucial operation for the following reasons: (a) ifthere is a prema-

ture set in the concrete, the concrete will move up with the casing
forming a crack into which slurry can flow, (b) if the workability
of the concrete is too low, the same can hapþen, and (c) if the

^-"i-- i. ¡rrlla¿l tnn cnn-. c-!¡1¡¡y can flow into the COnCrete and

contaminate it. (To achieve good workability of concrete, it is

important that the slump is in the range of 6 to 8 in., and that
the residual slump is approximately 4in.,4 hours after mixing.)

8. Figure 2.4(h) shows the completed underream shaft.

According to Reese and O'Neill (1988), some engineers believe

that the shaft resistance along the portion of the drilled pier
where the casing is placed is less than the shaft resistance ofpiers
constructed using the dry or wet methods. However, the design
methods described in Section 4 of this manual assign the same

shaft resistance, independent of the method of construction, un-
less otherwise stated. Design methods can be considered indepen-
dent of construction method, provided construction speciflrca-

tions are written so as to exclude entrapment of slurry or other
deleterious material in the completed drilled shaft, and that
construction according to the specihcations is assured through
knowledgeable field inspection.

Figure 2.5 shows a different variation of the casing method of
construction. This alternative is applicable to constructing
drilled shafts in caving soils that are below the water table and
that overlie an impermeable stratum. The main difference in this
method from the method described earlier is that the casing is

vibrated or driven into place through the sand and into the
impermeable stratum. Disadvantages of this method include: (a)

settlement ofthe soil at the ground surface due to densification,
and þ) diffrculty of removing the casing. This method is advanta-
geous in that larger values of shaft resistance can be attained
due to soil densification and prohibition ofrelaxation ofground
stresses as a result of driving or vibrating the casing into place.

2.3.4 Slurry Method of Construction

The slurry (or wet) method of construction is applicable to
sites with caving soils such as the ones described in Section 2.3.3.

The wet method is especially useful when it is not possible to
seal the casing in an impermeable stratum below the caving soil.
This method is suitable for construction of drilled piers in lakes,

rivers, and marine environments with the aid of barges.

Figure 2.6 shows the sequence of construction using the wet
method. The procedure is as follows:

1. Position the drilling equipment and commence drilling until
the caving stratum is reached. Introduce slurry and continue

(a)

(h)(s)
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Vibratory
Driver

Vibratory
Driver

Figure 2.5. Alternøtive method of construction with casing: (a)
installation of casing, (b) drilling ahead of casing, (c) removing
casing with vibratory driver. (From Reese and O'Neill, 1988)

drilling till the full depth of the excavation is completed. The
drilling tool should have a hollow stem or other suitable pressure
reliefdevice so the slurry can flow through, and a vacuum will
not form beneath the drilling tool. Ifa vacuum forms, the hole
may possibly collapse.

Another important consideration is that the slurry should
be represèntatively sampled and tested to ensure that it meets
appropriate standards. The slurry should be tested for density,
viscosity, and pH. Other properties, such as sand content, shear
strength, free water, and cake thickness, can be measured or
related to the flrrst three properties (Stebbins and Williams,
1986). (Note that a filter cake is formed when bentonite particles
from the slurry flow into the soil and remain in the voids. The
frlter cake prevents loss of slurry from the excavation, and also
acts to prevent caving ofthe excavation. The distance penetrated
by the bentonite into the soil is called the cake thickness.) A
thorough review of slurry specihcations for constructing drilled
shafts in different soil conditions is given by Reese and O'Neill
(1e88).

2. Place the rebar cage.

3. Pour concrete in with tremie or pump to displace the lower
density slurry. Care must be taken to ensure that the tremie is
positioned and maintained at the bottom ofthe excavation until
a height of 5 ft of concrete has been poured. As more concrete

(c) (d)

Figure 2.6. Slurry method of construction: (a) drilling to full
depth with slurry, (b) placing rebar cage, (c) placing concrete, (d)
completed shøft. (From Reese and O'Neill, 1988)

is added, the tremie should be maintained at a minimum distance
of 5 ft below the top of the concrete pour.

4. Figure 2.6(d) shows the completed shaft.

2.4 IMPLICATIONS OF CONSTRUCTION ON
DESIGN

The design methods described in this manual assume that
construction of drilled shafts is done under good quality control
and supervision, and that the finished shafts have high integrity.
For example, if the drilled shaft is constructed using the casing
method and if the casing is removed when the concrete has set
prematurely, thereby allowing soil or slurry to move into the gap

created during withdrawal ofthe casing, the bearing capacity of
the shaft will be greatly reduced.

Some possible construction problems are shown in Figure 2.7
(Reese and Wright, 1977). Table 2.2 sttmmarizes some solutions
to these construction problems.
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Hodern construction nethods pemlt

all but ã negligtble enout of loose

Eterlal to be removed by consEruc-

Èion lools; lnsPection can be accor
pllshed fron ground surfåce

Tahle 2,2. Possible construction problems with ¡lrilled shafls. (After
Reese and lVright, 1977)

PROELE¡I

Pouring concrele thEough water

SegEegaÈion of concEete during

placftrB

RestrlcÈed fl-æ of concrete

through or ãround lebar cate

Torsfonal bucklltrg of rebâr

cage durinB concEece placeænt

slth câsing nethod

Pulltng cæfn8 uilh ireufficlent

concrete lnside

\ 
FouNDArlofl

PULLT¡G CASHO
WITH II'SUFFICIEilT
cor{cREl€ lßsroE
ALLOYIIIO SLURRY
TO EE TRAFF€D H
HOLE

FAILURE TO CLEA¡
SOfTOH OF HOLE

Figure 2.7. Construction deficiencies. (From Reese and Wright,

1977)

CHAPTER 3

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR
DRILLED SHAFT FOUNDATIONS

Deep foundations must be capable of transmitting the loads

to the soil without reaching a "limit state." A limit state is

reached when the stnrcture no longer fulfills its design require-

ments. There are two types of limit states: (1) An ultimate limit
st@te corresponds to the maximum load-carrying capacity of the

foundation (this may be reached through either structural or soil

failure); an ultimate limit state corresponds to complete collapse.

(2) A serviceøbility limit stafe corresponds to loss of serviceabil-

ity, and occurs before collapse. A serviceability limit state in-
volves unacceptable deformations or undesirable damage levels.

This may be reached through excessive differential or total foun-
dation settlements, excessive lateral displacements' or structural
deterioration of the foundation.
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3.1 LOAD FACTOR DESIGN CONCEPT

In load factor design (LFD), it is recognized that loads and
resistances are probabilistic and not deterministic in nature. Dif-
ferent types and magnitudes of loads have varying probabilities
ofoccurrence. In order to account for their differing probabilities
ofoccurrence, each load component is amplified by a load factor,
the value of which depends on the level of uncertainty of the
load component.

The factored loads are compared to the desþ strengths or
resistances. The design resistances are obtained by multiplying
nominal values of resistances by performance factors, usually
denoted as þ. The objective of a desþ is to ensure that the
design resistance is greater than or equal to the sum of the
factored loads, i.e.,

óR > )yiQi (3.1.1)

where þ : performance factor, R : resistance corresponding
to the limit state considered, Q, : load effect due to load compo-
nent i, and 7, : load factor for load component i.

Various combinations of loads are considered in design, to
ensure that the structure and foundation will have suffrcient
capacity to resist all of the types of loading to which it may be
subjected during its life. This manual uses the load factors and
load combinations described in the 1989 AASHTO specifications
for the design of bridges.

3.2 LOAD FACTORS AND LOAD COMBINATIONS

Loads acting on bridge superstructures include one or more
of the following: dead load, live and impact loads, thrust due to
earth pressures, buoyancy, wind load, longitudinal and centrifu-
gal forces caused by moving vehicles, earthquake loads, stream
and ice flow forces, and forces induced by changes in the dimen-
sions ofthe structure, such as shrinkage and temperature effects.

One difference between the loads acting on the bridge super-
structure and those that act on the foundation is that impact
loads are usually assumed to be fully dissipated before reaching
the foundation. However, bent piers and integral abutments
should be designed to carry impact loads, and these are the most
common substructures in which drilled shafts are used. The load
combinations and load factors for the design ofthe superstruc-
ture, as given in the 1989 AASHTO specifications, can be used
for the design of foundations as follows:

Total Load : y[PDD + ßrL + B.CF + ßBE + BBB +
ÉsrSF + BwW + É¡y1WL + pLFLF +
É*(n + s + T) * ÉsqEQ + BrcErCEl

(3.2.1)

where 7 : load factor (see Tables 3.I and 3.2), É : coeffrcient
(see Tables 3.1 and 3.2), D : dead load, L : live load, E :
earth pressure, B : buoyancy, W : wind load, WL : wind
load on live load, 100 lb per linear ft; and LF : longitudinal
force from live load, CF : centrifugal force, R : rib shortening,
S : shrinkage, T : temperature, EQ : earthquake, SF :
stream flow pressure, ICE : ice pressure.

The factored load combinations considered by AASHTO are
given in Table 3.1. Each line in the table, designated by loading

Table 3.1. Table of coefficients of 7 and B for ultimate limit st¡tes.
(After AASHTO, 1989)

(L+I)n - Live load plus inpact for AÀSHTO Highvay H or HS loading
(L+I)Þ - Live load ptus inpact consistent with the overload- criteria of the operalion agency.

É¡ = t.¡ for lateral earth pressure for reÈaining valls and
rigÍd frames.

É¡ = o.s for latêral earth pressure uhen checking posÍtive
nonents i.n rigid f,rames.

ÉE = 1.0 for vertical earth pressure
pD = 1.0 for fLexural and tension nenbers

For Column Design

pD = 0.?5 when checking nehber for nininun axial load and
naxinum honent or naxinun eccentricity

pD = 1.0 vhen checking menber for naxinun axial load and
nininum noment

Table 3.2. Table of coefficients of y and B for serviceability limit states.
(After AASHTO, 1989)

(t+I)n - Live load plus inpacÈ for AÀSHTO Highway H or HS loading(L+I)p - Live load plus ihpact consistent Hith the ovêrLoad- criteria of the operation agency.

** Percentaçte = l.laxihun Unit Stress lOÞeratind Ratinq) X tOO
ÀIlowable Basic Unit Stress

å in Cofumn L4 is the maxi.num pernissible percentage of
basic unit stress for load group indicated

No increase in aLlovablê unit stresses shaLL be pernitted
for hehbers or connections carrying wind loads only.

9e = f.O for vertical and lateral Loads on al.l structures
except reinforced concrete boxes.

pE = 1.0 and 0.5 for lateral loads on tigj.d frames (check
both loadings to see which one govêrns)

Col. No. 3À 4 5 6 7 I 9 1 11 1 l3

p-FACTORS

GROUP 1 (L+r) L+r) CF B s: f{ ¡tt LF R+S+T EQ ICE

I 1.3 1.67 o 1 Pr 1 1 0 0 0 o 0

IÀ 1.3 lD 2.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o 0

IB 1.3 tD ô 1 I þø I 1 0 0 0 0 0

fI 'D 0 0 0 PE 1 1 1 o o o 0

III 1.3 rD 1 0 1 Én I I 3 I 1 0 0 0

IV
'D 1 0 1 Êe 1 o o 1 0 0

L.2
'D

0 0 0 PE 1 1 L 0 1 0 0

VI L.2) ! 0 1 þa 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

VII 1.3 rD o 0 0 PE 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

VIII 1.3 ¡D r 0 1 þe 1 1 o o 0 0

IX L.2 rD 0 o 0 Êe 1 1 1 0 0 o I

Col. Nô - I 2 3À 4 6 ? I 9 1 t1 13 4

,-FACTORS

GROUP 1 D L+r) L+r) CF E B s l{ WL R+S+1 lc; z

I 1 t 1 o I FE I 0 0 0 o 0 0 00

rÀ 1 1 2 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 o o o o ¡.5 0

IB I I 0 1 I PE L 0 0 0 0 0 o

II I t 0 0 o I 1 1 1 0 0 o o 0

II] I 1 1 o I þe I 3 I 0 0 0 .25

rV ¡ I 0 I PE I I 0 o 0 1 0 o 25

I 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 I 0 0 t 0 0 140

VI I 1 0 1 PE t I 3 I 1 1 0 0 40

VII 1 1 0 0 o 1 I L 0 0 0 0 1 0 133

VIII 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 o 0 1 14 0

IX I 1 o 0 0 1 T 1 0 0 0 0 1 150
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group numbers I through IX, gives the values ofthe load factors,

y, and the coeffrcients, ß, that govern the contributions to the

total load. For example in group Qoad combination) I, total load
: 1.3 (D + 1.67Lî+ CF + F"ø + B + SÐ.

Loading groups I, II, and III usually apply to the design of
the superstructures and substructures; groups IV, V, and VI
apply usually to the design of arches and frames; while groups

VU, YUI, and IX apply usually to the desþ of substructures

(Ileins and Firmagg 1979). Column 14 of Table 3.2 gives the

percentage increase in allowable stresses permitted in the load

combinations, and is mainly used in working stress design. The

increase in allowable stresses accounts for the fact that the proba-

bility of the load components reaching their maximum values

simultaneously varies from one load combination to another.

Although uplift load considerations on foundations caused

by expansive soils are not shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, they

nevËitheless should be considered. Expansive soils are "prevalent

in a belt extending from Texas northward through Oklahoma'

into the upper Missouri valley" (Peck, Hanson and Thornburn,

1974). Loads caused by expansive soils will be discussed later in
this chapter.

3.3 DESIGN REOUIREMENTS FOR DRILLED
SHAFTS

Drilled shafts should be designed for both axial and lateral

loading conditions. The two principal design considerations for

drilled shafts under axial loads are ultimate load capacity and

settlement. The ultimate load capacity of a drilled shaft may be

governed either by the structural capacity of the drilled shaft or

the bearing capacity ofthe soil. Drilled shafts that are subjected

to lateral loads must also be safe against ultimate failure of the

soil or the concrete shaft, and excessive lateral deflections.

3.3.1 Structural CaPac¡tY

Axially loaded drilled shafts may fail in compression or by

buckling. Buckling may occur in long and slender shafts that

extend for a portion of their lengths through water or air' Scour

of the soil around the shafts could expose portions of their
lengths and increase the likelihood of buckling.

A drilled shaft will fail in compression when the loads exceed

the structural or soil capacity. The structural capacity of the

shaft is usually greater than the ultimate soil capacity except

when the shaft bears on sound rock. Nevertheless, the adequacy

of the drilled shaft against structural failure must always be

checked. The tensile capacity of drilled shafts should also be

checked when the drilled shafts are subject to uplift loads.

Laterally loaded shafts will fail in flexure if the induced bend-

ing moment exceeds the moment capacity of the shafts. The

structural capacity of the drilled shaft is dependent on both the

moment and axial load. The structural adequacy of drilled shafts

is checked using load-moment interaction diagrams. These are

envelopes of the combinations of moment and axial load that

would cause structural failure.

3.3.2 Soil CapacitY

The ultimate bearing capacity of a drilled shaft is the sum of

its tip and shaft capacities. During failure, the shear stress at the

interface of the drilled shaft and soil reaches a limiting value.

This can occur under both compressive and upward loads.

Drilled shafts in saturated clays are usually designed using

total stress analyses where the undrained shear strength ofthe
clay is used. Long-term loads will le¿d to an increase in the shear

strength of the clay around the shaft as the clay consolidates

with time. Associated with this consolidation will be some settle-

ment of the foundation. However, there is a possibility that

negative pore pressures can develop along the sides of drilled

shafts in heavily overconsolidated clays or shales, leading to soil

softening over time. As a result, total stress methods of analyzing

drilled shafts in heavily overconsolidated clays or shales may be

unconservative. In this case, Reese and O'Neill (1988) proposed

using the undrained shear strength measured on a triaxial or

direct shear specimen that has previously been allowed to imbibe
r¡r¿rer The ñrtñôsê nf the imhihition is to annroximate the !one-r-^r--'
term softening behavior.

Chapter 4 presents the cr method (the tot¿l stress method of
analysis) for drilled shafts in clays (Reese and O'Neill' 1988)'

Empirical methods based on the standard penetration test (SPT)

are described for drilled shafts in sands. Drilled shafts may be

used individually or in groups. The bearing capacity of drilled

shafts and groups of drilled shafts is addressed in Chapter 4.

The ultimate capacity is usually not a controlling factor in the

design of drilled shafts to resist lateral loads. The governing

criterion in lateral load design is usually either maximum tolera-

ble deflection or structural capacity.

3.3.3 Movement

Horizontal movements in buildings are caused by wind loads'

earth pressures, and earthquakes. Horizontal movements occur

at bridge abutments and piers because of lateral forces from

earth pressure, wind loads, stream flow forces, braking forces of
vehicles, and earthquakes. Lateral movements of buildings must

be limited to prevent architectural and structural damage- Lat-
eral movements of abutments and piers must be limited to pre-

vent damage to bearings and expansion joints (functional and

structural damage), and poor ride quality.
Excessive movements of foundations supporting bridges may

lead to discontinuities in the slope of the riding surface, damage

to the bridge superstn¡cture or substructure, jamming of bearings

and expansion joints, or even collapse. It is necessary in bridge

design to estimate the maximum settlement and lateral move-

ment anticipated in the foundations, and to ensure that they fall

within tolerable limits. lf both vertical and horizontal displace-

ments are possible, the horizontal displacement of bridge founda-

tions should be limited to I in. If vertical displacements are

small, the horizontal displacement should be limited to 1.5 in'

(Moulton et a1., 1985).

Load tests on instrumented drilled shafts have shown that the

movement required to mobilize shaft resistance in drilled shafts

is smaller than that required to mobilize end-bearing. The shaft

capacity in clays is fully mobilized when the settlement is less

than 1 percent of the shaft diameter. The end bearing of drilled

shafts in clay, however, is not mobilized until the shaft settles

about 2 percent to 5 percent of its diameter. For drilled shafts

in sands, the side resistance is fully mobilized at settlements less

than I percent of its diameter. However, very large displacements

are required to fully mobilize the end-bearing of drilled shafts in
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sands and the tolerable settlement will usually be exceeded much
before the end-bearing is fully mobilized. This is an important
design consideration when the working load acting on the drilled
shaft exceeds the shaft resistance. In this case, larger settlements
may be required to mobilize the portion of the end-bearing that
supports the load not carried by the side resistance. For design
purposes, the "ultimate" end-bearing capacity of drilled shafts
in sand is usually limited to the capacity mobilized at a settlement
of 5 percent of the diameter of the drilled shaft.

3.4 SPACING OF DRILLED SHAFTS

Drilled shafts should be spaced far enough apart so that ex-
traction of the casing during construction will not adversely
affect their integrity. To achieve this, the minimum spacing be-
tween adjacent piers (edge-to-edge, at their closest points) should
not be less than 3 ft. This minimum spacing must include proper
allowances for cantilever tolerance of alignmènt and possible
oversize of the drilled hole. Consistent with this requirement, it
is desirable to minimize the spacing between adjacent piers in
order to minimize the cost of the cap.

3.5 EXPANSIVE OR SWELLING SOILS

Soils which have a tendency to undergo volume change due
to variations in the moisture content are considered expansive.
A quantitative measure of soil expansivity is the coeffrcient of
linear extensibility or "COLE," which gives an estimate of the
vertical component of swelling of the soil. Krohn and Slosson
(1980) defined low, moderate, and high expansivity as follows:

High-Generally includes soils high in clay, that are made
up of a large percentage of montmorillonitic miner-
als. These soils have a COLE value usually greater
than 6Vo.

Moderate-Generally includes soils containing moderate
amounts of clay that also contain some montmoril-
lonitic minerals. COLE values for these soils vary
between 3Vo and 6Vo.

Low-Generally includes soils containing some clay; how-
ever, the clay consists mainly of kaolinite and,/or
other low shrink/swell clay minerals. These soils
have COLE values generally lower than 3Vo.

The Waterways Experiment Station (WES) classiflrcation
method provides a useful classification for swell potential in
terms of the Atterberg limits and the swell suction pressure
measured in a soil suction test. Table 3.3 gives the WES classifi-
cations for low, marginal and highly expansive soils.

Table 3.3. WES method of identifying potentially expansive soils, (After
Reese and O'Neill, 1988)

" Th" depths of seasonal moisture change where expansive soils
occur can be identified by the following observations: (l) depth
to which jointed, slickensided and blocky soils are obtained in
tube samples; (2) depth to which there is a change in color; (3)
depth to which moisture content is erratic; and (4) depth to
which the liquidity index is erratic. The liquidity index usually
approaches a constant value in zones ofstable moisture.

The following steps should be taken when the soils are sus-
pected to be expansive (Reese and O'Neill, 1988):

1. Identify the expansive soil.
2. Estimate the depth of the expansive stratum.
3. Estimate the amount of swell.
4. Estimate the uplift force (see Reese and O'Neill, 1988).
5. Select the appropriate construction alternative. Reese and

O'Neill (1988) discussed three measures to counter uplift loads
due to swelling soils (Figure 3. l). Figure 3.l(a) shows the use of
a permanent surface casing to separate the swelling soil from the
drilled shaft. Figure 3.1(b) shows the composite use of a drilled
shaft at the bottom and a steel H-pile in the expansive stratum.
The steel H-pile can be coated with an asphaltic layer so that
the uplift loads are not transmitted through the weak concrete.
Figure 3. l(c) shows the use of reinforcement to resist the tensile
stresses caused by the uplift loads.

3.6 OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

3.6.1 Scour

Scour around bridge foundations can create a severe safety
hazard. Therefore, bridge foundations should be designed to
survive the effects of possible scour. Geotechnical analyses of
bridge foundations should be performed assuming that the soil
above the estimated scour line has been removed, and is not
available to provide bearing or lateral support (FHWA, 1988).

Three possible effects ofscour should be considered in design
(FHWA, I 988): ( I ) Aggradation and degrada tion-aggradafion
is the deposition ofstream bed material eroded from other por-
tions of a stream, whereas degradation is the removal of stream
bed material thereby lowering the bed elevation. Aggradation
and degradation are long-term effects caused by natural or man-
made conditions. (2) General scour and contraction scour-gen-
eral scour and contraction scour are characterized by the re-
moval of stream bed material across the entire width of the
stream. Flow velocities increase as a result of contraction of
the flow channel or change in the downstream water surface
elevation. One instance when contraction scour may occur is
when the approach embankment of a bridge encroaches into the
channel of a stream or its flood plain. (3) Local scour----occurs
when bed material is removed from a small portion of the width
of the stream. Obstructions to flow, such as bridge piers and
abutments, induce acceleration of the flow, causing vortices that
wash away the bed material.

Scour is usually evaluated for a flood with a return period of
about 100 years. The FHWA recommends that: (l) the top of
the cap should be located below the depth ofcontraction scour
to reduce obstruction to flow and to minimizelocal scour; and
(2) a few long shafts should be used rather than many short
piers. This results in higher safety against drilled shaft failure
due to scour.

LL PT suction
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3.6,2 Deter¡orat¡on

Drilled shafts may be attacked by deleterious substances in
the ground, such as organic materials, acids, sulphates, and salt.
Abrasion ofconcrete can occur ifthe drilted shafts are exposed

to soils being moved by currents and waves, floating debris, and

icæ. High quality concrete and ample cover for the reinforcement
provide protection against abrasion and corrosion. In an envi¡on-
ment rich in sulphates, sulphate resisting cement should be used

in the concrete mix.

3.6.3 M¡scellaneous

Other considerations that may affect the choice and design
of the foundation include the type of equipment available for
construction, the availability of field load test equipment, and
noise anci vibratory restrictions in ihe area. For example, ií a

school or hospital is nearby, drilled shaft foundations may be

preferred over driven piles.

3.7 DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR DRILLED SHAFT
FOUNDATIONS

The design of drilled shaft foundations involves the following
steps:

1. Develop a soil profile based on soil borings for the site.

Include details of strength profiles, compressibility characteris-
tics, stress history and geology of the soils, and identify the
favorable and unfavorable zones in the subsoil.

2. Estimate the loads for the ultimate and the serviceability
limit states. Loads due to negative skin friction should be in-
cluded.

3. For stream crossings, determine the water profiles for the
site and the expected depth of scour during flood.

4. Select the length of the drilled shafts.

5. Estimate the axial capacity considering both soil and struc-
tural capacity.

6. Determine the required number of drilled shafts and their
spacing and locations.

7. Estimate the capacity of the single drilled shaft or the group
ofdrilled shafts. Ifthe capacity is not suffrcient for a single shaft,
increase the length or diameter of the shaft. If the capacity is

not suflicient for a group of shafts, increase the number of shafts
or the spacing between the shafts.

8. Check for possible punching of the drilled shaft or group
of drilled shafts into any weak stratum that may be present

beneath the bearing stratum.
9. Determine the tolerable settlement of the drilled shaft or

group of drilled shafts and estimate its settlement. If the settle-
ment exceeds the tolerable value for a single drilled shaft, either
increase the length or the diameter of the base of the shaft. If
the settlement exceeds the tolerable value for a group of drilled
shafts, increase the length of the shafts or the spacing.

10. Check the uplift capacity of the drilled shaft or group of
drilled shafts, if it will be subject to uplife loads.

I l. Check the structural capacity of the drilled shaft or group
of drilled shafts under lateral loading.

12. Determine the tolerable lateral displacement of the drilled
shaft or group of drilled shafts and calculate the lateral displace-

Figure 3.1(a). Use of permanent surface
casingfor design in expansive soils. (From

Reese and O'Neill, 1988)

Steel H-P¡le

Figure 3.1(b). Raba methòd of design ín

expansive soí\. (From Reeie and O'Neill,
tgss)

Figure 3. I (c). Use of rebar cage for design

in expansive soil. (From Reese and O'Neill,
1988)
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Table 3.4. Summary of ultimate and serviceability limit states that must
be considered in the design of rlrilled shaft foundatioñs.

ment. If the lateral displacement is greater than the tolerable
lateral displacement for a single drilled shaft, increase the diame-
ter or the length ofthe shaft. Ifthelateral displacement is greatet
than the tolerable displacement for a group of shafts, increase
the number of drilled shafts or increase the spacing.

13. Determine whether load tests are required to verify the
design.

A summary of the ultimate and serviceability limit states that
should be considered during the design stage is given in Table
3.4.

*t ...r

UI,TII.IÀTE
]IM]T STÀTI

SERVICEÀBILIT]
LI¡4IT STATE

ltructura1 capacity of single
lrilled shafts

learlng capacity of slngle drlll
;hafts

learing capaclty of groups of
lrilled shafts

lunching into lower weak sttatun

;ettlenent of single drilled
ihafts

iettlenent of groups of drilled
;hafts

tensile capacity of drilled shaftl
luríng uplift

,pllft capacity of singte drilled
ihafts

Itructural capacity of drilled
ihafts under lateral loading

,ateral movenent of single
lrill-ed shafts when subjected
-ateral loads

,ateral novenent of groups of
lrilled shafts vhen subjected
Lateral loads

co

x

x

x

x

x

CHAPTER 4

DESIGN OF DRILLED SHAFTS FOR AXIAL LOADING

Significant advances have been made in recent years in devel-
oping improved understanding ofthe behavior ofaxially loaded
drilled shafts. Design procedures based on the results of these
studies are summarized in this chapter. Three limit states may
be reached in drilled shafts subjected to axial loads. These are:
(l) structural failure of the drilled shaft, (2) bearing capacity
failure of the soil, and (3) excessive settlement. Failure of the
drilled shaft or the soil is called an "ultimare limit state" (ULS).
Excessive settlement, a less drastic occurrence, is called a "ser-
viceability limit stare" (SLS).

Both ultimate and serviceability limit states are addressed in
this section. The structural capacity of drilled shafts is discussed
flrrst, followed by the bearing capacity of single drilled shafts and
groups of drilled shafts, and flrnally the settlement of individual
and groups of drilled shafts. The last section ol this chapter
focuses on the effects of negative skin friction and the uplift

capacity ofdrilled shafts. Straight shaft and single underreamed
drilled shafts are considered, but multiunderreamed shafts are
beyond the scope of this manual.

4.1 STRUCTURAL CAPACITY

Axially loaded drilled shafts can fail structurally either in
compression or by buckling. Buckling usually does not take place
in shafts of normal dimensions constructed in soft soils (Poulos
and Davis, 1980). However, buckling analyses are warranted in
long and slender drilled shafts that extend for a portion of their
lengths through water or air. Scour around drilled shafts in-
creases the likelihood that they may fail by buckling, and the
maximum possible depth of scour should be considered in design.
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4.1.1 Axial Compression

The axial load in a drilled shaft should not exceed the factored
axial structural capacity. The following criterion expresses this
fzct:

ôuPnàyoPofTrPt (4.1.1)

where þ, : performance factor for the nominal structural ca-
pacity, P. : nominal structural capaøty of the drilled shaft, Po
and P, are the axial loads due to dead and live loads respectively,

and yo andyyare the dead and live load factors. In general, for
conditions where other types of loads may act on the drilled
shafts, the design criterion may be expressed as:

þ"P, > E7tP, (4.1.2)

where 7, : load factor for the load i and Pt : axial load due

to load i.
The factored nominal axial capacity of the drilled shaft can

be expressed as follows:

ô.Pn : rþ"(0.85f.'4" + fyAy) (4.1.3)

where þ"Pn : factored nominal capacity of the drilled shaft; þ"
: capacity reduction factor, 0.75 for spiral columns and 0.70

for tied columns; r : eccentricity factor, 0.85 for spiral columns
and 0.80 for tied columns; f"' : 28-day concrete cylinder
strength; f, : yield stress of steel; A" : cross-sectional area of
concrete - As Ar; A, : gross cross-sectional area of the
drilled shaft; and A, : cross-sectionalarea of steel.

The drilled shaft carrying the maximum load in an eccentri-

cally loaded group must be checked for structural failure. In
Figure 4.1, the factored total vertical load acting on a group of
drilled shafts, denoted as Pr, acts at a distance e* and e, from
the centroid in the x and y-directions. The factored axial load
on any drilled shaft, P*,, may be calculated from the following
expression (Scott, 1980):

Figure 4.1. Eccentric loading on a group ofdrilled shafts.
(From Reese and O'Neill, 1988)

4.1.2 Buckl¡ng of Part¡ally Embedded Drilled
Shafts

Drilled shafts that extend above the ground through air or
water may buckle when subjected to axial loads, and the possibil-

ity of buckling failure may control their structural capacity. In
order to evaluate the buckling capacity of partially embedded

drilled shafts, it is necessary to determine at what depth below

the ground surface should the shaft be assumed to be hxed.

Davisson and Robinson (1965) have developed a method for
estimating this depth to fitxity.

4.1.2.1 Davisson and Robinson's Procedure

Davisson and Robinson (1965) presented solutions for the

buckling loads of partially embedded piles in terms of an equiva-

lent free standing length. The equivalent free standing length is

the sum of the unsupported length of the drilled shaft above

ground, and an additional length to the depth of fixity below
ground. This depth to flrxity is a function of the flexural stiffness

of the shaft, EoIo, and the soil stiffness. The soil stiffness can be

expressed in tèúns of a soil modulus (E", force4ength2). The

soil modulus is usually considered to remain constant with depth

in clays, and to vary linearly with depth in granular soils.
For long shafts, the equivalent free standing length, L*, can

be written as follows:

Modulus constant with depth (clays)

L"q : Lu + 1.4R (4.1.2.1)

Modulus increasing linearly with depth (sands)

L"q:Lu+1.87 (4.1.2.2)

(4.t.4)

where x and y are the distances of the drilled shaft from the

centroid in the x and y directions respectively; No" is the number
of drilled shafts in the group.

For example, consider the group shown in Figure 4.1. If P,
: 500 tons, ex : 4 ft, ", 

: 2 ft, and the spacing is 6 ft
center-to-center, the maximum load carried by a drilled shaft
can be determined as follows: )x2 : 6 (6)2 : 216;2yz : 6 (6)2
: 216.

The most heavily loaded drilled shaft is drilled shaft 3, in the

first quadrant:

p, : 500 Ít/9 + 4(6)/zt6 + 2(6)/2161: 139 tons

Shaft number 7 carries a tensile force:

Pz : 500 lL/9 - 4(6)/216 - 2(6)/2161: -27.8 tons

Design against tensile failure is considered in Section 4.5.

where L, : unsupported length ofshaft extending above ground

R : KEpIp)/EJ,o 
zs, in units of length; Ep : Young's modulus

of drilled shaft, in units of force,4engthz; Io : moment of inertia
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of drilled shaft, lengtha; E : soil modulus, force,4engthz; E" :
675, for clays (Davisson and Robinson, 1965); So : undrained
shear strength ofclays, force4englhz; T : (Eolo)/n¡10.2; nn :
rate of increase of soil modulus with depth, force4ength3; nn :
E"/z;and z: depth.

Davisson and Robinson's procedure applies to different
boundary conditions at the top of the drilled shaft; the bottom
boundary condition is assumed to be flrxed against rotation and
translation at the depth offixity. Selection ofappropriate bound-
ary conditions at the top ofthe drilled shaft depends on the type
of structure, the fixity of bearings, and the number of rows of
drilled shafts along the length and width of the group. Figure
4.2 shows four possible boundary conditions at the top of the
drilled shaft where it connects with the structure, and expres-
sions for the critical buckling load in ideal columns for each
case.

Based on lateral load tests of piles in sand, Alizadeh and
Davisson (1970) found that nn is strongly dependent on deflec-
tion when the lateral deflection is less than 3 percent of the pile
width. At larger deflections, the value of nn becomes almost
independent of the lateral deflection.

Terzaghi (1955) recommended values of nn that are appro-
priate for lateral deflections that are about 5 percent of the
width of the pile or drilled shaft (Table 4.1). Reese et al. (1974)
recommended using values of nn that are between 3 and 4 times
larger than Terzaghi's recommended values for constructing the
initial slope of p-y curves.

For the buckling analysis of partially embedded drilled shafts,
values of nn corresponding to smaller deflections, on the order
of 0.5 percent of the width or less, appear to be most appropriate.
Evans (1982) showed that for lateral deflections of this magni-
tude, it is reasonable to use values of nn about 3 times as high
as the values rècommended by Terzaghi. The two right-hand
columns of Table 4.1 contain values of nn appropriate for lateral
deflections on the order of 0.5 percent of the width of the drilled
shaft.

4.1.2.2 Group Effects on Buckling Loads

The effect of pile spacing on the soil modulus has been studied
by Prakash (Prakash and Sharma, 1990). He found that, at

Table 4.1. Coefficient of horizontal subgrade reaction, n¡, in lblin.3
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spacings greater than 8 times the pile width, neighboring piles
have no effect on the soil modulus or buckling capacity. How-
ever, at a spacing of 3 times the pile width, the effective soil
modulus reduces to 25 percent of the value applicable to a single
pile. For intermediate spacings, modulus values can be estimated
by interpolation.

4. 1.2.3 Design Procedure

Buckling loads for partially embedded free standing drilled
shafts can be calculated using the following steps:

1. Estimate the value of nn (for sands) or E. (for clays) and
calculate the value ofT (for sands) or R (for clays). For groups
of drilled shafts, the soil modulus should be reduced to account
for the effects of neighboring shafts as described earlier.

2. Calculate the equivalent length of the drilled shaft, L"o,
using Eqs. 4.1.2.1 or 4.1.2.2, whichever is appropriate

3. Use the appropriate expression from Figure 4.2 to calculate
the buckling load, P",. Four equations are given in Figure 4.2
for four different restraint conditions at the top of the drilled
shaft.

After the ideal buckling load has been determined, the safe
design load for the column, considering the effects of end mo-
ments and eccentricity of loading, can be determined using nor-
mal design procedures for columns and beam-columns.

4.2 BEARING CAPACITY

4.2.1 Presumptive Bearing Capacities of Soils and
Rocks

In the absence of suffrcient soil strength data to estimate
drilled shalt capacities rationally, bearing capacities ol dritled
shafts may be estimated using presumptive bearing capacities.
These values should be used only as a rough guide to possible
capacities. When used in design, presumptive bearing capacities
must be substantiated by load tests or rational methods of analy-
sis based on soil data from the site.

Presumptive bearing capacities that have been published are
"allowable" values, intended for use in working stress design.

4.2.2 Rational Methods of Estimating Bearing
Capacities of Drilled Shafts

The ultimate bearing capacity of a drilled shaft is the sum of
the side and base resistances:
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Figure 4.2. Critical buckling loads for centrally loaded columns
with various end conditions.
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(4.2.2.1)
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Table 42. Recommended values of a for drilled shafts in clay. (After
Reese and O'NeiIl, 1988)

where Qr, : total ultimate bearing capacity of a drilled shaft,

Q, : ultimate load carried by side resistance : 4.q", Qp :
ultimate load carried by the base : \gn, A. : surface area of
the sides of the shaft over its penetration depth, .\ : area of
base of the drilled shaft, q" : ultimate unit side resistance of the
shaft, and qp : ultimate unit base resistance of the shaft.

The load factor design criterion may be expressed as:

0. 55
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Fígure 4.3. Explanation ofportions ofdrilled shafts not considered
in computing side resistance.

mended by Reese and O'Neill. Figure 4.3 shows the portions of
the length of drilled shafts that are considered not to contribute
to shaft adhesion.

The value of a is zero for the top 5 ft, consistent with findings
from load tests. Load test data on instrumented drilled shafts
have shown load transfer to be zero at the ground surface, in-
creasing with depth. Because the rate of increase has not been
determined with much certainty, Reese and O'NeiIl chose to use

c':0inthetop5ft.
The footnote in Table 4.2 accounts for the following. During

dry weather, expansive soils shrink and move away from the
shaft. A value of c. : 0 may be selected for a depth greater than
5 ft as indicated by the depth of seasonal moisture change in
areas with expansive soil, and (b) during lateral loading, the clay
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óqQu,2yoPo*7"Pt (4.2.2.2)

where þo : the performance factor for the ultimate bearing
capacity of a drilled shaft.

In general,

ÞqQur, ) )7iP¡ (4.2.2.3)

where 7, is the load factor for load i and P, is the axial load due
to load i.

One rational method of estimating the bearing capacity of
drilled shafts in compression is called the "static" approach.
Static formulas are based either on classical soil mechanics theo-
ries or empirical correlations. These include total and effective
stress methods and methods based on in situ tests, such as the
standard penetration test (SPT). The total stress method is more
suited for drilled shafts in cohesive soils, while the SPT correla-
tion is better suited for drilled shafts in cohesionless soils. The
effective stress method is applicable to drilled shafts in both
cohesive and cohesionless soils.

4.2.2.1 Bearing Capacity of Drilled Shafts in Clays

The ultimate capacities of drilled shafts in clay are usually
governed by the conditions at the end ofconstruction. Therefore,
drilled shafts in clays are usually designed using total stress
methods. However, in some circumstances the strength of the
soil can decrease with time. Conditions that may involve reduc-
tion of strength and capacity after construction include drilled
piers in expansive clays that swell after installation. Another
situation where the shear strength of the soil changes with time
is when consolidation of the soil around a drilled shaft may result
in downward movement of the soil relative to the drilled shaft,
thus inducing negative skin friction on the shaft, which increases
the load on the pier and reduces the magnitude ofthe load that
the shaft can carry without excessive settlement. In these cases,

effective stress analyses may be used.

l. Total Stress Analysis.

a. Shaft resistance (q-method)--:1he c,-method relates the ad-
hesion between the drilled shaft and the clays to the undrained
shear strength of the clay. The ultimate unit skin friction, q", can
be expressed by:

qs : dsu (4.2.2.4)

where Su : undrained shear strength and cr : adhesion factor
applied to Su. Reese and O'Neill (1988) developed a procedure
for prescribing a values along the length of drilled shafts in
overconsolidated clays. "labie 4.2 shows the values of cr recom-
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at the groundline may be pushed away due to lateral deflection
of the shaft, especially if the loads are cyclic in nature, causing
the shaft to be deflected back and forth.

The value ofc¿ is also zero for a distance of I diameter above
the base of the shaft, because downwarä movement of the base

can cause a tensile crack to develop in the soil near the base.

Based on load tests on drilled shafts in clay, Reese and O'Neill
suggested the use of values of c., as given in Table 4.2, for the
remaining portion of the drilled shaft. The value of a may be
different from those given in'fable 4.2 in sensitive clays. In such

soils, load tests should be conducted to establish appropriate
values of cr.

The data used in deriving this design method does not include
clays with Su greater than 6 tsf, OCR greater than 10, or sensitiv-
ity greater than 4.

b. End bearing-Reese and O'Neill (1988) applied Skemp-
ton's (1951) expression for end bearing ofpiles in clay, to drilled
shafts as follows:

qp -- NcSu < 40 tsf (4.2.2.s)

where N" : 6(l + O.LZ/D) ( 9, Su : average undrained
shear strength ofclay over a depth ofone to two diameters below
the base, Z : distance that the shaft extends into the ground,
and Do : diameter of the base of the shaft.

The limiting value of Co (40 tsfl is based on the largest value
measured in clays and is not a theoretical limit. Higher values

of qo may be used if indicated by load test results.
N" should be reduced by one-third (i.e., use 2N",/3 in computa-

tions) in soft clays to account for large displacements prior to
bearing capacity failure.

If Do exceeds 75 in., the ultimate unit end bearing capacity of
drilled shafts in stiff to hard clay should be reduced to qpr as

follows (Reese and O'Neill, 1988):

steel interfaces and 0.68 to 0.95 for clay,/concrete interfaces).
The lower value is for a smooth surface finish (e.g., concrete cast
in steel forms) while the higher value is for a rough surface finish
(e.g., concrete cast in the ground).

The ratio K,/Ko depends on the method of installing the drilled
shaft. Typical values range between two-thirds and one. The
lower value is used for slurry construction, while the higher
value is for dry construction. Casing construction below the
groundwater table can be considèred as an intermediate case.

The disadvantage of using this method is that the construction
method must be known prior to design.

b. End bearing---'lhe drained ultimate unit base resistance
may be approximated as follows (Kulhawy et al., 1983):

qp : crv'Nq' (4.2.2.8)

where cru' : vertical effective stress, and No' : modihed bearing
capacity factor obtained from Figure 4.4.

It may be seen that the value of No' depends on the value of
rigidity index, a term which accounts for soil deformability and
the variation of the bearing capacity factor with depth. Vesic
(1975) defined I, as follows:

E.rl

"-z(t+lrÞJt-,d
(4.2.2.e)

where E, : Young's modulus of the soil, p : Poisson's ratio
ofthe soil, cru' : vertical effective stress measured at a depth of

qP' : F'qP

2.5whereF-:-<1.0' 
"Do 

(in.) + 2.5b -
a : 0.0071 + 0.0021 Z/Dp < 0.Q15
b : 0,45 Js,l[.Ð where d.5 < b < 1.5
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Equation 4.2.2.6 is based on load tests of large diameter un-
derreamed drilled shafts in clay, and qo, corresponds to a base

settlement of 2.5 in.

2. Effective Stress Analysis.
a. Shaft resistance (ß-method)-Stas and Kulhawy (1984)

proposed that the ultimate unit side resistance of drilled shafts
under long-term sustained loading m.py be estimated as flollows:

(4.2.2.7)

where K,/Ko : ratio of horizontal soil stress coefficient to the
in situ value; cr,' : vertical effective stress; Ko : in situ hori-
zontal soil stress coeffrcient before construction; ó' : effective
stress angle of internal friction; c' : effective cohesion; õ/þ' :
ratio of the angle of friction of the interface, ô, to the soil angle

of internal friction, þ'. In an extensive series of tests, Potyondy
(i961) determined the following values of ô/ö' (0.50 for clay/

F i g u r e 4. 4 M o d i", e d r, ;,:;,:;:,i;.!*' *,Ï, *, d e e p þ u n d a -

tions in drained loadíng. (After Kulhawy et al., 1983)
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D,/2 below the base of the drilled shaft, and Ö' : eflective

friction angle ofthe soil.
Trofimenkov and Yorobkov approximated the rigidity index

for clays as follows (Kulhawy et al., 1983):

I,: 320(1 - LI)s (4.2.2.tO)

where LI : liquidity index of the clay : (wo - PL)/(LL -
PL); w, : natural water content of the clay; pl : plastic limit
of the clay; LL : liquid limit of the clay; s : stress correction
factor : 2.2/(1.2 i a,/cn1); cr" : original vertical in situ
stress (tsf) at a depth ofhalfdiameter below the base; and cr,,
: normalizing stress : I tsf. Equation 4.2.2.10 is valid for
liquidity indices between 0 and 0.9.

4.2.2.2 Bearing Capøcity of Drilled. Shafts in
Sønds

Although many field load tests have been performed on drilled
shafts in clays, very few have been performed on drilled shafts
in sands. The shear strength of cohesionless soils can be charac-

terized by an angle of internal friction, {', or empirically related

to values of SPT blow count, N. Methods of estimating shaft

resistance and end bearing using either þ' or N values are pre-

sented, as follows:

l. Shaft Resistance. Table 4.3 summarizes 5 methods of pre-

dicting shaft resistance of bored piles in sand. Quiros and Reese

Tsble 4.3. Summary of procedures for estimating side resistance, q., of
drilled shafts in sand.

ì,EFERENCE DESCRIPTTON

louna and
: r974 )

Reese qs = KdvrtanCr < 2.5 tsf
where K = o.7 for Db s 25 ft

K = 0.6 for 25ft < Db s 40 ft

K=0.5for Db>40ft

leyerhof
:1976)

N
qs (tEf) = 

-lo0

)uiros and Reese
(I977 |

gs(tsf)=0.026N <2tsf

Reese and wright
(1977 \

N
9s(tsf)=- forN<53

34

N-53
qs (tsf) + 1.6 for 53 < N = 100

450

leese and orNeill
1988)

qs (t6f) = Povt s 2 tsf for O.25 < þ s I.2

wherep=1.5-o.tlsli,

where N = uncorrected SPT blow count

øvr = vertical effective stress

ór = friction angle of sand

K = load transfer factor

Db = enbednent of dritled shaft in sand bearing layer

P = Ioad transfer coefficient

Table 4.4. gr¡mm¡ry of procedures for estimating base resistance, qn, of
drilled shafts in sstrd.

where Ncorr = sPT blow count colrected for overburden
pressure

= [0.771o9r0(20/øvt ) )N

N = uncorrected sPT blow count

Dp = base diameter of drilled shaft in ft

Db = enbednent of drilled shaft in sand bearing
layer

(1977) and Reese and O'Neill (1988) indicate that the unit side

resistance should be limited to 2 tsf, corresponding to the maxi
mum value ever measured; Touma and Reese suggest an upper
limit of 2.5 tsf. These values, however, are not theoretical limits.
Higher values can be used ifthey are verified by load tests.

It may be noted that the side resistance of drilled shafts in
sand can be estimated using either the friction angle (Touma and
Reese, 1974) or the SPT blow count (Meyerhoff, 1976; Quiros
and Reese, 1977; arrd Reese and Wright, 1977). Reese and
O'Neill (1988) proposed a method for uncemented sands that
uses a different approach in that the shaft resistance is indepen-
dent of the soil friction angle and the SPT blow count. They
suggested that the friction angle approaches a common value for
uncemented sands because of the high shearing strains in the
sand and stress relief that occur during drilling.

2. End Bearing. Load tests show that large settlements are

required to mobilize the maximum end bearing resistance of
drilled shafts in sands. Because large settlements are not tolerable
in most structures, the procedures presented in Table 4.4 for
calculating the ultimate unit end bearing capacity , go, are based

on a downward movement equal to either I in. (Touma and

Reese, 1974; and Quiros and Reese, 1917); or 5 percent of the

base diameter (Reese and Wright, 1977; and Reese and O'Neill,
1e88).

Reese and O'Neill (1988) recommend that for base diameters
greater than 50 in., qo should be reduced to qpr as follorus:

IEFERENCE DESCRIPTION

Iou¡ûa and
(1974)

Reese I€ose

l,ledlu¡ DenEe

Very Dense

çIÞ(tsf)-o fk=Ifor' IDD<1.67f'16 l&'k=o.ehqb (tsf) = - J for DÞ >' k ìr.678t.
I

4o I ÀÞpllcable
qD(tsf)=- lonlyif' k (¡lb>10D

leyerhof
1976)

2NcorrDb 4
qÞ (tsf,)- ( - Ncorr for 6and
' 15Dp 3

< Ncorr 
llT.lo"nr.=.,

luiros and
L9771

ReeEe sane as Toua and ReeÉe (19?4)

lee6e and wrlght
L9?7 |

2
{n(tsf¡=-¡ forNs60
'3

qp (tÊf) = 40 for N > 60

leese and OtNeill
:r988)

9p (tsf) = 0.6N for N s 75

9p (tsf) = 45 for N > 75
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50
qer : 

ñ; 
qp (4.2.2.11)

. *here qpr : reduced base resistance for Do > 50 in.; Do :
I diameter of the base of the shaft, in.; and go : ultimate unilend
I Uearing resistance calculated using one ofihe methods in Table

, 4'4'
Meyerhofs expression for base resistance stems from the idea

I that the point resistance increases linearly with embedment up

resistance remains const¿nt with depth.
3. Performance Factors. As discussed previously, flrve methods

(Touma and Reese, 1974; Meyerhof, 1976; Quiros and Reese,
' 1977; Reese and Wright, 1977; and Reese and O'Neill, 1988)

have been developed for estimating the side resistance and end
bearing capacities ofdrilled shafts in sands and gravels. Compari-' son of these rnethods shows that they may result in widely diver-

' gent estimates of capacity for the same conditions. Unfortu-
nately, the information available from field load tests at present

. is insuffrcient to determine which of the methods is most reliable

;. ãnd most generally applicable.

, Because of the shortage of field data, it is not possible at
i present to determine with precision what values of performance

factors should be used for drilled shafts in sands and gravels.
: Accordingly, the best procedure appears to be to estimate the
. capacity using all of the applicable methods, and to select the' factored capacity using judgment and any available experience

with similar conditions. The inherent great variability of the
capacities of drilled shafts in sand logically suggests that values

s r of performance factors for shafts in sand should be smaller than
for shafts in clay.

4.2.2.3 Bearing Capacity of Drilled Shafts Socketed
in Rock

Drilled shafts socketed in rock derive their axial capacities
from either end bearing or side resistance, or both. The depth of
the socket is typically one to three times the diameter (Canadian
Geotechnical Society, 1985). The design procedure presented in
this section assumes that: (l) the rock strength measured during
site investigation will not deteriorate during construction when
water or drilling fluids are used, (2) the drilling fluid used will
not form a lubricated film on the sides of the excavation, and (3)
the bottom of the excavation is properly cleaned out. This is
especially important if the capacity of the drilled shaft is based
on the end bearing.

The design procedure proposed by Reese and O'Neill (1988)
for bearing capacity of drilled shafts socketed in rock assumes
that the load is carried entirely by the shaft if the computed
settlement is less than 0.4 in. Conversely, loads that cause settle-
ments greater than 0.4 in. are assumed to be carried entirely by
the base ofthe drilled shaft. This method is conservative because
loads are assumed to be carried entirely in side resistance or
entirely in end bearing, and no allowance is made for the loads
to be carried by a combination ofside resistance and end bearing.
The steps in the design procedure are as follows:

1. Estimate the settlement of the portion of the drilled shaft
that is socketed in rock. This consists of two components: (a)

the elastic shortening of the drilled shaft, p", which can be com-
puted as follows:

(4.2.2.r2)

where Hs : depth of the socket, )P¡ : work'ng load at the top
ofthe socket, A.* : cross-sectional area ofthe socket, and E,
: Young's modulus of concrete in the socket, considering the
stiffness of any steel reinforcement; and (b) settlement of the
base of the drilled shaft, p6"r", which can be computed as follows:

(4.2.2.13)

where Io : influence coefficient obtained from Figure 4.5, Ds
: diameter of the base of the drilled shaft socket, and E, :
modulus of the in situ rock, taking the joints and their spacing
into account.

The Young's modulus of the in situ rock, Er, can be estimated
by'

4: KrE (4.2.2.r4)

where E : intact rock modulus found either by testing or by
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Figure 4.5. Elastic settlement influence factor as a function of
embedment ratio and modular ratio. (After Donald, Sloan and
Chiu, 1980, as presented by Reese and O'Neill, 1988)
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Figure 4.6. Engineering classifi-
cation of intact rock (After
Deere, 1968, and Peck, 1976, as

presented by Reese and O'Neill,
r988)

means of Figure 4.6; K, : modulus modification ratio, related
to the rock quality designation, RQD, as shown in Figure 4.7.

2. Calculate p" * pu".". If the sum is less than 0.4 in., compute
the ultimate capacity based on shaft resistance alone (step 3). If
the sum is greater than 0.4 in., compute the ultimate capacity
based on base resistance alone (step 4).

3. Estimate the side resistance of drilled shafts socketed in
rock as follows: ifthe uniaxial compressive strength ofthe rock
is less than or equal to 280 psi, the ultimate unit side resistance,
q", is given by (Carter and Kulhawy, 1987):

q" : 0.l5qu (4.2.2.ts)

where q, is the uniaxial compressive strength ofthe rock. Ifthe
uniaxial compressive strength of the rock or concrete (in the
drilled shaft), whichever is less, is greater than 280 psi, q" is
given by (Horvath and Kenney, 1979):

O Results lrom DWORKSHAK DAM, Deere et al., 1967

^ 
Results afler Coon and Merrilt. 1970
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where q" and qu are in psi.

4. Estimate the base resistance of the drilled shaft socket from
the uniaxial compression strength as follows (Canadian Geotech-
nical Society, 1985):

qp : 3quKspd (4.2.2.1'7)

oo ooo
100

Rock Quality Designation (ROD) (%)

Fígure 4.7. Modulus reduction ratio as a function of RQD. (After
Bieniawski, 1984, as presented by Reese and O'Neill, 1988)

(4.2.2.16)
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where qu : average uniaxial compression strength of the rock
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core, Ksp : dimensionless bearing capacity coefEcient, and 4.2.2.4 Load Tests

Load tests on drilled shafts are often used to verify the ultimate
load capacity estimated by means of the methods described ear-
lier. It is desirable that a plunging failure load be obtained during
a load test. However, this may be economically or physically
impractical when the loads are very large. In such instances, the
load test should be carried out until the base settles a distance
equal to at le¿st 5 percent of the base diameter.

Several loading procedures are given in ASTM Dl l43. These
include the standard loading procedure, constant rate ofpenetra-
tion method, quick load test, const¿nt time interval loading, and
settlement control method.

The Osterberg load test apparatus was specially designed for
load testing ofdrilled shafts. Osterberg (1984) proposed using a
special flat pressure cell, installed below the tip ofthe shaft, that
will differentiate the tip capacity contribution from the shaft
capacity contribution (Figure 4.9).

4.2.2.5 Groups of Drilled Shaf*

The design requirements for groups of drilled shafts are similar
to those for single drilled shafts, i.e.,

órQ, t group load effect (4.2.2.20)

where þ, : performance factor for group capacity and Q, :
group capacity.

For groups of drilled shafts in cohesive soil, the mode of
behavior depends on whether or not the cap is in contact with
the ground. If the cap is in contact with the ground, groups of
shafts may fail as a unit consisting of the shafts together with
the block of soil contained within the shafts. The ultimate bearing
capacity in this case should be taken as the minimum of the
following two values: (1) the sum of the individual capacities of
the drilled shafts, or (2) the bearing capacity for block failure of
the group.

For a group of drilled shafts of width X, length Y, and depth
Z (Figure 4.10), the bearing capacity for block failure in cohesive
soils is given by:

Qr:(2X+ZI Z;S"+xYN"Su (4.2.2.2t)

where S, : aveta5e undrained shear strength along the depth
of penetration of the drilled shafts, Su : undrained shear
strength below the base of the shafts, and

N": 5(1 + o.zx/Y)(r * O.2Z/X)forZ/X < 2.s (4.2.2.22)

(4.2.2.23)N.:7.5(1 +0.2XtY) for Z/X > 2.5

If the cap is not in fi¡m contact with the ground and the
clay is normally consolidated or slightly overconsolidated or is
sensitive, the individual capacity of the drilled shaft must be
multiplied by an effrciency factor, T, where n : 0.7 for a center-
to-center spacing of3D and q : 1.0 for a spacing of6D (Reese
and O'Neill, 1988). The value of 4 may be linearly interpolated
for intermediate spacing. The group capacity is then calculated
as the minimum of: (1) the sum of the individual capacities of
the drilled shaft multiplied by 4, or (2) the bearing capacity for
block failure as described above.

PART 4

3 * so,/D"
K.o : lotrlË;/rol*:- (see Figure 4'8) (4.2.2.18)

in which: d : dimensionless depth factor : I + 0.4H,/D. <
3.4; s6 : spacing ofdiscontinuities; tu : width or thickness of
discontinuitiesi D. - diameter of drilled shaft socket; and H. :
depth of embedment of drilled shaft socket : 0 for drilled shafts
resting of top of bedrock.

This method is not applicable to soft stratified rooks, such as

shale or limestone. When the method is applicable, the rocks are
usually so sound that the structural capacity will govern the
design (Fellenius et al., 1989). This method is applicable only if
su > I ft and tu < 0.25 in. for unf¡lled discontinuities, or td <
I in. for discontinuities filled with soil or rock debris, and D. >
I fr.

Alternatively, estimate the base resistance of drilled shafts
socketed in rock using results from pressuremeter tests as follows
(Canadian Geotechnical Society, 1975):

9p:Ku(Pr-po)*ø" (4.2.2.1e)

where p, : limit pressure determined from pressuremeter tests
averaged over a distance of2 diameters above and below the base,
po : ut rest horizontal stress measured at the base elevation, ø"
: total vertical stress at the base elevation, and Ko : dimen-
sionless coeffrcient which depends on the socket diameter to
socket depth ratio as follows:

H"/D"

5.24.94.23.62.80.8Kb

Y
õ
:
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Rat¡o sd/Os

Figure 4.8. Bearing capacity cofficient,
Geotechnical Society, 1985)
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(a) End Bearing Test

(b)
Figure 4.9. Osterberg load test apparatus for drilled shafts.

Shaft Resistance Test
(After Osterberg, 1984)

t8t

If the cap is not in hrm contact with the ground, and the clay
is heavily overconsolidated and insensitive, the group capacity
should be estimated in a similar manner as the case where the
cap is in contact with the ground.

Installation of drilled shafts in cohesionless soils results in
stress relief. Therefore, the density of the sand may decrease
during construction of drilled shafts. The ultimate bearing capac-
ity of a group of drilled shafts in sand is estimated by multiplying
the sum of the capacities of all the shafts in the group by a group
effrciency factor. The group effrciency factor, defined as the ratio
of the ultimate load capacity of the group to the sum of the
ultimate capacities of the individual shafts, is 0.7 for a center-to-
center spacing of three diameters and 1.0 for a spacing of six
diameters (Reese and O'Neill, 1988). The effrciency factor can
be interpolated for intermediate spacings. Evaluation of group
capacity of drilled shafts in cohesionless soil is the same whether
the cap is or is not in firm contact with the ground.

Block failure can also occur when the base of a group of shafts
overlie a layer of soil very much weaker than the layer in which
they terminate. The bearing capacity ofthe base ofthe equivalent
pier, qo can be computed as follows:

Figure 4.10. Group of drilled shafts acting as a blockþundation.

where qo : bearing capacity ofbase ifit were at the top ofthe
lower (weak) soil, q, : bearing capacity of base in the upper soil
in the absence of the softer lower soil, H : vertical distance

, (qr - q")Hqp:qo* ,* ao' (4.2.2.24)
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Figure 4.11. Normalìzed cumes showíng load transfer in síde
resistance versus settlement þr drilled shafts in clay. (From Reese
and O'Neill, 1988)
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Figure 4.12. Normalized curves showing load transfer in end
bearing versus settlement for drilled shafts in clay. (From
Reese and O'Neill, 1988)
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from the base ofthe shafts in the group to the top ofthe we¿k
layer, and X : width (least horizontal dimension) of the group.

The perfiormance factors for the group capacity calculated

using the sum of the individual capacities are the same as those
for the single capacity ofa drilled shaft. A separate performance
factor must be used for the block failure mechanism.

4.3 SETTLEMENT

Drilted shafts may be inst¿lled individually or in groups. Set-

tlement of drilled shafts installed in sand and rock are usually
small, and they occur fairly rapidly. However, shafts in clay may
settle over a longer period oftime as they consolidate.

In estimating settlements of drilled shafts in clay, only unfac-
tored per::ra:reslt loads ase ccnsidered. Howeve¡, unfactored live
loads must be added to the permanent loads when considering
settlement of drilled shafts in granular soil.

4,3.1 Settlement of Slngle Drllled Shafts

Reese and O'Neill (1988) have summarized load-settlement

data for drilled shafts in dimensionless form as shown in Figures

4.11 through 4.14. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the load-
settlement curves in side resistance and in end bearing for shafts
in clay. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 are similar curves for shafts in
sand. These curves provide a useful guide for estimating short-
term settlements of drilled shafts.

The values of the load-settlement curves in side resistance
weÍe obtained at different depths, taking into account elastic
shortening of the shaft. While elastic shortening may be small
in relatively short shafts, it may be quite substantial in longer
shafts. The amount of elastic shortening in drilled shafts varies
with depth. Reese and O'Neill (1988) have described an approxi-
mate procedure for estimating the elastic shortening of long
drilled shafts.

Long-term settlements ofdrilled shafts in clay are not reflected
in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. Consolidation settlements should be

added to the short-term settlements. However, because drilled
shafts are usually installed in heavily overconsolidated soils,
consolidation settlements are usually small.

Settlements induced by loads in end bearing are different for
shafts in sand and in clay. While drilled shafts in clay typically
have a well-defined plunging load, the tip load of drilled shafts

in sand continue to increase as the settlement increases beyond

5 percent of the base diameter. Qo is typically fully mobilized at
displacements of 2 to 5 percent of the base diameter for shafts

in cohesive soil. For shafts in cohesionless soil, there is no well
defined failure at any displacement. The ultimate unit end bear-
ing is defined arbitrarily as the bearing pressure required to cause

settlement equal to 5 percent of the pier diameter, even though
this does not correspond to complete failure ofthe soil beneath

the base of the pier.
The curves in Figures 4.1 I and 4. t3 also show the settlements

at which the ultimate side resistance is mobilized. Q. is typically
fully mobilized at displacements of 0.2 to 0.8 percent of the shaft
diameter for shafts in cohesive soil. For shafts in cohesionless

soil, this value is 0.1 to I percent.

(o) (b)

Figure 4. 15. Locatíon of equivalentfootíng. (After Duncøn and
Buchignaní, 1976)

4.3.2 Group Settlement

Loads causing settlement of groups of drilled shafts are as-

sumed to act on an equivalent footing located at two-thirds of
the depth of embedment of the shafts in the layer which provides

support (Duncan and Buchignani, 1976), as shown in Figure
4.15.

4.3.2. I Cohesionless Soil

Meyerhof related the settlement of groups of piles and drilled
shafts (p in inches) to the SPT blow count ofthe soil as follows:

where q : net foundation pressure (including any negative skin
friction per unit area) in tsf applied in 2Do/3 (see Figure 4.15);

X : width (smallest dimension) of group of drilled shafts, in ft;
I : influence factor of the effective group embedment

I:l-D'l8X>0.5 (4.3.2.2)

D' : effective depth : 2D,o/3; N*o : average corrected pene-

tration resistance within the seat of settlement (approximately
equal to the width ofthe group ofdrilled shafts below the equiva-
lent footing) : lDJTlogto(20/a"')l N; N : measured SPT blow
count; and crr' : effective vertical stress at the depth of the SPT
measurement expressed in tsf.

The settlement of groups of drilled shafts in silty sand is
estimated to be twice the value found using 84. 4.3.2.1.

Static cone penetration tests may also be used to estimate

settlement of groups of drilled shafts in cohesionless soils. Meyer-
hof (1976) related the settlement of groups of piles and drilled
shafts to the average st¿tic cone resistance as follows:

zqJÎ r
P: N*

qXI
D:-

¿q.

(4.3.2.t)

(4.3.2.3)

where q" : average static cone resistance within the seat of
settlement and q, X, and I have been defined previously. The

units for g, Ç and X should be consistent.
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4.3.2.2 Cohesive Soil

The settlement of groups of drilled shafts in cohesive soils
may occur over a considerable period of time. The long-term
settlement of groups of drilled shafts in clay may be calculated
using the methods employed in estimating settlement of shallow
foundations. For this pulpose, the load carried by a group of
shafts is assumed to be transferred to the soil through an equiva-
lent footing located at two-thirds the depth of the drilled shafts
(see Figure 4.15).

The components contributing to the total settlement of a group
of drilled shafts in clay are: imme.diate settlement, consolidation
settlement, and secondary compression settlement, They can
be estimated using the same procedures as used for shallow
foundations,

The procedure for determining whether or not the settlement
capacity of drilled shafts is suffrcient is as follows:

l. Determine,the tolerable settlement, prol,

2. Estimater:the settlement of the dri[eA shaft or group of
drilled shafts, p.

3. If the estimated settlement for an individual shaft exceeds
the tolerable settlement, increase the length of the drilled shaft
or its base diameter and repeat steps I and 2. If the settlement
ofa group ofdrilled shafts exceeds the tolerable value, increase

the number of drilled shafts, the length of the drilled shafts, or
the spacing and repeat steps I and 2.

4.4 NEGATIVE SKIN FR¡CTION

Negative skin friction is the downdrag force induced when the
soil around the shafts moves downward relative to the shafts.
Settlement of the soil around the shaft may occur due to: place-
ment of ftll, groundwater fluctuations, and other causes (Poulos
and Davis, 1980).

Negative skin friction may be estimated using the rational
methods discussed in Section 4.2.2(the aand B methods). When
using the c' method, the top 5 feet and bottom one stem diameter
do not contribute to the downdrag loads, and an allowance
should be made for the possible increase in the undrained shear
strength with time as consolidation occurs. An alternative ap-
proach would be to use the B method where the long-term
conditions after consolidation should be considered. The unit
negative skin friction, using the effective stress method (B
method) is given by:

jsn: Bc",

and the downdrag load is given by:

(4.4.1)

P.n : q"ra.D. (4.4.2)

where P". : downdrag load, a, : perimeter of the drilled shaft,
and Dn : length of drilled shaft embedded in settling soil.

4.4.1 Deslgn Conslderatlons

Downdrag loads can increase the settlement of drilled shafts,
but they rarely cause capacity problems. Settlement of drilled

shafts should,be checked when downdrag loads (unfactored) act
together with dead loads. Temporary live loads and downdrag
loads do not act together. This is because temporary live loads
will compress the drilled shafts elastically and reduce the down-
drag load. \ilhen the live load is removed, the drilled shafts will
rebound elastically, thereby restoring the downdrag load.

If the magnitude of the downdrag load exceeds the magnitude
of the live load, the structural and soil capacities should be
checked for the dead load plus downdrag. The load factor for
the downdrag load is the reciprocal of the perforrrance factor
for the ultimate side resistance of the drilled shafts. The following
criterion expresses this fact:

(4.4.1.r)

where { : performance factor corresponding to the limit state
considered, R : resistance corresponding to the limit state con-
sidered, and þ0. : performance factor for the ultimate skin
resistance of the drilled shaft.

4.4.2 Neutral Plane

The neutral plane is defined as the elevation at which the
settlement of the drilled shaft and the settlement of the soil are
the same, as shown in Figure 4.16. Above the neutral plane, the
soil loads the shaft in negative skin friction. Below the neutral
plane, the shaft derives support from the soil. The distribution
of load and resistance in a drilled shaft are shown in Figure
4.16(a). A dead load, Pp, acts at the top of the drilled shaft.
With increasing depth, the load on the drilled shaft increases
because of the negative skin friction. The total load acting on
the drilled shaft, Po * P.n, increases accordingly. The drilled
shaft resistance is equal to the tip capacity at the base, Qo, and
increases upwards as the side resistance, Qr, increases. This is
represented by the curve, Qo * Qr. The two curves intersect at
the neutral plane. This is the location of the maximum load on
the drilled shaft. The neutral plane ofdrilled shafts end-bearing
on rock is located at the base of the drilled shafts.

4.4.3 Settlement

Figure 4. t6(b) illustrates the procedure for estimating the set-
tlement at the top of the drilled shaft. The settlement of the top
of the drilled shaft is the sum of the settlement at the neutral
plane and the elastic compression of the drilled shaft above the
neutral plane (Figure 4.16(b). Unfactored loads are used to
estimate the settlement.

4.5 UPLIFT

Uplift of deep foundations may be caused by: swelling soils,
frost heave, buoyancy, lateral loads, and upward loads. Drilled
shafts subjected to uplift must be designed to withstand tensile
stresses and pullout from the soil. Pullout resistance is usually
adequate in long drilled shafts, but shafts end-bearing on bedrock
at shallow depths may have small pullout resistance.

I
0R>7oPo*ô*t*
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4.5.1 Upl¡ft Capacity of a Slngle Drllled Shaft

Each drilled shaft in a group is loaded in either tension or
compression. The load ¿çfing on each drilled shaft in a gfoup
may be estimated using Eq. 4.1.4.

4.5.L1 Soil Capacity

The ultimate uplift capacity of a single drilled shaft is esti-

mated in a manner similar to that for estimating the ultimate
side resistance for drilled shafts in compression (Section 4.2.2).

The design requirement for uplift is as follows:

ÖoQ. ) P*,v (4.5. r.1)

where Q : ultimate uplift capacity due to shaft resistance, P,,,
: facrored tensüe ioari effect in the <irüie¡i shaft (see Eq. 4. i.4),
and þu : performance factor for uplift capacity.

The performance factors for axial compression and uplift are

different because (l) the diameter and, thus, the area of the

drilled shaft, decreases in tension due to the Poisson effect,

thereby making uplift capacity smaller than compressive load

capacity; and (2) drilled shafts in tension unload the soil. This
reduces the overburden effective stress and, hence, the uplift side

resistance of the drilled shaft.
The uplift capacity of a drilled shaft with an enlarged base

(bell) should be calculated assuming that the bell behaves as an

anchor (Reese and O'Neill, 1988). Any skin friction above the

bell should be discounted. The uplift capacity ofa belled drilled
shaft (Q'o"u) may be calculated as follows:

Q",u"tt : %,t"ttAu (4.s.r.2)

where q,,*¡ : unit uplift capacity of a belled drilled shaft :
N.So; Au : annular area between the bell and the shaft :
o(Dr' - D2)/4; N, : uplift bearing capacity factor; and Su

: undrained shear strength averaged over a distance of 2 bell
diameters, 2Do, above the base. If the soil above the founding
stratum is expansive, Su should be averaged over 2Do above the

bottom ofthe base, or over the depth ofpenetration ofthe drilled
shaft in the founding stratum, whichever is less. Do : diameter
of the bell and D : shaft diameter.

The value of N, varies from 0 at DblDe : 0.75, to 8 at Dol
Do:2.5, where Do is the depth below the top of the founding
stratum (Yazdanbod et al., 1987). As shown in Figure 4.17, the
top of the founding stratum should be taken at the base of the

zone ofseasonal moisture change. This procedure conservatively

neglects the uplift resistance contribution due to soil suction and

the weight of the drilled shaft.
The uplift capacity of a drilled shaft may be verified by a load

test according to ASTM D3689.

4.5. 1.2 Structural Capacity

Fellenius et al. (1989) recommend that tensile loads should be

carried entirely by the reinforcement, and that the tensile

strength ofconcrete should be neglected. The design requirement
is as follows:

Load and Reslstance
Dlstributlon Elast¡c

Settlement D¡str¡but¡on

comprsssþn
Ground surlace
settlem€nt

D¿-.'-^ ) lÁ /1^l^.,latia- ^1tL- I^aatia¡ alth¿ t¿ttttal Âlã-a 
^â,1t té,u. ç a. 

'v'
the settlement of ø drilled shøft ot o gtoup of shafn (After Cana-

dian Geotechnical Society, 1985)

<- OO*
Figure 4.17. Uplift of an underreømed drtlled shaft.

where fu : tensile strength of structural steel : yield stress of
steel reinforcement, fr; ,\ : tot¡ area of steel reinforcements;

and þ, : performance factor for tensile capacity ofsteel : 0.9.

In addition, the connection to the cap must be desigaed to trans-

fer the tensile loads.
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þ,foA, 2 P*,v (4.s.1.3)
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Tsble 4.5. Summary of performance factors for geotechnical ultimate
limit st¡tes in axiatly loaded drilled shafts.

i
I.

Block
of soil
lifted

Figure 4.18(a). Uplift of group of closely spaced drilled shafts ín
cohesionless soils. (After Tomlinson, 1987)

Figure 4.18(b). Upl,ft of group of drilled shafts in cohesive soils.
(A"fter Tomlinson, I 987)

4.5.2 Group Upllft Capacities

The ultimate uplift capacity of a group of drilled shafts should
be taken as the minimum of the following two values: (1) the
sum of the individual uplift capacities of the drilled shafts, or
(2) the uplift capacity of the group considered as a block. The
mechanism for the latter is different for drilled shafts in clays
and sands.

The shaft friction ofgroups ofdrilled shafts in sands deterio-
rates with time ifthe shafts are subjected to vibratory and lateral
loads. For pile groups, Tomlinson (1987) suggests that the weight
of the block uplifted be estimated using a spread of load of I in
4 (Figure a.l8(a) from the base of the group. Buoyant unit
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weights should be used for soil below the groundwater level. The
same can be applied to groups of drilled shafts.

In clays, the uplift resistance ofthe block in undrained shear
can be calculated as shown in Figure 4.18(b):

Q,": (2XZ + 2YZ)Su + Ws (4.s.2.1)

where Q,, : ultimate uplift resistance of the group, X : width
ofthe group, Y : length ofthe group, Z: depth ofthe block
ofsoil below cap, Su : average undrained shear strength along
drilled shaft, and W, : weight of the block of soil, drilled shafts
and cap.

4.6 PERFORMANCE FACTORS

Table 4.5 gives the geotechnical performance factors for the
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ultimate limit st¿te. Serviceability limit state analyses should be

carried out with unfactored loads and unfactored resistance.

4.7 DESIGN EXAMPLES

The design procedures discussed in the previous sections are

demonstrated in the following example problems.

Siltv
Clay
T =125pd

Sand
r =115pcf

Example 4.1

Check the adequacy of the shight sided drilled shaft in the soil pfofile below to _suppo_rt 
a

dead load of lÓ0 tóns and a livðload of 20 tons. Diameter of thè shaft = 30 in. tængth of
shaft = 59 ft.

Undrained Shear Strength (tsf)

o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0

17

32

20
Ë

ãq
(D

o
60

80

l. Determine the design load on the drilled shaft

1tb Po +rÍ- Pr = 1.3 (100) + 2.17 (20)

=130+43

= 173 tons

2. Estimaæ the axial capaciry of the drilled shaft.

Structural capacitv

From Equation 4.1-3

Q"Po = (0.8) (0.7) [0.85 f" d + fr Arl

Using a drilled shaft with fc - 4 ksi; fy = 60 ksi and reinforced with l8# 10 bars.

A, = (lE) (L.27) =22.9 in.2

Ar= L4(30)2 = 707 in.z

&= Ae - Av=707 -229=684in.2



Q" = po = (0.8) (0.7) t(0.85) (4) (684) + (60) (22.9)l

2072ktps

= 1036 tons > 173 tons

Bea¡ing Capacitv

Side resistance of shaft in clay

From depth 0 to 5 fr, Su = 0 ... Qsi = Q

From depth 5 ft to 32 ft, Su = 9.3 6¡.

As, = (,r30lt 2't =2r2 fû

Qsz = g SuAs2 = (0.55) (0.8) (212)

= 93 tons

Side resista¡ce of shaft in sand

From depth 32 to 40 ft, N = 20 Weighted average of

From depth 40 to 59 fr, N = 25 N = t(20) (S) + (25) (19))t27 =23.5

From depth 32 to 59 fr, A5 = " @¡ Zl =212 ft2

(Ð Touma and Reese (1974)

From Table 4.3, K = 0.6 for 25 ft < Db < 40 ft

Depth of srata
(fÐ

32-40

Mid-depth of strata
(f0

40-59

(ü) Meyerhof (1976) ;

e$ =#(2r2)=frÊtuz)

= 5fLons.

Qui¡os and Reese (1977)

Qs¡=0.026N(212)

= (0.026) (23.s) Qt2)

= 130 tons

36

49

o'v
l[sfì

{

(üi)

r.637

As
(ft2)

t.992

62.8

N

r49.2

0'
ldcoì

20

(iv)

Qs = Ko'v tanQ'As
Itons)

25

37.50

Reese and Wright (1977)

Q$ =+(212)

=!f,tzrzt

=l4Zlqns

Reese and O'Neill (1988)

0=1.5-0.13s{Z

= 1.5 - 0.135 159

= 0.463

o'v = [(l25Xl7) + (125-62.Ð(15) + (lt5-62.4) 13.5y2000

= 1.887 tsf

... ess = þo,, (212\

= (0.463) (1.887) (212)

= 185 tons

38.80

47.3

143.4

(v)

l9l tons

E
F
'là



Base resistânce of shaft in sand

(Ð Touma and Reese (1974)

Q =õ1*to,

(ü) Meyerhof (1976)

Da=27 ft

.'. Use limiting value of Qo = * N*o A,

o'" = [(125) (17) + (62.6) (15) + (52.6) (27)112000

2.24 tsf.

N"oo = (0.77) ltosrc(*.2ll2s)

= 18.3

... 0" = + 
(ls3) (7ozl44)

= J2@g

Quiros and Reese (19?7)

Same as Touma and Reese

i'e' Qn = 52 1s¡s

"'il=#'to

(iv)

(üi)

Reese and Wright (1977)

g=|Ne,

=4,rrffi,
= E2lotrs

O'Neill and Reese (1988)

Qp=0.6*(111)

=(0.6)(2Ð(ffi)

=@ns

(v)

Summary of Resuls

Touma & Reese

Meyerhof

Qsz
(tons)

Oukos & Reese

Reese &rfVrieht

Qss
(tons)

Reese & O'NeiIl

93

(b
(tôns)

The example problem shows that th¡ee methods (Ioqqa Q $9e-se-. Reese &Wright.afld
Reese & Ö'NéUl indicate that the bearing capacity of the drilled shaft is adequate whil€ the
other two methods (Meyerhof & Quiros ancl Reese) indicate that the drilled shaft needs to
be lenghæned or the diameær increased, in order to be safe.

93

l9t

Q¡tt
(tons)

91

50

93

52

* Using Oqs = Qqp = 6.59 for calculating capacities in sand

rÞqs = 0.65 for the cr - melhod

QsQs+hQp*

(tons)

130

93

t20

t4'l

116

52

185

2(r7

82

182

n5

Factor of Safety

=Q6¡/120

74

322

lA5¿11?

352

l5t<l?3

175

2-80

190

U
F
t.ri
lrt
U
u)

Þ
3Ø

2.t9

ttq

2.68

)97

æ\o



The Touma and Reese & Quiros and Reeæ methods for calculating base resistance a¡e
based on a settlement of I inch while the Reese and Wright & Reese and O'Neill's methods
are based on a settlement of 5Vo of tbc base diameær ( I .5 in.). This explains the lower
base resistance calculated using the Touma and Reese, and Quiros and Reese methods.

3. Check settlement under rvorking load

Since most of the capacity is derived f¡om the side resistance aûd end bearing in sand,
Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 will be used to estimate the settlement.

Using a modulus of 3.5 x 103 ksi for the drilled shaft and assuming that the average load in
the shaft is 6070 of the total applied load, the elastic shortening of the shaft is estimated as:

^ -PZ - 
(0.6) (120) (2000) (59) (12)

v. - 66 - -argry35; 1d¡rooo)

= 0.041 in.

Using the t¡end lines of Figs. 4.13 and 4.14, rhe following rable is obtained.

Trial Senlement

(in.)

0.04

!.'

Side Resist¿nce

ptD Q/Qs a.(E"\ ltnnsl

0.05

* For the purpose of this example, it is assumed that the side resistance is obtained from the
Reese and Wright method.

Qs = 9¡ + 147 =240

** It is assumed that the end bearing is obtained using the Reese and Wright method i.e.
Qp = 82 tons.

*** 
Conesponds exactly to working load of 120 tons.

The settlement at the top of the drilled shaft would be about 0.05 in. + elætic compression

= 0.05 + 0.04 = 0.1 in.

This would be acceptable under almost any conceivable circumstances.

0.133 0.40 96

0.t67 0.49 118

Example4.2

- 
Chgg\_tle adequacy of a underreamed drilled shaft in a stiff clay with a unifonn

srrength of 2000 psf to support a dead load of 140 tons and a live loadbf 50 tons. The
groundwater tablr is at a very_large depth and is nor considered in this example. The shaft
dimensions a¡e shown in the figure below.

D=2.5ft

H

End Bearing

plD Q/Qp Q*'(Vo\ ltonsl

0.133 0.02 2

0.167 0.03 2

ar
(tons)

98

120^'^

T Top 5 ft: non*ontributing to
I s¡deresistance

I 7.s tJ

Deærmine the design load on tlre drilled shaft

'lb Po + ÌL Pr = 1.3 (140) + 2.17 (50)

= 182 + 109

= 291 tons

Estimate axial capacity ofthe drilled shaft

Structural capasiw of shaft

From Equation 4.1-3

T
I 1 diameter above bell: non-confibuting

to side rosistance

)

\oo

Q"Po = (0.8) (0.7) t0.85 f. A" + f, Arl

Assume fc = 4 ksi and:fy = 60 ksi and 18 # 9 ba¡s a¡e used to reinforce the drilled shaft.

Ay = (18) (1.0) = 18 in.2

4=f;Q})z =707 in.z

t
Þ
F
Ês



fu = Ag - AY =701 - l8 = 689 in'2

Q" Po = (0.8) (0.7) t(0.8s) (4) (689) + (60) (18)l

= l9l7 kips

= 958 tons > 291 tons.

Srucmrat capacity of bell

ln Table 2.1, the maximum net bearing pfessufe ¡hat can be sustained in a 60' underream

wirhour cracking is 25 ksf. Applying a concrete stfength reduction facto¡ of 0.85' the

structufal capacity of the bell is:

=0.85 (þ 
T0.Ð2

= 469 tons > (291 - 162) = 129 tons

= Qs2 (see below)

Bearing CaDacity

Shaft resistance of sraight sided shaft

From depth 0 to 5 ft Qsr = 0

From depth 5 ft to 425 ft, Su = 2ggg psf = I tsf

As2 = ¡ Q'5) (42'5 '5) --295 ft'z

Qsz = c So Asz - (0'55) (l) (295)

= 162 tons

Base resistance

Since Dn =7,5 x 12 = 90 in. > ?5 in., see\.4.2,2.6 to calculate a reduced base

resistance.

a=0.0071 +0.0021ZlD,

= 0.0071 + 0.0021 (49.3317.5)

= 0.0209 < 0.01:í

b = 0.456@

= 0.45'[2

= 0.636

= 0.E5

9pr = 0.85 qp

QP=N"Su <40tsf

N"=6ü +0.271D1s9

N" = 6 tl + (0.2) (49.3317,5)l

=13.9>9

i.N"=9

Qp = (9) (l)

=9tsf

Qp=(0.85) gelQ.Ð2

= 338 tons

The factorcd ultimate beffing capacity

= Qq, Q, + 0q¡, QP

= (0.65) (162) + (0.55) (3:18)

= 105 + 186

= 291 tons > 291 tons

0.5<b<1.5

U
F
t.r
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3. Check settlement under working loâd

. .. From Fig. 4.1 I, the maximum side resistance is reached at a settlement of 0.6?o of
the diameær

=ffiGol = o.t8 in.

The full side ¡esistance of 162 tons can be assumed to be fully mobilized.

The remainder of the working load (190 - 162) = 2g tons will be caried by the base.

-#ffi =#=o'o7or7vo

From Fig.4.12, sffi =o.2vo

... settlementof rase =ffitsol

= 0.18 in.

therefore the full side resistance will be mobilized but only |vo of the base resistance will
be mobilized.

The e.lastic compression of the shaft assuming that the bell is incompressible can be found
as follows:

o- =W-AE

_190+28
a

= 109 tons

. ^ _ (109) (2000) (45) (12)

(707) (3.5 x 106)

= 0.048

.'. Settlemenr at top of drilled shaft = 0.1g + 0.04g

= 0.23 in.

Example 4.3

Check the adequacy of a 30 in. diameær drilled shaft sockeæd l0 ft inro basalt ro suooort a
dead load of 100 ons and a live load of 60 tons. The compressive suength of rhe uâsatt is
1.0 ksi and the RQD is 707o.

l. Deæn¡ine the design load on the drilled shaft

þPp+llP¡= 1.3 (100) +2.17 (60)

= 130 + 130

= 260 tons

2. Estimate the axial capacity of the drilled shafr

Stuctural Capacity

From Equation 4.1-3

Q"po = (0.8) (0.2) t0.85 f" ^fu + f, Ayl

The drilled shaft is reinforced wirh 8 #_l I bqs yith a yield stress S = 60 ksi. The
compressive strength of the concrete fç = { þi.

Ay = (8) (1.56) = 12.5 in.z

AE=TßÐ2 =707 in.2

A" = Ae - Ay = 707 - 12.5 = 695 in.2

0" po = (0.8) (0.7) t(0.E5) (4) (6e5) + (60) (12.5)l

= 1743 kips

= 872 tons > 260 tons

Bearing Capacity

From Fig. 4.6, the Young's modulus of the intact basalt is 5 x l0z ksi and the modulus
ratio is 500. From Fig. 4.7, the modulus of the in situ rock mass (ReD = 70zo ) is20% of
the intâct modulus. .'. In situ modulus of rock, E¡ = (0.2) (5 x lSz¡ = 100 ksi.

whete Þ _ Po + Pl + Load ca¡ried by base

I to* r,.
n

il,/\
I Loadat
I B"r"

\o
t'J

¡Ë

ã-i
è



In order to determine whether the bearing capacity of the drilled shaft is derived ftom shaft

resistrnce or base resistance, calculate Pe + Pbase to see if it is greaær than or less than 0.4

in.

P.'

From Equation 4.2.2-12,

- (EPJ Hs
fr" = A*E;

_ (160) (2000) (10) (12)

(?07) 3.5 x 106

= 0.016 in'

Pb"t",

From Equation 4.2.2-13,

_ (tPJ Is
Pbase =-õ;E-

From Fig. a.5,lp=a.P,

060) (2ooo) (0.32)i' Pbæc = 
Go) loo - lo'

= 0.034 in.

"' Pe + Pbase = 0'016 + 0'034

= 0.05 in. < 0.4 in.

.'. Drilled shaft capacity is derived mairly from side resisance'

Since the uniaxial compressive stængth ofthe concrete is > 280 psi, use Equation
4.2.2-16.

q' = 2.5G

= 2.5 t/ïtffi
= 79.1 psi

Qs=9sAs

= (ze.l) (æ) (30) (10) (l2y(2000)

= 447tons

Factored capaci¡y = fus Qs

= (0.65) (44?)' 
=291 tons>260 tons

Hr- l0 =4 ¿n¿D" 2.5

E"_3.5x106=35
E" loox lo3

U
7
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Exampïe4.4

cìeck the 4e9ua9y of rhe group of drilled shafts shown below to supporr a dead load of
90 tons and a live load of 30 tons. consider the effects of negative sÈiì friction.

6 ft x 2 ft ælumn

Fiil
7=125Þd

-+-Clay 5q- 2 k6l
r-125F{

l
t. -- .l
lo-.nllH I

l@ @l
I rsn I

Sand N = l6
r. lt5 pd

l

2. Estimate axial capacity of the drilled shaft

Strucn¡ral caoaciw

From Equation 4.1-3

Q" Po = (0.8) (0.7) t0.85 f" fu + f, Arl

Using a drilled shaft with fc - 4 ksi and fy = 60 ksi Ìrrith 15 # l0 bars.

A, = (15) (1.27) = 19.l in.2

4=frG6)2 = t0l8 in.2

A" = Ae - Ay = 1018 - 19.1 = 999 i¡.2

i Q" Po = (0.8) (0.7) t(0.E5) (4) (999) + (60) (19.1)l

= 2544 kips

= l272to¡s <46814 or I l7 tonyshaft

Bearing capacitv of a single drilled shaft

Side resistance of shaft in clay

From dept¡ 0 to 5 ft, Qsr = 0 (Depth 0 refers ro top of shaft)

From depth 5 ft to 25 ft, Su = 2 ksf - I tsf

Qsz = cSo As2 = (0.55) (1) (¡¡) (3) (20)

= 104 tons

Side resistance of shaft in sand

From depth 25 ftto 45 ft, using Reese and wright's procedure* for illusftative purpose in
this example:

Asr=#tu¡ = # <"1ß)eo)

= 89 tons

l) Detemioe tbe design load oa the g.up oi rlj." '

ìVeight of cap = 5(l8XlEX150y2OOO = 122 to¡s

r¡y'eisht of soil above ep = 5¡11g¡2 - 6)e)lt25t2(Xr.

= 98 to¡s

Dead load due to cap and rcil = 122 + 98

= 220 to¡s

;. .fo Po +1P¡ = 1.3 (220 + 90) + 2.17 (30)

= 403+65
= 468 tons

rt:i ii'¡i',1i: àl

\oà

* 
As discussed in section 4.2.2, designer should use all 5 methods and applyjudgment to
select factored capacity.
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End bearing of shaft in sa¡d

Qo = | N eo (Reese and Wri ght,1977)

=+0o (1ol8Yl44

= 75 tons

Total factored capacity of a single drilled shaft

Factored capacity = (0.65) (104) + (0.5) (89) + (0.5) (75)

= 150 tons

Asumed Q - factors for side and tip rcsisunce using
Reeæ & Wright's method.

Group capacity
4.

The capacity of a group of drilled shafts in sand is the sum of the individual shaft capacities

multiplied by an efficiency factor, r1. The value of r'¡ is 0.7 for a spacing of 3D and I for a

spacing of 6D.

i. 1 = 0.8 for a sPacing of 4D

Factored group capacity = q Nds h Qult

= (0.8) (4) (150)

= 480 tons > 468 tons

3. Estimate settlement of group of drilled shafts in sand stratum (bearing layer)

From Equation 4.3.2-1,

2o,lKl
t N"o.

o =90 
+220 +31

(15)2

= 1.51 tsf

r= 1-#> 0.5

=l-

=E9

dy = [(125 - 62.4) + 20 (l15 '62.4)]12000 å l.3l tsf.

N*o = [0.77 logro (2011.31)] 16

= 14.6

(2) (1.51)fl5 êq)

" i'- 14.6

= 0.7 in.

CÌreck the effect of tÞ downdrag load.

*+ã
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The load at the neutral plane is approximaæly 172 tons. Since this is greater than the

applied load per shaft of UtPp= 85 tons, settlemenq, bearing capacity and

structural capacity should be checked for downdrag loading.

(Ð Deærmine the design load due to tlte dead load and downdrag load

r¡ po + * p"o = (1.3) (220 + 90) * 
Uþ, tnz - i7.s) 4

Qo

= 403 + 582

= 985 tons for the group or 246 tons/shaft

(ü) Stuctural capacity

The structural capacity of 1261 tons per shaft is adequate to support the load
per shaft of 246 tons.

(üi) Bearing capacity

The factored bearing capacity of480 tons for the group is inadequate to
support the load effect of 984 tons due to the dead load and downdrag load.
Either more shafts, larger shafts or wider spacings should be used.

(iv) Settlement

o=ffi=4'37tsf

... p =ffi ro.zl

=2in.

\o
o\
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CHAPTER 5

DESIGN OF DRILLED SHAFTS FOR LATERAL LOADING

Lateral loads on drilled shaft foundations arise because of
wind, earthquake, water pressures, earth pressures, and live

loads. Drilled shaft foundations must be designed to withstand

such forces without failing (i.e., without reaching the ultimate

limit state), and without deflecting excessively (i.e., without
reaching the serviceability limit state).

Batter piles are frequently used to resist lateral loads. How-
ever, constructing batter drilled shafts is diflicult. Construction
problems include maintaining hole stability during excavation,

insølling casing and rebar cages in inclined holes, concrete place-

menf in inciined hoies, arrd avaiiability oí s-,¡iiable coäsiruciion
equipment. Because of these diffrculties, batter drilled shafts are

used infrequently.
The governing criterion in the design oflaterally loaded drilled

shafts is almost always the maximum tolerable deflection or the

structural capacity of the shaft itself. Ultimate soil failure does

not control the design because mobilizing the ultimate lateral

capacity of the soil requires such large displacements that this is

not a realistic possibility.
In designing vertical drilled shafts to resist lateral loads, both

lateral deflection and structural capacity should be considered.

Procedures for addressing these issues are described in the fol-
lowing sections.

5.1 LATERAL DEFLECTION

One of the design objectives is to ensure that the lateral deflec-

tion of the drilled shaft or group of drilled shafts does not exceed

the tolerable limit. The lateral deflection of a group of drilled
shafts can be related to the lateral deflection of a single drilled
shaft. Procedures for estimating lateral deflections of single

drilled shafts and groups of drilled shafts are described in the

following sections.

5.1.1. Deflection of Single Drilled Shafts

The behavior of deep foundations under lateral load can be

analyzed using the following methods (Poulos and Davis, 1980):

(1) elastic analysis, (2) subgrade reaction analysis, and (3) p-y

analysis. Elastic analyses and subgrade reaction analyses are

based on the assumption that the soil behaves as a linear material;

and p-y analyses model nonlinear behavior, but require the use of
computer programs and involve considerable engineering time.

The condition of restraint against rotation at the top of a

drilled shaft has a strong effect on the magnitude of its lateral

deflection under load. Drilled shafts that are embedded in rein-

forced concrete caps are effectively restrained from rotation at

the top, and they deflect laterally with negtigible rotation at the

top of the shaft. On the other hand, some drilled shafts are

connected directly to the structure without a cap; in which case,

they are free to rotate and translate at the top. The lateral deflec-

tion ofa fixed-head shaft is one-fourth as large as the deflection

of a free-head shaft subjected to the same load.

The procedure for analyzing lateral deflections ofsingle drilled
shafts described in this manual is the one developed by Evans

and Duncan (1982). The method models nonlinear behavior of
the soil, but does not require computer analyses.

5.1.1.1 Evans and Duncan Procedure

Evans and Duncan (1982) related lateral deflections of deep

foundations to the lateral loads using what they called a charac-
--i-¿:-r^^r D TL^^L^-^^+-...i¡+i^t^-,1 D -øhnáiactl¡^imnnr-LC¡ iSülU ¡UaUr i c' ¡ ¡¡ç v¡rorswLvrtù!¡v ¡vcst ¡ ct vÀ¡¡vve¡vs

tant properties of the drilled shaft (diameter, stiffness) and the

soil (strength, stiffness) that determine the way that the drilled
shaft and soil respond to lateral loads. The larger the value of

P", the greater is the capacity of the drilled shaft to carry lateral

loads, and the smaller is its deflection under a given lateral load.

The Evans and Duncan procedure is applicable to drilled
shafts with a length-to-diameter ratio of t0 or greater for shafts

in firm soils and 15 or greater for shafts in soft soils..

5.1.1.2 Fixed-Head Drilled Shafx

The procedures and charts discussed in this section are for

fixed-head drilled shafts. Charts in dimensionless form were

developed for sand and clay (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). These charts

show the variation of Pr,/P" with Y./D. P. is the unfactored

lateral load, Y" is the shaft displacement, and D is the diameter

of the drilled shaft. These charts model the same nonlinear be-

havior of soil as the p-y method of analysis. The procedure for

0.01

0.008

P
s

T 0.006

0.004

0.002

Y"

D

Figure 5.1. Lateral load versus deflectíonforfixed-head drilled
shafts in sand. (After Evans and Duncan, 1982)

0
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Figure 5.2. Lateral load versus deflectionforJìxed-head drilled
shafts in clay. (After Evans and Duncan, I9g2)

0 f00 110 120 130 140

. w, Unit weight of concrete, lb per qJ .ft

Figure 5.3. Modulus of elasticity of conuete. (After pCI, r98s)

determining the lateral deflection of a drilled shaft, using Figures
5.1 and 5.2, is as follows:

l. Select the diameter, D, the concrete modulus, E", and the
steel reinforcèment for the drilled shaft.

The quantities needed for analysis are the flexural stiffness of
the drilled pier, EoIo and R¡, the ratio of the moment of inertia
of the shaft to the moment of inertia of a solid, unreinforced,
circular section. The moment of inertia of the shaft can be calcu_
lated considéring the separate contribution of the concrete and
the steel. The Young's modulus of the shaft, Eo, is convenientl¡i
taken as being equal to the young's moduluí of concrete, E",
which can be related to the concrete compressive strength aná
density, as shown in Figure 5.3. The modulus of steel can be
taken as 29 X 106 psi. Figure 5.4 shows an example for calculat_
ing EoIo and R, for a drilled shaft.

2. Estimate the average undrained shear strength, Su, for
clays, or the average angle ofinternal friction, f', for sanàs.

The behavior of the soil close to the ground surface is most
important with regard to lateral loads. The properties (Su for
clays, þ'and unit weight, 7', for sands) should be averaged over
a depth extending about eight shaft diameters below the top of
the drilled shaft. Buoyant unit weights for sands are used below
the water table.

3. Determine the characteristic load, p", which is defined by
the following equations:

For clay
P": 7.34 D2 (EeRr) (s,,/EeRr)o.683 1s.t.t.t¡

For sand
P" : 1.57 D2 (EpRr) (y'Dþ'Ke/EeR¡)0.52 (5.1.1.2)

where R, : moment of inertia ratio : Ioll.ori¿ (see Table
5.1 for values of R, for drilled shafts of vari'ous diãmeters and
percentages of steel area); I.o,,o : moment of inertia of a solid
circular cross section : nD4/64.

Thus, EoR, : (ErI)/(trD4 /64¡;Kr: Rankine passive earrh

Àn Ì8r' dianeter driLled
shaft is reinfotced with
8#5 bars, conpute the
monent of inettia, l-,
and the monent of inËrtia
ratio, Rr, for the
dril-led Ënart witn r^ =
3500 ksi, E- = 29 oOõ ksi
andcover,Ë=3in.

D = shaft diametel = tg in.
ds = steel bar dianeter = 5/g ín,
Monent of, inertia of gross cross-sect.ion

nD4 ^d.4 ^ ,a^2lo a-lzr.=_-s___:- (2+ . 
=) " l__"_:Al64 64 (J1)" 4 l, z l

rc=5113in4

Monent of inertÍa of steel

. - ^ 'd.0. ,- o "a"2fo a.l'rs - o _ I (¿ + _) _ l_ _ c _ _l
64 (Jl, ¿ 4 l-2 z)

rs = 40 in4

EpIp=Ecfc+EsIs

Epïp = 3500(s113) + 29ooo(40)

Eprp = 1.91 X to7 tip-in2
For the equivalent hanogeneous section, use Ep = Ec

E^r^ + Esrs t.st x to7Therefore¡ f"= ""
Ec 3500

In = 544+ in4

Monent of inertia ratio
ID 5444 (64)Þ=^'r t=-* -;r*F-

Rt = l.Oe for Às,/Àg : O,Ol

Figure 5.4. Example for calculating an equivalent I 
o 

and R, usíng
Eo: E"'
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pressure coeffrcient : tarrz (45' + þ'./Z); a¡d Ó' : angle of
internal friction for sand, in degrees.

4. Calculate the value of the load ratio P.,/P".
5. Use Figure 5.1 for shafts in sand or Figure 5.2 for shafts

in clay to determine the value of \,rD.
6. Calculate Y, : D (YrlD).

This procedure has been used to develop lateral load-deflection

curves for some coÍlmonly used drilled shaft sections. Charts

for drilled shafts of 18-in., 2¿t-in., 30-in., and 36-in. diameters'

with percentages ofreinforcement equal to I percent, 2 percent,

4 percent and 8 percent, constructed in sand and cþ, are shown

in Figures 5.5 through 5.12. For these drilled shafts and soil

conditions, deflections can be estimated directly using the charts.

For example, a lateral load of 25 kip acting on an l8-in. drilled
shaft with 4 percent steel reinforcement, constructed in clay with
an undrained shear strength of 2 ksf, will result in a lateral

deflection of about 0.1 in. (Figure 5'11).

For sands, charts were developed for friction angles of 30 deg'

35 deg, and 40 deg. The water table was assumed to be at or
above the ground surface, For intermediate values of friction
angle between those shown in the charts, deflections may be

estimated by interpolation.
For clays, the load-deflection curves were developed for un-

drained shear strengths of 1, 2, and 4 ksf. Deflections for interme-

diate values of undrained shear strengths can be estimated by

interpolation.

5.1.1.3 Free-Head Drilled Shafts

A lateral load, P., acting at a distance, e, above the ground,

can be resolved into two components as shown in Figure 5.13-
a lateral load with the same magnitude, P", acting at the

groundline, plus a bending moment, M", equal to the lateral

load multiplied by the eccentricity (i.e., M" : P.e). The lateral

displacement of a free-head drilled shaft can be estimated using

nonlinear superposition of the deflection caused by the lateral

load, Y.p, and the deflection caused by the bending moment,

Y.v'
The component of the lateral displacement, Y.¡, due to the

groundline lateral load, can be estimated using Figures 5.14 and

5.15. The procedure is the same as described in connection with
Figures 5.1 and 5.2.

The component of the lateral displacement, Y.¡4, due to the

bending moment, can be estimated as follows:

l. Calculate the bending moment M" : P.e.

2. Determine the characteristic moment, M", which is defined

by the following equations:

For clay
M" : 3.86 D3 (EpRr) (Su,/EeRr)o'46 (5.1.1.3)

For sand
M. : 1.33 D3 (EeRr) (7'Dþ',K0,/EoR¡)o'a (5.1.1.4)

where R¡, Ko, and þ' are as defined previously.

3. Calculate the ratio M"/Mc.
4. Use Figure 5.16 for shafts in sand and Figure 5.17 for shafts

in clay to determine the value of Yrr,/D.
5. Calculate Y.M : D(Y.*¡/D).

T¡ble 5.1. R, values for drilled ¡hafts with 4 : CS00 koi, E" : 29fi)0
ksi,¡ndc:3in.

As/Ad

DTÀ¡,ÍETER OF DRII,I,ED SHÀFT

18 ln. 24 ln. 30 ln 36 ln

0. 0r

o.02

0.04

o. 08

r.06

t. rl.

:.. 21

t .38

l. 07

r. t4

L.27

r,50

1.09

r. 16

1. 31

1.58

r. 09

1. l8

r. 34

t. 63

where Àa = area of atgel ånd

Àg = groÊs cro6s-Eèctlonal area of drllted 6haft

D6'ec.on(rn) 
,J*:ï?,lflT,

Figure 5.5. Load versus deflection and load versus moment for
drilled shafts (A"/Ae: lVo) in sand.

Knowing Yr" and Yr*, the total lateral deflection of a free-

head drilled shaft can then be estimated using nonlinear superpo'

sition as follows (Evans and Duncan, 1982):

l. Using Y"r and Figure 5.14 for shafts in sand, or Figure

5.15 for shafts in clay, calculate P* as shown in Figure 5.18(b).

P* is the equivalent lateral load that would cause the deflection

Yru'
2. Using Y." and Figure 5.16 for shafts in sand and Figure

5.17 for shafts in clay, calculate M" as shown in Figure 5.18(e).

M" is the equivalent moment that would cause the deflection

Y"p'
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Figure 5.6. Load versus deflection and load versus moment for
drilled shafts (As/As: 2Vo) in sand.
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Figure 5.8. Load versus deflection and load versus moment for
drilled sha.fts (A"/As : ïVo) in sand.
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Figure 5.7. Load versus deflection and load versus moment for
drilled shafts (A,/Ar: 4Vo) in sand.
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Figure 5.9. Load versus deflection and load versus moment for
drilled shafts (A,/As: IVo) in clay.
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Fígure 5.10. Load versus deflection and load versus moment for
drilled shafts (A,/As: 2Vo) in clay.
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Fígure 5.12. Load versus deflection and load versus moment for
drilled shaf* (A"/Ar: 8Vo) in clay.

Figure 5.13. Resolution of eccentric load. into a lateral load

acting on the groundline and a moment'
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0.012
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q o.oos

Figure 5.14. Load deformation cumesþrfree-head drilled shafts
in sand. (After Evøns and Duncan, 1982)

Figure 5. 15. Load deformation cumes þr free-head drilled shafts
in clay. (A.fter Evans and Duncan, 1982)

3. Determine the deflection Y.r, caused by the lateral load
(Ps + PM) as shown in Figure 5.18(c). y.", is the deflection
caused by the sum ofthe real load plus the equivalent load.

4. Determine the deflection Y.r" caused by the moment (M"
+ Me) as shown in Figure 5. l8(Ð. Y.*" is the deflection caused
by the sum of the real moment plus the equivalent moment.

5. Estimate the total deflection, Y., using the equation y" :
0.5(Y.pv * Y"r"rp).

5.1.2 Deflectlon ot croups of Drllled Shafts

A group of drilled shafts will deflect more than a single drilled
shaft subjected to the same lateral load per shaft. This is due to
interaction effects whereby deflection of each drilled shaft in a
group causes deflection of the surrounding soil and, thereby,
increases the deflections ofneighboring shafts. However, where
a single row of shafts is constructed side by side and loading is
normal to a line containing the shaft heads, group action need not
be considered unless the shafts are closer than three diameters

oo'

Figure 5.16. Moment deþrmation curves for free-head
shafts ín sand. (After Evans and Duncan, 1982)
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Figure 5.17. Moment deþrmation cumes for free-head
drtiled shafts in clay. (After Evans and Duncan, l9g2)

center-to-center. Group action must be considered when the
lateral loads act in line with the single row of shafts.

5.1.2.1 Groups of Fixed-Head Drilted Shafts

The lateral deflection, Yr, of a group of fixed-head drilled

_l 
I
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shafts may be estimated using the following semiempirical

equation:

Y,
A+Nds

(5.1.2.r)Y"
ÆP-t{;*d

where Y" : lateral displacement of a single frxed-head drilled

shaft subjected to a lateral load P.; N¿, : number of drilled

shafts in group; S : average spacing of drilled shafts; D :
diameter of drilled shaft; P" : average lateral load per drilled
shaft : P"r,/N¿r; Pt, : lateral load on the group of drilled
shafts; and

P* : \zD3 for sand

P¡¡ : S'D2 for claY

(s.1.2.2)

5.1.2.3)

where 7 : total unitweight of sand; Ko : Passive earth pressure

coeflicient : tanz (45" * þ' /2); þ' : avera+e angle of internal
friction of sand within the upper 8 shaft diameters; S' : average

undrained shear strength of clay within the upper 8 shaft diame'

ters; A : 16 forclay, : 9 forsand; B : 5.5 forclay, : 3 for

sand; and C : 3 for claY, : 16 for sand.

The foregoing equation was developed through a parametric

study of a large number of groups of deep foundations using the

theory proposed by Focht and Koch (1973). It was developed

for uniformly spaced drilled shafts, but can be used for groups

with nonuniform spacing ifthe average shaft spacing is used in

the calculations.
A computer program for calculating the lateral displacement

of groups of drilled shafts using the theory of Focht and Koch

has been developed by the writers and was used to perform the

parametric study.

5.1.2.2 Groups of Free-Head Drilled Shaf*

As with single free-head drilled shafts, a load acting above the

groundline on a group of free-head drilted shafts will give rise

to two components of lateral deflection: (1) the component due

to a groundline lateral load, and (2) the component due to the

moment effect of the eccentric load. The lateral deflection of a
group of free-head drilled shafts may be estimated using the

Focht and Koch (1973) procedure.

If the lateral displacement of a group of drilled shafts, Yr, is
greater than the tolerable value, the diameter of the shafts, the

number ofshafts, oi the spacing ofthe shafts should be increased

until Y, is less than the tolerable value.

5.2 BENDING MOMENTS

5.2.1 Estimat¡on of Bending Moment in a S¡ng¡e
Drilled Shaft

5.2.L1 Fixed-Eead Drilled Shafts

Evans and Duncan (1982) developed a simple procedure for

estimating the maximum bending moment induced in single

dritled shafts, M,, due to a lateral load at the top of the shaft.

They developed the design charts shown in Figures 5.19 and

5.20 for fixed-head shafts in sand and clay. These charts show

P

P.+P"

YsPM 
" "."t 

Y

Y combined = 0.5 (Yrrr+ Y.r")

Figure 5.18. Nonlinear superposition. (After Evans ahd Dun-

can, 1982)
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vP'h s
-F; 0.006

o o.oo2 0.004 0.006 0-008

M
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%

Figure 5.19. Løteral load versus moment for fixed-head drilled
shafts in sand. (After Evans and Duncan, 1982)
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0.008 0.012 0.016 o.o2 0.024
M

t;
Figure 5.2O l:ateral load versus moment for Jixed-head drilled
shaf* in clay. (After Evans and Duncan, 1982)

the variation of M.,/M" with P"/P", where M. : maximum
moment in a single drilled shaft and M" : characteristic
moment.

Using these charts, the bending moment in a laterally loaded
drilled shaft can be estimated as follows:

l. Select a drilled shaft section of diameter D, young's modu_
lus Eo, and moment of inertia Io.

2. Estimate the average undrained shear strength, Su, for
clays, or the average angle of internal friction, {,, for sands. The
behavior is governed by the soil close to the ground surface. The
properties (S, for clays, þ' and unit weight, 7,, for sands) should
be averaged over a depth extending about eight shaft diameters
below the elevation ofthe top ofthe drilled shaft. Buoyant unit
weights are used below the water table.

3. Determine the characteristic load, p", using Eq. 5. l. t . I for
clay or Eq. 5.1.1.2 for sand.

4. Calculate the factored lateral load, y¡pr, and the value of
the load ratio, ynPr,/P"; yn is the load factor for lateral loads.

5. Use Figure 5.19 for fixed-head shafts in sand and Figure
5.20 for fixed-head shafts in clay to determine the value of Mr,/
M".

6. Determine the characteristic moment, M", which is defìned
by the following equations:

For clay
M" : 3.86 D3 (EpRr)(S,/EeRr) 0.46 (5.2.1.1)

For sand
M" : 1.33 D3 (EoR¡)(l.Dö'Ke,/EeRr)0.4 ç.2.1.2)

where R¡, Ko, and þ'are as deflrned previously.
7. Calculate M. : M"(M.,/M").

This procedure has been used to develop lateral load-moment
curves for some commonly used fixed-head drilled shaft sections.
Charts for drilled shafts of l8 -in.,24-in.,30-in., and 36-in. diame_
ters, with percentages of steel reinforcement equal to I percent,
2 percent, 4 percent, and 8 percent, constructed in sand and clay

are shown on the right-hand sides ofFigures 5.5 through 5.12.
For these drilled shafts and soil conditions, bending moments
can be estimated directly using the charts. For example, a lateral
Ioad of 50 kip acting on a 36-in. diameter drilled shaft with I
percent steel reinforcement, constructed in sand with a friction
angle of 4O deg, will induce a maximum bending moment of
4200 kip-in. (Figure 5.5).

5.2.1.2 Free-Head Drílled Shafts

The maximum moment in a free-head drilled shaft occurs at
some depth below ground. The maximum moment is due in part
to the horizontal load at ground level and in part to the moment
at the ground level. The magnitude of the maximum moment is
needed for design, and in some cases it may be necessary also to
know the depth below ground at which the maximum moment
occurs. These quantities cannot be determined directly using the
procedure developed by Evans and Duncan, but they can be
calculated using the theory described by Matlock and Reese
(1961), based on the value of groundline deflection calculated
using the Evans and Duncan procedure. The technique for esti-
mating the groundline deflection is explained in Section 5.1.1.
When the groundline deflection, y", has been determined, the
magnitude of the maximum moment and its depth below ground
are estimated as follows:

1. Calculate the lateral deflection of the free-head drilled
shaft, Y", using the procedure described in Section 5.1.1. Ifthe
lateral load acts eccentrically above the groundline, the nonlinear
superposition procedure should be used to calculate yr.

2. Calculate the characteristic length, T, of the drilled shaft
by solving the following equation for T:

"" 
: ''1"t'1' a 1'623M" 

1',' EoIo EoIo

where Y", Eo, Io, and P, are as defined previously and T is the
characteristic length.

3. Calculate the maximum bending moment in the drilled
shaft using the following expression:

M: krM" (5.2.1.4)

where M" is the bending moment at the groundline (M" : p"e),
P, is the lateral load, e is the eccentricity ofthe lateral load above
the groundline, k, is a moment multiplier which is a function
of T/e. The value of k, can be calculated as follows:

(s.2.1.3)

kr,¡:1*0.756(T/e) (5.2. 1.5)

where T is the characteristic length defined in Eq. 5.2.1.3. The
approximate location ol the maximum bending moment can be
estimated using Table 5.2.

5.2.2 Estimation of Maximum Bending Moments ¡n
Groups of Drilled Shafts

As discussed previously, the deflection of any drilled shaft in
a group causes deflection of the surrounding soil and drilled
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shafts, thus leading to larger deflection for the group than for
single drilled shafts subjected to the same load per shaft. The

bending moment in a drilled shaft within a group is also larger
than that in a single drilled shaft subjected to the same loading'
This is because the interaction effects, by causing more deflec-

tion, also increase the bending moment in the shafts.

5.2.2.1 Groups of Fixed-Head Drilled Shaf*

Brown et al. (1987 and 1988) found that the maximum bending

moment in a group of free-head piles occurs in the leading row
(or front row) of piles. However, current theories on lateral
loading of groups of piles or drilled shafts are not able to predict

this behavior. A semiempirical procedure that provides a reason-

able approximation of the maximum bending moment in the
leading row of a group of piles or drilled shafts has been devel-

^--l .rôiñô 1L- fl'-^-' ¡ôa^rihÃã h.' E'n¡hf anã l(nnh l1 Q7?\ an¡{
uPlu uùr¡¡Ë .¡¡'v .¡¡'v'v':t \¿/ , Ér F¡¡s

has been confirmed by comparison with field load tests. The
increase in moment due to group interaction was studied for a

large number of cases by first estimating the group deflection
using the theory ofFocht and Koch (1973), and then "softening"
the soil (reducing Su for clays or {' for sands) until the single

drilted shaft deflection (calculated using the Evans and Duncan
approach) matched the lateral deflection ofthe group. Through
this study, the following empirical equation was developed. The
equation relates the maximum bending moment of the most

severely loaded drilled shaft in the group to the maximum bend-

ing moment in a single drilled shaft:

M, : [YrlY,]" M" (s.2.2.1)

where M, : maximum bending moment in a single flrxed-head

drilled shaft subjected to a lateral load P,, calculated using the
procedure of Section 5.2.1; M, : maximum bending moment
in a drilled shaft within a group; Y, : lateral deflection of a
single fixed-head drilled shaft subjected to a lateral load, P, (the

value of Y, is estimated using the procedure discussed in Section

5. 1.1); Y, : lateral group deflection estimated using Eq. 5.1'2-l:'
and

14.0 1.4

5.2.3 Structural Capacity of Drllled Shafts
Sublected to Ax¡al Loads and Bending

The structural capacity of a drilled shaft is dependent on

both moment and axial load. An axial load-moment interaction
diagram is an envelope of the combinations of moment and axial
load that would cause failure in the drilled shaft.

Normalized load-moment interaction diagrams for drilled
shafts are shown in Figures 5.21 and 5.22 lor fr,/f.' : l0 and

f y/f .' : 15 respectively. The factored axial load, )7,Pt, has been

normalized by dividing by the factored nominal axial capacity,

þ.P,. Similarly, the factored bending moment, 7-M, has been

normalized by dividing by the factored nominal moment capac-

ity ÖmMn. The y-factors account for uncertainties in the loads

and moments, and the þ-factors account for uncertainties in
structural capacity. The factored structural capacity of drilled
shafts can be estimated as follows:

Table 5.2. Approrimate locs-
tion of the occurrence of the
maximum bending mom€nt
in free-head drilled shafts.

r/e z/r

0.0

0.1

o.2

o.3

0.4

o.8

L.6

0,0

0.4

0.5

0.6

o.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

L.2

" 
: l+ t 0.25 for ctay

l50PN

,, - 7nP' r 0.3 for sand
300PN

(5.2.2.2)

(5.2.2.3)

P* is as defined previously in Eqs. 5.1.2.2 and 5.1.2.3, and yn is

the load factor for the lateral load.

5.2.2.2 Groups of Free-Head Drilled Shafts

When subjected to lateral loads, the maximum bending mo-
ment in a group of free-head drilled shafts will also occur in the

leading row of drilled shafts. The procedure for softening the
soil and matching the deflection of a single free-head shaft with
that of a group of shafts calculated using Focht and Koch's
(1973) procedure can be used to estimate the maximum bending

moment in the leading row of shafts. If the lateral load on

the group of shafts acts eccentrically above the groundline, the

analysis must consider the deflection components due to both
the moment and the lateral load acting at the groundline.

"o 0.4 0.8 1.2
:TmM

I rMn

Figure 5.21. Normalized load-moment
drilled shafts, -f,: 10f"'.
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Figure 5.22. Normalized load-moment
drilled shafts, fr: 15¡"'.

interaction curves for 28 day concrete cylinder strength
yiel.d stress of steeL
dianeter of drilled shaft
gross cróss-sectional area of concrete

t.b1.41.2

:v

ó"Pn : 0"(0.85f"'4" + fyAy) (5.2.3.1)

where þ^Pn : factored nominal axial capacity of the drilled
shaft; þ" : capacity reduction factor, 0.75 for spiral columns
and 0.70 for tied columns; f"' : 28-day concrete cylinder
strength; f, : yield stress of steel; A" : cross-sectional area of
concrete; and A, : cross-sectional area of steel.

Note that it is possible to develop load-moment interaction
charts similar to those of Figures 5.21 and 5.22for values of f,,/
f"'other than l0 or 15, and cage diameters other than 0.6D.'

The procedure for checking the structural adequacy of drilled
shafts using the normalized load-moment interaction curve is as
lollows:

1. Estimate the axial load per drilled shaft and calculare the
combined axial load effect, )7,P,.

2. Determine the factored nominal axial structural capacity
of the drilled shaft, ó"P. using Eq. 5.2.3.i.

3. Calculate the factored design bending moment, 7-M, in
the drilled shaft using factored loads.

4. Estimate the nominal structural moment capacity of the
pile, Mn f¡om Table 5.3.

5. Calculate ó-M, where ó* : 0.9 for reinforced concrete.
6. Determine the ratios 2yrPr/ö^Pn and I7.M,/ó.M', and

locate a point at these coordinate values on the normalized load-
moment interaction diagram. If the point falls on or close to the
interaction curve and inside the area envelope.d by the interaction
curve and the two axes, the drilled shaft chosen is adequate. If
it falls outside this region, a larger section is needed. Steps 2
through 7 should be repeared until the point falls inside and
close to the interaction curve. If the point lalls inside the region
but far away from the inte¡action curve (e.g., near the origin),

the drilled shaft chosen has more capacity than required. Steps
2 To 7 can be repeated for smaller drilled shaft sections to achieve
greater design economy.

5,3 DESIGN EXAMPLES

The design procedures discussed earlier in this chapter are
demonstrated in the following example problems.

Table 5.3. Nominal moment capacity, Mo, for drilled shafts.

IÀTTO OF AREÀ OF
JTEEL TO GROSS
]ROSS-SECTIONÀL
IREÀ

-v

0,01.

0 ,02

0, 03

0.04

0. 05

0. 06

0.07

0.08

0. 037

0. 067

0.088

0,1.07

0.126

0. L44

0.161

0.175

0. 050

0. 092

0,119

0. 147

0,L12

0. 197

0.208

o.244



Example 5.1

Usins the cha¡ts develoDed by Evans and Duncan (1982), determine the laæral deflection of
;äîir:ìilñfr fi.":ñðu¿ dúüed shaft subjected to a lateral sueam flow force of 30 kips

ã.iins uiiãirþoce of 8 ft above the groundline. The soit is a silty cla_ywit! a¡ avelagg -
;ä;.ffi¡ ;Ë;îrcngtn oi z tsf alo-ng the top 16 ft- The drilleôshaft is reinforced with 8

# 7 bars. The Youngis modulus of thð concrete is 3.5 x 103 ksi. check the structural

adequacy of the section.

l. Calculaæ the Percentage ofsæel

Ar=ft{þ21= +.at in.z

4=ftQÐ2 =452in.2

VosrBel=# *100=l.06Vo

2. Estimaæ the laæral deflection assuming the load acts along the groundline

From Table 5.1, RI = 1.09 
"' 

Ep Rt = 3'5 x 106 x l'09 = 3815 ksi

Using Eq. 5.1.1-l and assuming negligible scour

Pc = 7.34D2 (Ep Rù (sJEp Rr)o'óE3

= 7.34 (24\2 (3S 15) (# 
3#-)0.613

= 311 I kips

P'= 30 =0.009óP. 3lll

From Fig. 5.15, Ysp/D = 0.011

Ys = (0.01 l) (24) = 0'26 in'

Estimate the lateral deflection due to the moment component of the load'

Me = Ps e = (30) (8) = 240 kip-ft = 2880 kip-in'

Using Equation 5.1..1-3

Mc = 3.86 D3 (q RI) (S,,/Ep RI) 0'46

= (3.86) (24)3 (381s) (hÅr)".*

= 641 000 kip-in.

...1& = o.oo¿:;
lvt

From Fig. 5.17,

YsM 
= o.ol

Ysu = (0.01) (24)

= 0.24 in.

Apply onlinear superposition to calculate laæral deflection ofdrilled shaft

From Fig. 5.15,

ftL=o.oolr;forY# =o.ol

Pu = (0.0095) (3 I I l) = 29.6 kiPs.

From Fig.

Mp
À4c

Mp

s.17,

= 0.0048 ¡ot $r = o.ot t

= (0.00rß8) (641000) = 3077 kip-in.

(Ps + Py) = (30 + 29.6\ = 59.6 kiPs

Ps + P¡',1 
= 59,-6- = 0.019Pc 3111

F
r.F
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From Fig. 5.15,

Yg'" 
= o.o¡s

D

Yspu = (0.035) (24) = 0.84 in.

(Mg + Mp) = (2880 + 3077) = 5957 kip-in.

#=d?Sfu=oooe3

From Fig.5.17,

YÈt" 
= 0.027

D

Ysvp = (0.027) (24) = 0.65 in.

... Y5=f 1Y5pv+ysr*¿p)"2

=!(o.g¿+0.65)
2

= 0.75 in.

5. Calculatc maximum bending moment in the drilled shaft

,r=#Rr =7rg4F l.oe

= 17752 in.a

Using Equation 5.2. l-3 and applying a load factor 1." = 1.3 to the lateral sr¡eam force and
monlcnt componcnl of the st¡eam force, according tð'nnSUfO's load combination I,

(2.435) (r.3) (30) *¡ , (1.623) (t.3) (2880) 
T2 =0..75

(3-5 - lo.Xl??sÐ' - (¡s 
^ 

tol (lzzsz)

T3 ¡2
ó.543m 

* 
Kízn-o'75=o

¡:

By trial and error, T = 62 in.

Tte=ffi=o'646

.'. From Equation 5.2.1-5,

ku = 0.756 (0.646) + I

= 1.49

.'. From Equation 5.2.1-4, the maximum bending moment in the drilled shaft

=kv Me

= (1.49) (2880)

= 4290 kip-in.

Calculate moment capacity of drilled shaff

Assuming fc = 4 ksi and fy = 60 ksi, fylfç = 15

From Table 5.3,

EHb= o'053 for t.o67o stee

M¡ = (0.053) (4) (24) (4s2)

= 2300 kip-in.

0m Mn = (0.9) (2300)

= 2070 kip-in.

. ^hM _¿zgo' ä=ffiä 
takingY-= 1

= 2.0i

., .:.,:.
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This point will not plot inside the load-moment interaction diagam (F.i9.5.22) for drilled
shaftô with l7a reinïorcement. Thus either increase the 7¿ of steel or the diameær of the

drilled shaft or both.**

Example 5.2

Estimaæ the lateral deflection of the ÊrouD of fixed-head drilled shafts shown below and
check the strucrural adequacy of ttre iltraftì when subjected to a lateral wind load of 90 kips.
acring at a distance of ld ft above the top of the shafis. The drilled shaft is reinforced with
8 # 7 ba¡s.

** Note: Buckling of the drilled shaft should also be checked in accordance to Section
4.1.2 for free-héad shafts with portions of the shaft unsupported laærally above ground.

@
18 in.

LJ

@

(l) Calculaæ the percenøge ofsü:el

Ay = 8 tl (8ZFl = 4.81 in.2

4=frQï)z =254in.2

Eo tt""l=# x 100 = 1.897o

It
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(2) Estimaæ the laæral deflection of a single drilled shaft

Load per drille¿ rttuft = ä = 15 kips.

An SPT blow count of l0 corresponds to a $' of 35o (based on correlation
by Meyerhof (1956))

Using Fig. 5.5, Q'= 35" , D = l8', Ay/Ag = lVo,Ys = 0.13 in.

Using Fig. 5.6, Q'= 35", D = l8', AylAg =ZVo,Ys = 0.12 in.

Estimate the group deflection

Using Equation 5.1.2-1

(3)

v _ 9+N¿" v'8-3l$;ã's (5)

Pr = KpTD3

_ I + sin 35o 120 
^ 11g¡s

I - sin 35o (1000) (12)r

= 1.49

.'. Ys

(4) Calculaæ location ofresultantforce acting on cap.

E T Pi = (1.3) (s00) + (2.t7) (r70)

= 650 + 369

= l0l9 kips.

T* P* = (1.3) (90)

= I 17 kips

Eccentricity of ¡, s = (l 17) (10)/1019

= l.l5 ft

(16) (1.49)

= (2.32) (0.r2)

= 0.28 in.

Calculaæ odal load in most heavily loaded shafc

The most heavily loaded shaft supporß a factored axial load of

P*,y=ps,#.#.#,

=(rore)rf .ffi+or
= 219 kipVshaft

ì\)
o

(6) Estimaæ the maximum bending moment in a single drilled shaft

Ps = 15 kips,0'= 35"

Using Fig. 5.5, M = 780 kip-in.

Using Fig. 5.6, M = 780 kip-in.

.'. Me = 739 ¡¡n-in'

Eq.4.l-4

for Ãylfug= lVo

for AylÀg=2lo

¡ú
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(?) Estimate the maximum bending moment in the most heavily loaded shafr

Using Equation5.2.2-l

Y sNt= )'J)

n=ffi+0.:

=JlÍI.llll * s.3
(300) (1.49)

= 0.344

M, = (2.32)o.3aMg

= (1.33) (780) = 1037 kip-in.

(8) Check strucnual adequacy using load-moment interaction diagram

Factored str-uctu¡al axial capacity excluding the eccenticity factor @quation 4.1-3)

0a Pn = 0.7 [0.85 f" A. + fr Ayì

= 0.7 [(0.85) (4) (2s4 - 4.81) + (60) (4.81)]

= 795 kipVshaft

Moment capacity for a drilled shaft (table 5.3) with lylf ç = 15

. Mo 
= o.oE74

f"DAg

Mn = (0.0874) (4) (18) (2s4)

= 1598 kip-in.

p*,v 
=2!2 =0.28

Q"Po 795

M, = 1037 =1037 = ¡.72
0. Mo (0'9) (1598) 1438

The point (0.72,0.28) plos inside the load moment interaction diagram of Fig.5.22.

.'. The structu¡al capacity is more thanadequate. The size of the drilled shafts could be

reduced to achieve a more economical design.
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NOTATIONS

Symbol

ENGLTSH

a

AND SìÍMBOLS

Represents

Factor :[or calculating the reduction factor
for end bearing of drilled shafts with large
bases

Perimeter of drilLed shaft

constant used in the equation for predicting
lateral displacenent of groups of drilled
shafts

Cross-sectional area of concrete

Gross ci:ross-sectional area of drilled shaft

Àrea of base of drilled shaft

Surface area of the sides of a drilted shaft
over its penetration depth (in Chapter 4)

À¡ea of steel (in ChaPter 5)

Cross-sectional area of drilled shaft eocket

Ànnular area between the bell and the shaft

Factor :Eor calculating the reduction factor
ior end bearing of drilted shafte with large
bases

ConstanE used in the equation for predicting
lateral dieplacenent of groupe of drilled
shafts

Cover

Effective cohesÍon

Constant used in the equation for predicting
Iateral displacenent of groupe of drilled
shafts

Coefficient of linear extensibilit'y

DimensionLess depth factor for estimating tip
capacity of drilied shafts socketed in rock

Dianeter of steel bars

as

A

Àc

Ag

ÀP

As

As

Asoc

Au

b

c

c'

c

COLE

d

ds

U
F
r{
Ë
U
Ît,

4Ø

t)
u



Symbol

D

D6

Represents

Diameter of Drilled Shaft

Effect,ive depth of group of drilled shafts
Depth of embedment of driLled shaft into a
bearÍng stratum

Depth of drilled shaft errbedded in.settling
soil and subject to downdrag 1oading

Diameter of the base of a drilled shaft,

Diameter of drilled shaft socketed into rock

Eccentricity of lateral load above ground

Eccentricity of J-oad on a group of dritled
shafts in the x-direction
Eccentricity of load on a {lroup of drillled
shafts in the y-direction
Young's ¡rodulus of concrete

Intact rock modul-us

Modulus of the in situ rock

Soil modulus

Young's modulus of drilLed shaft
28 day concrete cylinder strength

Tensile strength of steel
Yield stress of steel
Reduction factor for.end bearing of drilted
shafts with large bases

Distance between the tip of a drilled shaft
and a weaker underlying soil layer
Depth of embedment of drilled shaft socketed
into rock

InfLuence facÈor for the effect,ive embedment
of a group of drilled shafts

Dn

Dp

Ds

e

ex

"y

Ec

Ei

Er

F

Ep

lC

fu

fy
Fr

H

Hs

I

Symbol

rc

IP

rr
rs

Isolid

rp

k

Represents.

Moment of inertia of concrete

Moment of inertia of a drilled shaft
Rigidity index of soil
Moment, of inertia of steel
Moment of inertia of a solid circul_ar cross-
section

Influence coefficient for settlenent of
dríIled shafts socketed into rock

Reduction factor for the tip capacíty of
drilled shafts (in sand) wiLh a baee-diameter
greater than 20 in. so as to lirrit the ehaft
settlement to 1 in.
Moment urult,iliplier
Coefficient of .lat,eral eart,h pressure

Load transfer factor in Table 4.3

Dimensionless end bearing capacity
coefficient

Modulus ¡nodification ratio reLated to the ReD

fn situ horizontal soil stress coeffÍcient
Rankine passive eart,h presEure coefficient
Dimensionless bearing capacity coefficient
Equivalent free standing length of a
partially errbedded drilled shaft
Unsupponted length of a drilled shaft
extending above ground in a partially
e¡nbedded shaft

Liquidíty index

Liguid lirnit

Characteristic moment

ky

K

K

K6

K¡

Ko

Kp

K"P

Leg

Lu

l.J

à

LT

LL

Mc

Fd
è



Symbol

Me

Mg

Mn

Mp

Ms

n

nh

N

Nc

Ncorr

Nds

Nq',

Nu

PI

Po

Pc

Pcr

P¡

Pg

Pi

Represents

Bending moment caused by lateral load acting
above groundline

Maxirnum bending moment in a drilled shaft
within a grouP of drilled shafts

Nominal structural momenÈ caPacity of a
drilled shaft

Equivalent moment that would cause a lateral
deflection equal to Ysp

Maximum bending moment in a single fixed-head
drilled shaft.

ExÞonent used in estirnating the maximum
Ueiraing moment in a dritled shaft within a
group of drilled shafts

Coefficient of horizontal subgrade reaction

SPT blow count

Bearing caPacitY factor

Corrected SPT-N value

Number of dritled shafts ín a grouP

Modified bearing caPacitY factor

Uplift bearing caPacitY factor

Lirnit pressure determined from pressuremeter
tests

At rest horizontal stress measured from
pressuremeter tests

Characteristic load

Critical buckling load

Dead load

Factored total axial load acting on a pile
9roup

Axia1 load due to load i

Symbol

P¡

D

P¡4

P¡

Ps

Psn

Pxry

PY9

PI

PL

q

9c

ql

9o

9p

9pr

Represents

Live load

Noninal structural axial capacity of a
drilled shaft

Equivalent, lateral load that would cause a
lateral displacenent equal to Yg¡l

Normalizing load for estimat!ng lateral
deflectioné and maximum bending mo¡nents Ín
laterally loaded grouPs of drilled shafts

Lateral load per drilled shaft (unfactored)

Downdrag load (unfactored)

Factored axial load acting on a drilled shfat
in a group of shaftg. lthe drilled shaft has
coordinates (x,Y) with respect to the
centroidal origin in the group

Lateral load on a group of drilled ehaftg
(unfactored)

Plasticíty index

P1astíc limit

Net foundation pressure applied aE 2D6/3

Cone penetration reEigtance

Limiting point resistance in upper etratum

Li-niting point resistance in lower stratum

Ultimate unit end bearing of a drilled shaft

Reduced u,nit end bearing for drilled shafte
with largle bases

Ulti¡rate unit síde resistance of drilled
shaft

Unit upli.ft capacity of a beLled drilled
shaft

Unit dowrrdrag load

Uniaxial conpreesive etrength of rock

9s

9s bell

9sn

9u

U
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E
U
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SynboI

Qq

Qi

Qp

Qs

Qs

Qu

Represents

Ulti¡nate capacity of a group of drilled
shafts

Load effect due t.o load component í
Ultimate load carried by base of drilled
shaft

Ultinate Load carried by side resistance
UpJ.íft capacity of a belled drilled shaft
Ultimate uplift resistance of a group of
drilled shaft.s

lotal ultimate bearing capacÍty

Eccentricity factor for cal-culatíng factored
structural axial capacity of columns

Resistance corxesponding to the limit state
considered

Characteristic length of soil-drilled shaft
system in clays

Moment, of inertia ratio
Rock quality designation

Stress correction factor
SpacÍng of discontinuj-ties

Àverage spacing of drilled shafts

Undrained shear strength

èvglqge undrained shear strength along
drilled shaft
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Foundations of bridges should be designed so that their settle-
ments and horizontal movements will not cause excessive or
intolerable damage. It is important to understand the factors
that control the magnitudes of movements that can be tolerated
in bridges, and to design bridge foundations so that their move-
ments do not excéed these limits. This manual describes the
problems that result from settlements and horizontal movements
of bridges, discusses the state-of practice with regard to estimat-
ing the magnitudes of movements that bridges can tolerate, and
gives examples to illustrate how tolerable movement limits can

be estimated for various types of bridges.
Moulton et al. (1985) made an investigation of criteria for

tolerable movements of highway bridges. Based on a revierv of
the literature, it was concluded that "until recently there was

virtually nothing ofa specihc nature in the literature with respect
to the tolerable movement of bridges." They also found that "the
design practice of most agencies does not routinely involve the
consideration of tolerable bridge movements."

Moulton et al. (1985) also summarized the results from a
survey of bridge movements and the types of problems that are

caused by movements of bridge foundations and abutments. The
data they collected showed that bridge movements and resulting
problems are widespread. Their study showed clearly that ex-

plicit consideration of the tolerance of bridges to withstand set-

tlements and horizontal movements is desirable, and that such

consideration should logically be a part of every bridge design

study.

Within the realm of load factor design of bridges, reaching the
upper limit of tolerable movement is defined as a "serviceability
limit state," and consideration of this limit state is a speciftc
design requirement. Whether the design of a bridge is based on
the load factor design approach or on the working stress design

approach, it is logical that the likely magnitudes of movements,
and the ability of the bridge superstructure to withstand the
movements without intolerable consequences, should be consid-
ered as part of the design process.

In principle, the effects of movements on bridges can be evalu-
ated in two ways: (l) through structural analysis to examine the
consequences ofsupport movements on the stresses in the bridge
superstructure, and (2) through studies of the behavior of real
bridges, as exemplihed by the studies performed by Moulton and
his co-workers, to determine the upper limits of the magnitudes
of movement that are considered tolerable in practice. Both of
these procedures are discussed in the following chapters.

In practice, conventional structural analyses frequently result
in excessively conservative criteria with regard to the magnitudes
of movements that bridges can tolerate. Consequently, in most
cases, flreld surveys of the behavior of real bridges provide the
most reliable means of establishing upper limits for tolerable
movements.

An effective method of establishing the magnitude of the set-

tlement that can be tolerated by a bridge is to (1) use the results
of flreld surveys to estimate the amount of angular distortion that
can be tolerated by the bridge, (2) use this limiting value of
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angular distortion to estimate the upper limits of tolerable settle-
ments of the bridge, and (3) use the results of field studies to
estimate the amount of horizontal movement that can be toler-
ated by the bridge.

Chapters 2 through 4 of this manual are concerned with the
following topics: the types ofdamage caused by foundation and

abutment movements; the various components of biidge founda-
tion and abutment settlements; criteria for tolerable settlements
and horizontal movements ofbridges; the use ofstructural analy-
sis techniques to evaluate the possible consequences of founda-
tion movements; and examples of the use of the information to
estimate tolerable movements for bridges.

p¿.nr 5

cnnprBn 2

THE NATURE OF BRIDGE FOUNDATION MOVEMENTS AND THE
PROBLEMS THEY CAUSE

As a basis for establishing tolerable movement criteria for
bridges, it is useful to examine the types of problems that develop
in bridges when foundation movements become excessive.

2.f TYPES OF PROBLEMS CAUSED BY
MOVEMENTS OF BRIDGE ABUTMENTS AND
FOUNDATIONS

Uneven movements of bridge abutments and foundations can
affect the comfort of bridge users, the appearance of the bridge,
the structural integrity and ability of the bridge to support loads,
and even the safety of the bridge. The severity of consequences
increases with the magnitude of the movements that the bridge
undergoes as its supports settle and shift laterally. It is useful to
review the various types of problems that have been caused by
foundation and abutment movements, in order to dehne more
precisely the specifltc nature of these problems.

Moulton et al. (1985) noted that even completely uniform
settlements that would cause no distortion of the bridge super-
structure can reduce clearance at overpasses. Differential settle-
ments between bridge decks and approach slabs result in the
familiar "bump at the end of the bridge" (Wahls, 1990). Similar
problems arise where one span ofa bridge settles differently from
an adjacent span, producing the condition that Keene (1978)
described as "faulting at expansion joints."

Emanuel (1978) and Grover (1978) pointed out that differen-
tial settlements of bridge supports may result in increased sup-
port reactions and increased internal stresses in the bridge super-
structure. Grover also suggested that uneven settlements can
reduce the riding quality of the bridge, and may affect the safety
of users. The results of the study conducted by Moulton et al.
(1985), however, indicate that rider discomfort is not likely to
control the magnitude of tolerable settlements. They found from
a survey of 314 bridges in the United States and Canada that
"foundation movements would become intolerable for some
other reason before reaching a magnitude that would create
intolerable rider discomfort." It thus appears that if movements
are within a tolerable range with regard to structural distress for
the bridge superstructure, they will also be acceptable with re-
spect to user comfort and safe vehicle operation.

There seems to be general agreement among investigators who
have studied the performance of bridges that horizontal movè-
ments cause more severe and widespread problems than do set-
tlements (Keene, 1978; Walkinshaw, 1978; Bozozuk, 19781,

Moulton et a1., 1978; and Wahls, 1990). The types of problems
that arise as a result of differential honzontal movements be-
tween bridge decks and abutments, or between adjacent spans
of bridges, include (l) shearing of anchor bolts; (2) excessive
opening of expansion joints; (3) reduced effectiveness of expan-
sion joints when clearance is reduced; (4) complete closing of
expansion joints and jamming of bridge decks into abutments or
adjacent spans; (5) shifting ofabutments when expansionjoints
jam; (6) severe damage to abutment walls, approach slabs or
bridge decks due to excessive loads when expansion joints jam;
(7) distortion and damage to bearings devices; (8) excessive tilt-
ing of rockers; and (9) damage to rails curbs, sidewalks, and
parapets (Keene, 1978; Walkinshaw, 1978; Emanuel, 1978; Gro-
ver, 1978; Keene, 1978; Moulton et al., 1985; and Yokel, 1990).

Unfortunately, while there are well-established and fairly sim-
ple techniques for estimating settlements, similar procedures for
estimating horizontal movements have not been developed. De-
signers must estimate the possible amount of horizontal move-
ment that may occur in a bridge using experiehce and judgment,
or they must employ the relatively complex and time-consuming
hnite element method of analysis. It may be noted that a similar
situation exists with respect to buildings: empirical evidence
shows that horizontal movements tend to be more damaging
than settlements, but there are no simple techniques for estimat-
ing the magnitudes of horizontal movements of building founda-
tions.

2.2 COMPONENTS OF BRIDGE SETTLEMENTS

The settlements of bridges can be divided into three compo-
nents-uniform settlement, tilt (or rotation), and nonuniform
settlement. These are illustrated in Figure 2.1

Uniform settlement corresponds to the condition in which
each of the foundations beneath a bridge settles the same amount.
Because settlements are never precisely uniform, this is only a
hypothetical possibility. This type of settlement does lorm a
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component of more complex settlement patterns, however. This
component of settlement does not cause distortion of the bridge
superstructure (Stermac, 1978; Yokel, 1990). However, excessive

settlement in this mode can cause problems at the juncture be-

tween approach slabs and bridge decks (what Wahls (1990)

called "the bump at the end ofthe bridge"), and they can also

cause problems with drainage at the end of the bridge and with
clearance at underpasses.

Uniform tilt, or rotation, corresponds to settlements that vary
linearly along the length of the bridge. This mode of settlement
is most likely for bridges with very stiff superstructures, and
is probably only a realistic possibility for single-span bridges.
Although this type of settlement does not cause distortion in
the superstructure, it could result in the same approach slab

problems, drainage problems, and clearance problems, as men-
tioned in the previous paragraph, and it may involve distortion
--L^-^ 
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foundation elements that do not rotate with the superstructure.
Nonuniform settlements (differential settlements) result in de-

formation of the superstructure if the superstructure is continu-
ous over three or more foundations. Two different types ofnon-
uniform settlement are shown in Figure 2.1. In one case, the
pattern of settlement is regular (increasing toward the center
from both ends); and in the other, it is irregular (the settlements
vary erratically along the length of the bridge). Both types of
nonuniform settlement result in distortion of the superstructures
of continuous span bridges. Given equal magnitudes of settle-
ment, an irregular pattern of settlements would be expected

to cause greater distortion in the superstructure, because the

differential settlement between adjacent foundations would be

likely to be greater.
Nonuniform settlements can cause problems with bumps at

junctures with approach slabs, problems with bumps at junctures

between adjacent spans, problems with drainage, problems with
clearance at underpasses, and various types of problems that
arise through excessive support reactions, large internal stresses,

and consequent distress in the superstructure.

2.3 CRITERIA FOR TOLERABLE SETTLEMENTS
OF BRIDGES

Because of the complexity of settlement patterns, no single
measure of settlement or distortion affords a perfect indicator of
whether or not a given amount of settlement will cause damage

to a bridge.
Various investigators (lValkinshaw, 1978; Bozozuk, 1978;

Grover, 1978; and Wahls, 1990) have suggested upper limits for
the magnitudes of settlement to serve as criteria for the boundary
between tolerable and iritolerable performance. It is important
to note that settlements may be considered "tolerable" even

though they may be large enough to cause some amount of
damage to a bridge. Bozozuk (1978) divided settlements and
horizontal movements into three categories: (1) those that were
not harmful, (2) those that were harmful but tolerable, and (3)

those that were harmful and intolerable. Similarly, Moulton et
al. (1985) used the following definition of intolerable movement:
"Movement is not tolerable il damage requires costly mainte-
nance andlor repairs and a more expensive construction to avoid
this would have been preferable."

Thus, the defrnition of intolerable is somewhat subjective, and
varies, depending on factors other than the physical condition

À = Angular Distortion

- Difference in Settlenenl Between Foundations -
Di-stance Between Foundations

Figure 2.1. Components of settlement and angular distortion in
bridges.

of the bridge. Factors such as the cost and practical problems

involved in repair and maintenance enter the evaluation of
whether a given degree ofdamage in a particular bridge is tolera-

ble or intolerable. Considering the fact that such subjective evalu-

ations are unavoidable, it can be understood how various investi-
gators have arrived at differing recommendations regarding the

limiting amounts of tolerable movements for bridges.
Another important consideration is the fact that the study

conducted by Moulton et al. (1985) involved more data, and

more thorough analysis ofthe data, than had any previous study.
It thus seems appropriate to give greatest weight to criteria
developed through the work of Moulton and his co-workers,
because this represents what is believed to be the best of the
rather meager information available with regard to tolerable
settlements of bridges, and it presents considerably more data
than were available for recommendations made prior to 1985.

Criteria for settlements of bridges, expressed in terms of the
magnitude of the settlement, are given in Table 2.1. It can be

seen that they are reasonably consistent. The smallest value listed
(2 in. or 5l mm) was suggested by Bozozuk as not harmful on
the basis of his survey of the performance of actual bridges.
Walkinshaw (1978) suggested 2.5 in. (63 mm) as the upper limit
of tolerable settlements based on ride quality, and suggested that
larger values would be acceptable based on considerations of
structural distress. Grover (1978), Bozozuk (1978), and Wahls
(1990) all recommend 4 in. (102 mm) as the amount of settlement
that would cause some damage, but would still be tolerable.

Uniform settlement

Uniform tilt or rotation

I

Nonuniform
setErement

Regula! pattern
of seÈtiqent

Nonuniform
settlement

Irregular pattern
of settlement



Sett.lement
Magnitude

(m)
Basis for recomendation Recomended by

51 Not harnful Bozozuk (1978)

63 Ride guality Walkinshas (1978)

>63 Structural, distress waLkinshaw (1978)

ro2 Rlde qual-ity and structural Grover (19?8)

ro2 Harmful but to.lerabLe Bozozuk (1978)

>r02 Usually lntolerable v{ahls (1990)
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Table 2.1. Settlement criteria for bridges expressed in terms of settle.
ment magritude.

The criteria in Table 2.1 arc stated without regard to the
type or size of bridge. Stermac (1978), in discussing Bozozuk's
recommendations, made the following observation: "To lump
all bridges together amounts to saying that all bridges are the
same and behave in the same way. This, of course, is not the
case,tt

Although the criteria listed in Table 2.1 may be oversimplified,
they nevertheless have some value, simply because they are based
on experience with real bridges. While criteria based on angular
distortion may be fundamentally more sound, the limiting values
of settlement given in Table 2.1 provide a very simple and sensi-
ble rough guide as to the magnitudes of tolerable settlements of
bridges.

Criteria for settlements of bridges, expressed in terms of angu-
lar distortion, are given in Table 2.2. Ãngular distortion is de-
hned, as shown in Figure 2.1, by the following equation:

(2.3.l)

in which A : angular distortion, dimensienless; ô : differential
settlement, or difference in settlement, between the foundations
at the two ends ofa span, expressed in units oflength; and S :
span length, exprgssed in the same units of length as ô.

Moulton et al. (1978) found that angular distortion provides
a good basis for establishing tolerable movement magnitudes for
bridges, and they suggested the criteria given in Table 2.2. Other
investigators (Yokel, 1990; Wahls, 1990) have since also sug-
gested that the limits of angular distortion given in Table 2.2
provide reasonable criteria for tolerable settlements of bridges.
Their recommendations were based on review of the studies
performed by Moulton et al. (1985).

The values ofangular distortion given in ^fable2.2 arè based
on data for 56 simple span bridges and 119 continuous span
bridges. The portions of these data that were most critical in
establishing the criteria are summarized in Table 2.3.

The data summarized in Table 2.3 show that 96 percent óf
I 19 continuous span bridges underwent values ofangular distor-
tion as large as 0.004 without suffering damage that was consid-
ered to be intolerable. As the upper end of the range of angular
distortion values increased to 0.005, the percentage of acceptable
incidents dropped to 92 percent. Thus, the limit of tolerable

Table 2.2: Settlement criteria for bridges expressed in terms of angular
distortion.

À¡guIar
Dlstortlon

6/s
Basls foE ¡ecomendat.Lon RecoNended by

0.004 Tolerable fo¡ multlple-
oñâñ hr¡À^óê

Moul-ton, er aL (1985)

0.00s lolerabLe fo! slngile-span Moulton, et al. (1985)

T¡ble 2.3. Data used by Moulton et al. (1985) to establish criteria for
nagnitudes of angular distortion,

value of
angular

disÈortion

Percent of 119
contLnuous span bridges
for which thLs anount of
angu.Iar dlstoEtion was

considered to be

Percent of 56 simple
span brÍdges for whicb
this amount of angul.ar

dlstortion was
conslde¡ed to be

+^tÃFâhlÃ *

o oôo rô o onr 1ôn 98 * (100 *)

O On1 fô ô ôô, 97 sa * ¡100 *ì

Ô nô2 t^ ô ôô1 91 qn * ¿roo +ì

96 ca * ¡100 *ì

0.004 tô 0-O05 q2

8Â *

* Values in parentheses exclude one bridge, for which a value of
angular distortion < 0.001 was associated with ',intol_elabÌe"
behavior. This bridge was excluded for the purpose of calculating
the values in pareneheses bêcause it is considered Iikely that. in
this particular case, Lhe intole¡abIe behavior was not the resuLt
of the very smaIl angular distortion that was experienced by the
bridge.

anþular distortions recommended by Moulton et al. (A : 0.004
for continuous span bridges) can be seen to be based on a 96
percent rate of acceptability among the bridges included in their
study. Among all bridges, the rate óf acceptability would be
higher, because the data base included only bridges that had
môved, and excluded those that had not moved.

For simple span bridges, 56 cases were available to serve as a
basis for establishing angular distortion criteria. Moulton et al.
recommended a value of A : 0.005 for use as the upper limit
of tolerable angular distortions, which corresponds to a 98 per-
cent rate of acceptability among the bridges they studied. Exami-

' nation of the data indicates that this criterion may be overly
conservative. Note that for one bridge, a value of A < 0.001
was associated with intolerable behavior. It seems logical to
exclude this bridge from consideration because no other bridge
with A < 0.005 suffered intolerable damage, and this bridge
clearly represents an aberrant case. When this one bridge is
exchidèd, the percentages ofbridges exhibiting acceptable behav-
ior change to the values given in parentheses in Table 2.3. Con-
sidering the values shown in parentheses, 95 percent of the
bridges underwent values ofangular distortion as large as 0.008
without suffering damage that was considered to be intolerable.

Based on this reexamination of the data compiled by Moulton
et al., it seems appropriate to revise the recommendations made
by Moulton and his co-workers and to adopt the following values
of angular distortion as the upper limits of acceptable behavior:

PART 5
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For continuous span bridges, A < 0.004 is acceptable

For simple span bridges, a < 0.008 is acceptable

lt seems logical that simple span bridges can withstand much
greater magnitudes of angular distortion than continuous span

bridges without suffering intolerable levels of damage, and the

data in Table2.3 support this point of view. The authors believe

that the criteria above represent a sound interpreøtion of the

data compiled by Moulton et al. (1985), and that they provide a

reasonable basis for establishing limits of accæptable differential

settlements for bridges.

2.4 CRITERIA FOR TOLERABLE HORIZONTAL
MOVEMENTS OF BRIDGES

A number ofinvestigators have suggested criteria for tolerable

horizon^r¿i nioverúerrts *uaseci o¡-, obsei-vaiions of ihe fieid per-

formance of bridges, as shown in Table 2.4. These values may

be considered in two categories: not harmful, and harmful but
tolerable. Bozozuk (1978) suggests that horizontal movements

less than I in. (25 mm) are not harmful, and that horizont¿l

movements up to 2 in. (51 mm) are harmful but tolerable.

The data presented by Moulton et al. (1985) showed that
horizontal movements tended to be more severely damaging

when they were accompanied by settlements than when they

were not. They found that horizontal movements less than I in.

(25 mm) were almost always reported as being tolerable, while

horizontal movements greater than 2 in. (51 mm) were quite

likely to be considered to be intolerable. On this basis they

recommended that horizontal movements be limited to 1.5 in.

(38 mm).
Similarly, Walkinshaw (1978) and Wahts (1990) suggest 5l

mm as the magnitude of horizontal movement corresponding to

intolerable performance.
In summary, it appears that the value of tolerable horizontal

movement suggested by Moulton et al., 1.5 in. (38 mm), is a
reasonable value. Although this criterion is very simple, and

likely to be oversimpliflred, the value for the limit of tolerable
horizontal movements of bridges provides some guidance for
design.

An issue that is closely related to the amount of horizontal

movement that bridges can tolerate is the amount of movement

at abutments necessary to reduce the earth pressure on the abut-

ment to the design value. This issue is discussed in a companion

engineering manual for retaining walls and abutments (Part 3)

and in geotechnical engineering texts and manuals. It is well

known that if an abutment or retaining wall does not move, the

Tabte 2.4. Horizont¡l movement criteri¡ for bridges expressed i¡ terms

of movement mapitude.

Horizontal
Movement Basis for recomendation Recomended by

,5 Nôt hârnful Bôzôzuk 119?gÌ

3S T^lêFãh1ê in môst cases Môrr'ltôn- et ål- (1985

tructural Dlstress 1q?

Hårñfrr'ì but tolerable nozozrrk 119?81

'I êreble wâhl < l1 qqôl

earth pressure that acts on it is the "at-rest" value. If the abut-

ment moves away from the backfill, the earth pressure will be

reduced below the at-rest value. If the abutment moves far

enough, the e¿rth pressure can be reduced to a minimum value,

^^lI^J +L- ^^¿:..^ -^*1.v4¡rçu l¡r! 4vl¡Yv wr!! P¡!ùùsrv.

Ifthe backfill is a clean sand or gravel, the earth pressure can

be reduced to active by horizontal movement of the abutment

away from the backfill that is about 0.004 times the height of
the abutment wall. This is about 0.5 in. for a l0-ft high abutment

wall, 1.0 in. for a 20-ft high wall, or 1.5 in. for a 30-ft high wall.

(In metric units these correspond to 12 mm for a 3-m high wall'
25 mm for a 6-m high wall, and 38 mm for a 9-m high wall).

These values are for sand or gravel backfill in a loose condition.

The movements required to reduce the earth pressures to their

active values in dense sands or gravels are smaller than 0.004

times the wall height.
If the backfill is a clay, or if it cont¿ins enough clay or plastic

silt so that it is cohesive and has plasticity, the movement re-

quired to reduce the earth pressure to the active value is larger

than it is for sands or gravels. Furthermore, such cohesive soils

exhibit creep. If a wall moves enough to reduce the pressure to

the active value, and then stops moving, the earth pressures will
begin to increase from the active value. Continual movement

will occur if the active earth pressure is r¡sed for design of walls

backfilled with cohesive soil. rühen cohesive soils are used for

backfill, it is prudent to base the design on at-rest, or near at-rest

pressures.

Considering these facts, it is clear that the selection of earth

pressure for design of an abutment wall carries with it certain

implications with regard to movement of the wall. If active earth

pressures are used for the design ofa wall, it should be considered

how much the wall will need to move to develop those pressures.

Design of the expansion joints should allow for suffrcient move-

ment to reduce the earth pressures to their desiga values and

still perform properly under all temperature conditions.

CHAPTER 3

USE OF STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS TO EVALUATE THE CONSEQUENCES
OF SETTLEMENT

It seems logical that structural analysis methods can be used

to evaluate the effects ofsettlements on bridges, as suggested by

Moulton et al. (1985) and Yokel (1990). In principle, the shear

forces and bending moments caused by settlements can be added

to those due to imposed loads, and the resulting moments and

shear forces can then be compared with the flexural and shear



capacities of the structure to determine if the settlemênts are
tolerable. It has been found, however, that this procedure can
result in excessively conservative results, indicating that very
large overstress would be caused by rather small settlements,
even though experience indicated such settlements could be tol-
erated with little or no distress.

One such study was performed by Meyerhof (1947), who in-
vestigated the effects of settlements on buildings. He analyzed
the effect of foundation settlement on a five-story, three-bay
reinforced conctete building. He found that 0.315 in. of settle-
ment at one of the columns (corresponding to an angular distor-
tion of 0.001 in bays that were 25 ft long) corresponded to a
calculated increase oî 74 percent in the moment in the most
severely loaded beam in the building. This magnitude ofincrease
in bending moment would certainly be expected to cause struc-
tural damage. However, field data compiied by Skempton and
MacDonald (1956), Polshin and Tokar (DSZ¡,-ana Grant et al.
(1974), indicate that framed building structures can withstand
twice this amount of angular distortion without suffering even
minor cracking or any other form of damage. It is thus clear
that real frame buildings are able to withstand considerably
greater differential settlements than would be inferred from the
results of structural analyses.

Conventional structural analyses also tend to result in overly
conservative settlement criteria for bridges. This can be illus_
trated through a simplified analysis of the amount of tolerable
distortion ofa reinforced concrete bridge deck. Consider a case
where the center support ofa two-span bridge with a continuous
reinforced concrete deck settles by an amount ô relative to the
ends of the deck. The bending stress induced in a simple rectan_
gular reinforced concrete bridge deck by this settlement can be
expressed as
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f."* (3.1)

in which f-"* : maximum bending stress induced by settlement,
in same units aS E; ô : differential settlement between the center
pier and the abutment, in samè units as S; E : young's modulus,
in stress units; t : thickness of deck, in same units as S; and S: span length, in length units.

To prevent ðracking, the maximum tensile bending stress
should not exceed the tensile strength of the concrete, f' The
value of ô/S corresponding to f_"" : f, can be expressed as:

distortion should be limited to a value less than or equal to
0.0021.

The survey of damage to bridges caused by settlements re-
ported by Moulton et al. (1985) shows clearly that continuous-

. span bridges can withstand larger values ofô,/S without intolera-
ble damage. The results of the Moulton et al. survey indicate that
angular distortions of 0.0O{ are tolerable for continuous-span
bridges; of either steel or concrete. This value of angular distor-
tion is nearly double the value inferred from the simplified struc-
tural analysis on which Eq. 3.1 is based.

Thus, for both bridges and buildings, field experience appears
to indicate that real structures can tolerate considerably greater
magnitudes of angular distortion than would be inferred from
the results of conventional structural analysis. The reasons for
this include the fact that building materials like concrete (espe-
cially concrete while it is curing) are able to undergo a consider-
able amount of stress relaxation when subjected to deformations;
and under conditions of very slowly imposed deformations, the
effective value of the Young's modulus of concrete is consider-
ably lower than the value for rapid loading. Thus, inferences
about the stresses induced by deformations that are based on
analyses that ignore the beneficial effects of stress relaxation,
and the consequences ofthe rate ofdeformation, will be overly
conservative for these materials. Another important factor is
that part of the settlement of real structures occurs as they are
built (Keene, 1978; Yokel, 1990). Therefore, the portions ofthe
structures that are constructed last do not experience all ofthe
settlement, and cannot be damaged by it.

It seems preferable in most cases to use held studies as the
basis for tolerable movement criteria, rather than structural anal-
yses. If, in unusual cases it is necessary to use structural analyses
as the basis for evaluating maximum tolerable movements, the
analyses should include consideration ofimportant factors such
as stress relaxation, creep, shrinkage, the rate of deformation,
and the construction sequence.
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The qr¡¿¡ti1¡ss on the right-hand side ofthis expression can be
estimated using values appropriate for concrete with compressive
strength, f.' equal to 4000 psi and reinforcing bar yield strength
of60,000 psi. These values are ft: 475 psi, E : 3.6 X 106 psi,
and S,/t : 24. For this combination of values, the value of ô,/S
calculated using Eq. 3.2 is 0.0021. Thus, this simplified analysis
of the consequences of differential settlement indicates that
cracking would occur in the reinforced concrete bridge deck if
the angular distortion, ô,/S, reached a value of0.0021. In order
to prevent this cracking, it might be concluded that the angular

The procedures for evaluating tolerable settlements described
in the previous sections are illustrated in the following pages by
three examples.

4.1 EXAMPLE 1-CONTINUOUS.SPAN BRIDGE

Example 1 (Figure 4.1) concerns a continuous-span bridge
with four foundations-two abutment walls supported on foot-
ings, and two piers supported on piles. The lengths of the end
spans are 82ft(25 m), and the length of the center span is 150
ft (45 m). The objective of the example is ro illustrate how the
information contained in the preceding sections can be used to
establish tolerable movement magnitudes for the bridge.

ô

S
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One approach is to use the criteria with regard to tolerable

angular distortions established by Moulton et al' (1985) to deter-

mine the upper limit of angular distortion for the bridge, and to

use this value to est¿blish the maximum tolerable settlement.

For continuous-span bridges, ofeither steel or concrete, Moulton
et al. recommended that the maximum tolerable value of angular

distortion is about 0'004.
When the maximum tolerable angular distortion is used as the

basis for establishing a value of maximum tolerable settlement,

the shortest span controls because the tolerable differential settle-

ment is equal to the tolerable angular distortion multiplied by

the span length. In this case the end spans, with lengths of82 ft
(25 m), control. For a value of angular distortion equal to 0.004,

and a span length of 82 ft (25 m), the maximum tolerable differ-
ential settlement would be (0.004) * (82 ft), which is equal to 4 in.

(0.1 m, or l0O mm). This value, 4 in., is the estimated maximum

ioierabie riifrerentiai settiement over ihe lerrgth of the end spans

of the bridge.
Differential settlements can be calculated rationally by calcu-

lating the difference between the settlements at the two locations,

in this case the abutment and the pile foundation. The problem

with this approach is that settlement calculations inevitably in-

volve some uncertainty, and the uncertainty of the estimated

value of differential settlement is larger than the uncertainty in
the estimated values of settlement for either the abutment or the

pile foundation. As a result, estimating values of differential

settlement simply as the difference between the calculated settle-

ments for the two ends of the span involves considerable margin

for inaccuracy. Most importantly, the real differential settlement

might exceed the estimated value, even if the settlements are

estimated with a reasonable degree of conservatism. This is be-

cause, if one of the foundations settles /ess than estimated (while

the other settles the estimated amount), the differential settle-

ment will be larger than the difference between the two values

of calculated settlement.
To estimate an upper limit of differential settlement, it is

necessary to consider the possibility that one of the foundations

might settle less than the calculated amount, while the other

foundation settles by the calculated amount. If the values of
settlement are estimated conservatively, the actual settlement of
any foundation should not be appreciably more than the calcu-

lated value.
A simple procedure that is reasonable for many conditions

is to use conventional settlement calculation methods to make

conservative estimates of the settlements of all of the founda-

tions. Such methods are described in the companion engineering

manual for shallow foundations (Part 1) and in foundation engi-

neering texts and manuals. The maximum likely value of differ-
ential settlement can then be estimated based on these two pessi-

mistic assumptions: (1) the settlement of any foundation could

be as large as the value calculated using conservative procedures;

and (2) at the same time, the settlement of the adjacent founda-

tion could be zero.

Use of these conservative assumptions would result in an esti-

mated maximum possible differential settlement equal to the

largest settlement calculated for the foundation at either end of
any span. This conservative procedure is the one implied in

Figure 4.1, where maximum tolerable settlement values are in-

ferred directly from values of maximum tolerable angular dis-

tortion.
Another approach to estimating maximum tolerable settle-

ments for the bridge is to use the values summarized in Table

Tole¡ablê ãnguìar d{stortlôñ: DeCk iS continuous Over four
:"ppo.ti Bãæd drcomendatj.ons of Moulton, eL aI' (1985)

and- informtf on suMrLzed in Section 2. 3 of lhls rePort.
ihe tolerable angular dlsLortion value would be 0'004'

IafeIåþfÊ--¡eilfeEe¡!.: The shortest sPan lengths.are 2'5 n'
The to¿ùable differenttal settlement corresponding tso

angul.ar dlstorllon of 0.004 would be 100 m (4 Ínches) '

Àn alÈernative approach to estlmting tolerabl-e- settlements
ìi iã "". 

the Intòrnation sumrlzed in Tablez'l. This
iraicac." that setLÌenents of 100 m (4 lnches) would be
."pã.tea to cause some damge, but would be tolerable ln the
sense deflned by Moulton. et a]' (1985).

Thus iÈ wou.l-d be exPected Ehat' if lhe mximm settlenent
of any of the four Íoundations of the brtdqe Has 100 m
(4 inêhes) or less. the settl-enent of the bridge would be

considered tolerable.

Based on Lhe infornation sumarÍzed in Table 2'4 the naxinun
iJiåta¡:.e horlzontal novenents for the brldge would be about
38 m (1.5 inches).

Ftgure 4.1. Example |-tolerable settlement and angulør distor-

tion þr a continuous-span brídge with minimum span lengths of
82 ft (2s mL

2.1. These would indicate that settlements of about 4 inches (100

mm) would be expected to cause some damage, but would be

tolerable. In this particular case, where the bridge has continuous

spans, and the shortest span length is 82 ft (25 m)' the values

summarized in Table 2.1 lead to the same end result as does the

use ofangular distortion and the previously outlined considera'

tions of the relationship between total and differential settle-

ments.
The maximum tolerable horizontal movements can be esti-

mated using the information in Table 2.4. This indicates that the

maximum tolerable horizontal movement would be about 38

mm 1.5 in. (38 mm).

4.2 EXAMPLE 2-TWO.SPAN BRIDGE

Example 2 (Figure 4.2) concerns a two-span bridge continuous

over three foundations-two abutment walls and a center pier'

Based on the recommendations of Moulton et al. (1985)' which

are summarized in Table 2,2, the maximum tolerable angular

distortion would be 0.004. With span lengths of 130 ft (40 m)'

this amount of angular distortion corresponds to a differential

settlement between the abutment and the center pier of ó.3 in'

(160 mm). The information summarized in Table 2.1 indicates

that the maximum tolerable settlement for this (or any other)

bridge would be about 4 in. (100 mm).
In this case, because the spans are longer than 82 ft (25 m)'

the criterion based on angular distortion results in a larger esti
mate of the tolerable settlement than the values given in Table
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îôleÈâhle enduler d{stôrtjoñ: Deck is continuous over Èhreesupports. Based on recomendations of Moult.on, et al. (1995)
and lnformation sumarized in Section 2,3 of tiìis report, thetolerable angular dlsto¡tLon vaJ.ue would be O.OO4.

Toìerahìê setttenent: The span .iengths are 40 m. Thetolerable dlfferentiat settlènent. cãrresponding co ãngulardist.ortlon of 0.004 would be 160 m (6.3-incheé).

À¡ alternat.ive approach to estimting to.lerable settlementsis to use the lnformation sumrized in Table2.l. Thisindicates that settlements of 100 m (4 lnches) would beexpected to cause sone damage. but would be tolerable inthe sense defined by Moutton, et aI. (1995),

Thus it woul-d be expecÈed that, if the maximum settlement ofany of the four foundatlons of the bridge uas 1OO m(4 inches) or less, the setttenent of the bridqe would beconsidered tolerable by both sets of criteria. If the
maxLmun settlement of any of the three foundations of thebridge was 160 m (6.3 inches), Che sertlenent of the bridgewould be considered tolerabte based on the criteria
established by Moult-on, et al-. (1985), but. not by the otdercriteria in Table 2.1.

Based on the infornation sumarized in TableZ,4 the maximumtolerable horizontal- movements for the bridge would be about
38 m (1.5 inchesl.

Figure 4.2. Example 2-tolerable settlement and angular distor-
tíon for a continuous-span bridge with span lengths of I 30 ft (40
m).

lOlelâbl. e endul ar d{ stôrtloq: Deck is a slngle span spanning
between two suppo¡Ès. Based on the inte¡preõat.ioir of the datapresented by Moulton, et at. (1995), as sumarized ln Sectlon2.3-of thls report, the tolerable angular distortion valuewould be 0.008.

Telêrâhle sêrrrêmênr: The span length is 25 m. The tolerabLedifferentlal sett.lenent corrèsponding to angular distortion of0.008 would be 200 m (7.9 inches).

Àn alternatlve approach to estlmating tolerable settLenents isto use the Lnfomtion sìlmarized in Table Z. 1.. This indicatesthat settlements of 100 m (4 inches) woutd be expected tocause sone damge. but would be tolerable in the èense definedby Moulton, et al. (1985).

Thus it would be expected that, if the mxinun settlenent ofeither abutment of the bridge was 1OO m (4 inches) or Less,the settlenent of the bridge wouLd be considered tåteraUte Èyboth criteria. If the naxinum settlement of either of theabutnents was 200 m (7.9 inches). t.he settlement of thebridge would be considered tolerabl-e based on the criteriadescrlbe-d in Section 2.3. but not by the older criteria inTable 2.'1.

Based on the informatlon sumarized in Table2.4 t.he maxinumto.Ierable horizontal- movenenÈs for the bridge would be about
38 m (1.5 inches).

2. l. In this case the designer must rely on judgment and experi_
ence to determine what is the most reasonable value of tolerable
settlement. It seems likely that the two values, established as
indicated in Figure 4.2, would provide reasonable bounds for
estimating a sound value of tolerable settlement for the bridge.

The tolerable horizontal movement for the bridge would be
estimated to be about 1.5 in. (38 mm), using the information
given in Table 2.4.

4.3 EXAMPLE 3-SINGLE-SPAN BRIDGE

Exømple 3 (Figure 4.3) is a single-span bridge with a span
length of 82 ft (25 m). As discussed in Section 2.3 of this report,
the data collected by Moulton et al. (1985) support the conclu-
sion that in single-span bridges values of angular distortion as
large as 0.008 are tolerable. For a span length of 82 ft (25 m),

Figure 4.j. Example 3-tolerable settlement and angular distor_
tion for a single-span bridge with a span length of 82 ft (25 m).

this value of angular distortion corresponds to a differential
settlement between the ends of the span of 8 in. (200 mm). This
value is twice as large as the values indicated in Table 2.1. In
this regard it may be noted that a number ofthe bridges surveyed
by Bozozuk (1978), which were used to establish the values
shown in Table 2.1, actually settled more than 8 in. without
intoleràble damage. In fact, some settled more than a foot with-
out intolerable damage. Thus, although 8 in. (200 mm) does
appear to be a large amount of settlement to be considered
tolerable, there is precedent for bridges undergoing even larger
settlements without suffering intolerable damage. As noted with
regard to Example 2, a designer would need to call upon judg-
ment and experience to select a value of tolerable settlement in
cases where the various criteria that have been suggested do not
agree.

Table2.4 indicates that the tolerable horizontal movement for
this bridge, as for any other bridge, is about 1.5 in. (38 mm).
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NOTATIONS AND SYMBOLS

Svmbol Definition

A angular distortion = [7g (dimensionless)

E young,s modulus (sLress units)

ç-c

f.u* maximum bending stress induced by seE.E,lement. (scress

compressive strength of concrete (stress units)

!t

t

õ

units )

tensí1e sE.rength of concreE.e (stress units)

span length (length uniEs)

thickness of bridge deck (length units)

differential setElement, or difference in sett.lement,
between che foundaE,ions aE. opposice ends of a span(lengch units)

tJ
l.)æ

|!
F
"l
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Part í-Recommended Load Factor Design Specifications
and CommentarY

R. M. B,lnrnn, J. M. Duxcex, R. B. Ro¡lxr, P. S. K. OOI, C. K. Tlx,lxo s. G. KIM

CONTENTS

Appendix B .,Specifications,, and Appendix C "Commentary" of the agency final report (refer to "synopsis of the Research") have

been reproduced in part 6 as submitted by the research 
"g"tt"y. 

It is worth noting that the format does not conform with that used in

the previous parts of this volume. unique treatment hasleen employed in these appendixes because of the requirements dictated by

the NCHRp project 24-4 tasks 6 and g-namely, "development of . . . load factor design criteria and commentary in a format suitable

for consideration by the AAsHTo subcommittee on Briãges and structures . . . and identification of other sections of the AASHTo

Standard SpeciJìcations for Highway Bridges that may be-affected by the proposed changes in the foundation design criteria'" The

original upi.rrãi* page designations have also been retained to preserve the accuracy ofcross references'

ÀPPENDIX B

SPECIFICÀTIONS

SECTIOI¡ 4 - FOI'NDATIOHS

SECTION 5 - REÎAIIIING IIÀI.LS

SECTION 7 - ST.IBSTRUCTURES

OTEER ÀRTICLES IN ÀASBÎO 1989

NOTE: The for¡rat used in Àppendix B for Sections 4, 5 and
7 is to first present a conp-Iète Table of Contents for each

"""tion 
and thãn give the rècomslended Load Factor Design

specifications. ihe articles listed in the Table of
õäntents on Allowable Stress Design have been prepared under
NCHRP Project 12-35 (D'Àppolonia, 1989). Where a cotrnentary
on a Load Factor Design èiecification has been prepared, it
is denoted by (C) aftér the title of the article' The text
ãi it" .oo*"'rttàty is given in Àppendix C. -Fina1ly, articles
in other sectionË of the ÀÀSHTO Specifications for Eighway
Èiiag"" (1989), that require revièion to acconmodate Load
Factor Design are given.
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4.14 REFERENCES 8.4.43

4.13.3,3.4 ÀxrÀt cÀpÀclÎy IN ROCK (C) s-A-ao4.13.3.3.5 LOÀD TEST (Cl 8-4-404.13.3.3.6 UPLIFÎ CAPÀCITY 8.4-40

SEAFT (C)
4.13.3.3.6b GROUP UPLIFT

4.13.3.3.? r,ÀrERÀL "o* ,ffo"rrY 
(c)

4.13.3.3.8 GROUP CÀPACTTY (C)
4. 13.3.3.8a COBESTVE SOIL
4. 13. 3. 3.8b CoEESIoNLESS

CAPÀCITY TN COEESTONTESS
sorLs (c)

BJ¡-ix

4.13.3.3.6a UPLIFT CÀpÀCrTy OF A
SINGI,E DRII.LED

NCERP 24-4

19
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B-4-39

B-4-40

B-4 -4 1
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sEcTIOl¡ 4

FOttttDArrol¡s

PART À

GEI¡ERÀ', REQUIREHEI¡TS ÀND HATERTÀI.S

ll . 1 GETIER¡I. (Rovie€dl Article al . 1)

Foundations ehalf be deeigned to eupport all live and
dead loads, and earth and watei Pressure loadings
ãcàordan""'with the general prinãiples specified in this
section. The design-shalt be n¡de either with reference to
."*i"" loadg and ãtlowab1e 6tre6ses as provided in SERVICE
LOAD DESIGN or, alternatively, with reference to load factors,
and factored sirength as provided in STRENGTE DESIGN'

4.2 FOI¡I¡DATION TTPE A}ID CAPÀCITY

4.2.1 SET.ECTION OF FOltl¡DAlrON lrPE (C)

Selection of foundation type shal1 be based on an
assessment of the magnitude anã-direction of loadi!9r -depth to

=oit.¡f. bearing matérials, evidence.of previous flooding,
p"l""tiãr-roi ríq,.t.t..tion, undernining ór 6cour, and ease and
cost of construction.

4.2.2 FOTTNDATION CAPÀCITy (R€vi6ed erticle 4'2'2)

Foundations shalf be desÍgned to provide adequate.
struciural capacity, adequate ioundatión bearing capacíty with

""ã.ptà¡f" ".ttt..êttt", 
ánd acceptable. overall stability of

;i;Ë. ããi""ent to the foundations. The tolerable level of
stri.rcturaÍ deforr¡ation is controLLed by the type and span of
the superstructure.

4.2.2.1 Bearing Capacity (Reviaed Àrticle 4'2'2'l)

The bearing capacity of foundations may-be esti¡rated
using procedureã deècribéd in Àrticles 4.4, 4'5 or-4'6 for

""rní"ã 
load design and Articles 4.11, 4'L2 or 4'13 for

"ii""gttt desÍgn, ór other generally accePted theories'. Such
theoríes are Éased on soil-and roc-k parameters measured by in
situ and/or Ìaboratory tests. The bèaring capacity rray also
be determined using load tests.

B-4-1
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4.2.2.2. S€ttloneDt (RovLeed artlcle 1.2'2'2)

The settlenent of foundations nay be determined usíng
orocedures described in Articles 4.4t:4'5 or 4'6 for service
iããã ãã=ig" and Àrticlee 4.11, A.L2 or 4.13 for strength
ãå.ig", oí other g""ãiárrv accepted urethodologiee' such
netnó¿Å are based-on eoil-and rõck parametera meaeured
ãi;;;aiy ãr inferred from the resullg of in eitu and/or
laboratory test.

4.2.2.3 (Þerall StabilítY

The overall stabi.Iity of slopes in the vicinity of-
foundãiions shall be c,rnside¡ed aã part of the deeign of
foundations.

4.2.3 SOIL, ROCK Àl¡D OTEER PROBLE¡'I COHDIÎIONS

(content of Articte 4..2.3 from Final Report of NCERP Project
L2-35, D'Appolonia, 1989. )

4.3 SUBSURFACE EXPT,ORÀ'rrotl À¡¡D lESlrl¡G PROGRAr{6 (c)

(content of Articfe 4.3 from Fina1 Report of NCERP Project 12-
35, D'Appolonia' 1989.)
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section 1¡ - FoundatioDa

PARÎ B

SERVICE LOÀ.D DESIGN XETEOD

ÀLIO}TÀALE STR.ESS DESIGN

4.4 SPR.EÀD POOTINGS

(Content of ÀrticLe 4.{
35, D'Àppolonia,1989)

{.5 DRIVEN PIIJS

(Content of ArticLe 4.5
35, D'ÀppoLonia,1989)

4.6 DRIf.r.FD SBÀ¡TS

(Content of Àrticle 4.6
35, D'ÀppoJ.onia, I989)

4 .7 REFER.ENCES

(ConLent of Àrticl-e 4.7
35, D'AppoJ.onia, 1989)

from Final Report of NCHRP Project 12-

&
tu

from Final Report of NCtsRP Project 12-

from FinaL Report of NCHRP Project 12-

frosì FinaL Report of NCHRP Project 12-

4.8 scoPE (C)

Provisions of this section shall apply for the design of
spread footings, driven piles, and drilled shaft foundationa.

PART C

STREI¡GTB DESIGN T{ETEOD

LOAD FACTOR DESIGII

4.9 DEFINITIOI¡S

tsatter Pile- A pil-e driven at an angle inclined to the
vertical to provide higher ¡esistance to lateral loads.

Combination End-Bearing and Friction PiIe - Pile that derivesj-ts capacities from the contributions of both end bearing
developed at the pile tip and resj-stance mobilized along the
enbedded shaft.

Deep Foundation - À foundation which derives its support by
transferring loads to soil or rock at some depth below the
structure by end bearing, by adhesion or frÍction or both.

Design Load - All applicable loads .and forcea or their related
internal moments and forces used to proportion a foundation.
fn Ìoad factor design, design load refers to nominal loads
nrultiplied by appropriate load factors.

Design Strength - The. ¡raximum load-carrying capacity of the
foundation, as defined by a particular li¡rit. state. In load
factor design, design .strength is computed as the product of
the nourinal resistance and the appropriate performance factor.
Drilled Shaft - À deep foundatj.on unit, wholIy or partly
ernbedded in the ground, constructed by placing fresh concrete
in a drill-ed hole with or without steel reinforcement.
Drilled shafts derive their capacitíes fro¡r the surrounding
soil and/or from the soil or rock strata below their tips.
Drilled shafts are also co¡nmonly referred to as caissonè,
driLled caissons, bored piles or drilled pier6.

B-4-4
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soction 4 - FoundatioûE

End-Bearing Pile - A pile vthose suPPort capacity is derived
principally from the iesistance of the foundation naterial on
which the pile tip rests.

Factored Load - T,oad, multiplied by appropriate load factors,
used to proportion a foundation in load factor design.

Friction PiIe - A pile whose support capacity is derived
principally fro¡o sãiI resistance nobilized along the eide of
the e¡nbedded pile.

Linit State - A li¡riting condition in which the foundation
and/or the structure it supports are deemed to be unsafe
(i.e., strength li¡rit statê1, or to be no longer fully useful
ìor their inf.ended function (i.e., serviceability limit
state).

Load Effect - The force in a foundation system (e.9., axial
force, sliding force, bending moment, etc.) due to the applied
Ioads.

Load Factor - A factor used to nodify a nominal load effect,
which accounts for the uncertaintíee associated e,ith the
determination and variability of the load effect.

Load Factor Design - A design method in which safety
provis ion,s-,.pre-.."i'ñcorporated by separately accounting f or
irncertainÈies relative to load and resistance.

Nominal Load - A typical value or a code-specified value for a
1oad.

Nominal Resistance - The analytically esti¡rated load-carrying
capacity of. a foundation calculated using noninal. di¡¡ensions
anã ¡ratãrial properties, and establ-ished soil ¡rechanics
principles.

Performance Factor - A factor used to nodify a nominaL
resistance, which accounts for the uncertainties associated
wíth the determination of the nominal resistance and the
variability of the actual capacity.

Pile - À relatively slender deep foundation unit, wholly-or
partfv enbedded in-t-he. g¡ound, installed by drivíng, drilling,
ã,rg".ittg, jetting òË otherwise, and which derives its capacity
fróm the eurrounáing eoil" and/oi fro¡r the soil or rock strata
below ite tip.

Piping - ProgressÍve erosion of soil by seeping- water.,
prãauéing an open pipe through the soil, through which water
flows in an uncontrolled and dangerous manner.

B-4-5
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Shallow Foundation - À foundation which derivee ite support by
transferring load directly to the eoil or rock at shallort
depth. If ã single slab õovers the eupporting stratum.beneath
thè entire area óf the superstructure, the foundation is known
as a cor¡bined footing. If various Parts of the structure are
supported individually, the individual supPorta are known aB
spièad footings, and Lhe foundation ie called a footing
foundation.

4.1O Lrr,trr srArEs, LOAÞ FACTORS¡ À¡ID RESTSÎÀÌ¡CE FÀCÎORS

4.10.1 GEI¡ERÀ¡ 5

ÀIl relevant 1i-uli'L states shatl be considered"ß.s$-:ai.tËì' 5
design to ensure an adequate degree of eafety and B
serviceability. Io

ei #s{í;': ' __r n
4.LO.2 SERVrCEeArLrlr T,rr.{rr slÀÎEs 

Hû
Service li¡rit stateÊ for foundation design shall include: õz
- settlements, antl 4
- Iateral displacenents. E

The li¡rit state for settlenent ehall be based upon ã
rideabitityandeconomY.Thecogtofliniting.foundation>
movements shalL be "å^þ"t.ã 

to the cost of ãeËilning tne I
sup"istructure so that"it can tolerate larger nóvenénts, or of 2
coirecting the conseguences of movementÊ through naintenance u*,*.4
to dete¡¡ríne nini¡rum-lifetime cost. Hore stringent criterrff*'" 1
may be established by the ovtner. U

I
4.10.3 SrRENctsE/t,rúÏr srnres I

È
Strength linit states for foundâtÍon design shal1 3incl-ude: n
- bearing resistance failure,
- excessive loss of contactt
- sliding at the base of footing,
- Ioss of overall stabilitY, and
- structural capacitY.

Foundations sha1l be proportioned such that the factored
resistance is not Less than the effects of factored loads
specified in Section 3.

B-4-6
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Sectio¡ 4 - FouudaÈio¡s

4. 10.4 STREÌ¡GIE REQUTRE¡.|ENT (C)

Foundations shall be proportioned by the urethods
specified in Articles 4.1L through 4.13 eo that their design
strengths are at least equal to the required strengths.

The required strength is the conbined effect of the
factored loads for each applicable load co¡nbination stipulated
in ^B¡ticle 3.22. The design strength is caLculated for each
applicable li:nit state as the nominal resistance, R¡¡
multiplied by an appropriate perfonnance (or le6istance)
facLor, 6. Methods for calculating nour.inal resistance are
provided in A¡ticles 4.11 through 4.13, and valuee of
performance factors are given in Article 4.10.6.

4.10.5 LOA.D COI.{BIIIATIONS ÀND LOÀD FÀCIORS

Foundations shall be proportioned to wj.thstand safely all
load combinations stipulated in ÀrticLe 3.22 which are
applicable to the particular site or foundation type. With
the exception of the portions of concrete or steel piles that
are above the ground line and are rigidly connected to the
superstructure as in rigid fra¡re or continuous structures,
impact forces shall not be considered in foundation design
( see Àrticle 3.8. 1 ) .

VaLues of "y and B coefficients for load factor design, as
given in Table 3.22.1À, sha1l apply to strength limj-t state
considerations; while those for service load design (a1so
given in Table 3.22.1.A) sha1J. apply to serviceability
considerations.

4.10.6 PEnTORXT¡¡CE FACTORS (C)

Va1ues of performance factors for different type6 of
foundation systems at strength Limit states shall be as
specified in Tables 4.10.6-1, 4.!O.6-2, and 4.10.6-3, unless
regional-Ly specific values are available.

If methods other than those given in TabLes 4.10.6-1,
4.LO.6-2, and 4.10.6-3 are used to esti¡rate the soil capacity,
the performance factors chosen shall provide the sa¡ne
reliability as those given in these tables.

I

TABLE 4.10.6-L: Performance Factors for
for ShaIIow Foundations

Type of Limit State

1.. Bearing Capacity
a. Sand

- Semi-empirical Procedure using SPT data 0.45
- Semi-ernpirical Procedure usj.ng CpT data 0.55
- Rational Method --

using /¡ estimated frour SPT data 0.35
using {¡ esti:nated from CPT data 0.45

b. clay
- Seni-enpirical Procedure ueing CpT dat,a 0.50
- Rational Method

using shear strength measured in lab tests 0.60
using shear strength measured in field

vane tests 0.60
using shear strength estimated from

CPT data 0.50

c. Rock
- Semi-empirical Procedure (Cart,er and Kulhawy) 0.60

2. sliding

Sliding on clay Íe controlled by the strength of the clay
when the elay shear strength is less than 0.5 times the normal
stress, and ís controlled by the normal stress when t,he clay
shear strength is greater than 0.5 timee the normal atress.

a. Precast concrete placed on sand
using {¡ estimated from SPT data 0.90
using {¡ estimated fro¡r CPT data 0.90

b. Concrete case in place on sand
using @¡ estimated from SPT data 0.80
using @¡ estimated from CPT data 0.80

c. Clay (where shear strength is less than
0.5 times normal pressure)

using shear strength measured in lab tests 0.85
using shear strength measured in field

tests 0.85
using shear strength estimated from CPT

data 0.80

d. Clay (where the strength is great,er than
0.5 tímes normal pressure) 0.85

Strength Ljrit States

B-4-7

Performance
Factor
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SPT =
CPT =

Standard Penetration I
Cone Penetration Test.
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TABLE 4.t0.6-2: Performance FactorE for
Limit states in AxiaIlY

ULTIMATE

BEARING

CAPACIT]

OF

STNGLE

PTLES

lfETHOD / S O I L / CONDT TION

SKIN

FRICTION

END

BEARING

c-method

p-urethod

l-nethod

Geotechnical Strength
Loaded Pilee

CIay
(Skenpton,1951)

Sand
(Kulhawy,1983)

p¡ fron CPT

{1 fron SPT

Rock
(Canadian Geotech.
SocÍety, 1985)

PERFORI.'.ANCE FÀCTOR

SKIN FRICTIOI

AND

END BEARING

BLOCK
FAILURE

UPLIFT

CAPACITl

OF

SINGLE

PILES

0.70

0. s0

0.55

TÀBLE 4.10.6-3:

SPT-method

CPT-¡nethod

Load Test

Pile Driving
Analyzer

0.70

Clay

ULTII'ÍATE

BEARING

CAPACITÏ

OF

SINGLE

DRITLED

SH.AFTS

Performance Factore for
Limit Statee in AxiallY

c-method

p-nethod

À-¡nethod

SPT-method

CPT-method

Load Test

0 .45

0.35

0.50

GROUP
UPLIFl
CAPACIT:

METEOD / SOIL/COND]:TION

SIDE

RESISTANCE

IN CI,AY

0.4s

0.55

0.80

0.70

BASE

RESISTÀNCE

IN CI,AY

Sand

Clay

Geotechnical Strength
Loaded Drilled Shafts

c-method (ReeEe &

O'ìteill )

SIDE

RESISTANCE

IN SÀND

0.65

0.60

0.40

0.4s

0.35

0.45

0.80

Tol:a1 Stregs
(Reese & O'Neill)

BÀSE

RESISTÀNCE

TN SAND

B-4-9

1
2
3
4
5

PERFOR}IAIi¡CE
FACTOR

Touma & Reese
Meyerhof
Quiros & Reese
Reese & I{right
Ree6e & O'Neill

STDE

RESISTÀNCE

IN ROCK

1
2
3
4
5

0.55

0.55

Touma & Reeae
Meyerhof
Quiroe & Reese
Reese & lfright
Reese & O'Neill

0.65

BASE

RESISTANCE

IN ROCK

Car::ter & Kulhawy

Eor::vath and Kenney

0.5s

See
Diacueeion
in
Article
4. 13.3.3.3

BLOCK

FAILURE

SIDE RESIS-
TANCE ÀND
END BEARING

Canadian Geotech-
nical Society

Pressureneter Method
(Canadian Geotech-
n:ilcal Society)

See
Digcuesion
in
Àrticle
4. 13.3.3 .3
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Load Test

Clay

0.55

0.65

0. s0

0.50
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Table 4.10.6-3 Continued

UPLTFT

CAPACIT]

OF

SINGLE

DRILI,ED

SHÄ.FTS

METHOD / SOIL/CONDITION

CI,AY
c-method (Reese & O'NeiII)

BeIled Shafts
(Reese & O'Neill)

SÀND

1)
2't
3)
4)
s)

GROUP
UPLIFT
CAPACIT]

Touma & Reese
Meyerhof
Quiros & Reese
Reese & Wright
Reese & O'Neill

ROCK
Carter & Kulhawy

Horvath & Kenney

Load Test

PERFORÀ{ÀNCE
FACTOR

Sand

Clay

0.55

0.50

SectioD 4 - FouDdatLoDÊ

4.11 SPRE.ã.D FOOTINGS

4. 11. 1 GE!¡ER.âI. CO!¡SIDERÀTrOIIS

4.11.1.1 General (C)

Provisions of this ArticLe shall appty to design of
isolated footings and, where applicable, to co¡rbinèd footinge.
Special attention shall be givèn to footings on fitl.

Footings shall be designed to keep the soil preEEure aa
nearly uniform as practicable. the distribution of soil
pressure shal1 be consistent with properties of the eoiL and
the structure, and with established principles of eöil
mechanics.

4.11.1.2 Depth (ReviÊed ârticle 4:4.5.1)

The depth of footings shall be determined with respect, to
the character of the foundation materials and the possibiJ.ity
of undernining. Footings at strea¡n crossings shall be founded
at depth belorv the maximum anticipated depth of scour aa
specified in A¡ticle 4.11.1.3.

Footings not exposed. to the action of stream current
shall be founded on a firm foundation and below frost.Ievel.

Consideration shall be given to the use of either a
geotextile or graded granular filter layer to reduce
susceptibility to piping in rip rap oF abutment backfill.

4.11.1.3 Scour Protection (Revieed Àrtl,cle 4.4.5.2) (C)

Footings supported on soil or degradable rock strata
shall be embedded belos¡ the maximr¡m colrputed scour depth or
protected with a 6cour counterneasure. Footings supported on
massive, competent rock formations which are highly resistant
to scour shall be placed directly on the cleaned rock surface.
lfhere required, additional lateral resistance shall be
provided by drilling and grouting steel do¡,sels into the rock
surface rather than bl-asting to eurbed the footing below the
rock surface.

See
Discussion
in
Section
4. 13.3.3.3

0 .45

0.55

0.80

0.55

0 .55

B-4-11
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4.11.1.4 Fro6t Action (C)

in region where freezing of the ground occurs during the
winter months, footings shall be founded below the maxi:nu¡n
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SectLon { - Foundatl.oag

depth of frost penetration in order to Prevent damage fron
frost heave.

4.11.1.5 lachorage (6aD€ aa nrtlcle 4.4.6) (C)

Footings whích are founded on inclined smooth eolid rock
surfaces and which are not restrained by an overburden of
resistant. material ahall be effectively anchored by neane of
rock anchors, rock bolts, dowele, keys or other euitable
mean6. Shallow keying of large footing areae shall be avoided
where blasting is required for rock renroval.

4.11.1.6 Groundwator (C)

Footings shall be designed for the highest anticipated
posítion of the groundwater table.

The influence of groundwater table on bearing capacity of
soils or rocks, and seitlements of the Etructure shall be
considered. In cases where seepage forces are Present, they
should aleo be included in the analyses.

4.]-t.1.7 upltft

!{here foundations may be eubjected to uplift forces, they
shall be investigated both for resistance to PuIIout and for
their structural strength.

4.11.1.8 DeterioratLoa (C)

Deterioration of the concrete in a foundation by sulfate
chloríde and acid attack should be investigated. Laboratory
testing of eoil and groundwater eamples for sulfates, chloride
and pE should be sufiicient to asseãs deterioration potential'
When-chemical wastes are suaPected, a more thorough,chenical
analysis of soil and groundwãter samples should be considered'

4.11.1.9 f,earby Structuree (C)

In cases where foundations are placed adjacent existÍng
6tructure6, the influence of the existing structures on the
behavior oi the foundation, and the effect of the foundation
on the exieting structures, shall be inveetigated.

B-4-13
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4.LL.2 NOÎÀTIOIIS

Svrnbols

B = footíng width (ii-n length units¡
B' - reduced effect:i-ve footing stidth (8eè Article

4.11.4.1.5) (in length unitg)
c = eoil cohesion (:i-n units of force/length2¡
Cwlr Cw2 = correctir:¡n factorE for groundwater effect

(di-nensiolrless )

Df = depth to footirrg base (in length units)
Drv = depth to grounriwater table (in length units)
Em = elastic nodulus of rock Eraasea (in unite of

force/Iength')
i = tYPe of load
L' = reduced effective length (eee Àrticle 4.11.4.1.5)

(in length uni'Es)

Li = load tYPe i

N - average yalge of standard penetration test blow count
( dÍnénsj-onles6 l

Nm, Nc¡r, Ngn = nodified bearing capacity factore uged
in analytic theory (dinensionleee)

qc = cone resistance (in units of force/length2¡
gult = uLtimate bça;ring capacity (in units of

force/length')
Rr = reduction fact'cr due to the effect of load- inclination (d.imensionlees)
Rn = noninal resist,ance
RQD = rock quality 'Cesignation
s = sPan length (in length units)
Eu = undrained ehça:r etrength of soil (in units of

forcellength')

Greek

Éi = load factor cor¡fficient for load type i (eee Àrticle
c 4. 10.4 )

1 = load factor (sert Àrticle C 4.10.4)
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Sectio¡ 4 - Foundatioae

"y = total (noist) unit weight of soil (see Article
c 4.11.4.1.1)

6 = differential settlement between adjacent footings
6 = perfornance factor
Cf = friction angle of soil

4.11.3 I,ÍOVEHENT I'IDER SERVICE.AAILIIT LI}ÍIÎ STÀÎES

l¡.11.3.1 G€r€ral (C)

Movement of foundations in both vertical settle¡rent and
Lateral displacement directions shall be investigated at
service limit states.

Lateral displacement of a struct,ure shall be evaluated
when:

- horizontal or inclined loads are present,
- the foundation is placed on embanknent slope,
- possibility of loss of foundation aupport through

erosion or scour exists, or
- bearing strata are significantly inclined.

4.11.3.2 Loads

Innediate settlement shall be determined usíng the
service load conbinations given in Table 3.22.1À. lime-
dependent settlement shall be determined using only the
permanent loads.

SettlementÊ and horizontaL movenents caused by embanloent
loadings behind bridge abutments should be investigated.

In seis¡rically active areas, consideration shall be given
to the potential settle¡rents of footings on eand resulting
from ground motions induced by earthguake loadings. For
guidance in design, refer to ÀASETO Guide Specifications for
Seismic Design of Eighvray Bridges (1983).

B_4_15
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4.11.3.3 Hovene¡t Críteria (Revieed Article {.4.7.2.5) (C)

Vertical and horizontal novement criteria for footings
shall be developed consistent sith the function and type of
Êtructure, anticipated service life, and consequencee of
unacceptable BoveDents on structure perforaance. The
tolerable movement criteria shall be eEtabliehed by empirical
procedures or structural analyaea.

the ¡raximum angular dietortion (6/e) between adjacent
foundations shall bã limited to 0.008 foi si-nple ep.í bridgee
and 0.004 for continuous span bridges. Theae 6/E timits shall
not be applicable to rigid fra¡re structurea. Rigid. frameE
shall be designed for anticipated differential settlements
based on the results of special analyaes.

4.11.3.4 SettleneDt A¡alys€s (C)

Foundation settlements shall be estinated using
deformation analyses based on the results of laboratory or in
situ testing. The soil paraDeters used in the analyses ehall
be chosen to reflect the loading history of the ground, the
construction seguence and the effect of eoil tayèring.

Both total and differential settlemenÈs, including time
effect, shall be considered.

4.11.3.4.1 Settlene¡t of FooÈi¡ge oa CoheeLoaless Soila (C)

Esti¡nates of settlement of cohesionless soils shall make
allowance for the fact that settlements in theee EoilÊ can be
highly erratic.

No method shouLd be considered capable of predicting
settlements of footings on sand wíth precision.

Settle¡¡ents of footings on cot¡esÍonless Eoile l-ray be
estimated using enpirical procedures or elaetic theory.

4.11.3.4.2 Aettleneat of Footiaga o¡ CohðBiy€ Soile (C)

For foundations on coheeive aoi16, both i¡nnediate and
consolidation settlenents shall be investigated. If the
footing width is s¡rall relatiwe to the thickness of a
compressible soil, the effect of three-di¡rensional loading
shall be considered. In highly plastj.c and organic c1ay,
secondary settlenents are significant and shall be included Ín
the analysis.
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Section 4 - Foundations

4.11.3.4.3 S€ttlênents of Footl.nga oÂ Rock (C)

The magnitude of consolidation and secondary 6ettlement6
in rock masses containing soft seams ehall be estimated by
applying procedures discussed in Àrticle 4.LL.3.4.2.

4.LL.4 SÀ.FEÎY AGAIHST SOIL FÀILURE

4.11.4.1 B€ariug Capacity of Foundation Soila

several urethods may be used to calculate uÌti¡nate bearing
capacity of foundation soils. The calculated value of
ultimate bearing capacity sha1l be urultiplied by an
appropriate performance factor| as given in Article 4.10.6, to
dètermine the factored bearing capacity.

Footings are considered to be adequate agaínst soil
faiture if the factored bearing caPacity exceeds the effect of
design Loads.

4.11.4.1.1 Tbeoretical Eetinatioa (C)

The bearing capacity should be estimated using accepted
soil mechanícs theories based on measured soil parameters.
The soil parameter used in the analysis shall be
representãtive of the soil shear strength under the considered
loading and subsurface conditions.

4.LI.4.1.2 Semi-enpirical Proc€dur€o (C)

The bearing caPacj-ty of foundation soiLs may be esti.rnated
from the resultÃ of in situ testÊ or. by observing foundations
on si¡nilar soils. The use of a particular in situ test and
the interpretation of the results shall take local experience
into consideration" The following in situ tests may be used:

- Standard penetration teÊt (SPT),
- Cone penetroneter test (CPT), and
- Pressuremeter test.

4.11.4.1.3 Plate Loading ÎeÊt (C)

Bearing capacity may be determined by load tests
providing tñat ãdequáte subsurface explorations have been made
to determine the soil profile below the foundation.

B-4-r7
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The bearing capacity deter¡rined from a load test nay b9
extrapoLated to-adjãcent footings where the subsurface profile
is similar.

Plate Load test sh¿rll be performed in accordance with the
procedures specified in ASTM Standard Dl194-87 or ÀÀSHTO
Standard 1235-74.

4.11.4.1.4 Presu¡¡ptíve \¡aluoe (Revieed Artlcle 4.{.4.1)

Presumptive values for alLowable bearíng Pressurea on
soil and ro¿k, given ín Table 4.11.4.1.4-1, shall be ueed only
for guidance, preliminarry design or desj-gn of temporary
struétures. The use of þresunptive values Ehall be based on
the results of subsurfac:è exploration to identify eoil and
rock conditions. AII v¿rlues used for design shall be
confirmed by field and/or laboratory testing.

The values given irr Tab1e 4.11.4.1.4-1 are applicable
directly for working st¡:ess procedures. I{hen these valuee are
used fol prelininary desiign, all load factora shall be taken
as unity.

4.Ll-.4.1..5 Effect of Loerd Ecceutricity (RevLeed årtlcle
4.4.7.t.1.1) (c)

For loads eccentric: to the centroid of the footing, a
reduced effective footirrg area (B'x L') ehall be used in
design. The reduced efl:ective area is always concentrically
loadãd, so that the desJ.gn bearing Pressure on the reduced
effective area is alway:i uniform.

Footings under ecc<:ntric ]oads shall be designed to
ensure that; (1) the product of the bearing capacity and an
appropriate pèriormanðe factor exceeds the effect of vertical
dè;ig; loadsl and (2) e<:centricity of loadíng, evaluated baeed
on fãctored loads, is lerss than 1/4 of the footing dj-nension
in any direction for footings on soíls.

For structural desjrgn of an eccentrically loaded
foundation, a triangulat: or trapezoidal contact preaaure
distribution based on f:rctored LoadE shaI1 be used.

4.11.4.1.6 Effect of Grou¡dr¡at€r lablo (C)

Ultimate bearing capacity shall be deter¡tined based on
the highest anticipated position of groundwater level at the
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8€ctLoD I - FouDdatlona

Table 4.11.4.1.4-1:

Typ6 of Bêartn8 MatoEisl

Mâsslvê crys!olLlno
Itnêous and n€tMorphlc
!ock: E!aphll6, dlortbs,
bassLÈ, tnsl6s, ¿holouShIy

c€msntsd conalomerâle
(sound conditlon alloe3
mino! cracks)

Folia¿åd o€lMorphlc ¡ock:
slà¿o,6chl6È (sound

condlllon åIIoHs mlnor c!âcks)

Ssdim€nlâry rock: hatd c€mont6r

shalê6 , 6lllslob€, saDdston€,

Iimesrons wiLhoul cavigi€s

Presunptive Àllonable Bearing Pressures for
spread FootÍng Foundations (lrodified after
U.S. Departnent of the Navy, 1982)

ConÊIstency in PIâc€

Vsry hård, sound rock

H€alhorsd o¡ brok€n bed¡ock

âny kind ex€pl ht8hly
ârgillacsous ¡ock (shal€)

Compaclion shâL€ o! oth€r
hl8hly årg1llac€ous rock
t¡ sound condtLion

gård 6ound lock

Hard sound rock

M6diffi hard Eock

M6dih hald Eock

very d6ns6

Auowâble B6lrlna Pt6ssurs (¿sf)

W€ll-Brådsd mlxiur€ of fln6-
and coårs€-Brained soil:

slacl6I tlÌI, hardpan,

boulder cLay (GH-GC, æ,SC)

crav€1, BravêL-sand mlxturês,
bouldsr-EraweL mlxÈures (tr,GP

st4. sP)

60 to 100

R6comend€d valus
for lrsê

Soct,ioD I - FouDdatio¡s

Table 4.11.4.1.4-1 (continued)

30 Lo 40

75 to 25

8¿o12

8to12

aLô12

CoaÌss to m€dlw sånd,

with LiLlls rravsl. (Sw

80

Fine !o medlq

(sw. sM. sc)

Typ6 of BearIhB Mat€Ìial

Mêdts dense ro dsnse

LooE€

Medim d€nse to

Mêdiw densê to
dônse

Loo!o

20

10

10

10

7

5

3

3

1.5

3

2.5

1.5

sånd

Flne sand, sllty ot clâyey
o€dlffi to flns sand (SP,SM,SC)

Homoten€ous lnor86nlc clay, sândy
or silty clây (CL.CE)

InorAanlc stl¿, sandy o¡ clay6y
sj.It, valv€d sllt-clay-fiD€ sånd
(ML, MN )

sånd, silly or
to co6Es€ sand

6¿o10
4Lo7
2Lo6

4lo6
2lo 4

1Lo3

3¿o5
2Eo 4

ILo2

Cohslst€ncy ln PIåce

V6ry donse

Þêdlm dsns€ to
denss

Looae

Vsry sùtff Èo hâtd
Msdlu stlff Èo

sttff
Soft

Vory aùiff èo hæd
Medls Êtlff to
stlff
Soft
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A1ld¡bls BslElDa Pr€Esu¡o (tsf)

3Èo5
2Eo 4

7¿o2

StoG
1to3

l\)
È

for us€

0.5 to I

2.5

1.5

4

0.5

3

1.5

0.5

2Lo 4

1Èô3

0.5 to 1

F
'lô
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Sectíon 4 - Foundatíoas

footing location. In cases r,there the groundwater table is at
depth less than 1.5 tj:nes the footing width below the bottour
of the footing, reduction of bearing capacity, as a result of
submergence effect, sha1l be considered.

4.tI.4.2 Bêaring Capacity of Foundatious on Rock

The bearing capacity of footings on rock shall consider
the presence, orientation and condition of discontinuities,
weathering profiles and other similar profiles as they apply
at a particular site, and the degree to which they shall be
incorporated in the design.

For footings on conpetent rock, reliance on simPle and
direct analyses based on uniaxial conpressive rock strengths
and RQD may be applicable. Conpetent rock shall be defined as
a rock mass with discontinuities that are tight or oPen not
wider than one-eighth inch. For footi-ngs on less competent
rock, more detailed investigations and analyses sha1l be
performed to account for the effects of v¡eathering, and the
presence and condition of discontinuities.

Footings on rocks are considered to be adequate against
bearing capãcity failure if the Product of the ultimate
bearing capacity deternined using procedures described in
Àrticlãs 4-.1L.4-.2.1 through 4.11.4.2.3 and an apProPriate
performance factor exceeds the effect of design loads.

4.11.4.2.1 Semi-empirical Proceduree (C)

Bearing capacity of foundations on rock nay be deter¡¡-ined
using empirical corréIation with RQD' or other systems for
evaluating rock mass quality, such as the Geomechanic Rock
Mass Rating (RMR) systen, oi Norwegian Geotechnical InstiÈute
(NGI) Rock l.tass ôlaãsification System. The use of these semi-
empirical procedures shall take loca1 experience into
consideration.

4.11.4.2.2 Analytj.c I'rêthod (c)

The ultimate bearing capacity of foundations on rock
shall be determined using estabtished rock mechanics
principles based on the rock mass strength Parameters. Th.
influence of discontinuitÍes on the failure urode shall also be
considered.

B-4-2L
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4.17.4.2.3 Load TeBt

Where appropriate, Ioad tests may be perforned to
deter¡rine the bearing capacity of foundations on rock.

4.-Jr.4.2.4 PreÉr¡.nptie€ a""riog Valuoa

For simplê structur,es on good quality rock naaseg, values
of presumptive bearing p.ressure given in Table 4.LL.4.2.4-L
may be used for preliurin,ary design. The use of presumptive
values shall be based on the results of subsurface exploration
to identify rock conditi,rns. À11 values used in design shall
be confir¡red by field and/or laboratory te6ting. The values
given in Table 4.LL.4.2.,4-1 are directly applicable to working
stress procedure, i.e.,,a11 the load factors shall be taken ae
unity.

4.tl .4.2.5 Effect of Loaril Eccêût,rlcity

If the eccentricity of loading on a footing ie less than
1/6 of the footing width, a trapezoidal bearing pressure shall
be used in evaLuating th,e bearing capacity. If the
eccentricity is between l/6 and L/4 of the footing width, a
triangular bearing pressrure shall be used. The maxj¡rum
bearing pressure shall n,ct exceed the product of the ultimate
bearing capacity urultiplied by a auitable performance factor.
The eccentricity of loading evaluated using factored loads
shall not exceed 3/8 (37.5t) of the footing dimensione in any
direction.

4.11.4.3 Failure by Slídiag (C)

Failure by sliding shall be investigated for footinge
that support inclined loads and/or are founded on slopes.

For foundations on clay soils, possible presence of a
shrinkage gap between the soil and the foundation shall be
considered. If passive resistance is included as part of the
shear resistance required for resisting sliding. coneideratión
sha1l also be given to possible future removal of the soil in
front of the foundation.

4.tL.4.4 Lo66 of Overall Stabllity (Rêv1s6d Àrticle 1¡.4.9) (C)

The overal-l stability of footings, slopes and foundation
soil- or rock, shall be e'r¡aluated for footings located on or
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SectioD { - Foundatíona

Tabl-e 4.11.4.2.4-7r Presumptive Bearing Pressures (tsf) for
Foundationa on Rock (Àfter Putnan, 1981)

Cod6

BalLimor€

BæA

BosLon

Chlcago

CIev€Iând

DaIIas

De¿Eol¿

IndIåna

Kansas CI¿y

Los hB€I€s

New York City

New YôEk SLats

Ohio

Philadêi.phta

Pitrsburgh

Riclmond

Sr. Louis

Sân Francisco

Uniform

Buildinr Codê

NBC Canada

NeP SouLh

i{aIes. AusLral:

.. 1

1962

1970

197 0

1970

1951/ 1969

1968

1956

1967

1961/ 1969

1970

197 0

197 0

1 969

1959/ 1969

1968

1960/ 1970

1S69

1S70

-2

Soud
FoIlatêd

Rock

100

100

100

100

Sound

S6diB€ntary
Rock

f ¡.ê

35

40

50

100

- (5)
.zo

100

.2d

.2\

10

60

100

100

50

25

100

Soft
- .3

25

10

2s

100

2d

2S\

60

40

40

15

25

40

40

3-5

2d

SofÈ

ShâLe

25

.28

9600

.2s

.2Su

3

15

25

25

25

3-5

.2q

10

10

10
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Broksn
ShsIê

near a slope using.applicable factored load.conbinatÍons in
Article 3.22 and a perrfornance factor of 0.75.

4. 11.5 STRUCÎURå¡ CAPACITY

the structural design of footings ehall cornply to the
provisions given in Article 4.4.|L and Àrticle 8.16.

4.11.6 COHSTRUCTTOU COUSrDERÀTrO¡{S FOR SEåLLO}Í FOTnn'AIIO!¡S

4.11.6.1 General

The ground conditions should be monitored closeLy during
construction to dete¡r¡ine whether or not the ground conditions
are as foreseen and to enable.prompt intervention, if
necessary. The control investigatÍon should be perforned and
interpreted.by. experienced and qualified engineers. RecordE
of the control investigationE Ehould be kept aE part of the
final p::oject data, among other things, to permit a later
assessment of the foundation in connection nith
rehabi.litation, change of neighboring structuree, etc.

4. 7L. 6.2 Excavation l,lonitoriag

Prior to concreting footings or placing backfill, an
excavation shall be free of debris and exceasive water.

Monit.oring by an experienced and trained person should
always include a thorough examination of the sides and bottom
of the excavation, v¡ith. the possible addition of pits or
borings to evaluate .the geological condit,ionE.

The assumptions made during the design of the foundatione
regarding strength, density, and groundwater conditions should
be verified during construction, by visual inspection.

4. 17. 6.3 Compactioo llonítoring

Compaction shall be carried out in a manner so that the
fill material within the section under inspection is as close
as practicable to uniform. The. Iayering and compaction of the
fill material should be systematic everywhere, with the same
thickness of layer and.number of passes with the compaction
eguipment used as for the inspected fiJ.l. The control
measurements should be undertaken in the form of random
samples.
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NoLe: 1 - Year of code or oli8inåI yea¡ and da¿e of ¡evision
2 - Massive c¡ys¿alline bed¡ock
3 - Sof! and b¡okên rôck, ño! includin8 shale
4 - ÂIloHab!.6 besrint pr€ssule lo b€ de¿erminod by appropriÂto city official
5 - qü = unconfin€d corpressivs str€ntLh
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Section 4 - FoundationË

A,L2 DRIVEN PILES

4.L2.I GENERÀI.

The provisions of the specifications in Articles 4.5.1
through 4-.5.21 with the exceþtion of Article 4-5-6' shall apply-
to stiength design (load facLor design) of dr!ven piles. -Article4.5.6 covers the allowable stress desígn of piles and shall be
replaced by the articles in this section for load factor design
of driven píles, unless otherwise stated.

4.L2.2 NOTAÎIONS

as
AD
åS
CPT
d

D
D'
Dg
Ds
ex

;å
E;
fs

H

Hs
I
I.
__Þ,
K
Kc
Ks
Kso
L¡'

nh
N

= pile perimeter
= area of pile tip
: surface area of shaft of pile
= cone penetration test
= dimenèionless depth factor for estimating tip

capacity of piles in rock
= pite width or diameter
= effective depth of piJ-e group
= depth of embãdment òf pile into a bearing stratum
= diameter of socket
= eccentricity of load in the x-direction
= eccentricity of load in the y-direction
= Young's ¡nodulus of pile or drilled shaft
= soil modulus
= sleeve friction measured from a cPT at Point

considered
= distance between pile tip and a weaker underlying

soil layer
= depth of enbedment of pile socketed into rock
= iniluence factor for the effective group embedment
= moment of inertia of a pile
= coefficient of lateral earth pressure
= correction factor for sleeve friction in clay
= correction factor for sleeve friction in sand
= dimensionless bearing capacity coefficient
= depth to point considered when measuring sleeve

friction
= rate of increase of soil modulus with depth
= Standard Penetration Test (SPT) blor,t count

s€ctioû 4 - Foundatio¡e

Pp
Pd
D-'x¡ Y

PI
q
9c
q1
9o
9p
9s
9u
9uIt
Qp
Qs
Qu9

Ñ = average uncorrected SPT blow count along pile shaft
Ncorr = average SPT-N value corrected for effect of

overburden
Npile = number of piles in a pile group
oõñ-- = overconsolidation ratio
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= unfactored deacl load
= factored total axial load acting on a pile group
= factored axial load acting on a pile in a pile grouPi

the pile has coordinates (X,Y) with reepect to the
centroidal oriç¡in in the pile group

= plasticity index
= net foundation preesure
= static cone resistance
= Iilriting tip r'esistance
= Ii¡riting tip r,esistance in lower etratum
= ultirnate unit tip resistance
= ultimate unit side reeistance
= averaçte uniaxi,al compreesive strength of rock coree
= ultimate bearing capacity
= ultimate load carried by tip of pile
= ultimate load carr.ied by shaft of pil-e
= ultimate uptifL resistance of a pile grouP or a group

of drilled shafts
= ultimate bearing capacity
= characteristic ÍengÈh of- soil-pile system in coheeive

soils
= sPacing of disr:onti-nuities
= average spacin<¡ of pÍIes
= undrained sheãr: strength
= Standard Penetration leet

= average undràírred shear strength along pile ehaft
= width of discorrtinuities
= characterÍstic length of soil-pile eyetem in

cohesíonless soils
= weight of blocl< of soíl, pilee and pile cap-
= distance of the centroid of the pile from the

centroid of the pile cap in the x-direction
= width of smallest dimension of pile group
= distance of th,e centroid of the pile from the

centroid of the pile cap ín the y-direction
= length of pile gioup or group of drilled shafts
= total embedded pile length
= adhesion factor applied to so
= coefficíent relatiñg the vertical effective streÊs

and the unit skin fiiction of a pile or drilled shaft
= effective unit weight of soil
= anqle of shearinq iesistance between Eoil and PiIe
= e¡nÉirical coef:Eiéient relating the passive lateral

e.ith pressure and the unit skin friction of a pile
= pile group eff.iciency factor
= settlement
= tolerable settLement
= horizontal eff,ective streas
= vertícaI effecLive stress
= average shear stress along side of pile
= performance fa':tor
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S€ctioa 4 - Fouadation8

óg = performance factor for the bearing capacity_of a pile- Sroup failing as a unit consisting of the piles and
the block of soil contained within the pilee

óq = performance factor for the total ulti¡rate bearing
capacity of a piJ.e

Cq. = performance factor for the ultimate ehaft capacity of
a prle

óSp = performance factor for the ultimate tip capacity of a
prJ.e

du = Perfor¡rance factor for the uplift capacity of a
single pile

órg = performance factor for the uplift capacity of pile
9roups

4.12.3 SELECTTON OF DESIGII PILE C'APACTTY

Piles shall be designed to have adequate bearing and
structural capacity, under tolerable settlements and tolerable
lateral- displacements.

The supporting capacity of piJ-es shall be deterrnined by
static analysis ¡¡ethods based on soil-structure interaction.
Capacity may be verified with pile load test results. use of wave
equation analysis, use of the dynamic pile analyzer or, less
preferably, use of dynamic for¡nulas.

4.L2.3.L Factors Affecting Axial Capacity

See Article 4.5.6.1.1. The foll-owing sub-articles shal-l
suppJ-ement Article 4.5.6. 1. 1.

4.t2.3.L.L PiIe Penetration

Piling used to penetrate a soft or loose upper stratum
overlying a hard or firm stratum, shall penetrate the hard or
firm stratum by a sufficient distance to li¡nit lateral and
vertical movement of the piles, as well as to attai-n sufficient
vertical bearing capacity.

4.12.3.7.2 Groundwater lable And Buoyaacy (C)

Ulti¡nate bearing capacity shall be deter¡rined using the
groundwater level consistent with that used to calculate load
effects. For drained loading, the effect of hydrostatic pressure
shal] be considered in the design.
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4.12.3.1.3 Effect Of SettlinE Grou¡d t¡d Dondrag Forcel (C)

Possible development of downdrag loads on piles shall be
coneidered where eité.g'are.underlain by compreseible clayE, ailts
or peats, especially wherê. f.ill has reèently been placed-on the
earlier surface, or where the groundwater is eubstantially
Iov¡ered. Downdrag loadg shall be considered as a load when the
bearing capacity and aettlement of pile foundatione are
investigated. Downdrag loade shall not be conbined r¡ith
traneíent loads.

The dovrndrag loads may be calculated, ae apecified ín
Article 4.L2.3.3.2 with the direction of the ekin friction forcee
reversed. The factored downdrag loads shall be aáded to the
factored veritcal dead load appied to the deep foundation in the
assessment of bearíng capacity. The effect of reduced overburden
pressure caused by the downdrag shall be considered in
calculating the bearing capacíty of the foundation.

The downdrag loads shall be added to the vertical dead load
applied to the deep foundation in t,he aEsessment of Eettle¡rent at
service Iinit Etates.

4.!2.3.L.4 uplift

PiIe foundations designed to resiet uplift forces should be
checked both for resistance to pullout and for Etructural
capacity to carry tensile stresses. Uplift forceE can be caused
by lateral loads, buoyancy effects and expansive soile.

4.L2.3.2 llovene¡t U¡der Serviceability Linit, State

4.L2.3.2.1 Gs¡eral

For purposes of calculating the settlements of pile çtroups,loads shall be assumed to act on an equivalent footing loèated at
two thirds of the depth of enbedment of the pilee into the layer
which provide support as shown in Figure 4.L2.3.2.L-1.

Service loads for evaluating foundatíon eettlement shall
include both the unfactored dead and live loads for pÍles in
cohesíonless soils and oily the unfactored dead load for piles in
cohesive soils.

Service loads for evaluating lateral displacement of
foundations shall include a].]. ]-at.eral loads ín each of the Load
conbinations as given in Article 3.22.
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Soction 4 - Foundatione

4.L2.3.2.2 lolerable ¡tlovêmeat

Tolerable axial and l-ateral movements for driven pile
foundatione shall be developed consistent with the function and
type of structure' fixity oi bearings, anticipated service life
and consequ"rr""= åf unacåeptable diãplacenentã on performance of
the structure.

Tolerable settlement criteria for foundations ghall be
a.""fãpãã-"onsidering the maximum angular distortíon according to
Article 4.11.3.3.

Tolerable horizontal displacement criteria shall be
a"rr"fãtãã-"ánsiaering the potèntial_ effects of combined vertical
and hoiizontal movemént. i{here combined horizontal and vertical
displacements are possible, horizontal movement shall be li¡rited
to i.O in. or less^. !{here vertícal displacements are smalI,
ñã.i"""i"f displacements shall be limited to 2'0 in' or less
iùã"it"" et a1-., 1985). rf esti¡nated or actual movements exceed
Èhese levels, epecial'analysis and/or measures shalI be
considered.

4.L2.3.2.3 Settlement

The settlement of a pile foundation shall not exceed the
tolerable settlement, as ãelected according to Article
4.L2.3.2.2.

4.L2.3.2.3a Cohesfve 8oi1

Proceduree ueed for shallow foundations shall be used to
estimate the settlement of a pile group, using the equivalent
footing location ehown ín Figure 4'12'3'2'l--L'

4.L2.3.2.3b Cohesionleea Soll (C)

The settlement of pile groups in cohesionless soils can be

."ti.ãtãa using results-of iñ situ tests, and the equivalent
footing locatión ehown in Figure 4'L2'3'2'L-L'

4.L2.3.2.4 Lat€ral Dl'eplacenent (C)

The lateral dísplacenent of a pile foundation shall not
exceed the toleraÈiã'iateral displaèement, as selected according
to Àrticle 4.L2.3.2.2.

rhelateraldisplacernentofpilegrouPEshallbe-estimated
using procedures that consider soil-structure interactLon'
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4.L2.3.3 RsaleÈance at Str::engtb Lfnl't Stafes

The strength li¡rit Et¿,ltes that ehall be coneidered include:

- bearing capacitY of Piles,
- uptift caPacitY of Piles,
- pirnchÍng ãt piies iir etrong soil into a weaker layer, and

, - Ëtructuial capacity of the piles.

4.12.3.3.1 AxLat Loadl'Dg ()f Plles (C)

Preference shall be g5.ven to a desígn process based.upon
static analyses in co¡rbinãt:ion wÍth eithèr field nonitoring
during driving or load tests. Load teet reeults-may be
ãiiiafofated €o adjacent srrbstructuree with Einilar eubsurface
condiiions. The uÍtimate bearing capacity of piles nay be
estimated ueing analytic ¡nethods or in Eitu test nethode'

4.L2.3.3.2 À¡alytic EstiD¡¡tos of Pl'Ie capactty (C)

Analytic nethode rnay I:e ueed to estimate the ultimate
le"rin!-ãäpãcity of pite-s :ln cohegive and cohegionleee Eoils.
Both tótal- and ètfecfive af-resa methode nay be used provided the
ãppiopriate eoil strength paraneters are evaluated' The

lãii"i."""" factors foi ek:in friction and tip reeietance,
ãåii."d"a ueing ttrreã analytic methode, ehal-I be ae provided in
Table 4.10.6-2: ii anotne} analytic nethod ie used, application
åi-pã.i"tt"ncé factors prerrented-in Table 4'10'6-2 nay not be
appropriate.

4.L2.3.3.3 Plle Capacl'ty lsstlnater Basod on ft Situ Aosts (C)

Insitutestmethodsmaybeusedtoestímatetheulti¡rate
axial capacity of piles. 'Ihé performance factors for the

"i[ir"t"-rLin'friction 
and ult-imate tip reeietancer estir¡ated

""i"g 
i" situ nethode, ehall be as provided in Table 4'lO'6-2'

1.L2.3.3.4 Plles Bsarlûg roû Rock (C)

For piles drÍven to weak rocks euch as shaleE and ¡rudetones
or poãi q;ãiity r¡eathered rocks, the ultinate- tip capacity ehall
¡ã ästi¡náted u'sinq seni-empirical methode' -Th" performance
iã"iãr ior the uliinate tiþ resietance of pilea bearing on rock
ehall be as províded in Table 4.10.6-2.
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Sectio¡ 4 - Fou¡datlo[s

4.12.3.3.5 Plle Load IoBt (C)

The load test method specified in ASTM D11.43-81 may be usedto verify the pile capacity. Tensile. Ioad testing of piles shallbe done in accordance ¡¡ith ASTM D3699-83 Lateral-load-testing ofpiles shall be done Ín accordance with ASTM D3966-91. Theperformance factor for the axial cornpressive capacity, axial_uplift capacity and lateral capacity-obtained fion piie loadtests shall be as provided in Table 4.L0.6-2

4.12.3.3.6 ¡'¡sslnFtiv€ Eod Beariug Capacitiee

. _ Presumptive values for allowable bearíng ptessures given in
TabLe 4.11.4.1.4-1 on soil and rock shall be-uèed only forguidance,,preJ.irnínary desígn or design of temporary st,ructures.
The use of presumptive values shall be based õn thè results of
subsurface exploration to identify soil and rock conditions. AII
walues used for design shall be confirmed by field and/or
Iaboratory testing.

4.L2.3.3.7 uplift

Uplift shall be considered when the force effects calculated
based on the appropriaÈe strength Ii¡nit state load co¡rbinations
are tensile.

. l{!en piles are subjected to uplift, they should be
investigated for both resistance tõ pullout ãnd structural
ability to resist tension.

4.L2.3.3.7a Síngle Pile Uplift Capacity (C)

The ultimate uplift capacity of a single pile shall be
estimated in a manner similar to that for éstimatj_ng the skin
friction resistance of piles in compression in artiðle a.L2.3.3.2
for piles in cohesive soils and 4.L2.3.3.3 for pii-es in
cohesionless soiLs. Performance factors for thã uplift capacity
of single piles shall b.e as provided in Table 4.10:6-2.

4.12.3.3.7b Pile Group uplift Capacity (C)

the ultimate uplift capacity of a pile group sha1l beestimated as the lesser of the sum of the ináiviãual pite upLiftcapacities, or the uplift capacity of the pile group óonsidèred
as a bl-ock. The block mechanism for cohesionleÀs sõil shall betaken as provided in Figure c4.L2.3.3.7b-l and for cohesive soirsas gÍven in.Figure c4.L2.3.3.7b-2. Buoyant unit weights shall beused for soiL beLow the groundwat.er levè1.
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- Th" performance factor for_the group.uplíft capacítycalculated ae the eum of the individuar iirã capaciiíe- irrr"lt ¡"the same aa those-for the uplift capacitjr of siirgle piles asgiven in Table 4.19.6-2. The perfoinanc-e factor-for'the 
"fiittcapacity of the pile group conãidered as a block shall be aEprovided in Table 4.L0.6-2 for pile groupe in clay and in eand.

4.12.3.3.8 Lat€ral Load (C)

- -.Fof piles subjected to lateral loads, the pile heads shallbe fixed into the pile cap. Any disturbed Eoil-or voids createdfrom the driving- of the pites ehall be replaced with conpactedgranular materÍal.

The effects of soil-structure or rock-structure interact,ionbetween the piles and ground, incruding the number 
"na rpããinl-ärthe piles i" lftq 9T9up, shatl be accouñted for in the d;;id åf--laterally loaded piles.

4.12.3.3.9 BaÈter pile (c)

. The bearing gapacity.of a- pile group containing batter pi1e6
may be estimated by treating thè batter þiles ae veitical piies.

4.12.3.3.10 croup Capacity

4.12.3.3.10a Coheeive Soil (C)

If_the c3p is not in fir¡n contact vrith the ground, and ifthe soil at the surface Ís soft, the individual éapaciåy of eachpile shall be rnuttiptied by.an efficiency factor,¡l wUeie q = 0.7for a center-to-cent,er spaèing of three ãia¡retere'änd a = i.O fora center-to-center spacing of six diamet,ers. For inteimediatespacings, the value ät a ñay be determin"a ly ii"."r-----
interpolation.

. _ ff the cap is not in firm contact with the ground and if thesoil is stiff, then no reduction in efficiency sñarl ue iequired.

. If thç cao is in fir¡r contact with the ground, then noreduction in efficiency shalt be reguired. -
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Section 4 - Fou¡dations

The group capacity shall be the lesser of:

- the gum of the nodified individual capacities of each
pile in the grouP or

- Ètt" capacíty-of ãn equivalent pier- coneieting of the
piles ãnd a-block of-soil within the area bounded by
the Pilee.

For the equivalent pier, the full Ehear 'strength of soil
shall be ueed €o deter¡niãe the skin friction riesietance, the
total base ar:ea of the equivalent pier shall be used to determine
it" ã"ã bearing reeietanée, and thã additional capacity of the
cap shall be ignored.

The perfornrance factor for the caPacity of an equiealent
.pier ãr biock failure shall be ae provided in Table 4'10'6-2'
õttã-p"itãtrance fãctors for the grõup capacity calculated ueing
ifr. ã"o. of the individual píle cãpacitieè, are the san'e ag those
fãr the eingle pile capacily as given in Table 4'I0'6-2'

1.L2.3.3.1Ob Coheslo¡lese Sotl (C)

The ulti¡rate bear'ing capacity of pile 9!9uP9 in.cohesionless
soil shall be the eu¡r of-the'""paêiti"ã of ã11 the piles in the
;;;;p: The efficienéy factor, i, shall be 1'0 where the pil-e 9ap
í;;-ã; iÃ ""i 

in contäct r¡irh-rhe.ground. _The perfornance facLor
is'the Ba,oe as thãsã tor single piÍe capacities'as given in Table
4.L0.6-2,

4.12.3.3.10c Plle Group f.n Strong soll (þerlylng a Heák or
ConPreea.l'ble 8ot1 (C)

If a pile group Ís embedded in a etrong soil deposit
overlying ä ,o""É"t ãeposit, consideratíon shall be.given to the
poténiiaÍ for a punch'ing-tåiture of.the pile tips ínto the weaker
ãoil stratum. ri ttre uáderlying soil stratu¡n consists of a

;;;k.;-;;ñiessible soir, coirsiáeration sharl be given to the
potential -for large settlements in that weaker layer'

4. 12 .3 .3 . 11 Dynanl'c/selemic DeeJ-gn

Refer to Guide Specifications for Seismic Design of Highway
eridgàs (1983) and l,ait and Martin (1986a, 1986b) for guidance
iãõàí¿i"à the design of driven piles subjecred to dynamic and
seismic loads.
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4.L2.I STRUCIT'RIL DESIGX

The structural design of driven pilea ehall Þ" il accordance
witn [üã piãni"i""" ãt aítj."l"t 4.5.7-' which-was developed for
alloerable atress ããs:.gn procedures. ùo use load factor design
;;;;;il;;'-'iãi ¡r'ã ãiiucior:ar deeisn of driven piles, the load
i;;4"; ãeeign pt"ã.ã'iãt f<¡r reinfórced conc¡setè, prestreeeed
concrete ana Eteei-in Secti.ons 8, 9 and 10, reepectivelyr sha1l
be used in place of the all'.owable Etresa design proceduree'

l.L2.L.L Buckllng Of Pll€rr (C)

stabilityofpilesehal}beconsideredr¡'henthepileeexÈend
through rrater or "ir for a portion of their lengths'

4.L2.5 .COtrSARUClrol¡ cofSrDERAErors

Eoundation design Eha:Ll not be uncoupled from construction
coneideratione. 

';;;Ë;t; ;úh as pile driiring, pile eplicing and

oile inspection.eiaii-Uã a.,"" in ãccordance with the provisiona
ät ttti" Ëpecification.and Divigion II'
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Section 4 - Foundatio¡s

4.13 DRILI,ED SEA¡'ÎS

4.13.1 GET¡ER.BT

The provisions of the specifj-cations in Articles 4.6.1through 4.6.7 with t,he excepLion of Article 4.6.5, sha1l apply tothe.strengt.h design (Ioad factor design) of drillåd shafts.Article 4.6.5 covers the allowable stieås design of dril-tedshafts, and shall be repraced by the articles ín this section forload factor design of diilred shafts, unless otherwise stated.
The provisions of Article 4.13 shall apply to the d.esign ofdriLled shafts, but not drilred piles instaiieå with continúousflight augers that are concreted as the auger is being extracted.

4.L3.2 NOIATTOIIS

a
AD
A;
Asoc
Au
b
CPT
d

= parameter used for calculatinq F¡
= area of base of drilled shaft
= surface area of a drilled pier: cross-sectional area of socket
= annular space between be1l and shaft
= perimeter used for calculating F.
= cone penetration test

D
D5

3:
Ec
Ei
E*
!r
F!s
F

Hs

rÞ
T.;
r.

dimensionless depth factor for estimating tip
capacity of drilled shafts in rock
diameter of drilLed shaft
embedment of drilled.shaft in layer that provides
support

= diameter of base of a drilled shaft
= diameter of a.drilled shaft socket in rock
= Young's modulus of concrete
= intact.rock modulus
= Young's modul_us of a drilled shaft
= moduLus of t.he in situ rock mass
= soil modulus
= reduction factor for tip resistance of 1arge dia¡neterdrilled shaft
= depth of embedment of drill_ed shaft socketed into

rock
= moment of inertia of a drilled shaft
= influence coefficient (see Figure C4.13.3.3.4-1)
= infl-irence coefficient. ior set€lement of drilled'shafts socketed in rock
= factor that reduces the tip capacity for shafts $ritha base diameter larger than 2O-inches so as to limitthe shaft settlement to 1 inch
= coefficient. of tateral earth pressure or load

transfer factor
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= dimensionless
drilled shafts
results

Kg
K"p

LL
N

Nc
Ncorr
Nu
p1

Po

= modulus modification ratio
= di¡nensionless bearing capacity coefficient (see

Fi gure C4.13. 3.3.4-4 ) -
= liquíd limit of soiL
= uncorrected Standard penetration Test (SpT) blow

count
= bearing capacity factor
= corrected SPT-N value
= uplÍft bearing capacity factor
= limit pressure determiñed from pressuremeter testswithin 2D above and below base ãf ehaft
= at rest horizontal stress measured at the base ofdrilled shaft
= unfactored dead load
= plastíc lí¡nit of soil
= ultimat.e unit tip resistance
= reduced ul-timate unit tip resístance of dríIled

shafts
= uLtimate unit side resistance
= unit uplift capacity of a belled drilled shaft
= uniaxial compressive strength of rock core
= ult!mate bearing capacity
= ultimate load carried by tip of drilled shaft
= ultimate load carried by síãe of drilled shaft
= ultinate side resist.ance of drilled shafts socketedin rock
= total ultimate bearing capacity
= characteristic length of soil-ãrilled shaft system incohesive soils
= Rock Quality Designation
= spacing of discontinuitiès
= Standard Penettation Test
= undrained shear strength
= width of discontinuit,ies
= characteristic length. of soil-drilled shaft system incohesionless soils
= depth below ground surface
= total.embedded length of drilled shaft

= adhesion factor applied to So
= coefficient relating the verÈical effectíve stress

and the unit skin frictÍon of a drilled shaft
= effect.ive unit weight of soil
= angle of shearing resistance between soÍI and pile
= pile group efficiency factor
= sett,lêment of the base of the drilled shaft
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9p
9Pr

9s
9s bell
9u
9uIt
Qo
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Qsn

bearing capacity coefficient for
socketed in rock using preesuremeter
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Sectioa 4 - Fouadations

pe
Ptol
ovt

>Pi
ö
ö' or óf
öq

Pqs

dqp

= elastic shortening of drilLed shaft
= tolerable settlement
= vertical effective stress
= total vertical stress
= working Ìoad at toP of socket
= performance factor
= ängle of internal friction of soil
= o"ifotrn.nce factor for the total ultimate bearing

äapacity of a drilled shaft
= p.ii"i*å"ce factor for the ultimate shaft capacity of

a drilled shaft
= p.iiãi^""ce factor for the ultimate tip capacity of a

dritled shaft

4.13.3 CEOTECENICAL DESIGN (C)

Drilledshaftsshallbedesignedtohaveadequatebearing
and structural capacities under tóIerable settlements and
tolerable lateral movements.

The supporting capacity of-drilled shafts shall be estimated
¡v .tåli"-ã'"åiy.i"-.ã[[ãã. i"""ryrical. merhods based on soil-

"tro"trrr" 
inteiaction¡. caiacity may be verified with load test

results.

The method of construction may affect the drifled shaft
.ro."itr and shall be considered aË part of the design Process'
;;íii;ã'"ttäit"--tãv bã constructed using the drv-, casins or wet

;;;h;ã-"¡-;ãt.ti"ôti"tt, or a combination of methods' rn everv
äã.ä,-rrãi"-ã*""n"t¡-ã", concrete placement and alr other aspects
;;;ií ;;-;"iiormea i"'"ã"iåi'"ncè with the provisions of this
specification and Division fI.

4.13.3.1 Factoro Àffectlng Axlal Capacity

See Article 4.6.5.2 for drilled shafts in soil and Article
¿.e.S.ã.:- ioi a.ift"¿ shafts in rock. The folLowing sub-articles
shal1 supplement Articles 4.6'5'2 and 4'6'5'3'3'

4.13.3.1.1 Dorúndrag Loads (C)

Downdrag loads shall be evaluated, where appropriate' as

indicated in Article 4.12.3.f.3'
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4.',3.3.L.2 uPltft (c)

The provisions of Articl-e 4.L2'3'1'4 shall apply ae
applicable.

Shafts designed for and constructed in expansive.eoil ehall
extenã- iã, " ""tiicient 

deptÌh into moiEture-etable soils to
pi".tia" adequate anchorage-to resist. uptift' -sufficient
ãi""t.rr"" stiall bà proviáed between thè ground surface -and
underside of caps oi b".*" connecting shafts to preclude the
ãppiiããti"" of üplift loads 'at the eñaft/cap connect'ion. due to
sãã11ñ9 ground äã"ãiti""". . uplift.capacity. of Etraight. gided
ãrilled-sñafts. sha1l rely on.[y-on sÍde-resistance in conformance
with Arricle A.r¡lãl¡.ã-i"t àiiffed shafte in cohesive soils, and

A;ii.G ¿.rs.¡.s.à-iãi-aiilr,ed shafts in cohesionless soils. lf'
the shaft has an ã"iaigea base, Q" shall be determined in
conformance with Article 4.111.3'3'6'

4.L3.3.2 l.lovene¡t Under Serqíceabllity Llnlt' State

4.L3.3.2.L General (c)

The provisions of Artícle 4'T2'3'2'1 ehall apply as
applicable.

InestimatingsettlementsofdrilledshaftEinclay,only
unfactored permanént loade ehall be considered' Eor'Ùever

"niã"t"."a 
iirr" rãããr-*"rt ¡" added to tl¡e permanent loads when

;;til;¿i"; settle¡rent of shafts ín granurar soil'

4.L3.3.2.2 lolerable l{ovenenù

The provisions of Article 4'L2'3'2'2 ehall apply as
applicable.

tL.!3.3.2.3 Settlene¡t

Thesettlementofadri'Iledshaftfoundationinvolving.-
eithei single drilled shafts or grouPs of.drilled-:l1l!3 th"lf
not exceed-the toierable settlenént ãs selected according to
Article 4.L3.3.2.2

4.l-3.3.2.3a Settlement of Siingle Drílled Shafts (C)

The settlement of singJ.e drilled shafts shall be estimated
consiãering short-term set€l.ement, consolÍdation Eettlement (if
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Sectio¡ 4 - Fou¡datious

constructed ín cohesi.ve soils), and axíal compression of thedrilled shaft.

4.13.3.2.3b Group Settlement

The settlement of groups of drilLed shafts shalL beestimated using the samè prãcedures as a.Àãii¡ã¿-i;;-pii" groups,Article 4.L2.3.2.3.

- Cohesive SoiI, See Àrticle 4.L2.3.2.3a
- Cohesionless SoiI, See ArtÍcle 4.12.3.2.3b

4"13.3.2.4 tateral DÍsplacen€¡t (C)

-.The-provisions of Àrticle 4.12.3.2.4 shalJ. apply asapplicable.

¿.13.3.3 Rosístancê at Strength Linit States (C)

- Thg strength limit states that must be considered incrude:
l).bearinS capacity of drilled shafrs; 2) uplift, capaãi-y otdrilled shafts, anã 3¡_punching ot arítté¿;ú¡i"-bã;;i"å i"strong soil into a wealer layei below.

¿.13.3.3.1 A¡l.al LoadI¡g of Drlltod Shafts

_.The provisions of Àrticle 4.1,2.3.3..1 shall apply asapplicable.

4.L3.3.3.2 Àaalytic Eetiuatee Of Dritled Sbaft,Capacity In
Coheeive Soils

_ Ànalytic (rational.) nethods may be used to estimate theultimate bearing capacity of dritreã shafts in coir".ivã-soire.The performance factors Íor side resistance and tip i"sirtancefor three analytic methods shar'r be as provided i"'tã¡iã-a.r.0.6-J. ff another analytic method is usedr-application of theperformance factors in Table 4.10.6-3 may-^not be appropriate.

4.13.3.3.3 Eetinat,l.o¡ Of Drílled-Shaft Capacity IuCohesionleee Soils (C)

The ulti¡nate bearing capacity of, drilted shafLs incohesionl-ess soils shaÌr-be ãsti¡nâted 
""ing ãppi.i"ã¡rã'ìethods.,
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and the factored capacity selected using.judgment, and anyavailable experiencè with sirnÍIar conaifiónE]

4.13.3.3.4 Axial Capácity rn.Rock (C):

fn determining_the axial capaciÈy of drilled shafts.withrock-sockets, the síde resistance froin overrying rãli-ããposit.shall be ignored.

If the rock is degradable¡ consideration of.specialconstruction. procedures, larger socket dinensions,-ãi-iã¿u""asocket capacities shalL be cõnsidered.

. __Tlr" performance factors for drilled shafts socketed in:¡ss¡shall be as provided in Table 4.10.6-3.

4.13.3.3.5 Load r€Et (C)

I{here necessary, a full scale load test or testa sha1l beconducted on a drilred shaft or shafta to confi-¡¡r reEpãnãe toload. Load tesrs shalr be conducted uei"g strãiãã ãã"ãti""ted in.a rnanner and of di¡rensions and ¡raterials Identical. to thãeeplanned for the production. shafts.
load testa.ehalr .be conducted forrowing prescribed writtenprocedures whÍch have been-deveroped from aécèptea -iãñaãras and

Todified, as appropriate, for the-conditi""" ;ã-ih"-;iä;:StaTdar.d-pile load testing procedures.developed ¡v tñð-emericanSociety for Testing and uãtérials asì specífi^ed. í;'Àri;i"G4.L2.3.3.5 may be nodified for tesring-drilled ¡t"tiil---
_. -The perfornance factor for axial compreseive capacity; axialuptift. capacity and. r.ateral capacity obtained tr".-iããã-t"rttshall be as provided in TabLe ã.f0.-e-S.

4.13.3.3.6 Upli.ft Ca¡racity

- .--uplift sharr be.consÍdered when (Í) upward roads act on thedrílled shafts and (ii) swerring or eipánsiv. 
""ii"-ã"i ãn thedrilled shafts. Drilr.ed shafrs-subjecÈed to "piii[ iãicãs eharrbe investigated., both.for resÍstancé to pulloui 

"na iãr-ttr"irstructural strength.

4.13.3.3.6a Uplíft, Ca¡racity of a Single Dritled Shaft (C)

. - - 
TIr" uplift capacity of a si-ngLe straight sided driued shaftshall be estimated ín a-manner siñilar to €hat t"r 

""iiorãùing ihã
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Section 4 - FoundatLone

ultimate side resistance for drilled shafts in compression

iA;tili"" ¿.r¡.s.3.2, 4. 13.3'3'3 and 4'13'3'3'4)'

The uplift capacity of a belled shaft shall be estimated
,,.gr"åling-Irrã-"iãã rãsistance above the bel1, and assuming that
the belL Èehaves as an anchor'

The performance factor for the uplift-capacity of drilled
shafts strãìl be as provided in Table 4'10'6-3'

4.13.3.3.6b Group Upllft Capacity (c)

seeArticle4.L2.3.3.Tb.Theperformancefactorsforuplift
"^p""ity 

ot g.oop.-ãi ãrílfed shaftà shall be the same as those
i"i pirê groúps ãs given in Table 4'10'6-3'

4.13.3.3.7 Lateral Loaat (C)

The design of lateralIy loaded.drilled shafts is usually
qoverned ¡y fãterãf *olt"*"ttt criteria (Article 4'13'3'2) or
:;;;i;;"i'f;ii";;-"î-tnä arirtea sharÈ' rhe desien or raterarrv
iããã"¿ ãrilled shafts shall account for the effects of
interaction ¡"tr"ãrr-iftã- st¡aft and ground, including the number of
piers in the grouP.

4.13.3.3.8 GrouP caPacity (c)

Possible reduction in capacity from group effects shall be

considered.

4.13.3.3.8a Cohesive Soit (C)

TheprovisionsofArticle4.L2.3.3.lOashallaPply.The
perfornance factor for the group capacity of an equivalent pier
or block tairure--sr¡ãii ;;-"; prãvídèd in-rable 4'I0'6-2 for both
cases of the cap beíng in contact, and not in contact with the

sround. rne perrãirnäi"ã ttctors ior the grouP-g"P""itY.
Ëaiculatea "ti"g-ihã sum of the individual drilled shaft
capacitiee are th; ;;ã t" ttto=" for the single drilled shaft
capacíties.

4.13.3.3.8b Coheglonlegs Soll (c)

Evaluation of group capacity of shafts in cohesionless eoil
shall consider thã ãp."itg Éetweãn adiacent shaftg' Regardleee
of cap contact otÏtft-tft. gíound, ttre iá¿ividual capacity of each

shaft shalt u. rããü.ãã bf a factor 4 for an isolated shaft, where

? = 0.67 for " """tii-t"lcenter 
(cTi) spacing of three diameters
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and 4 = 1.0 for a center-to-{:enter spac-ing of eight-diameters'
i"i j-"t"i."diate spacings, the value of t, may be determined by
Iinear interPolation.

SeeÀrticle4.13.3.3.3foradiscugEionontheeelectionof
performance factois for drilled shaft capacities in coheeionless
soils.

4.13.3.3.8c Group ia Strong Soll Overl'yLng lf€ak€r
ConPreaa.lble $oll

The provisions of Article 4'L2'3'3'10c ehall apply as
applicable.

4.13.3.3.9 Dyaanic/SelanLc Dealga

Refer to Guide specifications for seiemic Deeign of _Eighway
nridgãs (1983) ""ã 

r,ãin and ltartin (1986a, 1986b) for-guidance
;;;;ãi"ò tne'designìf ãril.red shàfts subjected to dvnamic and

seismic loads.

4.13.4 SÎRUCTURÀTJ DESIGN

The structr¡rat design of drilled ehafts ehall be, in
accord.ance witrr ihã provísions of Àrticle 4'6'6' r¿hich was

ãã"åiãp"a to' "riã'"Ëiå str'¡ss desisn FI"t"9lI::-..--T",::u"t to
use load factor å;;r;;-P;;;t,ãot"t rór lt¡e structural design of
dritled shafts, iñã-iã"ã-r"ctor desion orocedureg in section I
for reinforced cãncrete sha.ll be useá i'n place of the allowable
stress design Procedures.

4.13.4.1 Buckling of Drill(,d shafta (C)

Stability of drilled shafts ghall be considered when the
shafrs exrend rh;";;;-;;a"i-ãi "ir for a porríon of their length.
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PART à
GENERÃL RE9UIRE.MENIS ÃND T.{ATERIAI'S
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5.1 GENERAL
5.2 WAIL TYPE AND CAPACITY

5.2.L SELECTTON OF VÍAIL TYPE
5.2.r.i nrcro GRAvrrY AND sEMr-GRÃvrrY wÀrt,s
5.2.1"2 NONGRAVITY CANTII,EVERED WAILS
5.2.I.3 ANCHORED fsALl,s (c)
5.2.I.4 MECHÃNTCAI,LY STABTTIZED EARTH WÀIIS
5.2.L.5 PREFABRICATED MODULAR WAI,LS (C)

5.2.2 WAI,L CAPACITY
5.2.2.1. BEARING CAPACITY
5.2.2.2 SETTLEMENT
5.2.2.3 OVER.ALÍ, STABILITY
5.2.2.4 TOI,ERABLE MOVEMENTS

5.2.3 SOIL, ROCK AND OTHER PROBLEM CONDTTIONS

5.3 sussunrac¡ nipr,on¡rroN AND TEsrrNG PRoGRÂMs (c)
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5.3.4 LÀBORATORY TESTING
5.3.5 SCOUR

5.4 NOTATIONS

PARÎ B
SERVICE I,OAD DESIGN

AI,LOWABLE STRESS DESIGN

5.5 RIGID GRAVITY AND SEMI-GRAVITY WATL DESIGN

5.5.]. DESIGN TERI4INOLOGY
5.5.2 EARTH PRESSURE AND SURCI1ARGE LOADINGS (C)

5.5.3 WATER PRESSURE AND DRAINAGE (C)
5.5.4 SEISMIC PRESSURE (c)
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5.5.6 STRUCTURE DESTGN
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5.5.8 OVERÃLL STABII,ITY
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Section 5 - Retainiag Walls

sEcÎroil 5

RETAINII¡G WAI.I,S

PÀRT A

GENER.AT RE9UIREI,IEITTS À¡ID üAÎERTALS

5.1 GEITERAI.

., Retaining walls shal1 be designed to withstand lateralearth and water pressures, incrudiñg any rive ãnã--ãe"ã-rããasurcharge, the self weight of the *ãII,-t"*p"raturÀ ã"¿---shrinkage effecrs, and éarrhquate roããÅ i"-ã;;;d;;"ã^îit¡,the general prj_nciples specified in t,his ;;ii;;:---

, _Retaining -walJ.s shal1 be designed for a service lifeDased on consrderation of the potential Ìong_term effects ofcorrosion, seepage, stray currènts and othei potentiallvdereteri-ous environmental factors on each 
"i irrãîãtãiiårcomponents comprising the vrall. For most applications---permanent.retaining walls should be design"ã-fo. 

" ,i"í.".servrce J.ife of 75 to l-00 years. Retaining walls forterForary,applications are-rvpicalry aesitñeã-iãi ã-!"rrri".life of 36 months or less.

5.2 WATL TYPE À¡TD CjAPACTTY

(Content of Articie !,!-f¡orn FJ-nal Report of NCHRP project
12-35, D,Àppoloniat L989.) -

5.3 ST'BST'RFACE EXPLOR.B,TIO¡¡ À¡¡D TESÎING PROGRåII{S

(Content of Article 5.3 from FínaI Reoo¡t of NCHRp project
12-35, D'AppoJ.onia, 1989.I

5.4 troTÀrloì¡s

(Content of A¡ticle l:l^fT"^ Fj_nal Report of NCERp project
L2-35| D'Àppolonia, 1989.) '
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Section 5 - Retaining Walls

PART B

SERVICE LOÀI) DESIGI¡ IIETEOD

AI.LOI{ABLE STRESS DESIGII

5.5 RIGID GR.AVITY AND SEt.TI-GRAVITT WÀLI. DESIGI|

tcontent of Article 5.5 from Final Report of NCHRP Project
iz-ls, D'Appolonia, 1989. )

5.6 NONGRÀVrrv CANITLEVEREO tÏt DESTGN

lcontent of Article 5.6 fron Final Report of NCHRP Project
iz-zs , D'Appolonia, 1989. )

5.7 ANCHORED IÍAI¿ DESIGN

fcontent of Article 5.7 from Final Report of NCHRP Project
iz-ls, D'Apporonia, 1989. )

5.8 T{ECEANICAI,LT STABILIZED EARTH WAI'L DESIGI¡

(contentofArticle5.SfromFinalReportofNCHRPProject
ìz-ls , D'Appolonia, 1989. )

5.9 PREFÀBRICATED I.{ODT'I.AR WAI.L DESIG¡¡

lcontentofArt'icle5.gfromFinalReportofNCHRPProject
iz-zs, D'Appolonia, 1989. )

5.10 REFEREI¡CES

tcontent of Article 5.10 fro¡n Final Report of NGHRP Project
iz-zs, D'Appolonia, 1989. )

Sectio¡ 5 - Retalniagïlalls

PÀRT C

SIRJÍ¡I¡GTE DESIGì¡ I.IE:EEOD

LOÀ.D FACÎOR DESIGI¡

5.11 SCOPE

The provisions of this Part ahall apply for the deeign
ot rilia iravity and s,emi-rigid gravity walle, and
nongrãvity cantilevere,l rsalls.

The orobabilistic LFD basis of these specifications -

which proãuces an inter:-related combination of load, Ioad.
;;;t;r;-;d statistica.l reliability shall be considered when

"ãiã"ii"g 
procedures f'or calculatÍãg resistance' The

i.ã""aoré"'used in developing values of performance factors
åontained in this Part arè summarízed in Appendix-A ol-!19
ii"ái i"p".t for NCHR? Project. 24-4 (Barker, et aI" 19?1)'
ólüã. *ãi.tãds may bã ueed ít tte erarisrical narure of the
¡;;a;.; given abäve are considered, and are aPProved by the
ovtnel .

5.12 DEFIITITIOHS

OnIv terms relating to retaining walls are p:ovided.ín
tiri. ðäËiiãil-'-oãii-"itións for rerms relating to foundation
iypã" ""¿ 

LFD deeign are given in Article 4'8'

Cantilever !{aIIs- Wa1ls that resist the forcee exerted on

;h;;;t ir"xot.l strength. These warle consist of a
.orr"t"t. wal1 stern, a óoncrete slab, and possibly a shear
key.

Gravitv Walls- Massive stone or concrete naeonry.walls
;;ì;h-å";;;ã-p'¡.tã.iry on their weiehts to maintain
.Iã¡iriti. oirty a noirinal a¡nount oi steel.i" !}i::tt-i:1¡.
the expoãed facés of these walls to Prevent surface clacKang
due to temPerature charnges.

Retaining I{alts- Structures that provide lateral suppgft
i;;-;;;;" of soir anct that owe thãir stability-primarily to
their own weights and to the weights of any aolra rocaEeo
directly above its basre.

B-5-3B-5-2
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SectÍon 5 - R€taining Walls

Semi-gravìty WalIs- These v¡alls are somewhat more slenderthan.gravity walls and .require reinforcement consisting oivertical bars alonq the i¡iner face and dowels 
";"ti;;i;g--ínto the footing.

5.13 NOTATTONS

Fr = sliding resistance
H = height of retaining wa1l

H¡ = factored horizontal load
K = coefficient of earth pressure

Ko = coefficient of earth þressure at rest
N = factored bearing presèure resuLtantp = lateral earth pressure

Pa = active earth load
Ph = lateral earth load
Po. = vertical earth load
q¡ = factored bearing capacity

gmax : maximum bearing preÀsure-calculated using factored
loads

q" = surcharge J_oading
gult = ultimate bearj_ng capacity

RI = reduction factor duè to load inclination effectR¡ = nominal resis.tance
Vf = factored vertical load
y = distance to the point of action for lateral earthpressure

Greek

É = Ioad factor coef.ficient (.see Article 5.14.4)
Én = foad factor coefficient for earth pressure
-y = load factor (See Article 5.14.4)

7sq = eeuivalent fluj-d ptessure
d = angl-e of shearing-resistance between wall and soil¡ = walI displacement
þ = perfonnance factor

5.14 LrürT srATES, LOAD FACTORS A¡ID RESISTÀNCE FACTORS

All relevant limit states shall be considered in thedesign to ensure an adequate degree of safety andserviceability.

.!å

Section 5 - Retaiûíng Walls

5.14.1 SERVICEI'BILTTy Lrltll SIÀ.TES (C)

Design of rigid gravity.and semi-g.ravityr wa1ls, andnongravity- cantilewer walls- shall coneider tire ã;Iiå*f;;serviceability limit states:

- excessive movements of retaining walls and theirfoundations,
- excessive vibrations caused. by dynonic 1oadinqs, and- deterioratíon of elenent(s) oi r-erainin; ;ú;¿¿úr;;.
The lfunít state for settlement shall be based uponrideabiritv. and economv. rhe cosr of rio¿ii"ã-iã""ããIï""

movements shall be conpared to the cost, of aeãigning ihã--superstructure so that Ít can tolerate larger rnóvelnËntJ, orof.correcting the consequenceg of movementõ through¡naintenance, to determine ¡rinirnu¡n lifetime 
"ããi.--ä"."stringent criteria rnay be established by the orrr"..---

5.L4.2 SÎRE¡¡GTB LII{II STÀÍES

Design of rigid gravity and sen:i-gravity walls, andnongravity.cantilever walls-shall be cñeckea'afãñ;ú til;strength limit states of:

- bearing capacity failure ,
- lateral sliding,
- excessíve loss of base contact,
- overall ínstability, and
- structural failure.

The li¡rit, state which governs the design depends on:

- type and function of retaining structure,
- g"rl!.plessures exerted on thè walt by tire retainedbackfi11,
- geometry of the ground and Èhe structure,
- strength of the ground.
- ground defonnability,
- groundwater, and
- swelling pressute in clay backfilÌs.

5.14.3 STRENGTE REQUTREUET¡T (C)

Retaining walls and their foundations shall beproportioned by the methods specified in erticlã S.fS 
"othat theÍr design strength exèeeds the requirea strãng[h.

B_5_5B-5-4
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The required strength is the combined effect of
factored loads for each applicable load combination
stipulated in Article 3.22. The design strength is
calèulated for each applicable 1i¡nit state as the nominaL
resistance, R¡, multiplied by an appropriate performance {or
resistance) fãctor, 4. Procedures for calculating noninal
resistance are provided in Article 5.15, and values of
performance factors are given in Àrticle 5.14.5.

5.14.4 LOAD COxBrlÍATrOtlS À¡¡D LOAD FACÎoRS

Retaining structures and their foundations shall be
proportioned to withstand eafely all load co¡nbinations
Àtipulated in Àrticle 3.22 which are applicable to the
particular site or wall/foundation type. ImPact forces
èhatI not be included in retaining wall design (refer to
Article 3.8 ) .

Values of -y and p coeffícients for load factor design,
as given in Table 3.22.IA, shaI1 apply to strength liurit
state considerations; while those for service load design
(also given in Table 3.22.LA! shall apply to serviceability
considerations.

5.14.5 PERFOR¡,In¡ICE FACTORS (C)

VaLues of performance factors for geotechnical design
of foundations ãre given in Tables 4.10.6-L through 4.10.6-
3, while those for ãtructural design are provided in Article
8.L6.r.2.2.

If methods other than those given in Tables 4.10.6-1
through 4.10.6-3 are used to estimate the soil capacity, the
performance factors chosen sha11 provide the same
ieliability as those given in Tables 4.10.6-1 through
4 . 1 0.6-3.

5.15 GRÀVrTY AND SEtlr-GRÀVrrv ïÀrL DEsrGl¡, ÀllD cålflrl.EvER
WAI,L DESIGN

5.15.1 EARÎE PRESSURE DUE 1() BACKrrr,¡, (c)

The provisions of Àrticle 5.5.2 and 5.6.2 shall also
apply to the load factor design of rigid gravity and semi-
giãvity walle, and nongravity cantilevered rpalIs
iespectively; with the exception that the loade shall be
faclored according to the bottom half of TabLe 3.22.14 ldhen
checking wall stability against bearing capacity, sliding
and oveiturning. Vertical. earth preasure due to the dead

B-5-6

load of the backfill shall have an overall load factort tþEt
of L . 0.y.

Lateral earth presrrureE on wallg backfilled wíth
cohesionlees soile ehalll be deeigned using effective
stresses. Walls backfiLled with cohesive eoile shall be
designed usíng equivalent fluid pressureE. The backfill,
whether cohesionless o¡: cohesive, ehall be well drained, ao
that no water pressures act on the wall, and no significant
pore pressures act in the backfill. The load factor for
lateral earth pressuree calculated using equivalent fluid
preasures shalt be the r¡ame as those calculated ueing
effective stresses lúE = 1.3r).

The "y and pg coeffi.cients epecified for earth preesure
in Table 3.22.1A are ap¡:licable directly to active or at
rest earth pressurea. lFhe resistance due to paasive earth
pressure in front of thr: wall shall be neglected unleeE the
wall extends well below the depth of frost penetrationt
scour or other types of disturbance. Where paesive preeaure
is aseumed to provide resistance, the performance factor (C)
shall be taken ag 0.6.

5.75.2 E,IRTE PRESST'RE ¡)UE 1() SURCBARCE

rn the design of retaining walls and abutments rrthere
traffic can come within a horízontal digtance fron the top
of the wall equal to one half the wall height, the lateral
earth preesure ahall be increased by a live load surcharge
pressuie equal to not lesa than 2 feet of earth (Àrticle
:.ZO.f¡. fmpact loads shall not be included in the design
of abut¡rents (Àrticle 3"8.1). Vertical earth presaure
induced by live load eurcharge and dead load eurcharge shall
have overãIl load facto::g of L.671 and 1.31, reepectively.
Lateral earth preesure induced by live load and dead load
surcharge shalt have an overall load factor of 1.3'y

Where heavy static and dynamic compaction equipnrent ia
used within a distance of one half the wall height behind
the wall, the effect of additional earth pressure that nay
be induced by conpactio¡r shall be taken into account. The
load factor for compactj-on-induced earth PreEEuree shall be
the ea.lre ae for lateral earth preesuree (1Bg = f.3r).

5.15.3 WATER PRESST'RE ¡I¡TD DR.ÀINAGE

The provieions of llrticles 5.5.3 and 5.6.3 ehall also
apply to Lhe load facto¡: design of riqid gravity and semi-
giavity walle, and nongr:avity cantílevered walls
respectively.

þ-5-7
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The backfill, whether cohesive or cohesionless, shal.ì.
be well drained so that no water pressutes act on the rpall
and no significant pore pressures act in the backfilt. If a
thorough drainage system is not provided to dewater the
failure wedge, or if its adequate performance cannot be
guaranteed, walls shall be designed to resist the maxi¡rum
anticipated water pressure. For walls backfilled with
cohesionLess soiJ.s, the lateral earth pressure shaLl be
calcul-ated using buoyant unit weights beLow the groundwater
Ievel and multiplied by the load factor for tateial earthpressure. The wal-l shal_l be designed for these factored
lateral earth pressures (7p¡) plus factored hydrostatic
water pressure (1.0-y).

In the case of an undrained anal-ysis of cohesive
backfills, the laterat earth pressure shal1 be calculated
using equivalent fluid pressuie, which inherently includes
water pressure effects. The calculated lateral earthpressure shall then be multiplied by 1.3-y.

If the groundwater leveLs differ on opposite sides of
the waIJ., the effects of seepage on vTall sÈãlitity and thepotential for piping shal-L be considered. pore piessures
behind the wall can be deter¡uined by flow net prãcedures or
various analytical rnethods, and shalL be added to the
effective horizontal- stresses when calculating t.otal lateral
earth pressures on the wall. The effective 1ateral earthpressure shall be nultiplied by rÉf (obtained f¡om Table
3.22.LA1 and the hydrostatíc pressure shal1 be factored by
1.0-y, when designing the r,rall.

5.15.4 SEISUIC PRESSURE

The provisions of Àrticle 5.6.4 shall apply to the load
factor design of walLs when considering earth(uãkes loads.

5.15.5 I{OVEMENT T'NDER SERVICTBBTLITY LI}TIT STÀTES

The movement of wall foundation support systems shall
be estimated using procedures described in Àrticle 4.11.3,
4.I2.3.2.2, or 4.13.3.2.2, for walls supported on spread
footings, driven piles, or dril_led shaftè respectivèly.
Such methods are based on soil and rock paramèters ¡reãsured
directly or inferred from the results of- in situ and/or
Iaboratory tests.

Tolerable movement criteria for retaining walls shallbe developed based on the function and type oi waII,
anticipated service life, and consequencè-of unacceptable
movements. Tolerable movement criteria shall be esLablished
ín accordance with Articles 4.11.3.5 , 4.L2.3.2.3, and
4.13.3.2.3.

3_5_B
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5.15.6 SAFETT AGAII¡SI SOTL FÀILURE

Gravity and semi-gravity walls, and cantilever walls
shall- be di¡rensioned to ensure stability against bearing
capacity failure, overturning and sliding. VÌhere a wall is
supported by clayey foundation, safety against deep-seated
foundation failure shall also be investigated. Stãbility
criteria for walls with reepect to various modes of failure
shall be as shown in FÍgures 5.15.6-L through 5.L5.6-3.
5.15.6.1 BeariDg Cepacity Failure

the safety against bearing capacity failure shall be
investigated: (1) by using factored soil pressures ¡shich are
uniformly distributed over the effective Lase area, if the
wall is supported by a soil foundation (see Figures 5.15.6-l
and 5.L5.6-2); or (2) by using factored soil pressures ¡¡hich
vary linearly over the effective base area, iÍ the wall is
support,ed by a rock foundation (see FÍgure 5.15.6-3).

Retaining walls and their foundations are considered to
be adequate against bearing capacity failure if the factored
bearing capacity (taking into consideration the effect of
load inclination) exceeds the maximum soil pressure (ÇI¡nax)
determined uslng factored loads. MethodE for calculat-iñ!
factored bearing capacity are provided in Art,ic1e 4.1L.4 for
walls founded on spread footings, and Ín À¡ticles 4.12.3.3
and 4.13.3.3 for walls supported on driven píles or drílled
shafts, respectively.

5 . 15.6 .2 Slitling

Where the retaining wall j-s founded on a epread
footing, safety against eliding shall be inveetigated using
the procedures specified in .årtÍcLe 4.11.4.3.

5.15.6.3 Overturning (C)

. Th" safety against overturning shall be ensured by
Iimiting the location of the factored bearing pressure
resultant (N) on the walI base. For walls supported by soil
foundations, location of the factored bearing pressurã
resultant on the base of the wall foundation shall be within
the middle half of the base. For walls supported by rock
foundations, location of the factored bearlng pressure
resultant on the base of the wall foundation shall be within
the ¡niddle three quarters of the base.
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Section 5 - Retaining vfal]'s

Earth Loads

Pv and Pn based on exp€rience,

with allowance lor creep

Y=0.4H

Slabilitv Criteria

-r-
ot'max ü

Section 5 - Retaining lfallrl

(a) Forc€s on Wall

Figure 5.15.6-1 i Earth Loads and Ståbility Cri-t-eria _!or Hall¡
with Clayey Soíls in the 8ackfill or Foundation
(After Duncan êt a1., 1990)

B-5 -1 0

Used for bearing capacity check

Factor€d Bearing Capacity

9r = ØRr gun

(b) Forco6 on Verücal Plene

Thiough Hoel ol Wall

Pa and P¡calculaûed us¡ng Coulomb ac.t¡ve earth prossure theory

d or Pa estlmated using judgement, with allowanc€ br moveme¡¡t

of backfill relative lo wall.

Y=0.4H

Earth Loads

A!eÞl!!u tûels

Figrure 5.15.6-2:
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Used for bearim capacity check

Facîored Bearino Capacity

9t= ØRrgutt

Ealth Lo¡dE and Stâbility CriÈêria for ¡falls
rith Gr¡urular Baclcfilk and Foundationr
on Sand or Gravel (åltêl Duncatr cÈ al., 1990)
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Section 5 - Retaining flalts

Earth Loads

P¡ based on at-rest pressure

Pv est¡mated using judgment

Y=0.4H

.A

Stability Criteria

,,., 
ffiffirsed ror bearins capaciry check

5.15.6.11 O?erall Stabtlity (Rst'la€d Àrtl.cle 5.2.2.3) (C)

The overall stability of slopes in the vicinity ofwalls shall be considered.

The overall stability of the retaining wal1, retainedslope, and foundarion soii or rock et¡àu ¡é ;tãiú"Ëã-f;;'
:11 y11l:, leins ti:nirins gq_uiribriun nerhoås "i-;;itri;:The,Mocr:-fi.ed Biahopr_ si'nprified Janbu or spence methôde ofanarysts may be ueed. lpecial explorationl teeting andanalyees may be required- for _bridle abutmenta o, .ét"irrirrqwalte construcred over eoft deposírs .¡"ie ãã"ããtiãIil;-'and/or lateral flow of the eof-t soit couiã ;;;ft-il---"unacceptable long-term settlement.e or horizontãi nãrre¡r"nte.

5.15.7 SATETY ÀGAIXSÎ STRUCTT'R¡¡ FÀ¡LURE

The etructural deeign of individual r¡all ele¡rente andwall foundations shall cónply to the r"quiiereni;;i;;"ï;Section 8.

fn the gtructural design of a footing on eoil and rockat ultimate timít Etates, a-linear contac{ preasuredistribution determined_ using factored loaaã, ãã-ãfr"*." i"Figure 5.15.7-1, shall be coñgidered. Th; ;åxi¡n¡¡r--;;;";;r"for structural design nay be greater than the factoiedbearing capacity.

5.15.7.1 Bas€ of Footiag Slabs

See Àrticle 5.5.6.1.

5.75.7.2 Wall Stens

See.ârticle 5.5.6.2.

5.15.7.3 Cou¡terfort,s a¡d Buttroãaoa

See Article 5.5.6.3.

5.15.7.4 ReLnforcsne¡t

See Article 5.5.6.4.

Figure 5.15.6-3: Earth loads and stability criteria for Halrgsith Granula¡ Backfills -and Eoundati""" 
--'

on Rock (Àfte¡ Duncan et al., 1990)

B-5-1.2

N
Factored Boaring Capacity

9r = ØRr gu[

', ..:.":-.,.....,.,...:.... -,..:_ _,

N)ô
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5.15.7.5 Expaaeion and Co¡tractio¡ iloi¡tg
See À¡ticle 5.5.6.5.
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Scction 5 - Retaining llalla

Vf Factorsd Vortical Load

c;* It

H I Factorsd Horizontial Load

Vì Fac{or€d Vsrlical Load

. -t--
gmax 

II

H f Faclored Horizontial Load

Factored B€afi ng Capacity

Qr = ØRr Qun

V I Factored V€rtical

T
'lIra' 

I

_l_

Note: max¡mum toe pressufe q ñãx may exceed

the factored bear¡ng capacity, q | .

Fi$¡!e 5.15.7-1: Contact Preasurê Dist¡ibutíon for Structural
Design of Í'ootings on SoiJ. and Rock at
tlengrth LiEit States

B-5-14

5.15.8 BÀCEFII.L

t{here poesible, the backfill material behind all
retaining wãlls shall: be free draining¡ nonexpaneive,
noncorroàive. and ghall be drained by weep-holes and French
drains placed at euitable intervale and elevations. In
counteriort walle, thrgre shall be at least one drai.n for
each pocket formed by the counterforte. Silts and.clays
shatl, if poasibte, be avoided for use: aE backfill.

Faclored Bearing Capacity

Qr = dRr gu[

Factored Horizontal Load

Factored Eearing Capacity

9r = dRr gu[
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Sectio¡ 7 - Subetructures

sEcrrox 7

SUBSlRUCII'RES

PARÎ À

GET¡ERÀL REQT'IRE¡{ENTs å¡TD HATERIÀLS

7.L GEIIERAI.

7.1.1 DErrl¡rlrot¡

A substructure is any structural, Ioad-aupporting
component generally referied to by the terms abutment, pier,
retåining úatl, foündation or other eímilar Lerminology'

7.L.2 LOåX,S

Where appropriate, piers and abut¡rente Ehall be
desioned to ùittrËtan¿ àeãa load, erection loade, Iive loads
ã" iÉ" roadway, wind loads on the euperstructure, forcee due
to. stream curients, floating ice and-drift, temperature and
shrinkage effects, Iateral earth and \tater PresEuregt scour
and colÍision and earthquake loadings.

7.L.3 SETII.EI{EI{T

The anticipated settlement of piere and abutments
should be egti¡nãted h,y appropriate ãnalyeisr -and the effectE
of differential settlement ehall be accounted for j.n the
design of the auPerstructure.

7.I.4 FOT'NDÀTIOII ÀI|ID RETAIITING YÍAI.L IIESIG¡{

Refer to rsectionr 4 for the design of epread footing'-
driven pile and drill.ed shaft foundations and Section 5 for
the desl-gn of retaini.ng walls.

b- | -ta

7.2 ¡¡OTArrolIs

(Content of Àrticle
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Section 7 - Subetructurea

PAa'T B

SERVTCE LOÀ.D DESTCH METHOD

ALLO¡{ÀALE STRESS DESIGN

7.3 PIERS

(Content of Àrticle ]r]^t¡om Final Report of NCHRp project
12-35, D'Àppolonia, 1989.) -

7.4 TUBT'LAR PIERS

(Content of Article 7.4^from Final Report of NCHRp project
12-35. D'Appolonia, 1989.) -

7.5 À"BUÎHEI¡ÎS

(Content of Article 2.5^from Final Report of NCHRP project
12-35, D'Àppolonia, I999. )

7.6 R^EF.EREI¡CES

(Content of Article ]r!^from Final Report of NCHRp project
12-35 , D'Appolonía, 1989. )
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Sectiou 7 - Substructur€a

PÀRT C

STREIIGTE DESIGN IIETEOD

LOå.D FACTOR DESTGN

7 .7 ,GEI¡ERÀL

. ..Thg provisions of Àrticle 7.1 through 7.6 shall applvto the load factor design of abut¡rent" orítf, il"-;;;p;íã;tthat: (t) Àrticle 7.5.2-on toadins shatt bã iàfrãäãã-Èy-ir,"articles .for loads, earth press"rË, ã"ã water iress;.;; i;-sections 5.14 and 5.15 for-retaining wãff., ãnã-1ãl e.tiËï"
7-5:?.1 shall be replaced by the,"rÉicie. tor stà¡ítitv inSections 5.14 and 5.15. :Abi¡r¡renrs shalt bã-ãe;i;;ã-;å -'
withstand earth.pressures, water pre.ssures and other loadssrrurar to t,he design of retaining walls.
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1. Add the phrase in bold shown below into Article 3.2.22

3.2.2 Members ehall be proportioned elther wl'th
reference to aenrLce loade a¡d alløable gtreessg as
provided Ln ServLce Load DeeLgn (Alldrabl€ Strege
ueelga) or, alternatLvely, wlth reference to load
factors and factored etrength ae provLded íD Str€ngth
Deeign (Load Factor Deeign).

Add the phrase in bold ghovrn below into Article 3.20.1:

3.20.1 Structureg which retain fills shall be
proportioned to withstand pressure as given by
Rankine's formula, or by other expreeaJ.ons gLvea Ln
Section 5; provided, however, that no structure shall
be designed- for less than an equivalent fluid weight
(mass) of 30 pounds per cubic foot.

Replace existing Article 3.22.3 with the following:

3.22.3 For load factor design, the ga.uura and beta
factors given in Table 3.22.14 shall be uged for
designtng structural menbers and fou¡datlons by the
load facùor coûcopt.

Change the last article reference in Article
8.16:6.6.1 (a) from Article 4.4.7.2 to Àrtícle
4.4.LL.3.2.

oIEER AnrrcLES rll ÀÀsBro 1989

2.

3.

4.

sEclroF ¿ - Fotn¡DArrolls

sBclrof, 5 - RElÀrlfruc ltÀI,I,s

APPET{DIX C

CollttlENÎARI

B-7-4

NOTE! the format used in Àppendix C for Sectiong 4 and 5
ie to first preeent a TabLe of Contentg for each section and
then provide commentary for the recolmended Load Factor
Design specifications. The articlea liated in the Table of
Contents on Allowable Stress Deeign have been prepared under
NCERP Project 12-35 (D'Àppolonia, 1989). Where a comrentary
on a Load Factor Design specification has been prepared, it
is indicated by the letter C before the nu¡ber and title of
the corresponding specÍfication.
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PÀRA C
STREtrGlE DESIGI¡ XETEOD

LOAD FACTOR I'ESIGT{
coxxEtrlARr

c 4.8 SCOPE

The probabilistic LFD basis of these specifications 
-which proãuces an inter-related combination of load, load

factorl and statistical reliability should be considered
a¡hen selecting procedures for calculating lesistalce n9t
specified trerãin. The procedures used Ín developing.the
'*räIo"" of performance fãctors contained in thís Section are
summarízed-in Appendix A of the Final Report, NCERP Project
24-4 (Barker, ei-aÌ., 1991). other rnethods nly be uged if
the statistical nature of the factors given above are
considered through consistent use of reliability theory, and
are approved by the Owner.

c 4.10.4 STREIIGTE RE9UTREXEHT

The basic requirement of safety in LFD for¡nat can be
expressed by the following formula:

{R¡ > effect of 'ytpili (C4.10'4-1)

where
6 = perforrnance factor, see Tables 4.10.6-1

through 4.L0.6-3;
Rn = nominãI resistance of foundation;
dnì = design strength (or factored resistance) i
'y 

-- = Ioad factor, see Table 3.22.LA¡
i¡i = coefficient for load ty-pe -i, see Table 3 '22'lA¡
i- = tyPe of load, such as dead load, live load, etc';
Li = Ioad tYPe i;
l;PiLi = reqúired strength (or required resistance) '

The formula expresÁ¡es the notion that even in the
highly unlikely sit^uation where the load-carrying.capacity
of-thè foundation is very low, and, at the sarne tirne, the
Ioads are very high, the capacity of the foundation should
still be large enough to support the loads.

The load factors '/ and performance factors ó account
for the fact that loads. load effects (e.9., the computed
pressures and sliding forces-exerting on foundations), and
the resistance can bé determined only to imperfect degrees
of accuracy. Load factors which often have values larger.
than unity account for the uncertainties in loads and their
probability of occurrence. Performance factors, on the

c-4-L
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other hand, which typ:ically have values less than unity,
account for such things as soil variabilitieg and model
uncertainties.

c 4.10.6 PEnFOnXÀXCIA FACTORS

ffhere EtatistÍca1 information was available,
reliability theory, ternpered in sone casee with judgment.
was used tó derivè the valuee of performance factora given
in Tables 4.10.6-1 th:cough 4.10.6-3. In casee rthere there
was insufficient info:rmation for calibration using
reliability theory, va)-ues of performance factore were
chosen based on jüdgnent, eo that the desígn was coneistent
with that using Áso-procedures. DetailE are provided in
Appendix a of the fiñal report for Projecl: 24-4 (Barker, et
al., 1991).

In derivÍng the r¡aluee of performance factors given in
Tables 4.10.6-1-throur¡h 4.10.6.3, the target reliab!lity
indices were chogen att 2.0 to 2.5.2.5 to 3.5r and 3.5,
respectively, for drirren pilee, drilled ehafts and spread
footings.

c 4.11.1.1 General

Proble¡re with inr¡uificient bearing and/or exceeeive
settlements in fill c¡rn be significant, particularly if poor
(e.g., soft, wet, frozen or nòndurable) material is used or
riratériat is not prope:cly compacted. Settlement of
furproperly placeã oi eonpactèd fitl around piers can cauee
suËstãntiãI- increaEes in footing loads reEulting from the
downr¡ard drag or friclÌ.ion force exerted on the pier by the-
settling tifÍ 1i.e., negative skin friction). Even properly
placed ánd conpacted Ìtaðkfill undergoeE sone anount of
ãettlenent depènding on the material type, moieture
conditions, nãthod óf placenent and ¡rethod and degree of
cornpaction.

C 4.11.1.3 Scour Prrctectio¡ (Revleed Artlcle C4.4.5.2,

In cases where footings are founded on rocks, special
attention ¡tuet be paicl to the effect of blasting.. Blaeting
of highly resistant competent rock formatione typically.
resulfs in fracturing oi the rock to some depth below-the
final rock gurface. ;Because blasting would likely reduce
the resistance to scour within the rock zone i-mediately
below the footing bas,e, blasting is not reco¡mended.
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Section 4 - Foundatioae

C,ll .11.1.4 Froet Àctioa

For frost action to occur, it is generally accepted
that three basic conditions must exist:

- the presence of frost susceptible soit,
- the availability of water, and
- cooling conditions that cause the soil and water to

freeze.

Considerable dífferences of frost penetration can exist
throughout the U.S. and, in some instances, even locally.
Where frost protection is marginal or deficient ( for
example, in the case where a roadhray grade adjacent to an
existing structure is lowered), consideration should be
given to the use of insulation to improve frost protection.

C 4.11.1.5 Anchorage (Same aa A¡ticle C 4.4.6)

Blasting operations have a high probability of
overbreak and,/or fragmentation of the bearing rock below the
footing level. Accordingly, positive anchorage is required
between the rock and footing such as provided by rock
anchors, bolts or dowels.

C 4.11.1.6 crourdrúater

Evaluation of seepage forces and hydrautic gradients is
essential in the design of foundation excavations extending
below the groundwater table. Upward seepage forces in the
bottom of excavations can result in pipíng in dense granular
soil or heaving in loose granular soit which may cause
bottom instability. These problems can be controlled by
adequate dewatering, typicafly using wells or well points.
Dewatering of excavations in loose granular soils can cause
settlement of the surrounding ground. If adjacent
structures may be damaged by such settle¡rent or if the cost
of dewatering is high, seepage cut off methods, such as
sheet piling or slurry walÌs, may be practical or necessary.

C 4.11.1,8 DeterioraÈion

Measures that may be used to protect concrete
foundations from attack by aggressive agents include:

- Use of special materials (e.g., sulifate resistant
cernent and epoxy-coated steel- reinforcernent),

- frequent maintenance, and
- conservative design that deliberately dÍsregard

portion of the foundation material.

L-4-J
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The choice depends, anong other factors, on the
severity of the problem, the decay rate and the cost,.

Special types of cements may be used to reduce
deterioration. ÀCÎ,s Guide t,o Durable Concrete (1982) lists
the appropriate types of cements for various typés of
sulfate exposure.

C 4.11.1.9 [€arby Structur€a

The possibility of a nerp foundation imposing additional
loads on an existing foundation (or vice versa) ihould be
evaluated, depending upon the pròxinity of the'nearby
structure and the relative posit,ions between the fouñdation
and.the existing structures. À new foundation may be
positioned as shor,rn in Figure C4.11.1.9 to avoid Lhe
possibility of imposing additional loads on an existing
foundation, if the footings are founded on firm soil oi
rock.

C 4.11.3.1 General

Elastic deformation occurs quickly and is usually
small. In design, it is normally neglected. Changes in
volume associated with a reduction in the water content of
the subsoil is called consolÍdation and can be estimated and
¡reasured. Consolidation settlement occurs in all soils. In
cohesionless soils, the consolidation occurs quickly and is
normally not distinguíshable from the elastic deformation.
In cohesive soils, such aa clays, the consolidation can take
a considerable length of ti¡ne.

Varioue loads may have significant effects on the
nragnitude of settlementa or lateral displacenents of the
soils. The follo¡¡ing factors should be considered in the
estimation of settlementE:

- the ratio of sustained load to total load,
- the duration of sustained loads and
- the ti¡ne interval over which settlement or lateral

displacenent occurs.

The consolidation settlements in cohesive soils are
time-dependent, and consequently, transient loads have
negligible effect. Eowever, in cohesionlese soíIs where the
permeability ís suffíciently high, elaetic defor¡ration of
the supporting soil due to transient load can take place.
Since deformation in coheeionless soils often takee place
during construction while the loads are bej.ng applied, such
deformation can be accornmodated by the structure to an
extent, depending on the type and construction method.

c-4-4
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Section 4 - Foundations Section 4 - Fou¡datio¡rs

C 4.11.3.2 Load6

Deformation in cohesionless (or granular) soils often
occurs as soon as loads are applied. As a consequencet
settlements due to transient loade may be significant in
cohesionless soils, and they should be included Ín
settlement analyses. consolidation eettlements in coheeive
soils, on the other hand, are time-dependent. Consequently,
consolidation settlements due to transient loads are usually
negligibte, and are o:Eten disregarded in settlement
analysee.

c 4.11.3.3 ltov€meDt Critería (Revíaed lrtlcle C 4.4.7.2.5,

Past experience has shown that bridges can, and often
do, acconmodãte more settlement than traditionally aLlotted
or anticipated in des-ign. ThÍs accommodation is accompanied
by creep, relaxation and redistribution of forêe effects.
Sõme studies [Mou1ton' .et aI. ¡ L985¡ Duncan and Tan, 1991]
have been madé to synthesize apparent response, which
studies indicate thãt angular dÍstortions betereen adjacent
foundations greater than-0.008 in -,eimple-spans and 0.004 in
continuous spans should not be permitted in eettlement
criteria. lãsser angular distortion may be appropriate
after consideration of:

- cost of mitigaLion through increased foundatÍone,
realignment or overbuilding,

- rideability.
- aesthetics, and
- safety.

Figure C4.11.1.9:

Existing Foundation

Reco¡nnended Location of a Ner't
Foundation on Firm soil or Rock

c- 4-5

c 4.11.3.4. settlomerrt Analyees

Both in situ and laboratory teets can provide useful
information pertaininr¡ to the lóad-deformation behavior of
the foundatión soils. Theee teet methods include:

In situ test methods:
- cone penetrorneter (schmertnan, 1978)
- pressuremeter (Briaud, 1990)
- dilatometer (Marchettir 1980)
- screvt plaÈe (Kay and Avalle, 1982)
- plate load (ASTM, 1990)

Iaboratory test methods:
- direct shear (ASTMT 1990)
- unconfined and triaxial compression (ASTM' 1990)
- consolidation (ASTM, 1990)

u-4-o
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Section 4 - Foundations

c 4.LL.3.4.L Settleme¡t of Footings oo Cohesionless Soils

Settlements of cohesionless soils occurs essentially as
rapidly as the foundation is loaded. The immediate
settlement may be estimated by seweraL established nethods.

Details for these procedures can be found in many text
books and engineering manuals (e.g., Terzaghi and Peck,
1968; Sowers, 1979¡ NAVFAC, 1982; Gifford, et aI., 1987i
Tomlinson, 1989; Tan, et al., 1991).

C 4.LL.3.4.2 Settlemenf of Footings on Cohesive Soils

In practice, footings are most likely founded on
overconsolidated c1ays. Settlements of footings founded on
these less compressibJ-e clays can be estimated using elastic
theory, BagueJ-in, et a1. (1978), or the tangent modulus
method, Janbu (1963, 1967). Settlements of footings on
overconsolidated clays usually occur fairly rapidly, and it
is reasonable to assume that they take place as rapidly as
the l-oads are applied.

C 4.11.3.4.3 Settlments of Footings on Rock

Where the foundations are subjected to a very large
J-oad, or where settlement tolerance may be smalI,
settl"ements of footings on rock may be estimated using
elastic theory. The stiffness of the rock mass should be
used in such analyses.

The accuracy with which settlements can be estimated by
using elastic theory is dependent on the accuracy of the
estimated rock mass modulus (E*). In some cases the value
of E* can be estimated through empirical correlation wíth
the value of modulus of elasticity for the intact rock
between joints. For unusual or poor rock mass conditions,
it may be necessary to determine the modulus from in situ
tests, such as pJ-ate loading and pressuremeter tests.

If bearing resistance of footings on rock is estimated
using the serni-empirical procedure developed by Peck, et aI.
(79741, settlement of the footing is expected to be less
than 0.5 inch.

C 4.11,4.1.7 Theoretical Estimatíon

Ultimate bearing capacity of saturated clay is related
to its undrained shear strength by the following equation:

gult = cNcm + TDfNqm (C4.LL.4.1.1-1)

c4_7

Section 4 - Fou¡dationa

r¿here c = Su = undrained shear strengthi
Nç¡¡, Nq¡¡ = modified bearing capacity factors

wlîich. are functions of footing shape,
enbedment, depth and load inclination, see
Tan, et al. (1991) or other foundation
engineerÍng textbooks or manuals for details;

7 = total unit weight of clay;
Df = footing depth.

For cohesionless soils (such as sands or gravels), and
conditions r¡rhere the groundwater table iE at dept,h greater
than 1.5 ti¡res the footi,ng ¡sidth below footing base,
ultimate bearing capacity may be determined from the
expression given below:

gult = 0.5 'yB Nr¡¡ + rDf Nqm (C4.11.4.L.7-21

where .y = total unit weight of sand or gravel;
N"¡r Nom = ¡nodified bearing capacity factors' wñich are functions of 6oi1 cornpressibility,

footing shape, embedment depth and load
inclination, see Tan, et aI. (1991) or other
foundation engÍneeríng textbooks or manuala
for details;

B = footíng r¡idth;
Df = footing depth.

When the position of groundwater table is at a higher
level (less than 1.5 ti¡nes the footing width below footing
base), ultimate bearing capacity of soils would be smaller
than that computed using Equation C4.11.4.L.L-2. The effect
of groundwater ís described in Article 4.11.4.1.6.

The reliability of bearing capacity estimateE depends
on the accuracy r.¡ith which the soil parameters (undrained
shear strength or friction angle) are determined.
Consequently, values of performance factors vary with the
means by which the soil strength is determined, as indicated
in Table 4.10.6-1.

c 4.11.4.1.2 Semi-enpírica1 ProcedureÊ

Because of difficulties in obtaining undisturbed sand
samples, ultimate bearing capacity of footings on gand are
best estimated using seni-empirical procedures. The
ultimate bearing capacity in- sand cañ be determined based on
Standard Penetration Test (SPT) results by the following
(rnodified after Meyerhof, 1956):

ñs D¡
gulr = - 

(Cwl + C'o2 
-) R1 (C4.11.4.L.2-L!
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Section 4 - Foundatio¡s

where N =
9ult
cw1,

average val-ue of SPT blow counti 1
= utiímate bearing capacity (t/ft¿l,ì

footing width (ft);
Cw2 = correction factors for groundwater
effect (dimensionJ.ess) ;
footing ernbedment dePth (ft); --reductíon factor due to the effect of load
inclination (dimensionless) .

Cone penetration resistance can also be used to
estimate bäaring capacity directly. The ultimate bearing
;;;;;rat =r,ã"ia-¡" ãeteririned bv the followins empiricar
toimula'which ís based on cone Penetration test (cPT)
results (modified after Meyerhof, 1956):

Df=
Rr=

where q. = cone resistance.(t/-f1-2)r,B = footing width (ft)t
and othér terms are as defined previously'

The ultimate bearing capacíty calculated using Equation
c4.11.4.L.2-L or C4.11.4:1.2-2 shõuld be muttipligd-by 3"

^ppiãpti"t" 
performance factor given.in Table 4'10'6-1 to

ããt".ini"" thã factored bearing capacity'

c 4.11.4.1.3 Plat€ Loadiûg Test

Load tests have a limited depth of influence and may

not disclose long-tãrn consolidation of foundation soils'

C 4.11.4.1.5 Effect of Load Eccentricity

As shown in Figure C4.11'4'1'5-1r.the reduced
dimensions for a foðting can be determined as:

s' = 2y (c4.11.4.1.s-1)

L' = 2x (c4.11 .4.I'5-2l,

For footings that are not rectangular, such ?"-tf-t"..
circular footin! at ihe bottom of Figure c4'11'4'1'5-L the
effective area can be estimated using simple approximations
and judgement.

r'or purposes of structural design, it is usually
assumed that the beãring Pressure vaiiet tinearly across the
Ëãtiã.-"i ihe footing. -tËis assumption results in the

c-4-9

9ult =
9c

40
B (Ce¡1 + Cr2

Df

-)B
R1 (c4.11.4.1.2-21

sêctíon { - Fouûdatioil.s

REDUCED EFFECTIVE AREA

Figure C4. 11.,t . 1.5-1:
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Section 4 - Foundatlo¡s

slightly conservative triangular or trapezoidal contact
pressure distribution.

C 4.11.4.¡..6 Eff€ct of crouûdnater fable

- The position of the groundwater table can significantly
influence the bearing capacity of soils through iÈs effect
on shear strength and unit neight of the foundation soíls.
fn general, the .submergence of soils will reduce the
effective shear strength of granular materials as well as
the long-term (or drained) strength of clayey soils.
Moreover, the unit weights of subnerged soils are about half
of those for the same soils under dry conditions. Thus,
submergence effect may lead to a significant reduction in
bearing capacity, and it is essential that the bearing
capacity analyses be carríed out assuming the highest-
possible v¡ater table expected within the service-life of the
structure.

Infl-uence of .groundwater ís incorporated in the semi-
empirical procedures given in Article C 4.11.4.1.2 through
the use of the factors C'o1 and Cor2. Sinilarly, the effect
of groundwater can also be included in analytic theory
(Equation C4.II.4.1.1-1) as follows:

For cohesionless soils

gult = 0.5'yB Ce¡1N"¡rn * 1Cr2 DlNgn (C4.11.4.1.6-1)

If the depth of groundwater table (D*) is greater or
equal to 1.5 times the footing width plus the footing depth
(Df), Cw1 = Cw2 = 1.0. For Dw = Df, Cr,¡l = 0.5 and Cw2 =
1.0; for Dw = 0, Cwl = Cw2 = 0.5. -For intermediate
positions of groundwater table, values of Ce¡1 and Cq,2 can be
determined by interpolation.

C 4.lL.4.2.7 Seni-empirícal Procedures

The enpirical correlation developed by Peck, et al.
(19741, as giwen in Tab1e C4.11.4.2.I-I, may be used to
estimate allov¡able bearing pressure of footings on competent
rock. The value of RQD j-n Table.C4.11.4.2.L-L, should be
taken as the average RQD of rock wíthin a depth B below the
base of the footing, In no instance should the allowable
bearing pressure of the foundation exceed the allowable
bearing stress of the concrete. Since the design values
recommended by Peck et aI. are based on settlement
IÍmÍtation, load factors should be taken as unity.

The ult,imate bearing capacity of jointed or broken rock
may be estimated using the semi-empirical procedure
developed by Carter and Kulhawy (1988). The procedure is

c-4-tl
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Table C4.11.4.2.1-1: .Allowable Bearíng Pressuree of Jointed
Rock (Àfter Peck,. Eanaon and Thornburn,
L97 4l

RQD

100

90

?5

50

25

0

*Note: If t,he reco¡rmended value of allowable -bearing.presaure
exceeds the unconfined compreeeive strength of the rock
or allowable stress of concrete, the allowable bearing
pressure should be taken as the unconfined compressive
strength, or the allowable streas of concret,e,
whi.chever is less.

Allo¡¡able Bearing Presaure*
(tEf)

300

200

L20

65

30

10

l.)\¡
æ

E
F
".1
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Sectio¡ 4 - Fou¡datío¡e

based on the unconfined compressive strength of the intact
rock core sample. Depending on rock nase qualÍty (meaeured
in terms of RI.IR or NGI sy6ten) , ulti-urate bearing capacity of
a rock mass varies from a small fraction to eix times the
unconfined compressive strength of intact rock core samplea.

C 4.LL.4.2.2 Analytlc lletbod

Depending upon the relative epacing of joints and rock
Iayering, bearing capacity failureE for foundations on rock
may take eeveral forns. Except for the caee of a rock mass
with closed joints, the failure ¡rodes are different fron
those in soi1. Procedurea for estj-nating bearing capacity
for each of the failure nodes can be found in Kulhawy &

Goodnan (198?), Goodman (1989), and Sowere (1979).

c {.11.4.3 Fallure by Sllding

sliding failure occurs if the horizontal conponent of
the factored load exceeds the factored shear resistance of
the soils, or the factored shear resistance at the interface
between the soil and the foundation, whichever is 1ess.

For footings on cohesionLess soile, Bagnitude of
sliding resistance depends on the roughnees of the interface
between the foundation and the eoil. If the base of the
footing is rough, as in the case where footings are cast in
situ, the stiding ís resÍsted by the ful1 strength of the
soil. For precast concrete footings, which nay be smoother,
the shear strength of the interface nay be taken as eight-
tenths of the soil strength.

For footings that rest on clay, the sliding resistance
should be taken as the cohesion of the clay, o.q one-half the
normaL stress on the interface between the footing and soil,
whichever is less.

The resistance to sliding rnay be increased by widening
the base of footings, or by the uee of key if footinge are
founded on stiff clay or rock.

c 4.71.4.t1 Lose of Ovorall st,abilÍty
(Revi66d nrtLcle C 4.4.9)

Equilibrium methods or analyaes which enploy the
Modified Bishop, simplified Janbu' SPencer or other
generally acceþted nethods of slope stability analysis mey
be used.

Investigation of global stability ie particularly
important for foundatione which are located close to:

c-4-t3
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- a natural slope or on an inclined gite
- an enbankmenL or an excavation
- a river or a canal
- a lake, a reservoir or the sea shore
- nine workings
- a retaining wall.

The mode of failure rdill be dictated by the aubsurface
conditions in the vicinity of the footing. When relatively
honogeneous soil conditions exist and Buch conditions extend
below the footing, the critical failure aurface will tikgly
be circu.lar. When subsurface conditions include a
particularly weak zolre or layer, or a shallow sloping rock
eurface, the critícall failure aurface will likely be planar.
In many cases, both modee of failure muat be analyzed to
determine the more ct:itical failure ¡¡ode.

Even if overall stability is satÍgfactory, special
exploration, testing and analyses nay be required for bridge
abutmente or retaining walle constructed over soft subsoils
where consolidation ;rnd/or lateral aqueeze of the eoft soil
could result ín unacceptable long-term Eettlements or
horizontal movement of abutnents.
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sectlon 4 - Pou¡datLong

c 4.L2.3.7.2 crouÂdrrat€r lable À¡d Buoyaûcy

Unless the pile is bearing on rock, the tip. resistance ie
pri-narily dependent on the effective surcharge which is directly
influenced by the groundwater level. For draÍned loading
conditions, the vertical effective stresa, os'¡ is related to the
position of the groundwater level and thus affects shaft
capacity.

C 4.L2.3.1.3 Effect Of Settling Ground À¡d Dormdrag Forcsa

When a soil deposit, in which, or through which, piles have
been installed is subject to consolidation and settles in
relation to the piles, downdrag (negative skin friction) forces
are induced on the piles. the índuced downdrag loads tend to
reduce the usable pile .capacity.

Downdrag foads are a pile capacity problem only in the case
of a true end-bearing pile on very dense or hard soil or rock
where the pile capacity is generally controlled by the structural
strength of the pile and where settlements of the pile are
negligible. In all other cases of piles bearing in coarpressible
soiJ-s, where the pile capacity is controlled by tip resistance
and shaft adhesion or friction, the proble¡r of downdrag nay be
regarded as a settlement problem.

Field observation on instru¡nented piles have shown that the
rnagnitude of downdrag is a functj-on Õf the effective atress
acting on the pile and rray be computed in a way si¡rilar to the
caLcuLation of positive shaft resistance. Downdrag loads can be
estinated using the d- or À- methods. However, an allowance
shouLd be made for the possible j-ncrease in undrained shear
strength as consolidation occurs, since the increase in shear
strength rvill result in higher downdrag l-oads. Àn alternative
approach would be to used the p-method where the long-term
conditions after consolidation should be considered.

Downdrag loads should not be conbined with transient loads
(e.g., wind and traffic loads) and, therefore, only perrnanent
loads need be included wj-th the downdrag loads, provided that the
transient loads are smalLer than the downdrag loads.

Do\Èndrag can be reduced by applying a thin coat of bitr¡men
on the pile surface. In the case where downdrag is a capacity
problen, the load factors for the downdrag load shall be the
reciprocal of the perfornance factor used for the method of
estimating shaft resistance (Table 4.L0.6-21. When downdrag is a
settLement problem, the load factor for the downdrag load shall
be unity.

c-4-r5
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c 1.L2.3.2.3b cohesLoÂlcas Soil

the settle¡nent of pile groups in coheeionless Eoile can be
estimated through the use of empirical correlatione propoeed by
Meyerhof (1976). These can be expreseed in the following forzr:

2qtJx-

.¡

Using SPÎ,
Ncorr

qxr
Using CPÎ, p =

2qc

where q = net foundation pressure (tsf) applied at 2Dgl3
(Figure 4.12.3.2.1-1)

X = width or s¡rallest dimension of pile grouþ

p = aettlement of pile group

I = influence factor of the effective group enbedment

I=1-D'l8x>0.5 (C4.12.3.2.3b-3)

D' = effective depth = 2DA/3 (c4.12.3.2.3b-4)

Db = depth of eurbedment of piles in layer which providee
support (Figure 4J2.3.2.l-L)

Ncorr = representative average corrected (for overburden) SPT
blow count over a depth X below the equivalent
footing.

20
Ncorr = [0.77 lo91g (-) ]N (c4.12.3.2.3b-5)

ovt

N = measured SPT-N value within the aeat of settlement

ov' = effective vertical stress (tsf)
qc = average static cone resistance over a depth X below the

equivalent footing (tÊf).

(c4.12.3.2.3b-1)

(c4.12.3.2.3b-2 )
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C tL.L2.3.2.4 Latoral DisPlacêrûo¡t

The lateral displacement of pile grouPa can be estimated
usinqtheÞrocedures-describedin-theEngineeringManual.for
õri"Ë"-piråã looi et ar., 1991). The prócedure was developed
through a paranetri" ãi"áv of å large äu¡ber-of pile groups- using
tt¡e ttreoriãe propããed by Évans and óuncan (1982) and by Focht and
Koch (1973).

C 4.L2.3.3.1 å¡ial Loadlng of Plleo

The design criterion for the bearing capacity of pilee nay
be expreseed as:

CqQutt ¿ ÀxiaL Load Effect (C4'12'3'3'1-1)

where:

ón = perfornance factor for the ultiurate bearing capacity of
P.Lre

Qult = ulti¡rate bearing capacity of a single pile

Qulr = Qp + Qs (C4'12'3'3'1-2)

Qp = Ioad carried by pile tip = SpÀp (C4'12'3'3'1-3)

Qs = toad carried by pile shaft - qgÀ6 (C4'12'3'3'1-4)

qp = unit tiP resistance of PiIe

qs = unit skin resistance.of Pile

As = surface area of PiIe shaft

Ap = area of PiJ'e tiP

The value of ód i6 dependent uPon the method used in
estinåiing tr,e pirãeuããrirri "ap."ir-y 

and may be different for tip
ãrra ,n.tt-.".i"i""å"ã. In-thiã casä the faètored capacity may be

written as¡

Factored Capacity = óSpQp + óqsQs (C4'L2'3'3'1-5)

where:

óqp = Perfornance factor for tip resistance

Cqs = Perfor¡nance factor for shaft resistance'

c-4-77
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the ultj:nate bearíng r::apacity of a pile ÍE-derived fron the
tip resistance and/or sháft; iesietance ¡ekin friction)'..Both the
tiþ and ehaft resistances rfevelop in responae to- foundation
ãiãpiã""r""t. The maximu¡r valueË of each are unlikely.to occur
;t-ãil-ralr¿ displacenent. The shaft reaiatånce ie typically .
i"riv-ráui-iizãa-"t dieplac,enente of about 0.1 to 0'4 in' rhe-tip
ããlãêity..however, is irobiLize¿ "f!:I 

the pile eettlea about St
of-its áia¡neter (Kulhawy et al., 1983).

c {.12.3.3.2 Àaalytlc Esti"Eatct Of Pl'lc Ca¡raclty

Threeanalytícnethodeofegtimatingekl.n.frictionandone
analytic nethod of esti-nat:Lng tip reEistance of pilee are
described below¡

shaft ReEístanco

1) c-Method

The c-nethod relates the adhesion between the pile and a
clav to the undrainãã et¡ear strength of the clay' The ultinate
unif Ekin friction, qs, can be expressed by:

9s = aSu (c4.12'3'3'2-1)

where:

su = mean undrained shear strength

c = adhesion factor aPPlied to Su.

TourlinEon (198?) for¡nr'd that the adhesion factort a' varieg
with ihe .,"to" òt-iúå 

""ãi:ãi""¿ 
ehear atrength¡ s¡r as shoem in

Figure C4.L2.3.3.2'L.

2 ) P-Method

The p-nethod is an effective atreBe method f,or predicÈing.
skin friction ot pilee. ilh" ulti¡rate unit skin friction, q1e, ie
i"l.tãa to the efiàctive e¡tressee in the ground ae followe:

qs = ah'tan 6

= Ktan 6 ov,

= þ ov, rc4.L2.3'3'2-2l.

c-4-18
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where:

or oh' = horizontal effective streee

øv' = verticat eifective atress

6 = angle of shearing resistance between the soil and the
pile

K = coefficient of lateral earth pressure

É = Xtan ¡'

Esrig and Kirby (19?9) developed the ¡elationship between p
and OCR that is shown in Figure C4.L2.3.3.2-2. OCR, ór
overconsolidation ratio is defined as the ratio of the
preconsolidation pressure to the vertical effective atresa.

The p-nethod has been found to work best for piles in
normally consolidated and lightLy overconsolidateô clays. The
method tends to overpredict skin friction of piles in heavily
overconsolidated soils. Esrig and Kirby suggèsted that for -
heavily overconsolidated clays, the value of p ehalt not exceed
2.

3) À-Method

vijayvergiya and Focht (L9721 recognized that the passive lateral
earth pressure can be expressed as ø¡' = ov' + 25¡¡, and the
uLtimate unit skin friction of a pi1é is related to this passive
pressure. They proposed the following relat.ionship:

ro00 2000 3000 4000
Undrained shearing strerEûh Su ¡n lMt?

Undra¡ned shearirìg strerEûh Su in kl,,l/nÉ

50 too 150 200

5000

Figure C4.12.3.3.2-1:
Design curves for adhesion factors for
piles driven into clay soils
(Àfter Tonlinson, 1987)

ro00 2000 3000 4000
Undrained shearing stiength Su in lbift2

5000

5000

I
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rrrhere À is an ernpirical coefficient shown in Figure C4.12.3.3.2-
3. The value of ¡ decreases s¡ith pile length and was found
enpirically by exaoining the results of load tests on steel pipe
piles.

fip Resistance

gs=À(øv'+2So)

l.)
@
l\)

The ulti¡rate unit
may be expressed as:

9P = NçSo

tip capacity of piles in saturated clay

(c4.12.3.3.2-4)

C-t+-20

(c4.t2.3.3.2-3)
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*P erceeds limit
of 2.OO r
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Figure C4,L2.3.3.2-2; p veraua OCR for full dieplacggglt
pites (Àfter Eerig and Kirby' 1979)
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Section 4 - FouÃdatio¡s

srhere:

N" = bearing capacity factor = 9 (Skenpton, 1951)

S,, = undr.ained shear. strength of the clay near the pilebase.

C 4.12.3.3.3 pile Capacity E6tiñate6 Bae€d OD IÀ Situ ts8t6
In situ test6_ are widely used in cohesionlêss soils because

?Þ!:i"ilg sood suatity sampläs of cõhesionrãÃ=-"ãirã-ir--rr"rydifficurt. rn situ !Þ=tq larameters may be usea iã 
".ij-"t" tr,"tip resi-stance and,skin friction oi-piIås. 

''å-riãquãiËîy "r"ain siru resr nerhods for predictins þii"-""på"itv-ãIã"Ëiåstandard penerrarion resr (SpT) ,"inãa lueyãrhof', iõiei--ãna tf¡econe penetration test (cpr) nethod (NotÈin;h"- 
"i¿-i"ti"ir^.rrr,,197s).

1 ) SPT Method

_^^, _I:I:rhof (I976l, correlared rhe tip capacity and shaftreslsÈance of pile6 with the SpT blow_èount.. firis ¡rethod appliesonly to sands and non-plastic silts.

(a) Pile rip.Capacity

The ultimate unit tip resistance.for piles, gp (in tons persquare foot) driven to a àepth D5 into a c-ot¡esiåniËsè ;"iistratun can be estimated byl

0.4N"q¡. D5
9p = -------:- < 9t (c4.)-2.3.3.3-1)

D

where:

Ncorr =.average SPT-N value near the pile tip corrected foroverburden

Soction 4 - Fou¡datl,ona

p = pile width or diameter

SI = liniting t,ip resistance (tons p.er square foot)
gl = 4Ncorr for sands _. (C4.12.3.3.3-3)
gI = 3Ncorr for non_plastic silte. (C4.12.3.3.3_4)

(b) Skin Friction

The skin friction- of piles in cohesionless Eoils nay beestÍmated using rhe fottowing .q";tiã; (lrteyerhof, iõieJl,

For driven displacenent piles:

20
Ncorr = [ 0.77 loglg (-) ]N

N = measured SpT-N value

ov' = verl-íca1 effective stress measured at the pile tip(in tsf)

C-/4-23

ñ

50

For non-displacenent piles (e.9., steel_E piles)!

ñ

too (c4 . 12.3.3.3-6 )

where:

q. = unit skin friction for driven piles (tsf)
Ñ = average (uncorrected) SpT-blow count along the pileshaft.

. .Displ?ggrnent.piles, which have solid sections or hollowsections ¡rith a crosed end, disptra"" " iãrãii"ãii;-rãigË-iåi"r" orsoit durins penerrarion. ñon-a^i-liã"Ë.L"t pileÃ'";;;iiy';;rr"relatively small cross-sectional il;ã;;'-e.g., steel_E piles and
:ry1-:19"d pipe pites rhar do not ptug. riuigins-õcãui"-iñen tr¡esorr berween rhe franges in a.steer-a-pil" "i'iuË Àãii-i"-trr"cylinder of an ooen-"lgpd.steet pile piie 

"ar,eiã" t"iiy-Ë"-tt"pile and noves dãwn with the pilã-å; if-r_, orrrr.rr.

(c4.12.3.3.3-2 I

N¡æå

(c4.12.3.3.3-s )

¡d

F
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2l CPT Method

The cone penetration test yields two useful parameters that
can be applied-to pile capacity-prediction: (i) the cone
;;"I;.aiã; r""i"tãnãã,-q", tr,it't' is related'to the tip capacity
#";ii;;-;;d-iiit "r""""'iiiction, fe, which can be.u:"9 to
å=ti.at" the skin friction capacity'- Nottingham.and.SchmertÌrann
iîõËt-ã;;i"pãà tñã-iãir"win'e proêedure for esti-matine pile
capacitY:

(a) Pile TiP CaPacitY

Nottingham and Schmertriann (1975) found Ìh"t !9?:Tiln::
orocedure qítt"s 

" 
good estimation of end bearing caPacLty an

;ii:îä; ãii-ã"ir'Ivp.À. BeeeEann,6 nrocedure-for eerimatine
rñã tip resisrancå,"å;ri;;Íüi*rrt;"1:'åii,!iii3:3:i:r-Ài" *
example of the me'
minimum average cãne resistance betwãen 0'? and 4 pile diameters
Ëãiã" fnã eieúatiãn-o?-ir,ã pir" tip is obtaineg'bv-a triar and

;;;;; ;;;";;;;-;rail it" ""'of 
the-minimr¡m-path rule' the

-;-';u;:path iule is also used to find the value of cone
resistance for tne soif-i"i " 

distance of eight pile dianetere
ã¡ãrã-t¡" tip. tr¡e two results are then aveiaged to give the
pile tiP resistance.

(b) Skin Friction

Nottingha$ and Schmertmann's (19?5) procedure can be used

tor "ã*f"-iñg 
the ultimate skin friction of piles:

8Dz
Qs = Ks,c[_ > -(L¡l8D]fsas 

+- t fsa6l
!t=O - rf=8D

(c4.12.3.3.3-7)

where:

Qs = ulti¡nate skin friction capacity of the pile

Ksrc = correction factors: K" for clays and K" for sands

(see Figure C4'L2'3'3'3-3)

I,f = depth to Point considered

¡ = pile width or dianeter

c-4-25
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(35+37.5+37.5135)/4 - 36.3

(31É37.5f4O+40+37.tr35)/6 = 37.5

(35r37.5{40+40+40+,10+37.5r35)/8 = 38.'|

(35+37.5+4O+40+37.5+37.4É7.5+37.$¡35.7+35y1 O = 97.5

(35+37.5J.40+40+37.5+35+6{35})/1 2 = 36.3 .

(35+37.5+4o+40+37.5+35+35+7(351)/14 - 36.1

(35+37.5+4O+40+37.5+35f 35r¡lo+40+7{35})/1 6 - 36,6

(3S|37.5{{O+40+37.$37.5r35r4O+37.512{37.5}+7{35})/t S = 36.7

Fi$¡re C4.L2.3.3.3-2: EreaEp]'e of tÌ¡e End Bearing Computation
Procedure ttsing the ltini.ur¡¡o path Rule
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Figure c4.12.3.3.3-3: Shaft friction correction factorB'
(Àfter Nottinghan and. Schnert¡rann, 1975)
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Sectio¡ 4 - Fou¡datione

f6 = unit local sleeve friction resistance from CPT at the
point considered

a5 = pile perilreter

.Z = total e¡rbedded pile length.

C 4.12.3.3.,41 Plles 8€aring OD Rock

The ultimate unit end-bearing capacity (qD) of piles driven
to rock nay be estimated fro¡r the uniaxial comþreseion strength
of the rock as follows (Canadian Geotechnical Societv, 1985):

qp = 3quKspd (c4.L2.3.3.4-1)

where:

qu = average uniaxial compression strength of the rock core

K.o = di-urensionless bearing capacity coefficient (Figure
^ c4.12.3.3.4-1)

d = dimensionless depth factor = 1 + 0.48slDs < 3.4

sd = sPacing of discontinuities

td = widttr of discontinuities

¡ = pile width or diameter

tss = dePth of embedment of pile eocketed into rock

= 0 for piles resting on top of bedrock

Ds = dia¡¡eter of socket.

This ¡rethod is not applicable to soft stratified rocke, such
as shale or limestone. whèn this ¡rethod is applicable, the rocks
are ueually eo sound that the structural capacity will govern the
design lrellenius et aI., 1989). this nethod,ie applicable.olJ.y
if (í) àa t 1 f.E¡ (2) td < 0.25 in. for unfilled discontinuities
or È¿'< T in. for discoñtinuitiee fílled with soil or rock; and
(3)D>1fr.

c-4-29
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Section 4 - Fout¡datiorB

C 4.L2.3.3.5 Pile Load Teet

Load testing can be performed as either a routine load test
or a high-level load test. A routine test is usually carried out
for the purpose of proof testing and involves tri¡riteä quality
control of the test data, a limited number of test piles, anã
only linited analysis of the test results. À high-level teet is
usually carried out before finatizing the design and involves
more reLiable test data, a testing piogran and-method that are
adapted for the.particular site conditions and problens, and a
detailed analysis of the results.

ÎeÉt AffaDg€Ee¡t aad Load TeBt Xethode

Every load test ¡rust be arranged ín conformity with ÀSTM
D1143-81. If the minimum distance values recouu¡enãed in the ÀSTM
standard are reduced, the reliability and usefulness of the test
results could be inpaired. The test load is usually applied by
means of a hydraulic jack, which is also acting as ã Lããd cell.
Hordever, where a higher accuracy and confidence in the te6t
results is needed, such as in high-leveJ. testing, a separate load
cell shouLd be used.

Measurements of the movement of the pile end by neans of a
telltale to the pi).e end and, therefore, the compreËsion of the
pile, should be considered for high-tevel testing and, whereverpossible, also for routine tests on J.ong piles.

Where the objective is to determine the factored axial
bearing capacity of the pile for a limit state design the quick
tests nethods (ÀSTM D1143-81, reapproved 1987) are technically
preferable over the sl-ow methods. For upLift of piles, see ÀSTH
D3689-83, and for lateral load testing of piles, see ÀSTM D3966-
81.

Iuterpretatio¡ of Load 1o6t, Reeults

lests, other than proof tests, should be carried to failure.
The designated failure load shall be based on the shape of the
load-novement diagram.

A Lower bound value for verticat pile capacity may be estj¡rated
using Davisson's method (NÀVFÀC, 1982).

soctl,on I - Fou¡datio¡s

C tl.L2.3.3.7a Single ptle Upllft Capaclty

the design requirement for uplift ie ae follows:

CuQs ' P¡ç,y (c4.12.3.3.?a-1)
rrhere:

Qs = ulti¡nate uplift capacity due to Ehaft reiietance
Px,y = factored tensile load effect in the pile

óu = perforuance factor for uplift capacity.

The performance factors for axíal tension are loryer thanthose for compression. One reason for thie ie that pilee intension unroad the soil; this reducee the overburden-effectivestress and hence the uplÍft skin friction resistance of the pile.

C 4.12.3.3.7b pll€ croup Uplift Capacity

. For pile groups in coheeionlees eoil, the weight of theblock that will be uplifted shall be estimated usiñg a spread of
Load of 1 in 4 (Figuie C4.L2.3.3.7b-1) fron rhe baÀé 

"r ãñ" piiã
grouP.

In cohesive soils, the uplift resietance of the block inundrained shear is given by (Figure C4.12.3.3.7b-2):

Qus = 2XZ + 2yz)su + r{9 (c4.12.3.3.7b-1)
where:

Qug = ultínate uplíft resistance of t.he groúp

X = width of the group

y = Iength of the group

Z = depth of the block of soil belon pile cap

Su = average undrained shear strength along pile shaft
W9 = weíght of the block of soil, piles and pile cap.

c_4_32
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Eoction I - Fou¡dlatioDg

Figure C4.L2.3.7.2-!z Uplift of group of closely-spaced piles
in cohesionless soils

Block ol so¡l
litted by p¡les

soctlo¡ { - FouDdatl.ost

c tL.L2.3.3.8 Lat€ral Load

The resistance of pik:s to carry lateral loads is usually
governed by lateral movème¡rt criterià at the service limit state'
Árti"t" 4.i2.3.2, or strucl:uraL failure of the pilee at the
strength Ij¡it etate.

When groupe of pilee are subjected to lateral loade. there
is interac€ion-among-the p:Llee, through the ground between then'
As a result, groups-of pill:e deftect more than eingle, piles
ãubjected tå €t¡e ãame lãte:cal load per pile, and the-bending
¡roménts in the pites in th' group aie aleo larger. These factore
should be accounted for in design.

c 4.12.3.3.9 Battor Pilo

ilhen lateral loads ac'ting on a foundation are large, batter
piles frovide an effective waf of transmitting-loads to.the eoil.
ih" a"it"" of batter will ,lepènd on the type of pile and the
ráã"itúã. of the lateral l,raãs. Installation by driving is
feásible for batters as la:rge as I horizontal:2 vertical
(Tonrlinson, 1987 ) .

There are situati.ons'¡rhere the use of batter piles nay be
undesirable. These include conditions involving large
sãttLements in compressibl,e clays. Settlenent induces bending
moments in the shaits of batter piles (Tomlinson, 1987) '

Àccording to Tourlinson, the greatèst efficiency -is achieved
bv usinq pileé battered in opposife directions' Ee degcribes a

"itpiã õ.åphical' procedure fãi estimating the compressive and
ã."'=if.-f"ice. in^pile groups containing-not more than 3 ro¡¡a of
piles. The procedirre iõ b,aãed on the aasunption that. (a) the
lãiiãt"a litã= "t" 

pinned ,at their point of intereection, (b)
tãiiiã"i þites in tÎre group do not èarry lateral loade Td (9)
baiter piies carry onlf axial loads.. fônl!neon's-procedure does

"ãl 
åã"ii¿.r pitelsoil'-pil,e interaction, píte stiffnessr.eoil

.Iiti"ãã",-ã"ã l¡" heaà fixity, all of which can.eignifícantly
atiãct thå dist;ibution of forães in piles in a pile-group'
Nevertheless, Tomlinson's Eraphical procedure .is usetur lor
ãUt"inittg a ireli-urinary pile layout, and ie reasonably accurate
if the fáterãf load iE- lãss thañ 20 percent of the vertical load
(Department of the ÀrnY, in Presa).

If the pile group hae more than three rowa, lonlinaon'8
siu,ple-prãc"äor. i" nãt ap¡plicable, and as mentioned previously,
it ñay Ëe inaccurate if the lateral loade are large' More
ããrpiå*-r"ihode based on linear elastic and non-linear elastic
soii response are availabÌ,e for analyzing two and three

c-4-34

l¡fted by piles

Figure C4.12.3 .7 .2-22 Uplift of group of Piles in cohesive
sóils (Àfter Tonlinson' 1987)
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SecÈio¡ 4 - Fou¡datio¡s

di'nensional pile groups. These methods are often quite involved
and require the use of a computer.

Erennikoff,s (1950) linear elastic procedure uray be used tosolve for -the pile forces and displace¡re-nts in pile iroups thatcan be ¡rodeIled in two dimensions. Saul (1969)-expaided-
Erennikoff,s solution to three di¡¡ensions. O,ñeili, GhazzaJ_y andHa _(1977) and O,Neilt and Tsai (1984) have developeå a methoã ofanalysis for three di¡rensional lile iroups that cònsiders non_linear soil response and pile-sôil-píLe interaction.

C tL.L2.3.3.1Oa Coheeive SoiI
The efficiency of pile groups in cohesive soil is diminishedfrour the individuat pile casè duè to overlapping zones of sheardeformation in the soil surrounding the pifèi. -

In cohesive soils, the resistance for a pite group dependson whether the.cap is in firm contact with thè groúnd Èeneãtt.If_the cap is in fir¡r contact, the soil- between the pile and thepile group behave as a unit.

1! "glf pile spacings, a block type failure rnechanism mayprevail while individual pile failure lráy occur at larger piJ.e'spacings. rt is necessary to check for Ëoth failure uréchairis¡ns
and design for the case that yields the ¡rini¡rum capacity.

C 4.12.3.3.1Ob Cohesionleeg SoiI

. For piles driver,r igto sand, the group capacity is never 1essthan the su¡r of the individual pile cãpacitieã, beðause of theincrease in density- caused by aiiving. Thus, ihe efficiemcy
factor is always taken as unity for pile groups in sand.

C 4.12.3.3.1Oc Pile Group íu Strong Soil (Þerlyiag a ïeak or
Conpreeeible SoiI

Meyerhof (1976) suggested that if the distance between thepile tip and the weak deposit (Ë) i6 less than 10 pile diameters,the ultj¡rate unit tip resistance will be:

(qt - so)E

Sectioa { - Poundatio¡g

qo = limíting resistance ín the lower weak stratun.

- . Th" líniting urrit tip reÊiEtance of pilee in sands and non-
!+":!a9 srLrs may be estimated using Equations C4.12.3.3.3:3 andc4.L2.3.3.3-4, respectivery. The u;it-tip resiat"tt"" oi lii".--i'cohesive soils nay be estimated ueing fquàtion Ce.tZ.g.S.2_a.

c 4.12.4.1 BucklJ.ag Of piles

Piles rvhÍch extend for a portíon of-their lengths thíoughwater or-air (e.9., pire bent þiers) sharl be assuñed to ie iixedat some depth below the ground. stabirity shalr be determined inaccordance with provisions for_cornpressioir menbers in sectiãn, gl
9, and_10 using an equivalent tength of the piLe equal to thelaterally unsupported 1ength plus-an e¡¡beddeà aeptË iã iixity.

fþç depth to fixity can be calculated as follows (Davissonand Robinson, 1965)

For clays Depth to fixity = 1.4R (C4.12.4.f-1)
For sands Depth to fixity = l.BT (C4.12.4.1-21

where:

- l"ntnl o'tt
R= 

l*l (c4.12.4.1-3)

En = modulus of elasticity of pile
In = noment of inertia of pile
Es = soil modulus = 67 Su for clays (C4.12.4.1-4)
Su = undrained shear strength of clays

lrorol o'2
r= l^'l'-l*l (ca-L2.4.1-s)

nh = r1t9- of increase of soil modulus with depth
(TabJ.e c4.12.4.1-1).

where:

ql = Iiniting unit tip resistance in t,he upper stratu¡

c_4_35

9p=Qo
10D

< qt (C4.L2.3.3.10c-1)
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Table C4.L2.4.L-l Coefficient of þorizontal subgrade
reaction n¡ (lb/inr)

Density

Loose

Medium

Dense

Dry or

Moist Sand

30

80

200

sectioû 4 - Foundatl.o¡e

The effect of pile sp,acing on the eoil modulus has been
studied by Prakash lfsfo¡. He found that, at pile spacinge
greater than 8 times the pile width, neighboring pilee have no
èffect on the soil urodulus or buckling capacity. Eowever, at a
pile spacing of 3 timeE th,e pile width, the-effective soil
qlodutuã is ieduced to 258 ,cf the value applicable. to a eingle
pi1e. For intermediate ep,acings, modulug.values can be estimated
by interpolation.

C 11 .13.3 GEOIECEI¡ICiß! DE|SIGH

Drilled shafts may be constructed ueing the dry, caeing or
wet method of conatruction, or a co¡rbination of ¡rethode. In
every ca6e, hoLe excavatio.n, concrete placement-and all-other
aspeðts of shaft construction ehall be perfotlted in confo¡¡rance
wilt¡ the provisions of the construction specifications in
Division II (NCHRP Project L2-341.

flhen the quality of a conpleted shaft is suepect, the
presence and effect of defects. should be deternined by
ãestructive and nondestructive testing.

The performance of drilled shaft foundatione can be greatly
affected Èy the ¡rethod of constructÍon, particularly side
resistancel The designer shouLd consider the effectg of ground
and groundwater condifions on shaft construction operations and
deliñeate, when necessary, the general rnethod of construction to
be followed to ensure thã expected performance. Because shafts
derive their capacity fron e-ide and tip resietance which are a
function of the-condition of the materiale in direct contact with
the shaft, it is important that the con6truction proceduree be
consisteni with the-material conditionE ager¡¡ted in the design'
Softening, loosening or other changee in soil and rock conditions
caused Uf'ttre constiuction ¡rethod èould reeult in a reduction in
shaft caþacity and an increaee in ehaft dieplacenent. - Therefore,
evaluati-on of the effecte of ehaft construction procedure on load
capacity shoul.d be considered an inhe¡ent aaPect of the design'

Dril-led shafte constructed in dry, noncaving Eoile can
usually be excavated without lateral euPPort of the.hoLe. Other
ground-conditions where caving, equeeziñg or eloughing soile are
fresent require instatlation óf a steel caging or- uae of a elurry
ior suppor€ of the hole. Such conditions and techniques uray
result-in looseníng of soil around the ehaft, or altering the
frictional resistañce between the concrete shaft and eurrounding
soil.
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Sectiou 4 - Fou¡dations

c 4.13.3.1.1 Downdrag Loads

Relative downv¡ard soil, movements of about 0.1 to 0.5 in. are
sufficient to mobilize fu1! downdrag load loading on shafts.

Downdrag loads are a capacity probleur only in the case of a
true end-bearing shaft on very dense or hard soil or rock v¡here
the capacity is controlled by the structural strength of the
shaft and where the settlement is negligibte. fn all other cases
of shafts bearing in conpressible soils, where the capacity is
controlled by tip resistance and shaft adhesion or friction, the
problen of downdrag loads uray be regarded as a settlenent
problem.

The magnitude of downdrag J-oads may be computed ín a way
similar to that of calculating positive shaft resistance. When
designing for dor¡ndrag, it should be considered that the downdrag
loads do not combine with live loads (e.g., trind and traffic
loads) and therefore, only permanent loads need to be included
with downdrag loads. Downdrag loads are especially important
when the factored live loads are smaller than the factored
downdrag loads.

In the case where downdrag is a capacity problem ( for end
bearing piers), the load factors for the downdrag load shall be
the reciprocal of the performance factor used for the ¡rethod of
estirrating the ultimate shaft resistance (see Tab).e 4.L0.6-2]l.
When downdrag is a settlement probl,en, the load factor for the
downdrag load shall be unity. Downdrag loads are especialJ.y
important in settlement cal-culations when the live loads are
smaller than the downdrag Loads.

c 4.13 .3.1.2 uplift

(See Piles)

Eval-uation of potential uplift loads on drilled shafts
extending through e¡pansive soiJ-s requires evaluation of the
swell potential of the soiL and the extent of the soiL strata
which may affect the shaft. One reasonably reliable method for
identifying sweIl potentiaÌ is presented in Table C4.13.3.1.2-1
which classifies swelL potential as a function of the Atterberg
J-imits, soil suction and percent swell from oedo¡neter tests
(Reese and O'Neil-I, 1988). The thickness of the potentially
expansive stratum must be identified by examination of soil
sampJ-es from borings for the presence of jointing, slickensiding
or a.blocky structure, and changes in color, and laboratory
testing for determination of soiL moisture content profiles.

c_439
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TÀBLE C4.13.3.1.2-1 Method for ldentifyj-ng Potentially Expansive
SoiIs (Reese.and O'Neill, 1988)

Liguid
Linit

LL
(*)

>60

50

Plastic
Lilrit
PL

(t)

<50

60

C 4.13.3.2.7 General

Settlement of drilled shafts install.ed in sand and rock are
usually smaII, and they occur fairly rapidly. Eoweve!, shafts in
clay uray settle over a longer period of t,ine as the clay
consolidates under the j-urposed load.

See also ArticLe C 4.12.3.2.1.

C 4.13.3.2.3a SeÈtlemeut of Single Dritled Shafùe

Reese and O'Neill (198S) have su.nmarized load-settlement
data for drilled shafts in di¡rensionless form as shown in Figures
C4.13.3.2.3a-1 through C4.13.3.2.3a-4. Figures C4..13.3.2.3a-1
and C4.13.3.2.3a-2 show the load-settlement curves in side
resistance and in end bearing for shafts in clay. Figures
c4.13.3.2.3a-3 and C4.L3.3.2.3a-4 are similar curves for shafts
in sand. These curves provide a useful guide for estimating
short-term sett.Lements of drilled shafts.

The values of the load-settlement curves in side resistance
were obtained at different depths, taking Ínto account elastic
shortening of t.he shaft. While elastic shortening may be small
in relatively short shafts, it rnay be quite substantial in longer
shafts. the amount of elastic shortening in drilled shafts
varies with depth. Reese and O'Neill (1988) have described an
approximate procedure for estimat,ing the elastic shortening of
long drilled shafts.

Long-tern settlements of drilled shafts in clay are not
refl-ected in Figures C4.13.3.2.3a-L and C4 .L3.3.2.3a-2.
Consolidation settlements should be added to the short-te¡¡r
settlements. Eol{ever, since drilled shafts are usual}y Ínstalled
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Figure C4. 13.3.2. 3a-1:
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Section ¿ - For¡Ddatione

in heavily overconsolidated soiLs, consolidation settlements are
usually snalL.

Settlemente induced by loads in end bearing are di fferent
for shafts in sand and in èIay. while drilled shafts in clay
typically have a well-defined break in a load-displacenent curve
fõi shafls in sand, there is no well defined faílure at any
displacement. The load of drilled shafte in eand continues to
inciease as the settlement increases beyond 5t of the base
díameter. Q¡ ie typically fully ¡robilized at displace¡rents of 2t
to 5t of thõ'base äianetei for ãhafts in clay. The ultimate unit
end bearing is defined arbitrarily as the bearing.Pressure
required tõ cause settle¡rent equal to 5t of, the pier-diameter,
evén though this does not corréepond to courplete failure of the
soil. beneath the base of the Píer.

The curves in Figures c4.13.3.2.3a-1 and C4.L3.3.2.3a-3 also
show the settLements át which the ultinate side resistance is
¡¡obilized. Q5 is typically fulIy ¡nobilized at.displacements of
0.2t to 0.St õf the shaft diameter for shafte in clay. For
shafts in sand, this vaLue is 0.1t to 1.0t.

C 4.13.3.2.4 Lateral DícPlacene¡t

The lateral displacenent of single drilled shafts and groups
of drilled shafts cair be estinated uÀing the procedures described
in the Engineering Manual for Drilled Shafts (Ooi et a1', 1991)

C 4.13.3.3.1 Àxial Loadiag Of Drill€d ShaftÉ

See Àrticle C 4.L2.3.3.1.

c 4.13.3.3.2 ÀaalyÈic Eetioates of Drilled Shaft Capacity Ia
Cobesíve Soile

Drilled shafts in cohesive soils rnay be designed by totaf
and effective stress ¡rethods of anal.ysis, for undrained and
drained toading conditions, reepectively. shafts -in cohesionlees
soils sha1l be-designed by effeótive stiese urethods of anaJ'ysis
for drained loading condilions or empirical methods based on in
situ test results. The c-¡rethod, a total stress ¡rethod for
drilled shafts in cohesive soils, is presented below.

c-4-45
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Sbaft reeleta¡ce

a-nethod

For shafts in cohesive soíI loaded under undrained loading
conditions, the ultimate unit side resistance may be esti¡¡ated ae
follows:

9s = ûSu (C4.13.3.3.2-1)

rphere

su = mean undrained srhear strength

c = adhesion factor.

Refer to Table C4.13.3.3.2-1 for guidance regardJ-ng
selection of a. The value¡¡ of o shown in Table C4.13.3.3.2-1
reflect the values for cla.y (clay is defined as a ¡¡aterial with
Su < 2 tsf) and a transitiónal ¡nãterial between clay-and-rock (2
t;f < su < 9 tsf) as recotürnended by Reese and O'Neill (1988).

Environmental, long-t,ern loading or construction factore nay
dictate that the depth ignored in estimating the ahaft resistance
should be greater than the 5 ft indicated in lah1e C4.13.3'3'2-1'
Refer to rígure C4.13.3.3.2-1 for identification of portione of a
driLled shalt not considered in contributing to the shaft
resistance.

The adhesion factor a is an enpirical factor used to
correlate the results of fuII scale load tests with a material
property or characteristic of the cohesive soil. The adhesion
i""iot is usually related to su and is derived from the resulte
of full-scale piJ.e and drilled-shaft load teste. Uee of the
approach presuires the neaeured value of S¡¡ is the correct value

"itä ttr^t äII "n"ft behavior resulting from construction and
loading can be lumped into a single Parameter. NeÍther
presumftion is strictly correct' but the approach is ueed due to
its sinplicity in dealing with a complex problem.

The upper five feet of the shaft is ignored in estimating Q"
to account ior the effecta of seaEonal moieture changes,
disturbance during construction, cyclic lateral loading and low
lateral stresses irom freslhly-placed concrete. The lower one
diameter above the shaft tip oi top of enlarged baee is ignored
due to the developnent of tènsile èracke in the eoil near these
regions of the shãft and â corresPonding reduction in lateral
stress and side resístancer.
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S€ctiog 4 - Fou¡dations

ÎAELE C4.13.3.3.2-1

Location Àlong DrilJ.ed
Shaft

Prom ground surface to
depth along d¡illed
shaft of 5 fÈ'

Recomrended values of à for drilled
shafts in clay
(Àftet Reese and O,Neill, 1988)

Bottom I diameter of
tbe d¡illed shaft or
1 stem diameter above
the top of the bell

ÀIl other points along
the sides of the
drilled shaft

Und¡ained Shea¡
SÈrength, So

Value of

<2tsf
2-3tsf
3-4tsf
2-3tsf
3-4tsf
2-3tsf
3-4Èsf
2-3tsf

>9tsf

SectioD ¿l - Foundatío¡s

ù.

* The depth of 5 ft may need to be increased if the drilledshaft is installed in expansive clay, or if there issubstantial groundline deflection fiom late¡al 1oading.
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Bells or underreans constructed in stiff fissured clay often
settle sufficiently to result in the for¡nation of a.gap above the
betl which will evãntually be filled by slumping soil. Slunpinq
will tend to loosen the soil i-urnediately above the bell and
decrease the side resistance along the lower portion of the
shaft.

The value of o for driven piles is often considered to vary
ae a function of Srr. valuee of c for drilled ehafts are
reco¡urended Ín rabfe C4.13.3.3.2-L based on the resuLts of back-
analyzed full-scaLe load tests. Thie recornmendation is baeed on
elininating the upper five feet and lower one dianeter of the
shaft lengih durini back-analysis of load teet results. The load
tests weré conductèd in insensitive coheeive eoils. therefore,
if shafts are constructed in sensitÍve clays or clay-like shales
or mudstones, values of a may be different than those shown in
Table C4.13.3.3.2-1. Other values of c nay be used if based on
the resuLts of load tests.

fip resi8taDc€

For axiaJ.ly loaded shafts in cohesive soil subjected to
undrained loadi-ng conditions, the ultimate unit tip resj-stance of
drilled shafts máy be esti¡nated using the following equation
(Reese and O'Neill, 1988):

9p = NsS,, < 80 ksf (C4'13 '3'3'2-21

where:

Nc = bearing caPacitY factor

Nc=6[1+o.2(z/Dpll<9 (c4.13.3.3.2-3]

Dp = diameter of drilled shaft

. 2 = penetration of shaft.

The value of Sr shall be determined frour the resulte of in
situ and/or laboratðry testing of undisturbed samples obtained
within a depth of two diameteis below the-tip of the shaft' If
the soil wit,trin two diameters of the tip is of soft consistency,
the vaLue of N" shal1 be reduced by one third.

s€ctio! 4 - Fouaêatio¡a

rf D^ > 75 in. and shaft settlenente will not be evaluated,
the value'of qp shall be r:educed as follows (Reese and O'Neill,
1988):

9pr = Frgp < 80 ksf (C4-13.3.3.2-41

where:

2.5
Fr=

a=0.0071+0.0021-=0.015 (c4.13.3.3.2-6)
DP

¡ = O.eS,¿tiiGl whrere 0.5 < b < 1.5 (C4.13.3.3.2-7)

Dp = liP diameter in inches.

The liniting value oli 80 ksf for qp and q¡¡¡ is not a
Èheoretical li¡rit but a lj¡rit baeed on the lar'gest neagured
values. A higher 1i¡ritin(r value nay be ueed if baged on the
results of a load teet.

The use of Equation C4.13.3.3.2-2 to eetirnate the tip
resistance for drilled sh¿rfts having diametere greater than 75
inches is not reco¡utended because the deformations requíred to
fulIy urobitize the calcul¿¡ted value of Qp will nortnally- be
grealer than can be toler¿Àted by highway^structures. Therefore,
ior large diameter shafts founded on stiff to hard clay,-the
liniting value for the ultimate unit tip resistance ehall be
reduced as described in Et¡uation C4.L3.3.3.2-4.

c 4.13.3.3.3 Esti¡atioa t)f Drllled-Sbaft CaPaclty Ia
Cohesíoalesn Soilg

While urany field loarl testg have been perforned on drilled
shafts in clayË, very few have been perforned on drilled ehafts
in sands. Thé shear streltgth of cohesionless soils can be
characterized by an angle of internal friction (C') o!
empirically relãted to itr¡ sPT blovt count (N). Methode of-
eslimating- shaft resistan<:e and end bearing are Presented below.

c-4-50

aDP + 2.5b = 1.0 (c4.13.3.3.2-5)
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Shaft Resista¡ce

TabLe C4 . 13.3.3.3-1 sr¡.marizes f ive Eethods of predicting
shaft resistance of-bored piles in sand. euiros and-Reese (Ló771
and Reese and O,Neill (1988) liu.ited the unit side resistance to2 Esf, corresponding to the maxi-ur¡m value ever ueasured, and
louma and Reese (1974) linited the unit side resiótance Eo 2.5tsf. These values howewer, are not theoretical linits. Eighervalues can be used if verified by load tests.

Ta.ble C4 . 13.3.3.3-1 Surmary of procedures f or Estiuating Side
Resistance (q6) of DriIIed Shafts in sand

REFERENCE

Touna and Reese
( r974 )

Meyerhof
(1976)

9s - Ktv'tan{' < 2.5 tsf
where K = 0.7 for Db S 25 ft

K=0.6for25ftcDg<40ft

K-0.5for Dg>40ft

Quiros and Reese
lL97? |

DESCRIPTION

Reese and llright
(L977 |

Sectio¡ 4 - Fou¡datío¡e

C' = friction angle of sand

K = load transfer factor

Db = enbedment of d¡illed shaft in sand_.bearing layer

É = load transfer coefficient

z = depth below ground surface in feet.

It nåy be noted that the side resistance of diilled ehafts
in sand can be estiuated using (a) the friction angle [Touma and
Reese (1974)l or (b) the SpT blow count [Ueyerhof (1976), euirosand Reese (L9771, and Reese and llright (L97711.

The friction angle of sands can be correlated to the
Standard Penetration Test blow count or the cone legistance as
given ín lable C4.13.3.3.3-2.

Table C4.13.3.3.3-2 Friction Angle of Sands Related to Test
Values

9s
N

(tsf) = 
-100

Reese and O'Nei]-].
( 1988 )

qs(tsf)-0-026N <2tsf

N
Çs(tsf)=- forNl53

34

N-53
q" (tsf) + 1.6 for 53 < N I 100

450

where N = uncorrected SPT blow count

ov' = vertical effective stress

c-4-57

qs (tsf) = Pov' I 2 tsf for 0.25 S þ S L.2

whereP= 1.5 - O.ß'J;

Consistency

Very loose

Loose

Mediu.n

Dense

Very Dense

Reese and O'Neill (1988) proposed a uethod for uncemented
sands that uses a different approach in that the ghaft ¡esistance
is independent of the soil friction angle or the SPT blow count.
Àccording to them, the frÍction angle approaches a comon value
due to high ehearing strains in the eand caused by stress relief
during drilling.

Iip Reaiataoce

Load tests show that large settlements are reguired to
mobilize the ¡naxi¡rum end bearing resÍstance of dri[ed shafts in
sands. Since large settlements are not tolerable in most
structures, the procedures presented in lable C4.13.3.3.3-3 for
calculating the ulti¡rate unit end bearing.capacity (gp) are based
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Table C4.13.3.3.3-3 Summary of Proceduree
Resistance, gp (tsf)

REFERENCE

Tourna and Reese
(L97 4\

Meyerhof
( 1e76 )

Loose 9p (tsf) = 0

16
Medium Dense 9p (tef) = -

40
Very Dense 9p (tsf) = -

DESCRIPTION

Quiros and Reese
(L977 |

for EEtimating Baee
of Drilled Shafte in Sand

Reese and wright
(L971 |

9p
2Ng6.¡D5 4

(tsf¡ =
15DP 3

( Ncorr 
ITT.:"nnr"".r.

Reese and O'Neil1
( 1988 )

Same as Touma and Reese (1974)

where Ncorr = SPT blow count corrected for overburden pressure

= t0.771-o91q (20lo." ) lN

N = uncorrected SPT blow count

Dp = b"". diameter of drill-ed shaft in ft

Db = enbedment of drilled shaft in sand bearing layer

k=1for
Do < 1.67 ft
&'k = 0.6Do
forD62 '
1.67 Ït
Applicable
only if
D5 > 10D

Sectio¡ 4 - Foundatlona

on a downward novenent equal to either 1 inch lTouma and Reege
(1974) and Quiros and Reõse G977ll or 5t of the baee diameter
ineeeå and Wright (L9771 and Reese and O'Neill (198811.

Reese and o'Neill (1988) recomtend that for base dia¡ìeterg
greater than 50 in.r gp ehould be reduced to gpr as folloets:

9p (tsf)

9p (tsf)

2
=_N

3

= 40

9p (tsf) = 0.6N

9p (tsf) = ¿s

50
9or=-9o'DP

forN<

forN>

where qn¡ = reduced baee resiatance for Dp > 50 in'

Dp = dia¡reter of the base of the ehaft (in.)

q- = ultinrate unit end bearing reeistance calculated ueing
one of the neth¡ods in Table C4.13.3.3.3-3

Use of Equation C4.13.3.3.3-1 assumes that qn-is estimated
using the Reeáe and O'Neil.I (1988) equation in Table
c4. 13.3.3.3-3.

Meyerhof's expressíon for base resietance etems fro¡r.the
iaea ft¡åt the tip iesistance increases linearly wÍth enbelnent up
[" à fi.iting aeþttr of 10 shaft diameters; thêreafter, the tip
resistance rè¡rains constatìt with depth.

Five methods [Touma and Reese (1974), Meyerhof-(-1976),
Quiro.-anJneãse (iglll, Reese and Èright Q9171. and.Reese and
õ'neitt (1988)l have been presented for estirnatÍng the ard'e
resistanèe aná-end bearing-capacities of drilled shafts in Eands
and gravels. Comparison õf tñese methods shows that they may

;;;"i¿ in widely ãivergent esti¡rates of capacity- for the ga¡te

ãonditions. Uniortunaiely, the infor¡natioã available fro¡r field
load tests at Present is -insufficient to determÍne which of the
¡rethods is mosi rel'iable and most generally applicable'

Due to the shortage of fietd data, it ie not poeeible at
pt"".trt to determine wíth precieion what values of performance
iactors should be used for-drilled ehafte in sanda and gravele.
Ããããiãi"grv. the best procedure aPPearB to be to eetimate the
;;ñ;iat-;;ins all of Èhe applícable-nethods,.and-to eeLect the
¡;ãa;;;å "ãpãóitv 

using jud-girent, and any available. e'r.'Perience
,ii¡, =irif"i "onâitiottõ.- 

æfre inherent gieat variability of the
capacities of drilted shafts in sand logically Euggests.fhat
.rràio"r of performance facl'-ors for shafts in sands should be
smal.Ier than for Ehafts itr claY.

c-4-54

60

forN<75
forN>75

60
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C 4.13.3.3.4 Àrial Capacity In Rock

Ilpically, the axial compression l-oad on a shaft socketedinto rock is carried solely in side resistance until a totalshaft settlement on the order of 0.4 inches occurs. Àt thisdisplacement, the ultimate side resistance, eSR, is ¡robilized andslip occurs between the concrete and rock. Àã"a result of thiss1ip, any- additional load is transferred to the tip, and it is
assu¡ned that side resistance reduces to zero. ThiË assunption isconservative because a portion of the fully urobilized sideresistance wilL remain after faiLure of thã bond al.ong the shaft-rock socket interface. Alternative procedures 

"re avãilable
which can be used to proportion the locket load between side andtip resistance (e.g., Caiter and Kulhawy, 19BB).

Where the rock socket capacity is derived fron side
resistance, the settle¡rents within the socket will be small. ffthe rock socket capacity is derived fron tÍp resistance, theset.tlenents wj-I1 be larger and must be checked as an ini,egralpart of the design.

The design procedures assume the socket is constructed in
reasonably sound rock that is little affected by construct.ion(i.e., does not rapidty_degrade upon excavation-and/or exposureto air or water) and which is cLeãned.prior to concrete. piacement(i.e., free of soil and other debris).

The dêsign procedure presented in this article assuaes that:(a) the rock strength measured during site investigation wiLl notdeteriorate during construction when water or driÌÍing fLuids areused, (b) the drilling fluid used will not form a lubiicated fil¡r
on the sides of the socket, and (c) the bottom of the socket isproperly cleaned oút. This is especial.ly i_nportant if the
capacity of the drilLed shaft is based. oñ ená bearing.

_ - The_design procedure proposed by Reese and O,NeiII (1999)
for bearing capacity of driLled shafls socketed in rock ås=*es
that the load is carried entirely by the shaft if the computed
settlement is l-ess than 0.4 in. Conversely, Ioads that cãuse
settlements greater than 0.4 in. are assumed to be carried
entirely by the base of the drilled shaft. This ¡rethod is
conservative since loads are assumed to be carríed entírely inside resistance or entirel-y in end bearing, and no allos¡anðe is
nade for the loads to be carried by a corrbination of side
resistance and end bearing. The steps in the design procedure
are as follows:

L. Estimate the settLe¡rent of the portion of the drilled shaftthat is socketed in rock. This consists of two components:(a) the elastic shortening of the drilled shaft, p", which
can be computed as follows:

c-4-55
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(>Pi)Es

wtrere EÉ = depth of the socket

EPi = working load at the top of the aocket

Àsoc = cross-sectional area of the socket

Ec = Young,s modulus of conerete.ii the eocket, coneidering
the. stiffness of any steel reinforcement,

and (b) settLement of the base of the drilLed shaft, pbaser.
which can be conputed as follows:.

(:Pi ) Ip
Pbase = (C4.13.3.3.4-2)

DsEr

where fp = influence coefficient .(fron Figure C4.13.3.3.4-l)
Ds = diameter of the base of the drilled.shaft socket

E. = urodglus of.the_in situ rock, t.aking the joints and
their spacing into account.

The-Young's modulus of the in situ rock, E¡, can be estimated as
f ol-Lo¡vs:

E. = K¡Ei (c4.13.3.3.4-3)

where Ei = intact rock ¡rodulus found either by testing or by:
means of Figure C4.13.3.3.4-2

KE = modulus modification ratio, related.to the rockquality designation (ReD), as shovrn in
Fígure C4.13.3.3.4-3.

2. Calculate pe + tg¿gs. If the sum is le.se than 0.4 in.,
compute the ulti¡rate capacity based on sÍde resistance alone(Step 3). If the sum is greater than 0.4 in., compute the
ultinate capacity based on base resistance alone 1-Step 4).

c-4-56

Pe=
AsocEc

( c4 . 13.3. 3.4-1 )
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Figure C4.13.3.3.4-1:

ELâstic settlement Influence Factor aE a
Function of Enbedment Ratio and Ìlodulus Ratio
(Àfter Donald, sloan and Chiu, 1980, as
presented by Reese and OrNeill' 1988)
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Figure c4.13.3.3.4-22 Errgineeríng Classificatfon of Intact Rock
(l.fter Deere, 1968, and Peck, 1976, as
pr:esented by Reese and OtNeiIl, 1988)
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3. EsÈimate the side resistance of drilled shafts socketed in
rock as follows: if the uniaxiaL courpressíve strength of
the rock is less than or equal to 280 psi, t,hen the-ultimate
unit side resist,ance (qs) is given by (Carter and Kulhawy,
1988 ) :

q" = 0.15q¡1 (C4.13.3.3.4-4)

where qu is the uniaxial colrpressive strength of the rock. If
the uniaxial. compressive strength of the rock or concrete in the
drilled shaft, whichever is less, ie greater than 280 psi, t,hen
q. is given by (Horvath and Kenney, 1979):

Figure C4.13.3.3.4-3:

Modulus Reduction Rat,io as a Function of ReD(Àfter Bieniawski, L984, .as presented by Reese
and O'Nei1L, IgBg)

é^
o
ooo

ss = 2.s/ã;

where q" and q,, are in psi.

4. Esti¡rate the base resistance of the drilled shaft socket
from the uniaxial compression strength as follows (Cdap6¡dj,a*rF
Geotechnical Society, 1985) :

9p = 3q¡rK.nd (C4.13.3.3.4-6)
, ''.'t

$'+èiS '

where qu = average uniaxial compression strength of the rock
core

K"n = dimensÍonless bearing capacity coefficient

3 + s¿/Dg

c-4-59

K"P

.d = dÍmensionless 'depth factor

d=1+0.48s/D6.3.4

s¿ = spacing of discontinuities

td = rdidth or thickness of discontinuities

Ds = diameter of dri-Iled shaft socket

c-4-60

1o[1 + 30ot¿/s¿]o'5

(c4 . 13.3.3.4-s )

(Figure C4. 13.3.3.4-4 )

(c4.13.3.3.4-7)
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Es = depth of embed¡ent of drilled shaft ¡ocket - 0 for
drilled shafts resting on top of bedrock.

this-nethod is not applicable to soft etratified rocke, such
as shale or linestone. lfhen this nethod is appllcable, the rocka
are ueually go eound that the atructural capacity will govern the

. design (Felleniue et a1., 1989). Thig nethod ie ap¡rlicable only
if (a) sd > 1 ft, (b) t¿ < 0.25 in. for unfllled diecontinuities
or td < 1 in. for discontinuitiea filled with eoil or rock
debris, and (cl Ds > 1 ft.

Àlternatively, estinate the base reeistance of drilled
ehafts aocketed in rock using reeults fron pressuremeter tests as
follows (Canadian Geotechnical Society, 1975) 3

sp - K¡(pr - Po) + ov (c4.13.3.3.4-81

where pl = li¡it presgure dete¡ained from presaureneter te6ta
averaged over a distance of 2 dia¡neters âbove and
below the bage

Po = at rest horizonÈal atress Deasured at the baee
elevation

øv - total vertical sjtresa at the baee elevatioa

Rb - di¡ensionlese coefficient which dependa on the aocket
diameter to Bocket depth ratio ae given :ln lable
c4 . 13.3.3.4-1.

TÀBLE C4.13.3.3.4-1 Relatit¡nship of EslDg I{Lth K5 for Drilled
Shafts socketed Into Róck (Àite- CanadLan Geotechnlcal
Society,1985)

ô.010

o o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 Lo I.2 I.4 I .6 I.8 2.O

Rat'þ sd/Ds

Figure C4.13.3.3.4-4: Bearing capaclty Coefflclent, 
-Ksp(Àfter canadÍân GeotechnLcal society, 1985)

0.020

Es /D8

K5

C 4.13.3.3.5 Load regt

Load tests are conduct,ed on full-eca1e drilled ghaft
foundations to provide data regarding load capacJ.ty, load-
displacenent response, and ehaft performance under the design
loads to perarit ascessnent ,cf the validity of the design
assumptions for a particula:r site.
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Sectio¡ 4 - Foundatione

Às a mini¡rum, the written test procedures should include the
following:

- ApParatus for applying loads including reaction system and
loading system.

- Àpparatus for measuring novenents.

- Apparatus for measuring loads.

- Procedures for loading including rates of ).oad application,
).oad cycling and nraxinum load.

- Procedures for measuring movements.

- Safety requirements.

- Data presentation requirements and methods of data analysis.

- Drawings showing the procedures and materials to be used to
construct the load test apparatus.

Às a minimum, the resuÌts of the toad test(s) shall provide
the load-deformation response at the top of the shaft.

Tests can be conducted for compression, uPlift, or lateral
Ioading, or combinations of loading. FulL-scale load tests in
the field provide data which include the effects of soil, rock,
and groundwater conditions at the site, the di¡rensions of the
shaft, and the procedures used to construct the shaft. Because
the results of full-scale load tests can differ even for
apparently similar ground conditions, care must be exercised in
generalizing and extrapolating the test results to other
locations.

Load 1€6t Procedures

Load testing should be conducted whenever sPecial Eite
conditions or co¡rbinations of load are encountered, or when
structures of special design or sensitivity (e.9., large bridges)
are to be suppoited on drilled shaft foundations.

Load testing procedures generally provide flexibility !n.the
methods of applying incre¡rental loade and approaches to defining
a duration oÍ lòading. The typical types and suitability of the
various test loading rates and durations are su¡ûmarized below:

- Maintained Load
The test procedure in nrost conmon use (ÀSTM, 1989) consists
of incremental loading to 200t of the design load to
determine load capacity and load-deformation behavior.

c-4-63
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- Constant lime Interval
Siurilar to the Maintained Load test procedure, except loade
for the Constant lime Interval test are maintained on the
shaft for a consEant interval to permit determination of the
yield load as a function of creeP rate.

- Constant Rate of Movenent
the test procedure pernits aPplj.cation of Ioãd to shafts at
a constant rate of movement that permit8 a Bignificânt
reduction in the testing tiures in comPariËon to the Previous
procedures.

The osterberg uethod (osterberg, 1984) uaes a special flat
pressure cell inetalled below the tip of the shaft, aE ghown in
Figure C4.13.3.3.5-1, to load the 6haft internally in a way that
urakes it possíble to differentiate the contributíon of tip and
eide resistance to load capacity. the Osterberg Method ie the
only current test procedure specifically developed for load
testing of drilled shafts.

The osterberg Method is ideal for proof loading a large
number of d¡:iLled shafts because it is siurple, quick, and
inexpensive as compared to other ¡rethode of field testing. Load
tests conducted at constant ti¡re intervals or ratee of movement
are also relatively guick, and characterize foundation behavior
during undrained conditions in fine-grained Eoils.

The naintained load test procedure and other procedures
which provide data in regard to tine-dependent movements, are the
most costly and ti¡re consunring, and may or may not provÍde
information indicative of actual long-term performance. When it
is anticipated that the bridge foundations will be eubjected to
live loads of an intermittent or cyclic nature, a test method
incorporating Èhis condition may be warranted.

There are two basic tyPes of lateral load tests; theae are
standard tests and cornprehensive tests. The standard test
addreeeee the need to deternine the lateral load-deflection
behavior at the ground line. the compreheneive test is conducted
to determine the lateral load-deflection behavior at depths below
the ground line for PurPotes of developing síte-specific p-y
relationehips along the length of the shaft. AddiÈionallyr.
depending on the pãrticular reguirements_a! a eite, conpreheneive
teËting èould include coneideration of fixity at the top of the
shaft, cyclic loading, or group effeete.

c 4.13.3.3.6a upllft Ca¡racl.ty of a Siagle Drtll€al thaft
the performancè factors for uplift are loq¡er than those for

axial compresgion becpuse drilled ghafts in tensíon unload the
c-4-64
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l)hl Gr¡a

(b) shaft ReßlBtanc€ Test

Flgure C|.13.3.3.5-1t osterb€rg.tôad Tê8t APpâratus for Drllled Shaftg
(Àfter Osterberg, 1984)

(a) End Beârlng T6et

Sectio¡ { - Fou¡datlong

soil; this reduces the overburden effective atress and hence the

"piiit-"rã"-iãrir[""äã 
ã* irr" drilled ehafr, aE discueeed in

Àrticle 4.12.3.3.?a.

the uptift capacity of a bellgd drilled ehaft ehould be
c"rcoiäi"ã-;;;"tdã-a[Ãf ttt. bell behavea âs an anchor (Reese and
ó;Ñeill, 198S1. eiy ekin, friction above the bell ehould be
ãiscounëed. irt" 

"piiit 
iratacitv (Qs bell) of a belled drilled

Ehaft may be calculated ¡le follosrs:

QE betl o 9s bèI1 Àiri (C4'13'3'3'6a-1)

where
i s" bell = unit uplifit capacity of a belled dr'llled ehaft

9e bell = NuSu (C4.13.3.3.6a-2)

Au = annular a:rea between the bell and the shaft

Au =o(Dp2-t121/4 (c4.13.3.3.6a-3)

Nu = uPlift bearinr:l caPacity factor

Su = undrained ehe¡lr Etrength averaged over a distance of
two ueii-aiameters 12ó,"¡ above-the baee' If the eoil

"uott" 
lil"-i"""ãiãs àttãå'- is expaneive-' su ehould be

"t"t.gãã 
over 2Do-above the bottom of the baee' or

orr"r ttã ãåõãrt-ãf pãn"irati"n of the drilled shaft in
ihe foundin-g rrrtraturn, whichever is legs

Dp = dia¡neter of tlr¡e bell

D = diameter of tll¡e shaft'

the value of No varies fr:o¡t 0 -at Db/DD - 0'?5r to a value of I at
ôi7po-=-2.s, ,Ë.rã-õl-iã-irre aãpg!-þfow the i:op of the foundine

"ër"Eu.. Às ahonn iñ riqtor. c4:13'3'3'6a-1, the top of the
iã""ai"g Êtratum ãftã"fa liíe taken at the baae of the zone of
;;;;;;;i roirror"-ãn"rr!"" thie nerhod conservatirrely negl9cts-
ãi"-"iirrt-i""i"t"nË"-ã"u t" rhe soil gection and the weight of
the drílled shaft.

C {.13.3.3.6b Grou¡r Upl:l'ft Capaclty

See Article C 4.12.3.3'7b'
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C 4.13.3.3.7 Lat€ral Load

The design of- Iaterally loaded drilted shafts ie usually
governed by lateral movenents criteria of Àrticle 4.13.3.2 oistructural failure of the drÍlled shaft, .Article 4.13.4.

See Article C 4.12.3.3.9.

C 4.13.3.3.8 Group Capacl.ty

At loads Êomeerhat lees than the ultimate, a concentrÍc road
fpPlied to a rigid cap supported by a group oi drilled shaf¿s isdistributed mainr.y to_the corner ehaftÃ in-equare, rectangurar,or triangular group prans, and to perimeter ót¡a¡tÅ in ciréurar'group layout.s. -Às the applied-load approaèhes the capacity ofthe group, the road transferred to eaèh shaft tends tã equâtÍze.

DríIIing-of a.hoLe for a éhaft near an existing shaft
reduces the effective stresses against both the sidã and baee ofthe existing shaft. As a resurt, the capacitiee of individuatdrilLed shafts.wíthin a group tend to be-equal to or ress thanthe corresponding capacitÍes of isolated shafte.

C 4.13.3.3.8a Cob€siv€ Soil

The efficiency of groups of drilled shafts in cohesive soilis di¡rinished from the individual shaft case due to the
overlapging zones of shear defornation in the soil surroundingthe shafts. - when a cap is in contact with the ground surface]
the cap tends to lead to a bLock failure mechanism which does notresult in ¡robilization of sufficient shear stress in the ground
mass between individual shafts to necessitate a reduction-in thesoil streng!þr provided the center-to-center spacing is greater
than three diameters.

ffilrke&d" Í:Ñ'ùtlÌ¡i*i

C 4.13.3.3.8b CohegionleeÊ Soil
. The capacity of dril_led shaft groups Ín eand is lees than

ghe sum of tþe indivídual shaft capacities due to overtrap of
shear'zori.Sê in the soil between adjacent Ehaft.s and..the_,..ioseinqof thé¡''È'öTt during construction. ihe reco¡uren¿ea'reáütéií""---'
fac,.tore,.4Jlê based-in p"ri o' theoretical 

""n"iaãlaãi;*ã,;,'ñä ""li¡¡iitedì,IËiad test reÊults. .,.: r."."+!-.,.'i

:¿r .ilidit& ÈiÉ¡å"i'¡î{r;ìi

c 4.13. {.1

See Article C 4.12.4.I.
c-4-68
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Figure C4.13.3.3.6a-1: Uplift of an underrea.med d¡illed
shaft
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